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The thesis examines the issue of the ethics and politics of hospitality in the French 
contemporary context in relation to the diasporic populations of the descendants of 
post-war North African immigrants or the 'Beur', using an approach which 
combines philosophy, sociology and literature. 

I argue that the concept of hospitality has been framed by the enduring effects of 
colonial legacy, the legacy of the 'camp-thinking' mentality marked by bio-cultural 
kinship and the ties of blood or 'race' as the basis for belonging to a nation. I 
maintain that hospitality is exactly the anti-logic of the camp-thinking mentality in 
its rejection of closure and overdetem1ination by keeping the political open to the 
ethical. Even though a hiatus between the ethics and the politics of hospitality 
exists, the two can not exist separately. I argue that this aporia does not mean 
paralysis, but in fact, it means the primacy of the ethics of hospitality over politics, 
and thus, keeps alive the danger of hostility in the n1aking of the politics of 
hospitality by means of 'political invention' that respects the uniqueness of the Other 
and that does not exclude hinv'her every time a decision is taken. 

The language of deconstruction and its political and ethical rejection of 
nationalisms, borders and centres reflects the experience of those who are 
1narginalised at the peripheries of societies, whom I call the hyphenated peoples or 
diasporic populations like the Beurs. But at the same tin1e, this language enables 
the1n to assert and articulate their own existence, their own politics and identities in 
a way that opens new possibilities of resistance to violence and exclusion. Jacques 
Derrida's concepts of marginality, diaspora, translation and democracy-to-come 
express the experience of minority diasporic groups such as the Beurs in France. 

I attempt a close deconstructive reading of the Beur texts in order to trace their 
translations of the contradictions of French hospitality and the way the Beurs have 
been 'racialised' as an 'external group' threatening the supposed 'purity' of the French 
national culture by their physical, cultural and religious 'difference' though they are 
French citizens with strong affiliations with France. I argue that with their n1ixed 
origins and cultural n1ultiplicity, the Beurs resist the authority of the 'constructed' 
and 'mythical' national purity and cultural determinis1n, since their position at the 
threshold between con11nunities (the French and the North African immigrant 
con1munities) and national camps (the French and the North Africans) allows them 
to offer a basis for solidarity that transcends ethnic absolutism and national 
belonging. I argue in my thesis that it is the diasporic populations such as the Beurs 
in France that can open up hospitality to an attitude beyond nationalistic 
determinism and :\enophobia. 
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Son, wherever Racism exists, 1vherever oppression exists, anybod_v 11110 lin's 
complacently in its shadows is guilty and damned forever. 
William Gardner Smith. 

The man who finds his homeland sweet is still a tender beginner; he to 
whom eve1y soil is as his native one is already strong; but he is pe1:(ect to 
whom the entire world is as aforeign land. 
Hugo of Saint Victor 

Man, this dialectical phenomenon, is compelled to be ahl'ay.">· zn 
motion ... Man, then, can never attain a .final resting place and take up 
residence in God ... How disgraceful, then, are all fixed standards. Who can 
ever fix a standard? Man is a "choice", a struggle, a constant becoming. He 
is an infinite migration, a migration within himself, from clay to God; he is a 
migrant within his own soul. 
Ali Shariati 
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Chapter One 

General Introduction 

Isn't hospitality the madness of our contemporm)' 11·or!d? To prais·e hospitalityju5;t 
when, in France and almost every where else in the world, the main concern is to 
restrict it, fi-om the right to asylum to the code o.f nationality! Disturbing, excessi,·e 
like madness, it resists allforms of reasons, including raison d'etat. 
Rene Scherer (1993, 7-8). 

Already I know all about the "reality" that supports History's progress: e1·crything 
throughout the centuries depends on the distinction benveen the Se(fsamc, the 
ownself. .. and that which limits it: so now what menaces my-own-good ... is the 
"other". What is the "Other"? If it is truly the "other", there is nothina to sav· it 

b -' 

cannot be theorized. The "other" escapes me. It is elsewhere, outside: absolute~,. 
other. It doesn't settle down. But in History, of course, 11·hat is called "other" is an 
alterity that does settle down, that falls into the dialectical circle. It is the other in a 
hierarchically organized relationship in which the same is what rules, names, 
defines, and assigns "its" other. Helene Cixous ( 1986, 70-71 ). 

1- Introducing Hospitality 

Hospitality as an ancient tradition with ethical imperatives has become politicised in 

Europe and the New World in the last two decades. Strict hospitality laws have 

been issued in the last two decades to 'protect' rich States from any form of 

visitation from poor countries since they are perceived as potential economic 

inm1igrants that n1ay threaten the economic, social and political stability of the host 

countries. European popular imagination, for example, has been haunted with 

itnages of Europe being swept by foreigners, econon1ic and political refugees 

perceived as 'welfare-scroungers', 'job-snatchers' and 'threats to security' 

(Economist: May 2000, 25-26-31 ). Some politicians have started to encourage 

these fears to get more votes especially the extreme right \:ving movements. 1 \\·hich 

haYe been gaining n1ore ground in local and parlian1entary elections. The increasing 

1 
ben the centre ri~ht for e:\ample in the l 1K and Germany are trying to play the immigration card. 

\\ illiam Hague. the preYious Conser\'ative leader in the L1 K claims that 'bogus asylum seekers' are 
·flooding' the country and that Britain should keep them in detentwn till they are 'sorted out'. The 
( ierman consen ati\ e leader .h1rgen Ri.ittgers has npressed the same \ iew claiming that Germ:m~ 
should take care of its 0\\·n children inskad of importing Indians. This \\as his respt'lhe to the 



popularity of leaders of extreme right wing parties such as Pim Fortuyn in Holland. 

Le Pen in France, Jorg Hai"der in Austria (whose party is alread~ sharing power v;ith 

the government), who all publicly voice their xenophobia and racism against those 

perceived as foreigners, are alarming examples of the return of exclusionist popular 

nationalism and fascism to haunt postcolonial Europe. 

Since the 1990s, the issue of hospitality has come to be analysed in France 

specifically from various perspectives: sociological, philosophical. historical and 

literary. Edmond Jabes's Le Livre de l'hospitalite (1991) identifies the phenomenon 

of hospitality as singular, changing and mysterious, but haunted \vith the dark 

shadows of past hostilities, especially anti-Semitism. Tahar Ben Jelloun's 

Hospitalite Franc;:aise-- first published in 1984 and republished in 1998-- is an 

attempt to understand the mechanisms behind the increasing xenophobia in France 

with the racist assassinations of young Franco-Maghrebians. Ben Jelloun ( 1984, 16) 

stresses that France needs to confront and recognise the horrors and bloodshed of its 

colonial past in order to develop a healthy relationship with its supposed 'colonial 

Other', a relationship free of resentment and hatred. Ben Jelloun refers specifically 

to North African immigrants and their descendants in France as heirs of this 

colonial memory of rancour. Julia Kristeva (1988) argues that at a time when 

France has become a melting pot of different cultures, the question that imposes 

itself on us, and which will have been the moral touchstone of the 20th century, is 

how to live with others without absorbing or rejecting them. Kristeva suggests that 

the first step towards integrating the difference of the Other is to admit that this 

'Other' or 'foreigner' is within us or part of us and we must learn how to cohabit 

with hinllher. Kristeva stresses the importance of considering the personal psychic 

life of the human subject in its social context as an important step towards the 

analysis and 'curing' ofxenophobia.2 

Rene Scherer's Zeus hospitalier: Eloge de l'hospitalite ( 1993) focuses on fictive 

hospitality in Homer's U~1·sses, Aeschulus's The Suppliants, Diderot's The l'/un, 

Pierre Klossowski's The Laws of Hospitality, Pier Pasolini's Teorcma. Writing at 

the time of the restrictive 1993 Pasqua laws, Scherer stresses the ethical aspect of 

hospitality that stands against any restrictions. Other sociological books have raised 

the injustices of the State coercive lmvs on hospitality. such as Didier Fassin's .. \lain 

German Chanccllor"s ((!erhard Schroder) call for recruiting around 20,000 profc~~ional h1gh-tL·ch 

~pcciali~ts from India (Economist: May 2000. 19-2~ ). 
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Morice's and Catherine Quin1inal's significant collection of Les· Lois de 

l'inho,,pitalite (1997).3 The influential philosophical work of Jacques Derrida \\'ith 

its deconstructive strategies remains unique in opening up hospitality towards ne\\' 

and multiple possibilities. Derrida stresses that hospitality is 1narked by 'aporetic 

crossroads': "crossroads where a sort of double bifurcation. double postulation. 

contradictory double movement, double constraint or double bind paralyses and 

opens hospitality, holding it over itself in holding out to the other, depriving it of 

and bestowing on its chance ... " and thus keeping it alive to the dangers that 

hospitality entails which is that of hostility (Jacques Derrida 2000, 15 ). 4 It is this 

'aporetic double bifurcation' of hospitality that I appropriate in my research in 

relation to the Beurs or the Franco-Maghrebians literary translation of what I call 

the 'hyphenated' double bind of their identities. 

My use of the term 'hospitality' is strategic and due to many reasons. Ironically, the 

French legislation tends to prefer the use of the term 'hospitality laws· to 

immigration laws emphasising each time it comes up with one of its restrictive 

regulations that this law "ne porte aucune atteinte aux regles traditionnelles de 

l'hospitalite franyaises, a l'esprit de liberalisme et d'humanite qui est l'un des plus 

noble aspects de notre genie national. "5 My use of the term 'hospitality' and not 

inllligration/racism in contemporary French society is also because of the term· s 

accmmnodation to the different perspectives with which I want to analyse the issue. 

My priority is not a history of immigration and racism in France. I use the concept 

of hospitality as a trope for tracing philosophically, sociologically but mainly 

through the reading of Beurs' literary texts, the aporia of post-war diasporic 

populations who though suffer from xenophobia and racism still resist and subvert 

any authoritative delimitation in the name of a hospitable multiplicity. Hospitality. 

2 
For an analysis of Kristeva's preoccupation with the issue of foreignness and the relationship she 

establishes between the concept of the nation and psychoanalysis, see Mowitt ( 1998) and Kristeva 
( 1988, translated in English in 1991 ). 
' Many sociological books have been devoted to the study of immigration issues in France besides 
the influential work of Etienne Balibar, Gerard Noiriel, Abdelmalek Say ad. and Michel \\ ic\ iorka. 
such as C. \\'ithol de Wenden's Lcs immigres et Ia palitique ( 1988), Mohand Khallil's L 'intL;gration 
des maghrcbins en France ( 1991 ). and Dominique Schnapper's La France de /'integration: 
Sociolo~ie de Ia nation en 1990 ( 1991 ). 
_. Jacqu~s Derrida's "Hostipitality" in Angclaki (2000) is based on a paper Derrida delivered in 
Istanbul (at the\\ orkshop "Pera Peras Poros". Bosphorus Llni\crsity. 9- I 0 May 1997). The French 
\ crsion of this paper cannot be traced: therefore. it is only in this case that Derrida \\ill be quoted in 
Lnglish. 
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therefore, is not solely used to think about issues of im1nigration and the reception 

of the immigrants by their 'host' countries, but it is a concept that allO\\·s the opening 

up of the debate towards n1ore important and sophisticated issues of liYing together 

with people of 'different' cultural, religious and social affiliations. More than eYer 

before, the world is a melting pot of different cultures and thus we are confronted 

with the theme of how to survive with the Other or those perceived as Others 

without seeing them as a threat or danger. The problem is that of co-existing. how 

to live with the other, or in Alain Touraine's (1997, 11) words "Pourrons-nous viYre 

ensemble? Egaux et differents?" In this research, I deconstruct the supposed 

binary oppositions that 'traditional' thinking of hospitality entails, namely, the 

relationship between the 'host community' (in this case France) and the 'in1n1igrants' 

(North Africans). I use a Derridean approach to hospitality which refuses its closure 

and overdetem1ination in a host/guest relationship and which disrupts those binary 

oppositions and allows the opening of hospitality. Following Derrida's 

deconstruction of the concept of hospitality, I argue that the descendants of North 

African immigrants in France, the Franco-Maghrebians or the so-called Beurs, 

represent a translation of Derrida's concept of hospitality as their diasporic. in

between position allow them to open up hospitality beyond national or ethnic 

camps. The problem of xenophobia and racisn1. which is not limited to Europe but 

its intensive visibility in Europe, especially in France as our case study, in the last 

decades after the horrors of colonialisn1 and fascisn1, raises a crucial question about 

the relationships between communities of different 'race', religion and culture. The 

'us' and 'then1' differentiation-- can1ouflaged in various discourses: 'etlmic' (soft 

word for 'racial'), 'religious', but mainly cultural terms-- is marked by a degree of 

xenophobia, fear and racism. Technological and communicative revolutions. 

econon1ic and political upheavals, such as de-industrialisation, unemployment 

poverty, and the mass displacement of populations are all factors that have "once 

again invited n1any to find in populist ultranationalism. racisn1, and authoritarianism 

reassurance and a variety of certainty that can answer radical doubts and anxieties 

over self-hood, being. and belonging" (Paul Gilroy 2000, 155 ). 

The 1951 Gene\ a Convention states the right of asylum seekers to be receiYed in 

Europe without restrictions: howe\ cr. many European govcn1menb believe that the 

~ This n.prL·ssion appeared in an official tnt in a 193S dL'LTee. ,,·hich rcstrict~..·d immigration Ia\\ s at 
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numbers of those seeking asylum, which has risen considerablv since the Eighties. . ~ 

are economic refugees in disguise (Economist: May 2000, 19-25 ). Tough 

immigration laws have been introduced to deter any 'potential· economic refugees 

and to build the image of a non-penetrable Europe. Therefore, more than eYer in the 

west, the ethics of being 'hospitable' to the foreigner in one· s land is surrounded by 

a suspicious silence on the part of individuals and by strong Yiolence on the part of 

the Nation States with their repressive legislation systems. The movement of non

European nationals such as Africans, Middle Easterners and Asians are perceiYed 

with mistrust as potentially undesirable 'guests' in the rich North, v;hereas the 

movement of capital, goods and 'tourists' is unlimited towards countries of the 

South. The imbalance of this relationship calls for an analysis of the relationship 

between hospitality and capital, property, especially the national one. Citizens of 

rich countries can be easily granted 'hospitality rights' whatever their destination. 

but those of poor countries are restricted in their movement and their hospitality 

rights are very limited. Immanuel Kant (1957, 21) suggests universal hospitality as 

a condition of perpetual peace and world citizenship. The globe is a sphere in which 

we are bound to live with each other's company or to move from one place to 

another and this can only be guaranteed through the right to reciprocal hospitality. It 

is only through hospitality that humanity can gradually be brought closer to a 

constitution establishing world citizenship and thus perpetual peace. Kant dismisses 

hospitality as philanthropy and insists on its being a right or a 'natural law'. He 

criticises colonialis1n and the 'inhospitable actions of the civilised' referring to the 

conm1ercial states of Europe which advanced its economic exploitations of lands 

seen as 'virgin lands' or lands without inhabitants (Africa, the Cape and America). 

and also for the way they used their n1ilitary superiority to subdue the local 

populations of the newly discovered lands (ibid., 20-21 ). However. Kant still links 

hospitality with conm1erce in "Of the Guarantee for Perpetual Peace". (195 7, 32) in 

which he argues that though 'nature wisely separates nations'. it is trade and 

cmnmerce that subdue the spirit of war (which is for him the state of nature). It is 

through the po\ver of \Vealth that States find then1selves forced to pursue 'noble 

causes' and thus to search for peace, but Kant does not address ho\\ peace may be 

decided differently between those \\·ho haYe money and those \\·ho ha\ e not. Thus. 

the time in nrdcr to 'prc~erYe' the -.;tate\ intere~ts. See DerridJ! 1 CN7b. :'). 
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his metropolitanism is exclusiYe to certain powerful states that pass the la\\. to the 

rest ofhumanity. 

Even though Kant's ideas of cosmopolitanism. universal hospitality and the 

common rights to the surface of the earth shared by all human beings ha\ e been 

very appealing to contemporary debates on democracy and citizenship, his 'racial 

theories' sit uncomfortably and embarrassingly with his claims to metropolitanism 

marked by exclusiveness. His democratic aspirations could not contain the black 

'race', as his raciological ideas about the inferiority of the Negro and his \\'an1ing 

against the dangers of racial mixing contradict his cosmopolitanism.6 Kant's 

universal rights of citizenship and hospitality are exclusive to those who are 

recognised as having a 'universal self. Thus, those who are not recognised as haYing 

the particular cultural and corporal attributes that announce their possession of a 

universal self were exempt from the moral and civic rules of conduct. In other 

words, if their 'race', religion, colour or nationality deprived them of access to 

human universal selfhood, they would be in great danger (Gilroy 2000, 61 ). 

Humanity therefore was restricted to specific territorial boundaries of racialized 

nation-states. The history of this brutal Western exclusionary humanism is bluntly 

clear in the history of slavery and colonialism. Though Kant shows resistance to the 

project of colonialism, his ideas about the black 'race' and its inferiority weakens his 

den1ocratic hopes and dreams: "His raciological ideas blend the physical and the 

metaphysical into a powerful and elaborate argument which sits awkwardly 

alongside the compelling feature of his cosmopolitanism" (ibid., 59). It is this 

exclusionary aspect of hospitality that interests me in my thesis as I question the 

exclusion and marginalisation of the descendants of the North African immigrant 

conu11unities despite their French citizenship frmn French society on the basis of 

their 'cultural', 'ethnic', 'religious', and social affiliations that are deemed 

incon1patible with the 'French values'. 

We are all fan1iliar with raciological thinking and its brutal consequences that 

existed long before the coming of scientific racism at the end of the eighteenth 

century, and \\'e are also aware that the latter had contributed immenseh 111 

6 Kant has developed those ideas in a number of his '' orks. especially Anthmpologr From a 
Pragmatic Point of l"icll' ( 179X) and his 1775 essay "On the Different RaL·es of Man" ( sl·e Gilroy 
2000. 59 for an ntensi\'e discussiPn l)f Kant's raciological think.ing). 
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transforming race-thinking into a coherent, systematic. rational and authoritative 

project. Scientific racism had joined 'race' with rationalit\· and nationalitv - - ' 
knowledge and power, it had consolidated and was consolidated by the demands of 

imperialism (Edward Said 1994b. 8). We are also familiar with the catastrophic 

consequences of raciological 'rationalised' thinking in the aftennath of ?'\azi 

genocide that has influenced the way the crude forms of biological racism haYc 

been exchanged for a more subtle cultural and national racism (Gilroy 2000: .32 ). 

This 'New Racism', as it has been called by researchers,7 focuses more on the 

homogeneity of the nation and its authentic cultural life threatened by new-con1ers 

who are seen as being out of place and whose very existence jeopardises the 

stability and symmetry of the nation. This New Racisn1 emphasises the fantasies of 

the bond ofblood and belonging.8 

Ultra-nationalist groups based on racialized politics have gained more popularity in 

recent years, especially in Europe and America. Anti-racist movements need to do 

more than just establish the shameful links of these movements with their evil 

fascists antecedents as that would not embarrass them let alone defeat them (Gilroy 

2000, 62). Once again, ethical and political inhibitions against the use of 'race', 

interchanged with the 1nuch softer and politically correct 'ethnicity' as a means to 

'classify' people and set boundaries and hierarchies between then1. have diminished. 

The concepts of 'race' or 'etlmicity' and nation have become closely articulated, with 

each granting legitin1ation to the other. This has resulted in what Paul Gilroy 

describes as 'can1p-mentalities' that work through appeals to 'race', nation (as a kin 

group supposedly con1posed of uniform and interchangeable fmnily groups). and 

absolute cultural identity. The lore of blood and the value of national and ethnic 

purity uses biopolitics to regulate the 'fertility' of the nation and to exclude those 

who are not seen as part of the 'kin group' (Gilroy 2000. 127). Women's bodies 

7 See Etienne Balibar and Immanuel Wallerstein (1988); P. A. Taguieff ( 1988b); Zygmunt Bauman 
( 1991 ); Gilroy ( 1987). 
~ Gilroy (2000, ~-l) argues that this era of New Racism is being changed by the re\ olution in 
technology and genomics. which ha\ e changed the nature of this racio1ogy to focus on the cellular 
and the mokcular. Racial biological detem1inism conditions common intcrcsh. sociality and 
behaviour bY look in~ at their inscription in cells or arrangements of molecules. The reCL'nt scientific 
revolutions .in the study of the human genes and its relation to techno-science and billtLThnll]ogy 
ha\ chad a strong impact on the status of the old cighkenth century essentialist concepts of'race' and 
ht)\\ it is understood hut tlwse important changes haH' not been given due n1nsideration by thO'-L' 

writers on 'race'. 
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become the testing grounds for this regulation in the sense that women are char2c-d 

with the production of absolute ethnic difference and thus the purity of national 

blood (ibid.). Thus, "the debates about itnmigration and nationality that continually 

surface in contemporary European politics haYe regularly presented the intrusions of 

blacks, Moslen1s, and other interlopers as an invasion. They can be used to illustrate 

each of these unsavoury features" (ibid., 83 ). Culture, therefore, is fixed \\·ithin the 

national camp and thus denied any possibility of deYelopment (always seen as 

homogenous and pure). In other words, national can1ps are locations in which 

specific versions of solidarity, belonging, kinship, and identity have been inYented, 

practised and controlled. 

We have inherited these types of nationalisms that invoke this mode of belonging 

marked by 'camp-thinking mentalities' with their common understanding of notions 

of collective solidarity, of self and other, friend and enemy, etc. In my thesis, I 

argue first that the concept of hospitality has been fran1ed by the enduring effects of 

colonial legacy, the legacy of this 'camp-thinking' mentality marked by bio-cultural 

kinship and the ties of blood or 'race' as the basis for belonging to a nation. And 

second, I argue that hospitality is exactly the anti-logic of the can1p-thinking 

mentality in its rejection of closure and overdetermination. 

I use Derrida's deconstruction of hospitality in the Western tradition, which is 

tnarked by the paternal and the phallogocentric, or by the logic of the master/host, 

nation, the door, or the threshold. Hospitality-- as we will carefully exan1ine in the 

next chapter-- deconstructs itself precisely when it is put into practice as it lives on 

the paradox of presupposing a nation, a home, a door for it to happen but once one 

establishes a threshold, a door or a nation, hospitality ceases to happen and becomes 

hostility (Derrida 2000, 6). Thus, hospitality is marked by a double bind and its 

in1possibility is the condition of its possibility. It stays on the threshold that keeps it 

alive and open to new-con1ers. I argue in my thesis that it is diasporic populations 

such as the Beur diaspora in France that can open up hospitality beyond 

nationalistic deten11inism and thus keep it aliYe to the dangers of hostility. Derrida 

stresses the aporetic relationship between unconditional hospitality or ethics which 

starts with risks (as the guest can be anyone at anytime), and conditional hospitalit~ 
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or politics which starts with the calculation or controlling of these risks. 9 Ho\\ c\ cr. 

if this calculation means the closure of all boundaries, not only territorial but also 

cultural, social and linguistic, this would means the death of the nation. If the Other 

by definition is incalculable, political calculations have to include a margin for the 

incalculable. In other words, if Derrida (1997a, 13) refuses to close down 

hospitality to the logic of 'paternity' and (its extension the nation) or the logos 

because hospitality is the anti-logic of the logos, that is, of closure and deten11inism. 

the Beur diaspora in France in their in-between position precisely deconstructs the 

myth of 'natural nations' which are composed of 'unifom1 families' that reproduce 

'absolutely distinctive cultures' (Gilroy: 2000, 123). The Beurs or the Franco

Maghrebians, French nationals of North African descent, problematise the cultural 

and historical mechanisms of belonging to France as they provide an alternative to 

notions of blood, 'race' and bounded national culture. With their mixed origins, 

cultural multiplicity, they resist the authority of the 'constructed' and 'mythical' 

national purity and cultural determinism, since their position on the threshold 

between con1munities (the French and the North African ill1lligrant communities) 

and national camps (the French and the North Africans) allow them to offer a basis 

for solidarity that transcends ethnic absolutism and national belonging. Thus, they 

offer an alternative to "the stem discipline of primordial kinship and rooted 

belonging" (ibid.). They also problematise the belief in coll1illon memory as the 

basis of particularity as they reveal the contingent political dynamics of 

conu11emoration especially in their relation to their parents' colonial and anti

colonial me1nory. They interrupt the idea of genealogy and geography as the basis 

for belonging to a nation because of the double bind of their own identities. Like 

hospitality, the Beurs stay on the threshold between the 'imagined' national camps, 

so they resist national calculability. authority and determinism and thus open 

then1selves to all fon11s of translations between cultures, languages and 

con1n1unities. Displacen1ent and un-rootedness, however, is a Yery painful 

experience marked by experiences of exclusion and marginalisation as the Beurs' 

literary works demonstrate. As hospitality remains open to the possibility of 

hostility, diasporic populations are not forever immune to the dismal allure of 

absolute ethnicity. nationalism or racial purity or to the discourse of chcJp corporate 

Q The calcul:.ltion of these risks will be different from one party to arwther: for e"Xample. the 
'\cTwphobic politics of the ntreme n~ht \\ ing will he different from the supposed ·,enophile' politics 

l'fthe Left (Dcrrida 1999a. 123-137). 
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1nulticulturalism and banal hybridity. 1° Cultures of diaspora. ho\:veYer, hm e offered 

resistance to authority, power and national encampment as they fall \\·ithin the in

between position that can enrich the idea of culture as a tnutable and traYelling 

phenOinenon and thus keep the possibility of hospitality aliYe as theY resist the 

authority of nationalist and conformist detem1inism. 

The term 'diaspora' originates from the Greek meaning to scatter or to sow. It was 

used in the beginning in the New Testament to refer to the spreading of the gospel. 

In Medieval tin1es, it was used to refer to the resettlement of Jews outside 

Jerusalem, but in recent times, the term has been applied to refer to large-scale 

n1igrations or displacement of populations such as the African diaspora, or 

Palestenian diaspora. Diaspora today is used to refer to a 'universalized state of 

homelessness', and displacement (Bryan Cheyette 1996, 295). I use the concept of 

diaspora in my research to refer specifically to the condition of the descendants of 

post-war North African in1migrants, who were born and brought in France, a 

country with which they have strong links. I do not use the term diaspora to refer to 

the nostalgic relationship of a population to a lost homeland (that is, the Maghreb in 

this case), since I argue that though the Beurs feel some connection with their 

parents' homeland as the land of their ancestors, they have strong affiliations with 

France. In most of the Beur texts that I have analysed, Beur protagonists decide to 

take a joun1ey back to their parents' homeland in an attempt first, to find solace for 

their disappointn1ent at being rejected in France, and second, to establish links with 

their parents' homeland. But n1ost journeys end with disillusionment, as they 

discover that they cannot fit in those 'alien' societies where they are also rejected as 

'foreigners'. The Beurs are diasporic populations in France as they are French 

citizens with certain conunon but diverse cultural and religious 'Maghrebian' 

identifications that con1e fron1 their common history and the history of their parents' 

n1igration to France. 

10 Paul Gilroy (:2000. 178) argues that the Black Atlantic diasporic populations ha\ e fallen into the 
trap of succumbing to the absolutist notions of nationalism and cultural difference. Black. Atla~tic 
, ernacular cultural e'\prcssions of hip-hop and r~1p that have been marked by demands for ltberat1on 
and justice "ha\ e taken a back seat in recent years to re\ olutionary conser\'atlsm. 1111sngyny and 

. f I " st\ ltsed tales o SL''-Ua e'.ccss. 
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2- Situating the Debate: The French Contemporary Context 

(a)- The Emergence of the Beurs 

North African post war immigration to France came as a result of the enduring 

effects of French colonial policies on the one hand and the shortage of labour in 

France after the war on the other. The inunigrants in the forties, fifties and sixties 

were mostly single male workers. Abdelmalek Sayad (1999) belieYes that the North 

African immigration to France is the product of the destructiYe consequences of the 

modernisation of the villages that had started during the colonial time and that had 

broken its traditional organisation pushing the peasants to proletarisation and 

poverty. France has refused to consider the phenomenon of North African 

immigration as being historically bound to colonialism. When France ordered the 

stopping of labour immigration in 1973 (following racist attacks on the workers in 

Marseilles), family reunion started and thus a new phase in the history of 

immigration began (Catherine Wihtol de Wenden 1995, 243-4 ). The inm1igrants 

and their families were located in very poor housing conditions in the form of 

bidonvilles and then transferred to cites de transit ending finally in HLM banlieues 

on the periphery of French society with more or less the same poor housing 

conditions. 11 With the end of economic prosperity of les trente glorieux, the 

imn1igrants started to be seen as a 'problen1' and the theme of itrunigration started to 

acquire an increasing degree of visibility within French public life, especially at the 

beginning of the 1980s (Wihtol de Wenden 1995, 244). Hospitality and 

im1igration were never part of the political debate in France until the events of 

I 961 in Paris ( den1onstrations by Algerians calling for Algeria's independence), the 

petrol crisis of 1973, and an increasing number of racial assassinations of young 

Franco-Maghrebians (Ben Jelloun: 1984, 24). However, as Neil MacMaster ( 1995) 

suggests in his research, the inter-war period (the 1920s and 1930s) in France knew 

the development of anti-Maghrebian racisn1, especially within certain State 

institutions and written sections of the n1edia. 12 This racism. that \\·as link~d with 

the 'crin1inalization' of the North African in11nigrants and that had long been 

11 SL·~ Abde1mald Savad ( 199.:'). t-.1 iche1 Laronde ( \99~ ), \1. Hervo and t-.1-A. Charras ( \971 ). 
1 ~ For a detailed anah-~i~ ofthi~ argument. ~ee l'hapter Four. Section Three of .Jim House\ 

0 ~ 

unpub 1 i~hed Ph.D. till'~ i ~: A ntiracism and. -l ntiracist Discoun c in France From I(}( J(} to the Present 
nay ( !997. ](,(,_ 1 ~2 \. 



established in the colonies as part of the French colonial idealogy. still continues to 

haunt conten1porary France as we will see in Chapter Six. Section Three of this 

thesis. 

If the immigrants were considered for a long titne as a temporary foreign labour 

force and thus had to be kept outside political and social affairs, the most recent 

realisation of their settlement in the host countries has produced a 'sociological 

approach' that still grants them a tnarginal place in society as their figures are used 

to 'strengthen' the coherence of the main community and thus reinforce the dialectic 

of proximity and distance which situates the itnmigrants and their families in a 

position of social foreignness and territorial exteriority (Necira Souilamas Guenif 

2000, 85). A more thorough scholarship that focuses on the cultural and social 

domination of the immigrants has appeared, questioning and challenging the French 

fragile republican values on integration, and issues like national identity, alterity 

and racism and how the figure of the 'Maghrebian immigrant' raises the issues of 

social relations based on difference. 13 However, the cultural specificity of North 

African immigration has been little studied until now as it has been constructed in 

terms of the 'double culture', that is, a culture that can not integrate with the French 

one because of their irreducible differences. The emergence of Islam in the public 

sphere has n1ade Islamic rituals visible and thus has raised the idea of its 

incompatibility with French 'secular' values. 

For a long time, the North African itnmigrants have remained faceless and invisible 

in French society. But by the 1980s, the invisibility of the single male migrant 

workers of the 1950s and 1960s has been strongly challenged by their descendants 

or so-called Beur 14 who have been marking the public space with their various 

artistic, literary, political and social interventions. The word was first used in 

nan1ing radio-Beur founded by young Franco-Maghrebians (with Nacer Kettane) in 

1981 and then the word started to be used in the press as a name for the young 

D Sec Noiriel ( 19R8). Sayad ( 1991 ). ( 1999), Schnapper. ( 1991 ), Touraine ( 1997). Stora. ( 1999). 

Khosrokha\ ar ( 1997). 
14 The tem1 Beur "as first coined using the' erlan or language of the urban banlieucs which 
functions as a back-sian~ (cl /'cnn.,.,) ofthe French or Arabic language. In the case ofthe Bcur. the 
word orohc becomes rcht' and then bcr in re\ ~..·rsc and thus Beur. Nacer Kettane. the president of 
Radio Beur and a Beur no\ clist himsl..'lf. claimed the term to refer to "un espacc geographique et 
culture I. le f\ taghrcb. ct a un espa~..·~..· social. ct.· lui de Ia banlieue et du proletariat de France" ( 1\.!:..~cer 

KcttaTK' ll}~('. 21 ). 
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descendants of Maghrebian imn1igration. HoweYer. in the French context. these 

youths are usually called 'second generation imn1igrants'. or 'young Arabs' (for 

exmnple, the Petit Larousse defines the word as a second generation Maghrebian 

i111111igrant) with all the political and social implications this definition can entail. 1
=' 

Thus, the Beurs 16 are still perceived, like their parents. as in1migrants, which implies 

the exclusion of these young people from French society. as they are seen as haYing 

the same status as their parents though they have not migrated from anywhere. 17 

They are defined by their belonging to the context of their parents' imn1igration and 

thus linked to the history of their parents, which constitutes a part of their identity 

but not the only element of it. This is done for the purpose of classifying them in 

the same economic roles as their parents (never to climb the social ladder) and thus 

deny their 'Frenchness' (Laronde 1993, 54), but one day France has to face the fact 

that they are French citizens (Begag and Chaouite 1990, 82). The debate as to 

whether they can be integrated into French society is still ongoing, while most, if 

not all of them believe that they already constitute a part of that society. The 

problem is that of refusing to recognise that the ideal of integration as belonging 'to 

a de facto historical and social entity' does not correspond to 'a mythical national 

type' (Balibar and Wallerstein 1991, 223 ). The debate about how to define 

'integration' has been ongoing in France since the 1980s. 

The use of the tem1 'Beur' by the Beur themselves is quite controversial but it aims 

at expressing a possible identity that is neither 'Arab' (the term is charged with many 

not necessarily positive connotations in the French context), nor 'French', as total 

naturalisation is also charged with betrayal in the Maghrebian communities. 

Therefore, the tenn Beur expresses the rejection of rigid classification: neither Arab 

nor French (Begag and Chaouite 1990, 82). However. the tem1 as taken by 

1 ~Michel Laronde ( 1993, .51-2-3), Azouz Be gag and Abdelatif Chaouite ( 1990, 83 ). 
16 The term Beur is sometimes replaced with that of Rebcu. which as Necira Souilamas Gucnif · 
( 2000, 3 7) argues, is a ,·erlan form of beur and is used as a reaction to the latter seen as too 
"politically correct". It is used by those who define themse h es in relation to a stigmatised territory 
or origin. It is a fom1 of contest of the beur or "beurgeoisie" and used in conjunction with another 
\vord:~hittiste (joining the tem1 hit, \\all' in Arabic with the French prefi\ 'iste' and meaning "les 
tcmn·s de mur" and it reflects the linguistic h) bridity of those young people. at the same time 
translatin!.! the nwl-L;trc of a young generation). It reflects the social and spatial immobility of these 
young pe~ple and their inactiYity that push them to the walls of their block of flats (immcuble) 

(ibid.). 
17 Sec Bouzid ( 19S-+) and see also Fran~oise G:JSp:trd and Claude -..;lT\ an-...;l·lnl'lber ( 19S-t ). Begag 

and Chaouite ( JL)l)()). 
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politicians and the media becomes a tool for stigmatisation. 1'' In my research. I use 

the tern1 Beur strategically to refer to the descendants of the ~orth African 

imn1igrants in France in their collective formation of diasporic conm1unities that 

refuse to be held outside the French national hearth as 'immigrants outsiders' \\·hose 

alterity is irreconcilable with the French 'national identity'. The Beur emphasise 

their 'insideness' to France, while being aware as a diaspora cmnmunity of their 

parents' colonial anti-colonial history and its legacy. 

One can not draw a general image of the descendants of North African imn1igrants 

in France, especially in terms of their political beliefs, opinions, and social status. as 

that would be to homogenise the itineraries of individuals and their different 

responses to their social and econon1ic situations. But it does mean that these young 

people do not share a certain common history19 (parents' immigration and colonial 

history, working class background, ZUP, HLM and cites of the banlieues at the 

periphery of the French society, ethnic stigmatisation, etc.). Therefore, while 

reinforcing the diversity of the Beur situation, one cannot avoid stressing their 

comn1on origins and cultural values, which are diverse (Berber-Arabic-Islamic

North African). However, the endogamy of the culture is challenged daily by the 

life and saturation within French society and culture. The descendants of North 

African imn1igrants in France have tried to politicise their existence in French 

society by rejecting their political and cultural representations in French institutions 

that still consider the1n as 'foreigners' despite their French nationality and ID. This 

is expressed through political n1arches such as the famous 'Marche des Beurs' in 

1983 and 1984 and through protests against discrimination in housing, education 

and en1ployment; also through artistic expression in the forn1 of novel writing, 

music and filmn1aking (Winifred Woodhull 1993a, 16-17). The important political 

changes that occurred in France in the 1980s helped the resurgence of Beur literary 

and artistic creatiYity. When the socialists gained power in 1981 (under Fran<;:ois 

Mitterand), they inu11ediately stopped a law that disallowed in1migrants from 

establishing association, without the approval of the Ministry of the Interior (..\Icc 

Hargrcu\ es 199~. 28 ). \Vith this ban lifted, and funds being proYided. a real culturul 

Js Begag and Chaouite ( 1990. S~) \\onder what is the reactions of .le\\ish communities in France to 
their ~hildren being called "feujs" (\·erlan of .lui\ es) as their snL·i:tl position is much stronger and can 
not be compared to that of North Africans. 
14 SL'L' Begag and ( 'haouite ( 1990. ~4 ). 
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explosion took place among the descendants of the North African inm1igrants that 

included all domains, literature, theatre, music, film industry. etc. 20 In this research, 

it is the Beurs' literary creativity that is the subject of study in their multiple 

translations of the contradictions and ambiguities of French hospitality. 

(b)- "The contradictions of French Hospitality" 

France is different from other European countries in what can be seen as its long 

history of hospitality and early embrace of foreigners as inunigrants, settlers and 

even as citizens. 21 This willingness to accept and integrate foreigners as citizens is 

claimed to be part of the Republican tradition inherited from the French Revolution 

whose 'Declaration of Human and Civic Rights' and the belief in "Liberty. 

Fraternity, Equality' were put forward in I 789. The French historian Gerard Noiriel 

(1988, 4-7) argues that the phenomenon of inunigration in French society should 

not be seen as external to 'French history' but as an internal constitutive part of that 

history. Looking at the origins of the French nation, one perceives that all members 

of today's French population (the population resident in the French national space) 

are in fact the products of an historical process of in1migration (Noirie1 1992, 43-

44). The country has been known for its tradition of hospitality, and inunigration 

has always been an i1nportant element within the construction of the modem French 

nation in ten11s of the formation and progress of French economy, society and 

nation-state. 22 Thus, it is rather arbitrary and xenophobic to differentiate between 

les Franr;ais de souche (seen as the 'real' French, the ones that belong to the 

country, the descendants of the Gauls) and others seen as 'false' French. 

descendants of irmnigration and thus of 'foreign' origin (ibid.). This distinction 

visibly applies to the descendants of North African inm1igrants because of their 

supposed cultural and physical difference and non-European origins. 

France had \\'clcomed throughout the late Nineteenth and the early Twentieth 

Centuries a large number of imn1igrants from surrounding European countries such 

2° Fur an o\cnic'' ofthi~ L'Ultural rc~urgc.'rKe. ~ce !\lichel Laronde ( 1989). 
~ 1 ~L'L' Catherine\\ ihtol de\\ L'nden "lmmigre~" in Emyc!opaedia L'nin·rsa/is (CD-R0!\1). ~l'l' also 
B. ~ta~i L 'Immigration. une Chance pour/a France ( 198-+). Ben Jelloun Ho.,piralih; Fran(aise 
( J9~..f). .-\. l 'orderio L '/nmn~~ration ( \9:\..f) and other works. 
' 2 See B. Stasi ( 19:\..f ). and.\. t ·orderio (I l/:\..f ). 
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as Belgians, Italians. Portuguese and Poles. After the Second \\.orld \Var. it had 

opened its doors to non-European inunigration from countries of the ex-colonies 

especially from North and West Africa. The previous influx of inm1igrants from 

European countries are considered to have successfully integrated into ·French 

culture' whereas the most recent influx from the ex-colonies. especially from ?\orth 

Africa, have turned out to be 'un-assimilable' in nature mainlv because of the claim ' . 
that their Islamic cultural background obstructs such an integration. Popular and 

political discourse in France does not always respect the official distinction between 

in1migrants and foreigners. This is due to the confusion of the ten11 'inm1igre' 

('immigrant') with that of 'etranger' ('foreigner') despite the fact that the official 

definition of the term 'etranger' excludes inm1igrants who have obtained French 

nationality through the process of naturalisation. Moreover, popular and political 

discourse on immigration issues tends to confine the tenn 'itnmigrant' to signify 

people of non-European origin, especially North Africans and their descendants. 

Therefore, 'the problem of in1migration' in fact names a specific conm1unity (i.e. 

North Africans) which is represented as a threat to national culture and identity 

(Max Silvennan 1992, 3). ln1migration was favoured for those who would not risk 

'bastardising' the French identity, especially those of European origins. Therefore, 

the selection of future immigrants, depending on the ·fictitious' notions of the 

degree of their assimilation, is seen as an important factor in allowing progress. In 

fact, opinion polls in France since the 1930s have shown the existence of hostility 

towards inm1igrants fron1 European origins but the increase of this hostility is 

directly linked to mon1ents of econon1ic crisis (Jim House 1995, 88). 

The 1993 Pasqua laws in France clearly exposed the French government's hostility 

towards i1nn1igration though they were claimed to be the expression of an 

increasingly xenophobic public opinion on immigration issues.
23 

These laws hm c 

den1onised those perceived as 'illegal immigrants' or the sans-papiers whose case 

came into the open in the sun1mer of 1996 \vhen around 300 African women and 

n1en took refuge in the church of Saint Bernard in Paris as they \\·ere threatened by 

deportation to their home countries on the basis of their 'illegality' (des c!andestins) 

on French soil (Didier Fassin 1996). The French public was presented. through the 

intensive media coverage ofthe event. \Vith the monstrosity of the itnmigration laws 

~·' See S~tmi Nair ( 1997) fnr more details. 
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that not only strongly deter the arriYal of any new in1migrants but also worsen the 

life of the long-term immigrants and tun1 them into 'those without papers'. EYen 

though the police evacuated the church late in the summer of 1 996. the moYement 

of the sans-papiers has established itself as an important public tnarker of the 

injustice of the immigration laws and thus Yoiced the suffering of those seen as 

undocumented aliens. 
24 

"The defeat of hospitality"25 marks the contemporary 

history of France and most countries of the rich North giYing way to certain politics 

of suspicion, fear and insecurity. 

If France is seen as being capable in the past of integrating waYes of different 

immigrants from Europe without any serious problems,26 the present situation is 

different in the sense that the republican model seems incapable of accomn1odating 

and integrating ex-colonial 'subjects' of North African origins as full citizens. One 

has to be very cautious, however, in talking about a 'system of integration' in 

France, as it implies the existence of a coherent structure which has actually been 

lacking in France. In other words, there is no crisis in the system of integration, 

because there has not been any 'effective' integration in the past. The debate about 

a successful integration system of the working class during the 1930s and thus the 

decline in the present moment should be avoided (House 1995, 88). It implies the 

loss of a golden past, which is exactly the discourse of the extreme right wing that 

regrets the loss of a past 'cultural unity', destroyed by the arrival of the new 

itnn1igrants (Muslin1s). 

The French, however, claim that there is a certain 'threshold of tolerance' that 

in1n1igration or itnmigrants should not cross. The phrase implies the 'belief that 

24 For a detailed analysis of the issue of the sans-papiers, see Didier Fassin. Alain Morice. and 
Catherine Quiminal ( eds.) Les lois de /'inhospita/ite: Les Po/itiques de /'immigration a /'epreun· des 
sans-papiers ( 1997) and also Gerard Noiriel R~fugies et sans papie1:r;: La Republique face au droit 
d'asile. X/Xc-XXc sih/e ( 1998). 
25 A term used by Sophie Wahnich ( 1997b, I 07). 
21

' This is a debatable proposition as it suggests that there \\as no racism and disrimination im oh ed 
in the process . .J.E.S. Hayward ( 19~3. 21) argues that the "the obsession ,,·ith national unity betrays 
an easy sense that the peoples ,,·hich make up France may ha\ e been S\\ allo\\ ed but not ''holly 
di!.!.cst;d". The on!.!.oing negotiations between ''hat can be called 'French unity', that is. 'a unitary 
st~~te' and 'French diversity' or 'a divided nation' has started since the est1blishment of the Republic. 
The idea of a unitarY state presumes that 'an integrated society' can be the b~1s1S of political 
institutions (ibid .. ~). The historian Eugene Weber C'\plains as "The fact is. the French fu-..s so much 
about till' nation because it is a li\ ing problem. became one when the~ set the nation up as an ideal. 
remained one bl'cause they found they could not realise the ideal. Thl' more abstractly the Ctlnl·ept L)f 
France-as-nation is pre-..l'nll'<..i. till' kss one notes discrepancies between theory and practice" (ibid.). 
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strong concentrations of immigrants or ethnic minorities m specific places (or 

ghettos) are believed to be an obvious reason for social conflict (due to the 

transgression of 'the threshold of tolerance· (Silvem1an 1992. 7-+--; .5 ). This 

argu1nent is based on the as yet unproven hypothesis that ordinary people become 

racist as a reaction to the increased visibility of immigrants around them. an attitude 

usually exacerbated in tin1es of econmnic crisis.27 In 1989. Fran~ois !\litterrand 

announced in a television interview that the threshold number of inu11igrants in 

France had been reached.28 A lively debate in the French media follo\:ved, which 

focused on 'the problem of the im1nigrants'29 and the risk of crossing 'the threshold 

of tolerance'. 

Max Silverman ( 1992, 96) argues that Mitterrand' s declaration was not very 

'diplomatic' as it came at a time when public opinion was divided about the 

headscarf issue (three Franco-Maghrebian Muslim girls contentiously \:vearing 

headscarves in a strictly 'lay' public schooL) Moreover, the term seuil de tolerance 

had previously been identified by the left as a racist expression used by the right to 

describe 'ethnic relations'. This implies a consensus on the part of the left and right 

about the ideas determining this seuil (threshold), also indicating a growing 

consensus about irmnigration as a 1najor problem for French society. The neo

racisn1 that is sweeping Europe in general and France in particular is therefore 

related to what Etienne Balibar calls 'external groups', the ones blamed for crossing 

'the threshold of tolerance', that is, i1nmigrants from non-European origins, 30 some 

of whmn have been living and integrating (despite their cultural difference) in 

Europe for a long time (Balibar 1997, 326). Of all European countries. however, 

France seems to resist most strongly the historical and social transformations of 

migration. This is n1anifest in its refusal to recognise the etlmic and cultural 

plurality of its society that today constitutes part of \vhat mav be called its 

'Frenclmess'. 

27 For more details. see John King ( 1995. 187) and Silvem1an ( 1992, 97-9~). 
2 ~ Sih erman ( ]992, 95). For a thorough analysis of the issue. see Franc;:oise Gaspard. and Farhad 
Khosrokhavar: Lefoulard et Ia Rcpublique ( 199:;). 
29 

f\h O\\ n ust: or the word ·immigrants'. referring in particular to the f\ 1 aghrL·bian ethnic communi t ~. 
is strategic, follO\\ ing French usagt: in \\ hich the word · immigrc ·is rather ncgatin:l: connoted ,,·ith 

labour. as opposed to the pnsitiw meaning of 'immigrant·. 
·'° For a detailed analysiS l)fthc argument of North African immigrants' crossmg France's 'euil de 
tolcrann·. sL·e my a11icle: "( 'wssing the "Thresholds of lntoleraiKl'·: CPnll·mporary French '-'\ 1 \.'ll't~" 

in Culruml.\'rll,lil''· lmenlisciplinarity and Translation (2002). 



It seems that "the less the population designated bY the categorY of i1nn1igration is 
4...-' _, -- .. '"-

effectively 'immigrant', that is foreign, not only by its status and social function, but 

also in its customs and culture. the more it is denounced as a foreign body" (ibid., 

334 ). The idea of the 'threshold of tolerance· clearly reflects the fear of French 

society of a multi-cultural, multi-racial national identity. It illustrates the refusal to 

recognise those transformations and thus constitutes a refusal of its own history. 

Therefore, in Abdelkebir Khatibi's words (1993. 6). "tolerance, intolerance. and 

their borders combine themselves into an art of living. We tolerate the other only if 

he does not threaten to disturb our territory, our singularity, and our memory. This 

is often an untenable position for the reason that the conflict between real or 

imaginary territories is a relation of power." 

Strongly influenced by the Revolution and its 'Declaration of Human and CiYic 

Rights', French Republicanism31 is based on egalitarian principles that defend social 

justice and equality, stress the sovereignty of the people and encourage their 

participation in public life (J.E.S. Hayward 1983, 22). However, the political 

environments which have conditioned the 1 789 Declaration have changed, and thus, 

it is problematic to see the Declaration as 'the application of universal rights' 

(House 1997, 50). Rather, the Declaration should be seen as opening a space for the 

values of liberty and equality to be realised. Therefore, one witnesses the constant 

tension that has been taking place in French society between, on the one hand, the 

announce1nent and belief in those principles and their non-realisation on the other. 

The tension between the ideals of the Republic, which as a political ideology. 

strongly endorses the concept of a nation that is not based on ethnic exclusiYeness 

(as opposed for exan1ple to Germany) (Silvem1an 1992) and the actual 

in1plementation of these ideals, has been clear in France eYer since the Revolution. 

The core of French Republicanism is "its en1phasis on citizenship rather than race or 

ethnicity as the defining condition of n1embership of the national community": thus. 

the ~jus solis' and not the 'jus sanguinis' as a condition of acquiring French 

31 Republicanism as a political ideology ''as highly contro\'crsial during the nineteenth and at the 
hL·~innin~ of the t\\ cntieth CL'ntury and '' L'llt through a process of changes in its construction. but has 
tri~11nphed in the t\\ cntieth century and becnme widely supported by the French public mainly 
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citizenship (Sudhir Hazareesingh 1994. 87). Ho\veYer. the French State has been 

creating 'a don1inant identity'. by "secreting: norms of cultural belonging·· and bv 
.._. -- - . 

"also acting to shape the identities of dominated groups .. (House 1 997, 58). This 

French exclusionism is precisely what is translated and resisted in Beurs' literary 

texts as they suggest a more hospitable conception of French nation. French identity 

and French culture. 

3- Beur Literature 

Being tom between two cultural identities and languages, (their parents' origin and 

French society), and at the same time not being able to fit into one category or 

another, Beur cultural creations --especially the literary one-- have come in response 

to the double bind of their identities. Despite all the obstacles encountered by young 

Beurs in terms of the marginality of their social and economic background, the 

obstacles faced in school, family problems, racist and xenophobic attitudes from 

French society, they have managed to write their presence within French society. 32 

It is a young literature that has came to light at the beginning of the 1980s and it is a 

literature of the margins as it cmnes from the social and spatial peripheries of the 

French society. Almost all the authors have a common background of living in the 

suburban outskirts of the French main cities, especially Paris, Marseilles and Lyons 

in HLM banlieues marked by social and cultural exclusion (Begag and Chaouite 

1990, 1 00). Their texts are marked by a certain decentralised perception about their 

parents' life and French society. How does this literature translate its complex 

relation with the centre or with the national? How does it negotiate or deconstruct 

its relation with the don1inant culture? How does it construct the parents' culture? 

How does it relate to the parents' colonial history? 

Beur narratives are built in an in-between world: home and French society. Their 

identity is always unfinished, in the tnaking, and they are marked by uncertainties 

because of its supposed egalitarian principles, its respect for the rights of man. indi\idualism and 
citizenship (seeS. Berstein and 0. Rudelle 1992. II). 
32 Andre \"ideau ( 19~~- I 0) argues that the emergence of Beur literature is a 'normal' and 'modest' 
phenomenon that if naggerated will risk being denaturalised. He claims that the appe~1r~mce of the 
Beur i~ logical. taking into account:- their inner pre-;cncc within French snL·iety. and their ability to 
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whether nationaL cultural or linguistic. Beur noYels as a fom1 of cultural and literary 

expression are crucial as even though they haYe con1mon points, thev reYeal an 

increasing lack of consensus concerning issues such as identity. solidarity. and 

conununity. I mn not looking at them as if they are embodying "a special 'ethnic' 

essence" because that would suggest notions of "the absolutist definitions of 

culture" and of appropriating if not monopolising fonns of cultural creatiYity 

(Gilroy 2000, 179). Therefore, I emphasise throughout my analysis of Beur tc:xts 

the diversity of their positions. Even though most Beur texts are marked by 

conunon perceptions of issues such as exclusion from French society, inferiorisation 

of the parents' culture of origin, challenging the contradictions of French 

citizenship, re-reading of colonial memory, le mal de 1·ivre and le racisme 

ordinaire, they translate these issues using various strategies that stem from their 

diverse social positions. Despite the fact that the comn1on denominator of 'ethnicity' 

links all Beur texts in their attempt to fight exclusion from French society. class and 

gender divisions within the Beur diaspora are strongly present in some Beur texts. I 

attempt to show class divisions within the Beur conununity in Chapter Four, Section 

Two of n1y thesis in my analysis of Azouz Be gag's Quand on est mort c 'est pour 

toute Ia vie ( 1998 ). In other Beur texts such as Mehdi Charef Le The au harem 

d'Archi Ahmed (1983), class plays an important role in uniting characters from 

various 'ethnic' backgrounds in their fight against social exclusion. In Chapter Five, 

Section Three and Four, I focus on gender as an important aspect that-- besides 

etlmicity and class-- shapes the Beur( ettes )' own strategies of survival in Leila 

Houari's, Ferrudja Kessas's and Sakim1a Boukhedenna's texts. 

One cannot clai1n Beur literature to be Francophone for the main reason that it is the 

product of French society itself. Beurs texts are romans franr;ais and not romans 

i>crit en .fi·anr;ais (Michel Laronde 1993, 6) as the Beur inscribe their experiences 

within the con1plexities of what they n1ay consider as their 'Frenchness'. It is a post

colonial literature that displaces and re-shapes the notions of centre (post-colonial 

France) and periphery (n1arginalised etlmic North African communities) in different 

ways. Stuart Hall (1996, 2-+6) argues that one of the most important aspects of the 

concept of the post-colonial is that of dra\Ying attention to the fact that colonisation 

deeply contaminated the culture of the colonisers and was always inscribed within 

im L'~t in the urban ~uburb~ \\here mo~t innovatiw cultural events take place and "·here the~ can 



them. Post-colonial perspectiYes may imply a reading of different cultural practices 

to free thetn from colonial ideologies, but it in no way means a return to a pure set 

of 'uncontaminated origins', as the "long-term historical and cultural effects of the 

'transculturation' which characterised the colonising experience have proYed to be 

irreversible" (ibid., 247). Coming from a Maghrebian colonised culture and being 

born and culturally i1nn1ersed in the French culture, the Beur demonstrates that a 

shift has been made from the binary oppositions of difference to that of differance in 

tenns of the 'double inscription' of the breaking down of the inside.'outside 

dimension of the colonial system on which the histories of imperialisn1 and 

contemporary racism and exclusion have thrived for so long. Hall also argues that 

the post-colonial "is not only marking it [the transition] in a 'then' and 'now' \\'ay. It 

is obliging us to re-read the very binary fom1 in which the colonial encounter itself 

has for so long been represented. It is obliging us to read the binaries as forms of 

transculturation, of cultural translation, destined to trouble the here/there cultural 

binaries forever" (ibid.). Hall's idea reflects the richness of the Beur literary 

experience as they represent this deconstruction of the binary opposition from 

within the French cultural scene itself since they are thetnselves a cultural 

translation or a transculturation that interrupts any form of 'originary' culture. 

Therefore Hall argues that the post-colonial, as a tem1, does not simply provide a 

description of a 'then' and 'now' or a 'here' and 'there' or a 'home' and 'abroad' 

perception but rather "it produces a de-centred, diasporic or 'global' re-writing of 

earlier, nation-centred imperial grand narratives" (ibid.). 

Beur literature can also be seen as a minor literature. Gilles De leuze and Felix 

Guattari ( 1986, 18) define n1inor literature in relation to Franz Kafka's literature not 

as a 'specific literature' but rather as "the revolutionary conditions for every 

literature within the heart of what is called great or (established) literature." 

Moreover_ it is a "literature that produces an active solidarity in spite of scepticism: 

and if the writer is in the margins or completely outside his or her fragile 

comn1unity. this situation allows the writer all the more the possibility to express 

another possible community and to forge the means for another consciousness and 

another sensibility" (ibid., 17). Even though Beur novelists arc grounded in a 

conte:\t that is ditTerent from that of Kafka-- (as a Jc\v in Prague having to leave his 

nct!otiate way~ of l'\pre~smg :md <tl'l't)mmodating their cultural disruption. 



1nother tongue and write m a language that was foreign to him, the Gem1an 

language)-- such as the legacy of colonialisn1, parents' migration, e:\clusion. and 

cultural displacement, their literature marks their condition of being a marginalised 

cmnmunity searching for its 'voice' to be heard. Thus, Beur literature is a minor 

literature that does not come from a n1inor language but that which "a minority 

constructs within a 1najor language" (ibid., 16). It is to do with the forces that 

determine the relationship of the authors with the languages in question in terms of 

how the language of a 1ninor literature is "affected by a high coefficient of 

deterritorialization" (ibid.).33 The Beur texts deterritorialize the French language in 

order to reterritorialize it into a minority language by playing with it, opening it up 

to new images and styles, using words and expressions from the parents' mother 

tongue (Arabic and Berber), dialects, verlan, incorporating argot and inventing new 

idioms, that is, experimenting with form and language in order to suit their own 

'translated selves'. Moreover, as Reda Bensmaia (1995, 220) puts it "there are 

minor literatures because peoples, races, and entire cultures were in the past reduced 

to silence. Minor literature appears therefore as the practical n1anifestation of that 

very voice" which is the voice of people who wants to speak their differences, 

"differences between what the state wants them to be and what they themselves 

want to experiment with". Beur literature is an expression of showing different 

thinking and n1ultiple belongings inside a French society that bases itself on cultural 

and national uniformity. Minor literature becomes a space where this national 

identity is negotiated, deconstructed and deterritorialized. 

4- Methodology 

My thesis is based on inter-disciplinary research that combines philosophy. 

sociology and literature. I do not atten1pt to find a clear definition of hospitality as a 

concept as I appropriate Derrida's deconstructive language that "we do not know 

hospitality" with all the philosophical implications this sentence can entail and my 

research tries to unrm el it b.Y opening up hospitality to its various 'acceptations' or 

meanings (Derrida 2000. 6). Acceptation is a \vord that "lives at the heart of the 

discourse of hospitality" as it emphasises the idea of \Yelcoming and receiving: 

'accepto' or 'recipio'. reccin~ and welcome always in a new \\ ay or 'anew' or "the 



readiness to repeat, to renew, to continue" (ibid., 7). The use of Deconstruction as a 

strategy of reading the ethics and politics of hospitality and of reading Beur texts is 

due to the fact that Deconstruction itself, as a contemporary French philosophy. 

resulted from the complex Franco-Maghrebian encounter (Robert Young 200 I. -+~I) 

and it thus provides strategies for exploring the issues that I address in my thesis 

such as the aporia of hospitality in its ethical and political dimension \\·hich is 

translated through the diasporic experience of the Beurs in their resistance to 

exclusion, to authority and nationalist conformism. Jacques Derrida came from 

the margins of colonial Algeria (the city of El-Biar near Algiers) to the centre of 

France, Paris, where he experienced the 'excessiYe centralisation' of the French 

syste1n marked by uniforn1ity and symmetry (ibid., 417). His rebellion against this 

system is marked in his intellectual project, which re-examines the relationship of 

writing to centralisation through Deconstruction: a form of cultural and intellectual 

decolonisation. The deconstruction of the many fom1s of 'centricisms' such as logo-, 

phallo- or structural becomes clear in relation to the French rational and central 

ad1ninistrative system. Derrida analyses the way human sciences and structures are 

organised around centres, origins and forms of 'presence' and thus power while they 

ren1ain proble1natically open to people like Derrida himself, that is, those who cross 

boundaries, such as diasporas, migrants, nomads. gypsies. etc. (ibid.). 

Inhabiting a French language that was not his own, Derrida \\'as thrown into a 

perpetual process of a translation with no original to reveal the alterity of the French 

language. In his writings, Derrida clearly demonstrated his problem with 

'belonging' as he could not find a place either with the non-Jewish community in 

which he wanted to be integrated and the Jewish communities, which he felt. were 

closed upon then1selyes. This is where Deconstruction's language of the Other and 

the dispossessed con1es from. Derrida refers to himself as a cultural and political 

Marrano3-+ as he has no fixed boundaries. Robert Young C:~OO 1, 42.5) expresses this 

in ten11s of the "the internalised Yiolence and historical artifice of the colonial 

power's cultural and political systems" that Derrida had inten1aliscd: "You \\·ere 

other to them. othered by them. and hence your desire to detect or inscribe altcrity 

'4 ~1arrano i~ the name given to a pig and u~ed to rckr to the .Je,,~ forL·cd under the lnqui~1tion to 
l'l)ll\ crt to Chri~tianity and cat JllHJ.. but they kept their faith in ~ccret. Derrida e\ t'n polllh h 1 his 
beim! a marmnc of I rench L1tholic culture. but not e\ l'n one who can affirm his '.kwishne-.-.' 
~l'LTL~tly a~ hL' doubts c\'erything (~cc Ynung ~001, -l~.:'). 
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within them, to show you could find it. you could find yourself there already at their 

very heart." 

Concepts of diaspora, marginality and difference have constantly emerged in 

Derrida's work. They reflect a certain experience of outsideness insideness, an 

insideness in outsideness that blurs the fixed and rigid notions of nationality. 

belonging and identity, which precisely reflects the Beur condition. Derrida's 

concept extends to the social and political experience of n1inority groups, in 

Young's words: "the minority has a deconstructive relation to the majority" (ibid .. 

421 ). The Beurs' situation, however, is not saturated in colonial Algeria at the 

height of the French colonialism that had set a clear opposition between the 

coloniser and the colonised (the Algeria that Derrida was brought up in), but that of 

contemporary France where they are born and brought up and where they are 

legally seen as French citizens but still suffer from exclusion, marginalisation, the 

violence of the colonial system on the basis of their supposed 'cultural difference'. 

I attempt a close deconstructive reading of the Beur texts in order to trace their 

aporias and contradictions in relation to certain issues that predmninate in their 

texts. Therefore, my appropriation of philosophical and sociological analysis comes 

as a 'supple1nentarity' in the sense that texts have meaning "on the basis of 

belonging to a supple1nentary and 'indefinitely 1nultiplied structure' of 

contextualisation and incessant recontextualisation" (Gayatri Spivak 1987, 23). 

There are no origins for interpreting the texts but in Gayatri Spivak's words, "only 

supplements of a supplen1ent, even supplen1ents at the origin, that different and 

deferral interpretations of the texts and that is what the historical approach to texts 

fails to understand. The law of writing is a law of 'surprise' in the sense that the 

writer (whether a philosopher or a historian or a literary man) is 'taken by surprise', 

i.e., the one who writes will always be saying 'n1ore, less, or smnething other that 

what he would mean"' (ibid.). 

Because Beur literature is a recent phenomenon. it has not yet received enough 

attention by scholars. Michel Laronde and Alec Hargreaves-~ 5 devote \\·hole book~ 

;' Si..'L' Larondc's: .iutour de Raman Bcur: immigration and idc171i!L; ( 199.~) and Ecriturc decentn;c: 
La fan!!_ll£' de /'outre dans !c raman contcmporain ( 1997) and Hargrea\·es' Voices timn the .Yorth 
tfi·i£ <II~ Immigrant Community in Froncc: Immigration and ldcmity in Bcur Fiction ( 19911. 
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to the analysis of Beur literature. While their works are certainly Yaluable in setting 

the ground for analysing Beur texts, I find their approach limited either by 

Laronde's 'scientific' reading of the texts that treat then1 more like sociological 

documents on the Beur's status in France and HargreaYes's excessive focus on the 

biographies of the authors than the texts themselves. to shed light on the contents of 

the texts. 

Even though most Beur texts are marked by some autobiographical elements, most 

Beur novelists refuse to call their texts autobiographies. For example, in Azouz 

Be gag's Le Gone de Chaaba ( 1986), the main protagonist has the same full name as 

that of the author: Azouz Begag and the story is narrated retrospectiYely. but the 

title page of Le Gone describes it as a novel and not an autobiography.36 

Hargreaves ( 1991, 42) maintains that "most, though not all, Beur narratives may be 

loosely described as autobiographical novels, for there is a strong but never 

complete resen1blance between the stories represented in them and events 

experienced in real life by their authors." Even though n1ost Beur texts show certain 

links with the lives of their authors, they never display complete similarities. 

Therefore, Beur novelists draw from their own raw experiences in life to create their 

protagonists, but they also invent new fictional processes that translate their various 

clusters of identification. In n1y research, I do not reduce Beur texts to their 

biographical origins. I agree with Gayatri Spivak when she claims that to make a 

distinction between the printed book and its 'author' will ignore the lessons of 

deconstruction. She claims that "one kind of deconstructive critical approach would 

loosen the binding of the book, undo the opposition between verbal text and the 

biography of the named subject" and thus consider the two as "each other's 'scene of 

writing"' (Spivak 1999, 115). Therefore, such a reading will consider the written 

life and the book as a production in 'psychosocial space' or "the life that writes itself 

as 'n1y life' is as n1uch a production in psychosocial space" (ibid.). Spivak 

recognises criticism not only as "a theoretical approach to the 'truth' of a text. but at 

the same tin1e as a practical enterprise that produces a reading as part of a much 

larger polemic" (Spivak 1987 . .30). Deconstruction's idea of being within the te:\t 

(Republished in 1997). Charles Bonn's works focus more on literature produced _by h~mcophone 
\\Tit~rs. see Litteratures des Immigrations I. L'n espace littcraire emergent. Etudes lith;rain·, 
II7(Wfll·aJincs \ · ol 7, ( 199 5) and Li!lt;raturcs des lmm igrat ions -~ Exi /es croiscs. Etudes /itt(;rairn , .. 
llltwlm·hinn Vol~- ( Jl)L))). 

·'(' F:)r more dda i Is. sec . \ kc H argrea\ L'S ( 1991. 40-.f 1--+2 l. 
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suggests that the notion of the text and the writer "are \'arioush· affected. inscribed 

and governed by a logic of text, of supplementarity or contextualisation. which can 

never be saturated or arrested" (Nicholas Royle 1995. 22). Therefore, 

deconstructive strategies are employed so to interrupt fixed categories and identities 

and to open up their various possibilities instead of categorising them as subordinate 

or oppositional. I attempt to read in Beur texts the strategies of negotiation between 

(and within) the central and 1narginal cultures and also 'the means of translation' 

between cultures that help to avoid categorising diasporic peoples in a stable and 

fixed identity based on a language, origin or religion and thus to focus on the means 

by which Beur protagonists constantly invent their identity and "legitimate their 

status as subjects of their own history" (Woodhull 1993, 12). 

Laronde's definition of the Beur literature extends to include not only the young 

Franco-Maghrebians, but also those novelists (French, like Michel Toun1ier or 

Maghrebian, like Leila Sebbar) who write about the Beur condition in France 

(Laronde 1993, 6). Hargreaves claitns that Beur literature should only include those 

authors who are Beur thetnselves, that is, those bon1 or brought up in France from 

immigrant parents and who share certain socio-economic factors such as poverty, 

and the illiteracy of the parents. I agree with Laronde that the 'ethnic' meaning of 

the term Beur should be enlarged to include all the works written about the Beur. 

Hargreaves is lin1ited by the idea that you have to belong to a certain group in order 

to write about it whereas if one reads the novels of Leila Sebbar and Michel 

Toun1ier, one is fascinated by the style and the beauty of their writing about the 

Beur. 

The selected Beur texts will be read in a 'contrapuntal' way, which will focus on the 

versatility of the texts to include constraints, limits and prohibitions and to produce 

a con1plex topography of the text (Said 1994a, 385-6). Said's contrapuntal reading 

means that texts and worldly institutions are seen as working together with 

historical influence. The translations of processes of exclusion and marginalisation 

within French society. are countered by strategies of resistance and thus possible 

sub\ ersions of the centre. I am not reading these texts as mere translations of 

identitv. as I agree \\·ith Said's idea that "\\.hen photographs and texts are used . ~ 

merely to establish identity and presence-- to giYe us merely representatiYe images 
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of the Wmnan, or the Indian-- they enter what [John] Berger calls a control system". 

But "With their innately ambiguous, hence negatiYe and anti-narrativist 

waywardness not denied, however, they permit unregimented subjectiYity to have a 

social function: fragile images [family photographs] often carried next to the heart 

or placed by the side of the bed, are used to refer to that which historical time has no 

right to destroy" (ibid., 405 ). In other words, these texts will be seen in the light of 

their escaping categorisation, authority, hostility, etc. 

In my thesis, I use the trope of translation-- or what I call Beur literary translations 

of the aporia of hospitality-- in a strategic way since it allows the opening of various 

routes that I can pursue. First, I equate the process of being 'hyphenated' or being 

Franco-Maghrebian with translation, as will become clear in Chapter Five. This idea 

of being 'translated' (between languages, cultures, communities) implies-- as in 

translation-- that something can be lost but also that smnething can be gained; a 

condition that has its own limitations and frustrations (of being excluded and 

marginalised) but has also its own freedoms, that of resisting authority and 

stabilisation. Derrida (2000, 6) strongly links hospitality with translations, since he 

perceives translation to be an "experience of hospitality, if not the condition of all 

hospitality in general." 

The trope of translation also implies there is always a deferral of meaning that can 

not be stabilised as, like identities, it is always in the making. But its most 

in1portant aspect or etyn1ological derivation is the in1portance of, first, the idea of 

moving across and how that 1noving across in Beur texts is crucial and has to do 

with the idea of diasporic population as a possible translation in itself. Second, the 

crucial aspect of the trope of translation is to question the notion of rootedness, or 

the 'original' which is a myth. The difference between the original text and its 

various translations is the various identities that the text requires. The Beurs focus 

on this plurality of belongings and the shuttle between their Yarious selves 

depending on the context they find themselves. in as the identities they construct for 

themselYcs are at odds with the ones constructed for them by the dominant 

community. Thus the idea of breaking free from any certain cultural grounding or 

an\ form of ethnic. cultural or linguistic essence. 
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5- Structure of the Chapters 

Chapter Two and Three focus on the philosophical debate about the issue of the 

ethics and politics of hospitality in relation to the concept of democracy. They 

prepare the theoretical and philosophical grounds for the rest of the chapters as they 

introduce the debate, in Chapter Two, on the aporia between the ethics and politics 

of hospitality and in Chapter Three, about the 1nechanisms of exclusion lying at the 

heart of the concept of den1ocracy which delitnits the possibility of hospitality. 

In Chapter Two I attempt a deconstructive reading of the concept of hospitality that 

destabilises the notions of the host/guest by drawing on Derrida's idea that the 

host/guest can not be known or determined as a concept because the Other/guest 

cannot lend him/herself to 'objective knowledge' as the Other is always absolutely 

Other, beyond calculation, and thus, "hospitality gives itself to thought beyond 

knowledge". The aporia that imposes itself here is that on the one hand, hospitality 

is offered to the Other as a 'stranger', but on the other hand, "if one detem1ines the 

Other as stranger, one is already introducing the circles of conditionality that are 

family, nation, state, and citizenship. Perhaps, there is an Other who is still more 

foreign than the one whose foreignness in relation to language, family, or 

citizenship" (Derrida 2000, 13). That is the 'double bind' or the meeting of 

hospitality with aporia. I argue that the distinction introduced in Derrida's works 

between, on the one hand, unconditional hospitality or 'absolute desire for 

hospitality' and on the other, conditional hospitality or the rights and duties that 

condition hospitality ("a law, a conditional ethics, a politics") is not a distinction 

that 'paralyses' hospitality. In fact, it aims at directing our attention to find an 

'intem1ediate schen1a' between the two, "a radical heterogeneity, but also 

indissociability" in the sense of calling for the Other or prescribing the Other. To 

keep aliYe the aporia between the ethics (the law of hospitality) and the politics (the 

laws of hospitality) is to keep political lmvs and regulations open to new changes 

and circun1stances and to keep aliYe the fact that hospitality is always inhabited by 

hostilitY. 

Chapter Three traces Derrida's philosophical reflection on the issue of demPLTatic 

politics to reYeal the political and philosophical roots of\\ estern democratic politics 
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and its exclusions in order to come to an understanding of the issue of hospitality 

and its politics. In Politiques de l'Amiti£?, Derrida opens the issue of democracy to 

question and how it is based on 'androcentric' axioms that exclude the 'Other·. The 

aim is to uncover the hegemony of such exclusion through a close reading of the 

canonical philosophical concepts of democracy and through opening the question of 

friendship and fraternity which are the basis of the Greek concept of democracy 

inherited by the West. I argue that Derrida uncovers xenophobia at the heart of the 

concept of den1ocracy which is based on the 'autochthonous'. the 'homo-fraten1al' or 

the notion of the 'natural birth' (ph£isis) or structure of kinship and unity and which 

encourages nationalism, ethnocentrism, racism. etc. and thus excludes the non

fraternal. Derrida dismisses the tie of birth (or blood) that is supposed to ensure the 

'social bond', what Derrida calls 'the genealogical condition of the social bond' 

which is always constructed. Political discourse calls for a re-naturalisation of this 

'fiction' through fraternisation or nationalisation. Such 'deterministic politics' of 

'fraternity' saturated within the autochthonous does not leave a space for the Other, 

or for hospitality: "la chance d'une effraction ou d'une hospitalite absolues, d'une 

decision ou d'une arrivance impredictibles" (Derrida 1994, 122-3). Derrida's 

hypothesis is den1ocracy-to-con1e that would be hospitable to the alterity of the 

Other and that would eradicate from its roots the 'homo-fraternal' orientation: "il 

s'agirait done de penser une alterite sans difference hierarchique a Ia racine de Ia 

democratie" (ibid., 259). It is democracy-to-come. based on hospitality-to-come for 

the non-fraten1al, a den1ocracy, a hospitality whose essence will remain 'indefinitely 

perfectible', hence always 'insufficient and future' that belong to the time of the 

'pron1ise'. 

Chapter Four atten1pts a close reading of selected Beurs texts so as to reveal the 

mechanisms in1posed by the French rhetoric of belonging \\'hich pushes them 

outside the 'national hearth' as 'foreigners'. Though the French concept of 

citizenship is theoretically inclusive, it is in fact exclusin? for those like the Bcur. 

with a different physical appearance. The Beur protagonists question the way 

cultural confon11ity and 'blood affiliation' is set as a condition for belonging to the 

French nation. The e:\clusion of the French ~1 uslims or the hark is in no less se\ ere 

than that of the descendants of the i'\orth .-\frican immigrants, I argue that though 

the Beur protagonists strong)~ condemn the waY their communities are raciali;ed ~~--



a minority group. they use various strategies to resist the roles assigned to them 

because of their 'origin' and which contain them in fixed and rigid identities and 

thus open to hospitality beyond the rhetoric of the national. 

Chapter Five draws its concept of the hyphen or the Beur's hyphenated identities 

from most of the Beur protagonists' insistence on their being ni franr;ais ni arahe. 

since they can not fit into both national descriptions and since they fall in-between 

the national in the space of the hyphen of being Franco-Maghrebian. However, 

inhabiting the space of the hyphen does not imply outsideness for the Beurs, but 

rather resistance to patriotic reductionism. A close reading of the selected Beur texts 

reveals how the Beur protagonists unconsciously see the1nselves as 'translated 

persons' that n1ove between linguistic, cultural, and social spaces. I argue that the 

Beur identities are n1arked by the 'disorder of the hyphen' as they are held hostage to 

two cultural spheres represented to them as irreconcilable and incompatible. The 

hostility towards their parents' culture, seen as inferior, marks that disorder further. 

However, the movement of the hyphen is a movement of translation that open up 

possibilities to hospitality and plurality. The Beur protagonists search for 

identification as they suffer alienation frmn both their parents' culture and the 

French one. The Beur( ettes) or young women suffer from a further alienation that 

has to do with another marker of their identification which is that of gender. 

In Chapter Six I argue that though the age of imperialism officially ended with the 

disn1antling of the French E1npire after the second World War, there is a shared 

sense that colonial structures are still exercising considerable cultural influence on 

the present n1oment. Some selected Beur texts focus exclusively on certain 

historical events of their parents' colonial and anti-colonial men1ory as "they feel a 

new urgency about understanding the pastness or not of the past, and this urgency is 

carried over into perceptions of the present and future" (Said 1994a, 6). I argue that 

the importance of recovering this colonial and anti-colonial memory is strategic for 

the Beurs to lay the dead corpse of the past to rest and work towards the future. The 

Beurs attempt to redraY\' a new map for the history of France in which their post

colonial immigrant parents are seen as historic figures bound to the French imperial 

past and not ns intruders with no relation to their 'host country' and where their 

descendants \\ ould stop being seen as immigrants. The Beurs' deconstruction of 



French official monolithic colonial history giYes Yoice to indiYidual narratiYes in the 

sense of writing history from the point of Yiew of those who have been written out 

of this history, the displaced and the excluded, a minority history or counter

narratives to official histories. France has excluded from its official memorY the 

active participation of its colonial subjects in its defence in the First and Second 

Worlds Wars and other wars. Such deletion con1pels the Beurs to rebel and retrieYe 

their ancestral voice. The violence of the Algerian war, especially the event of 1 th 
October 1961 n1arks most of the Beur texts, which links this past Yiolence with the 

present violence in the banlieues. Colonial violence, prejudice and hierarchy are 

sill exercising strong effects on the life of the youth of the banlieues. The Beurs 

suggest a pluralistic and inclusive approach to historical men1ory that would 

contribute in forging alliances and hospitality with the various communities instead 

of encampment. 
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Chapter T'vo 

The Ethics and Politics of hospitalitv 

Je crois qu 'en e.ffet l'ho5pitalite implique, pour !'hate rq;et·ant et pour 1'/u)t<' r<'(,'U. 

d'etre d'abord hospitalier a !'autre en soi. Les comportements xenophobes <'! 

antihospitaliers peuvent d'ailleurs s'analyser comme ceux de personnes qui emf des 
difjicultes avec l'etranger en eux, avec leur propres fan tomes, tan dis que Ci!UX qui 
ant le gout, le talent ou le gbzie de l'hospitalite sont ceux-la memes qui acceptent Ia 
multiplicite en eux, qui savent traiter avec l'etranger en eux. sous de multiples 
formes. Derrida (1999a, 139). 

L 'hospitalite, c'est Ia culture meme et ce n'est pas une ethique parmi d'autres. En 
tant qu'elle touche a !'ethos, a savoir a Ia demeure, au che::-soi, au lieu du SL~jour 
familier autant qu'a la maniere d'y etre, a Ia maniere de se rapporter a soi et aux 
autres, aux autres comme aux siens ou comme a des etrangers, l'ethique est 
hospitalite, elle est de part en part co-extensive a !'experience de l'hospitalite, de 
que/que far;on qu'on !'ouvre ou Ia limite. Mais pour cette raison meme, et parce que 
l'etre-soi chez soi (l'ipsezte meme) suppose un accueil ou une inclusion de !'autre 
qu'on cherche a s'approprier, contr6ler, maitriser, selon differentes modalih~s de Ia 
violence, if y a une histoire de l'hospitalite, une perversion toujours possible de La 
loi de l'hospitalite (qui peut paraitre inconditionnelle) et des lois qui viennent Ia 
limiter, la conditionner en l'inscrivant dans un droit. Derrida (1997c. 43). 

1- Hospitality: Opening-up to the Face of the Other1 

In his reference to the history of hospitality, Derrida chooses to focus on Western, 

European traditions as he dwells on the Judaeo-Christian understanding of cities of 

refuge, which are n1entioned in the Bible as a place of refuge for the 'resident alien', 

or 'ten1porary settler'. Related to this is the medie\'al tradition of the city of refuge 

that opened its doors to all comers (Derrida 1997c, 43-4). Denida also identifies the 

cosmopolitan tradition that he clain1s is cmnmon "a un certain sto"icisme grec et a un 

christianisme paulinien" whose inheritors were the Enlightemnent philosophers of 

\Yhom Kant is the n1ost outstanding with his ideas on cosmopolitan peace and world 

1 1 \en though in Le\'ina~· Torulifl; er fl~{rni. the occunence of the word hospitality i~ rare. Derrida 
( Jl)l)7d. -F!)~claim~ that Ln ina~ has de\ eloped a \'Ocabulary of hospitality. and thu-;. at the end. 
hP~pitality bcL·omes thL· name "dl· cc qui <ou\Te au \'i-;a~c. de ce qui plu~ precisement 'l'accueil'. 
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citizenship being restricted to the conditions of universal hospitality (ibid .. 4 7 ) . .: 

While Derrida dwells on Judaeo-Christian traditions of hospitality as 'Abrahamic 

religions', he does not mention the long and rich traditions of hospitality in Islam. 

Even though one can argue that Derrida usually 'inhabits' the structures of the 

tradition he is most familiar with, one can also establish a link between these 

traditions on the basis of their proximity. For example, in Islan1ic culture. the 

concept of adab (which represents the ethos of Islam) has as its root meaning the 

idea of inviting or gathering together for a banquet. Its secondary meanings 

manifest the importance of entertaining guests in pre-Islamic Arabia and as part of 

the Islamic way of life, since, for example, Muslims are supposed to help and 

entertain the 'children of the road' or those who are strangers. the passers-by. 

travellers, etc. Zakat (charity or alms) should be given to them: "throughout 

Islamic history, it was considered a religious and social duty to invite travellers into 

one's home and to take care of them" (Sachiko Murata and Willian1 C. Chittick 

1996, 306). 

If France since the Revolution has tended to distinguish itself from other European 

countries by portraying itself as a country of asylum seekers, the motives behind 

this opening up policy have never been "purement 'ethiques' au sens de Ia loi n1orale 

ou de la loi du sejour (ethos) ou de l'hospitalite" (Derrida 1997c, 27). An economic 

resonance has been behind this policy, as the decrease in the birth rate since the 

n1iddle of the eighteenth century has been behind France's 'liberal' policies in 

1natters of i1n1nigration, especially when it is in desperate need of workers. This 

certainly was clear in the case of the 1960 migration when migrant workers n1ostly 

fron1 North Africa were needed. Moreover, the right to asylum in France has only 

:? Martha C. Nussbaum ( 1997, ~9) traces Kant's debt to ancient Stoic cosmopolitanism, as she claims 
that ancient Greco-Roman philosophers like Seneca, Marcus Aurelius and Cicero have influenced 
Kant's notion of cosmopolitanism. The Stoics construct the image of the '' orld citizen or 
Kosmopo/ites based on the idea that one dwells in two communities, the local community of one's 
birth and "the community ofhuman argument and inspiration" which is in Seneca's definition: "trul~ 
great and truly common, in which '' e look neither to this comer nor to that but measure the 
boundaries of our nation by the sun". Though Kant differs from the Stoic philosophers in so many 
aspects, one can say that his ideas of world cosmopolitanism and hospitality are directly influenced 
by Stoic philosophy especially in his Yie\\ s of the right to "communal possession of the earth's 
surface" owned by all human beings and the possibility of "peaceful mutual relations '' hich may 
C\ cntuall\' be regarded bY public law. thus bringing the human race nearer and nearer to a 
cosmopolitan cot;stitution'; (ibid .. ~7). Kant is also influenced by the Stllics such as i\larcus and 
Cicero ,, hen he claims that cosmopolitan law is "a necessary complement to the umnitten code of 
political and international Ia\\" and also when he claims that "the peupks of the earth ha' e thus 
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recently become juridical as it \vas only in 1954 that the definition of the asylum 

seeker (which was limited to those persecuted because of their defence of liberty) 

was broadened to include those whose liYes were threatened by reason of race. 

religion or political opinion. The supposed ethical principles of the Enlightenment 

have been strictly controlled by juridical institutions as the (demographic and 

economic) interests of the nation states have restricted then1 (ibid., 27-9). 

This absence of ethical considerations is analysed in a nun1ber of Derrida's works on 

hospitality. He criticises what he calls the 'conjugal model', or the paternal, 

phallogocentric and national model of hospitality that predominates in 'western' 

notions of hospitality and the relationship to the guest or host, \vhich is based on the 

idea of the host as the 1naster of the house, or of the nation, the 'father' or the 'boss' 

who detem1ines the laws of hospitality. Hospitality "s'agit toujours de repondre 

d'une demeure, de son identite, de son espace, de ses limites, de !'ethos en tant que 

sejour, habitation, maison, foyer, fmnille, chez-soi" (Derrida 1997a, 133). Derrida 

reveals the question of the 'where' of hospitality that dran1atically questions the 

supposed essential stability of the 'hearth' and the subject as 'ipse', that is why, the 

use of the threshold, the limit, the step beyond the threshold and the border haunts 

Derrida's texts. Am1e Dufourn1antelle (1997, 58) argues, that "elle traduit 

l'in1puissance d'avoir une terre a soi, pmsque Ia question se retourne a l'endroit 

men1e d'ou l'on se croyait assure de pouvmr comn1encer a parler. Elle pose Ia 

question du conm1encen1ent, ou plutot de l'in1possibilite du con1mencement d'une 

origine pren1iere incontestee ou le logos s'inscrirait." 

Drawing on Benveniste's etyn1ological analysis of the term hospitality and its 

origins in Indo-European languages, Derrida (1997a, 45) argues how hostis reYeals 

the strange crossing between enemy and host. This is due to the troubling analogy 

in their conm1on origin between hostis as host and hostis as enemy and thus 

between hospitality and hostility or what Derrida calls hostipita!ity: hospitality 

carrying within it the danger of hostility. If hospitality as a concept carries \\·ithin it 

its own contradiction: hostility and if "hospitality is a self-contradictory concept and 

experience \Yhich can only self-destruct (put it othenYise, produce itself as 

impossible. only be possible on the condition of its possibility) or protect itself from 

entered in \ arying lk_:;rcL'S into a uniYersal community. and it has de\ eloped to the point where ;1 
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itself. auto-imn1unise itself in some way, which is to say. deconstruct itself-

precisely-- in being put into practice" (Derrida 2000, :5 ). ho\\' can \\·e talk about a 

politics of hospitality? If hospitality carries the danger of hostility: 'hostipitality' as 

Derrida calls it while he tries to keep us aliYe to the dangers of fixing the threshold 

of hospitality and its meanings: a fixation that results in hostility or Yiolence at the 

moment of welcoming the guest, how can the right to uniYersal hospitality be 

guaranteed? Can one offer hospitality and remain the master of the house. the 

master in one's household, one's city, one's nation and one's state? Can \\·e speak of 

an ethics of hospitality? Or in other words, how can we regulate in a specific 

juridical and political set of laws the infinite and unconditional hospitality? How 

can we implement this ethics as a regulatory power behind politics or laws?-' 

To attempt to answer these questions. I shall trace Derrida's deconstruction of the 

'conventional' concept of hospitality which disrupts the boundaries of the guest/host 

and the understanding of the family or national hearth in hospitality and thus opens 

hospitality to its various 'acceptations'. I shall refer to the LeYinasian concept of 

ethics which has been widely proclaimed recently as the epitome of modem ethical 

considerations. In Adieu a Emmanuel Levinas (1997d), Derrida appropriates and 

goes beyond, in his own deconstructive terms, LcYinasian thoughts, especially his 

concept of the Other and how it interrupts the self-same in hospitality, which 

reflects the philosophical proxin1ity of the two thinkers. I shall provide another 

critique of Levinas based on what Robert Bernasconi calls the 'alterity content' of 

Levinas' concept of the Other, which falls into the smne trap it tried to criticise, that 

of privileging 'western' cultures over other cultures. I advance this rare criticism of 

Levinas as a philosopher of n1odem ethics, because first, it is significant to draw on 

the lin1its of such ethics towards the non-European Other. and second, because 

Levinas's privileging of the superiority of Judea-Christian cultures over other 

'inferior' cultures is \\·idely reflected in the French context where the Franco

Maghrebians still suffer from the representation of their ancestors' cultures as being 

1narginal and inferior. as \\'e shall see in Chapter FiYe of the thesis. Den·ida 

introduces the absolute irreduciblity bct\\·een the ethics of unconditional hospitality. 

Yiolation ofthe Ja,,s in one pa11 ofthe \\Orld is klt l'\l'fY''here" (ibid .. 3Q). 
~ The 'certain places' that hospitality and ib quasi-synonym 'welcome' ptlint us to. Derrida argues. ,1re 
the pbccs ofthe 'birth ofthe qucstiPn'. plal·cs hl·twccn the ethics. politics and law (Derrida 1997b. 
45), 
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which is based on the absolute welcome of the Other without any restriction~. and 

the politics of conditional hospitality. which is based on the restrictions of law 

making. Even though the hiatus between the ethics (the lm,~) of hospitality and the 

politics (the laws) of hospitality exists, the two cannot exist separately. This aporia 

does not mean paralysis, but in fact, it means the primacy of the ethics of 

hospitality over politics, and thus, keeping aliYe the danger of hostility in the 

making of the politics of hospitality by 'political invention' that respects the 

uniqueness of the Other every time a decision is taken (Derrida 1997d, 1-+ 7 ). 

(a)- Hospitality and Levinasian Ethics 

The name of Emannuel Levinas has been closely associated with ethics in recent 

philosphical debates though he is accused of ignoring institutions and politics. 

Levinas suggests in Totalite et Infini (1961) that politics must always be criticised 

from the point of view of the ethical and that the ethical makes a move towards 

politics whenever there is a third party: law, government, institutions, justice, etc., 

but this does not mean that the political should lose its ethical foundation: the 

ethical subject that does not reduce everything to its selfsame. In trying to avoid the 

trap of falling within the tradition of Western ontology and the way knowledge is 

constituted through the comprehension and appropriation of the other, LeYinas 

suggests a theory of respecting the Other instead of 'mastering' him/her, that is, a 

theory of desire that bases itself on infinite separation instead of negation and 

assin1ilation.4 It is a theory of finding a place for the Other or a relationship with 

the Other beyond the scope of knowledge and n1astery. LeYinas attempts to change 

the conventional tradition of the relation to alterity as an appropriation of the same 

in its totality to a different n1ode of relation based on respect of the infinity and 

heterogeneity of the Other. But does Le\·inas's ethics work differently from the 

ontology he is criticising? What are the lin1its of LeYinasian ethics? 

Le\ inas identifies hospitality with "le recueillement dans une matson ouYerte a 
Autrui". a recollection as \\·elcome (accueil). He claims that "lc L·hez-soi de la 

demeure" does not mean to close oneself off. but rather a 'desire' towards the 

transcendence of the othL'r ( Derrida 199-c d. 16.3 ). LeYinas recognises that there can 
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be no welcome of the other or hospitality without this radical alterity which in tun1 

presupposes 'la separation infinie'. Therefore, "le chez-soi ne sera done plus nature 

ou racine, 1nais reponse a une errance, phenomene de l'errance qu'il s'arrete" (ibid .. 

164). 

Therefore, hostility towards the other ("l'oubli inhospitalier de Ia transcendance de 

l'Autrui ") testifies to the very thing it denies, which is transcendence and separation, 

and therefore hospitality and language (ibid., 168).:; For Le\ inas (1961. 283) the 

"l'unite de la pluralite c'est la paix et non pas la coherence d'elements constituants Ia 

pluralite"; therefore, plurality as peace is what allow to define plurality as 'Ia 

separation radicale', which is not that 'd'une con1illunaute totale'. Levinas's concept 

of peace moves at the smne tin1e away from and towards Kant whose understanding 

of peace is purely political (Derrida 1997d, 170). 

For Kant (1957, 23), universal hospitality is a condition of world citizenship which 

is "a supplement to the unwritten code of civil and international law, indispensable 

for the maintenance of public human rights and hence also of perpetual peace." 

Therefore, cosn1opolitan law, whose scope and form are limited to the conditions of 

universal hospitality, is not a utopian way of thinking about law but rather, it is a 

1neans of transforming national and international law into "a public law of 

hun1anity" (David Held 1997, 243). But Kant does not call for limitless hospitality 

as he restricts hospitality to the right of 'temporary sojourn', a 'right to associate' or 

to exchange goods and ideas. It is limited to a 'right of Yisitation' and excludes a 

'right of residence' or right to citizenship; the latter should be based on treaties 

between states (Derrida 1997d, 155). 

Kant's universal hospitality as a condition for world peace does not lea\ e any space 

for any fon11 of ethical consideration as it solely based on the 'legal' or the juridical. 

In the light of this, Derrida (1997d. 155) accuses Kant of restricting hospitality to 

state soYcrcignty. as he defines it as a law: "l'hospitalit~ uniYerselle y est ~eulement 

juridique et politique. "6 Kant limits universal hospitality to a number of juridical 

~ LL'\ inas ( 1961. .?~.?)claims in Totalitc et h?fini that "!'essence du langage est ami tie et hospitalite". 
1' Jt is surprising that Derrida does not make any attempt to clarify or even remark in passing on the 
accusations l)f inhospit~dity that Kant has made against the inhabitants of the Barbary Coast anJ the 
Bedouins of the .-\rab tribL'S ( K~mt 1957 . .? I). Both parties are e\.cluLkd from the law-. of h(lsp1Uiit~ 
though historic~dl~ spL·aking. the piraC\ of the Barbary ( ·l,~t--t \\as the result of C(llltmuoth Furope~m 
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and political conditions, (it is first lin1ited only to citizens of states. it is onlY 

temporary, etc.) which, though institutional, are based on a conm1on 'natural ri ~ht' 

of the possession of the surface of the earth. For Kant there is no 'natural peace'. and 

the state of peace must be 'instituted'. However, as Derrida argues. Kant's peace 

carries within it 'la trace de la menace' which it wants to break (real or Yirtual ,,·an. 

thus "contaminant ainsi la promesse par la menace" that is found at the heart of the 

prmnise (Derrida 1997d, 158). The institution of peace. thus, carries v;ithin it the 

threat of a warlike state of nature. 

Unlike Kant, Levinas introduces the disjunction between the host and the guest the 

host becoming the guest of the guest in his/her own home as the home of the other. 

that is, to be welcomed by the face of the other that one intends to welcome. 7 In 

Totalite et Injini Levinas criticises the 'tyram1y of the state' when hospitality 

becomes part of the state or becomes political because even though this becoming 

political is a response to the call of the third and a response to an 'aspiration', it still 

deforms the I and the other and thus introduces 'tyrannical violence'. Politics, 

therefore, should not be left on its own, because in Levinas's words (1961, 276) 

"elle les juge [le n1oi et l'Autre qui l'ont suscitee] selon les regles universe lies et, 

par la men1e, conu11e par contumace." In other words, the political renders the face 

invisible at the n1o1nent of bringing it into the space of public phenomenality. 

Robert Bernasconi (1999b, 79) argues that Le\ inas's face-to-face relation with the 

other "provides a basis for an ethical questioning of the political" and "serYes as a 

corrective to the institutions and the laws of political society". To be able to 

account for the singularity of the other, Levinas clearly distinguishes the third party 

from the third person so that "n1y relation to the Other in his or her singularity and 

my relations to the other Others were conjoined in a single structure" (ibid.). Thus. 

attempts to capture North African coastal cities. As for the Arab Bedouins, it is surprising that their 
long and rich tradition of hospitality is not recognised in Kant's context nor mentioned in Derrida's 
text though in another text Derrida refers to Abdellatif Chaouite's notion of "prophct1c h~hpitalit:" 
as linked~ to the pre-Islamic nomadic ritual (adopted by the t\luslims as part of their tradition of 
hospitality) which offers three days of unconditional hospitality to passers by and tra\ ellers ~~tll'f 
,, hich they ha\ c to kaw (Derrida I 999a. I 05). Derrida fails to address the \\a: Kant lmks 
geography (nature) with hospitality (some places are hospitable and some are not) and thus culture 
"ith hospitality as non-Furopean cultures are not as hospitable as the European ones. 
7 Derrida ( 1 997d, I 73-..f-5-6) claims that this peace is neither political nor linked 1~1 the '-'tate 
(cosmopolitan). but still Le\ inas uses Kant's lan~ua~c "hen speaking about "une paix qui ne do it pas 
0trc Ia pai\ des morts", but only that of the li\'in~. \\hat _is ne~d_ed today_ in comparin~ Kant ~nd 
Le\'inas. and in regard to the right of refu~c in a ''orld o1 a tmlltons of dbplaced (ll'l1ple. Demda 
ar~Ul'S. is the call out f(x "un autre droit intemational. Ulll' autre politique ~e l'humanitaire. ,.(,ire un 
en~a~cnKnt humanitaire qui Sl' tienne (:!f(·c!in'mcnt au-dcla dl· l'intt~ret Lk" Et~lt-.-natlnns" 



if separation is needed in the face-to-face relation, it is through the third party that 

one is joined with the Other (ibid., 80 ). LeYinas's purpose in this is to aYoid 

reducing ethics to politics and thus stressing the intersection bet,,·een the t\\·o. 

Ethics is needed to correct politics though both haYe conflicting and contradictory 

de1nands. 

In Adieu a Emmanuel Levinas (1997d, 49 ), Derrida reflects on Levinas's Totahll; <.'1 

Infini ( 1961 ), which he perceives as "un i1nn1ense traite de l'hospitalite" and in 

which Levinas insists that the face that 1nust be \velcomed, must not be reduced to 

'thematisation' ('thematisation') or description, and so must hospitality. Hospitality 

is opposed to thematisation because it is the welcoming of the other, who cannot be 

calculated or known, that is, the other is infinite and 'se soustrait au theme' (ibid., 

51). Welcon1ing or receiving in the Levinasian sense implies the act of receiving as 

ethical relation. Thus, the welcome to come presupposes 'le recueillement' 

('recollection') or the "l'intimite de la 1naison ou le chez-soi'', it also presupposes 

fen1inine alterity. 8 Hospitality for Levinas comes before or precedes property and 

thus its law dictates that the host who welcomes the invited or received guest is in 

truth a guest received in his own home. The French meaning of the word hate 

reflects this breaking of host/guest roles as it means both host and guest. The host 

becomes the receiver of the hospitality he offers in his own home, which, Derrida 

(1997d, 79) clain1s, does not belong to the host: "l'hote comme host est un guest. La 

den1eure s'ouvre sur a elle-meme, a son 'essence' sans essence. comme 'tern: 

d'asile'. L'accueillant est d'abord accueilli chez lui. L'invitant est inYite par son 

invite." It is this absolute precedence of the welcome where the n1aster of the house 

is already a received hate, or a guest in his own home, that would be called 'l'alterite 

feminine. '9 

Derrida argues that hospitality resists thematisation because it is 'l'intentionalitc' 

('intentionality'), it opens as 'intentionality' and thus it cannot be a theme. 

Intentionality is thus hospitality. The latter is not simply a name for some problem 

"Taking into consideration the criticism directed at Lc\ inas' snist language. Derrida ( 1997d. ~~--l) 
defends~ Ll'\ inas's choice of 'l'etre fl~minin' which is different from the Ltct of empirical woman: 
"l\tl'CUeil. origine anarchique de l'cthique. apparticnt a 'Ia dimensiPn de feminite' et non a la 
presence d'un etre humain dl' 'se-..:e feminin"'. 



of law or politics or s01ne regiOn m ethics but 'ethicity' itself or the principle of 

ethics (Derrida 1997d, 49). Through a 'phenomenolo£\ of intentional it\·. one 
~- -

would be able to understand hospitality, but a phenomenology that resisb 

'thematisation': a form of interruption introduced to phenomenology by the ethics of 

hospitality, a self interruption that Derrida compares to the interruption of the self 

by the self as other in hospitality: "cette interruption. la phenomenologic sc !'impose 

a elle-meme. La phenon1enologie s'interrompt elle-meme. Cette interruption d~ soi 

par soi, si quelque chose de tel est possible, peut ou doit etre assumee par Ia penscc: 

c'est le discours ethique-- et c'est aussi, comme limite de la thernatisation, 

l'hospitalite" (ibid., 95-6). The idea of interrupting oneself (by oneself as other) is 

crucial in the understanding of hospitality. This interruption is not imposed but it is 

'decided' in the name of ethics. 

The welcoming of the other indicates the subjection of one's freedom, but a 

subjection that instead of depriving the subject of its freedom and 'birth', gives them 

back; it is a subordination that gives and 'ordains' the 'subjectivity of the subject' as 

the subject con1es to itself through the welcon1ing of the other, "le Tout-Autre 

con1111e Tres-Haut" in Levinasian words: "l'accueil du Tres-Haut dans l'accueil 

d'autrui, c'est la subjectivite meme" (ibid., 101 ). Levinas defines subjectivity as 

hospitality, a relationship with the other but at the same time a 'radical separation', 

or as Derrida puts it "une separation sans negation et done sans exclusion, energie 

aphoristique de la deliaison dans l'affinnation ethique" (ibid.). 

Levinas perceives the role of ethics to be "that of disturbing my good conscience. 

not re-establishing it"; which gives way to an ethics based not on "autonomy", but 

on "heteronomy" (Bernasconi 1990a, 6). "Such an ethics would not be based in a 

leo-islative conscience \vhich issues demands that it is in our power to meet and 
b 

which thus in\'ites the subject to aim for the satisfaction which ensues from 

fulfilling all its responsibilities"; it is not an ethics of the ought-to-do and docs not 

specify actions that \\·ould fufill one's obligations (ibid .. 6-7). Bernasconi suggcsh 

that Levinas's notion of 'ethical resistance' that is linked \\ ith the phrase 'you shall 

not kill' should be understood in ten11s of the ethical relation that impOSl'S 

<~In Klossll\\Ski\ te\t "les ]pis de l'hospitalite". the host becomes the guL'St of his ~UL'"t bL'cau-.c uf 
the prescnL'l' ofthe \\Pman. Derrida ar~llL'S that the p~nLTtibility \\·hic.h_ calls f( 1r the third (th_: la\\S) 
~tnd at the same time e\clmks it appears in this ll'xt hnked Ill snual difference ( [)LTnda 1 qq d.:-.; 1 l 
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restrictions on n1y actions but restrictions that are 'necessities' rather than 

'directives'. The idcd here is not "the Other possesses a great power" but that 

"before the Oth~ 1 ' lusc my power". L~Yinas does not use the language of duty or 

virtue which in a way in1plies that one can gain something if answering the call of 

the Other, but he chooses to use the language of impossibility in relation to 

conventional ethics as he clain1s responsibility belongs "to a subjectiYity incapable 

of closing itself off', "a responsibility from which one is unable to \Yithdra\\. just as 

it is the 'antecedent to 1ny freedom' [ .. ] 'without choice' and 'without prior 

commitment"' (ibid., 7). 

Levinas's goal is not to generate or construct an ethics. but to find the sense of 

ethics, though he is accused of setting impossible demands and unattainable ideals. 

He uses 'exorbitant' tern1s or what Bernasconi calls as 'exclusionary phrases' that 

have set a whole model of ethical purity, such as "desire without satisfaction". 

"saying without the said", "love without eros", "gratuitously w·ithout worrying about 

reciprocity", etc. (Bernasconi 1990a, 10). Bernasconi reads these phrases not as 

Levinas's atten1pt to establish an ideal state, but as an attempt "to mark the moment 

which interrupts or disturbs the dmninant order, though not by opposing it directly": 

thus, "The saying is not opposed to the said; desire is not opposed to need, gi\ing is 

not opposed to expectation of return .... " Levinas's logic of the 'without' seems to 

in1ply that "there is no saying without a said, no desire without need, no lo\e 

without eros, no gift without some thought of reciprocity because, as embodied, \\'C 

live in a world dominated by the said, need, eros, economics and so on" (ibid.). 

Therefore, these notion of desire without need and gift without reciprocity are not 

free of the order which they interrupt but are not reducible to it. Bernasconi calls it 

an "ethics without ethics" or "ethics against ethics" as LeYinas tends to link it \\'ith 

"this saying. this desire and this loYe" (ibid.). 

However. this does not mean that there is not ahrays an ethics that is already in 

place in e\,ery specific situation which poses specific demands and which takes 

different fon11s depending on the circumstances. Such an ethics that is alrL'~Idy in 

place cotTesponds to \:Vhat Le\ inas calls just iL'e (not simply bec1u-;c the latter is frcL' 

from the asymmetry characterising 'ethics'). Thus. ethics for him "inkrrupts the 



complacency of any specific ethics. Everything which passes for justice 1s under 

suspicion of producing injustice", that is as Bernasconi ( 1990a, 15) puts it: 

Ethics is suspicious of every specific ethics. e\ ery conception of justice 
where the right thing to do in any instance is set out in adYance. as if all one 
had to do was to follow the rules in an appropriate frame of mind. This does 
not mean that Levinas is opposed to such ethics. From one direction. the 
ethics without an ethics also leads to justice, demands it. makes it possible. 
From another direction, it is only by interrupting the realm of being in which 
justice arises that ethics makes its enigmatic appearance. 

One can claim that Levinas is not a thinker about ethics as distinct from politics. but 

rather a thinker about the space of the intersection between the "ethics of suspicion 

and politics, ethics and justice". That is why, there is already a reference to the third 

in the-face-to-face relation because if one encounters another without reference to 

others, it would not be an encounter with an Other and it would be a 'dual solitude', 

'the society of the couple' or 'eros'. Levinas warns against the danger of general 

principles which tnost of the time tend to be the language in which ethics is 

saturated. In reading Levinas's "Le Pact", one of his Talmudic con1mentaries, one 

discovers Levinas's concern about the distinction between "knowledge of the Law 

as a whole and knowledge of the particular laws", and how the former has been 

pursued at the expense of the latter (Bernasconi 1990a, 15 ). Levinas warns against 

the way general principles can be perverted in the course of their application; he 

"considers attention to the particular laws to be a corrective to the system of 

casuistry which arises from concrete application of the general principles embodied 

in the Law." 10 So even the n1ost 'im1ocent Law' (the Talmudic Law in Lc\ inas's 

case) can be subverted in the course of its application and that is where Bernasconi 

identifies Levinas's suspicion of ethics. Therefore, 'the ethics of suspicion' 

challeges self-cmnplacency and the claims of rationality since the ethical moment is 

the n1oment of suspicion of 'self-preoccupation' that has forgotten the Other 

(Bernasconi 1990a, 16). 

10 :-\ccordim.?. to Bernasconi ( 1990a. 1 :'). L~' inas identific-; the -;trength of Talmud'" C3"LJJ-..try in 
"tud~ ing "th~ particular case in ord~r to ident1f~ the moment \\h:n the general principle is in danger 

of turn in~ into it" oppo"i!L'". 
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(b)- LcYinasian limitations: "The Alterity Content" of Otherness 

Is Levinas's account of the encounter H'ith the Other as stranger sz~[ficient~l' 
nuanced as to be able to welcome the Other in his or her ethnic identitr herond 
prejudices that divide ethnic groups? (Bernasconi 1992, 22 ). . . 

Derrida (1986, 74) clai1ns a certain proximity to LeYinas's philosophical ideas. 

However, he distances himself from some aspects of LeYinasian thought. 11 In this 

case, I will refer only to one aspect of that difference which is Derrida's quarrel \\·ith 

Levinas's notion of the 'absolutely Other' as the Other is alwavs relatiYe or other 

than the ego. Derrida's point is that "the Other cannot be the Other of the Same 

except by being itself the same, that is, an ego." Bernasconi (2000, 73) defines the 

quarrel between Derrida and Levinas as mainly about the appropriate language of 

saying the Other since Derrida believes that the notion of the 'alter ego' expresses 

better Levinas' ideas of the 'absolute Other'. Derrida's complaint "Violence et 

Metaphysique" 12 is about Levinas's being bounded by 'formal logic' in his rejection 

of the 'alter ego' despite his claim to break its rules. Derrida does not reproach 

Levinas for failing to recognise that there can be no 'absolute Other', but for being 

inconsistent in talking about the 'absolute Other' while rejecting the notion of 'alter 

ego'. Thus, Derrida recognises "the impossibility of translating my relation to the 

Other into the rational coherence of language" (Bernasconi 2000, 73 ). In 

Autrement qu'etre au au-de/a de !'essence (1974) Levinas accepts Derrida's 

criticism that negativity is not enough to say 'being is Other': he offers his notion of 

'substitution' as an answer to Derrida's questions: "In substitution, my being that 

belongs to me and not to another is undone, and it is through this substitution that I 

mn not 'another', but 'n1e'". Bernasconi claims this to be the meaning of Levinas's 

notion of the "contradictory trope of the-one-for-the-other". Substitution (of the

one-for-the-other) is about "a putting oneself in the place of the Other", or 'the 

asyn1n1etry' of responsibility, or in Bernasconi's words: "my responsibilit) for 

everyone else, including their responsibility" (ibid., 77). 'Substitution' is clearly a 

response to Den·ida's criticism in "\'iolence et l\ 1ctaphysique" that there \\·ould be 

11 Simon ( ·rill'hky ( 1999. 27.~--l) proYides an analy:-;i:-; ofthl' diff\:rence betw~en Derridcan and 
Ln ina:-;ian thought. c:-;pl'L'Jally in terms of their difference in J1lTL'l'iYing the notionl,fthe 'brother'. 

the 'ft.·mininl·' and the question of 1:-;rad 
12 Thi:-; artick i:-; in I ktrt,Lt'-. L'Fcrirurc er Ia difi,.,.cncc (I 96 -:-). 
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no alterity within the ego (dans le "\foi). 13 Levinas has changed this in Autrement 

qu'etre ou au-dela de !'essence when he claims substitution to mean. "the Other is in 

me and in the midst of my very identification" (ibid., 82 ). Thus, substitution 

operates not at the level of the ego (le moi), but at the level of the self (/e soi). \\·hich 

as Bernasconi argues, has enabled Levinas to compare the self to a stranger: thus. 

crossing the distance that had before separated the Same and the Other. Therefore. 

"to revert to oneself is not to establish oneself at home, even if stripped of all one's 

acquisitions. It is to be like a stranger, hunted down even in one's home. contested 

in one's own identity and one's poverty" (Bernasconi 2000, 78). 

In the relation to the other, the subject is a host. This fonnula, Derrida argues. was 

later replaced in Levinas's Autrement qu'etre ou au-de/a de !'essence ( 1974) by 

another one, "le sujet est otage" ("the subject is hostage") (Derrida 1997d. I 02 ). 

The being-hostage-- like the being-host-- is "la subjectivite du sujet en tant que 

'responsabilite pour autrui"' (ibid.). The hostage is a concept marked by 

substitution, it actually undergoes this process: It is a subject subjected to it, a 

subject that submits at the very n1oment that it presents itself ('here I am') in its 

responsibility for others. The being hostage of the subject actually means being-in-

question, being 'conteste', 'interpelle', 'accuse', or 'mis en cause'. Thus, "l'hote est un 

otage en tant qu'il est un sujet n1is en question, obsede (done assiege), persecute, 

dans le lieu n1eme ou il a lieu, la ou, emigre, exile, etranger, hote de toujours. il se 

trouve elu a domicile avant d'elire don1icile" (ibid., 104 ). 

The plurality an1ong individuals that Levinas puts forward in Totalite et lnfini does 

not correspond to a cultural plurality in his work. Bernasconi criticises Levinas in 

Totalite et Infini for focusing on the abstract Other and shows little interest in the 

concrete Other though he clain1s the face to be a concretisation of the Infinite. This 

creates problen1atic consequences for the way Levinas can deal with the issue of 

racisn1 (Ben1asconi 2000, 82). 

13 Bernasconi (.2000, X2) argues that LeYinas has also been criticised for his notion of the Other by 
Francis Jacques and Paul Ricoeur who. accordin~ to Bernhard \\ aldenfcls. misrepresent Le_' inas'-. 
\\Prk bY sl'tting him as the im crsc l)f Husserl's ideas of Otherness. lkrn~~-.com ~trgu'-·s that llH 
\\ alde~fels "The OthlT is not for Lc' inas a negatiw ligure of the L but a ligure l'r c\ccss that break-. 

up our thinkin~" 



It is true as Bernasconi ( 1992, 6) argues that "had LeYinas identified the stranger as 

literally a foreigner, one whose country of origin is other than my mn1. he would 

have neglected the disruptive sense of being a stranger and reduced the ten11 to a 

sociological category. And yet there are still questions to be raised about LeYinas's 

apparent exclusion of the encounter between cultures from the dimension of 

alterity". Bernasconi raises an important issue here in relation to the LeYinasian 

concept of otherness and its "alterity content" as he argues that Le\'inas refuses to 

apply the discourse of alterity to cultural or ethnic designations. This refusal is 

tnade bluntly clear in the course of an interview with LeYinas in 1982 in the 

aftermath of the massacres of Palestinian refugees at Sabra and Chatila (ibid.). 

Identifying the Other in this case was raised in a concrete historical and political 

context, but when Levinas was asked whether "'the Other' of the Israeli was not 

'above all the Palestinian"', Levinas refused to adopt this suggestion. 14 When 

Levinas talks about "the Other is what myself am not", he did want it to be seen in 

cultural, religious, national or racial terms. 15 

The question here is whether the notion of the alterin· content of the other can be 

avoided when one writes of the other and whether other forms of difference 

especially ethnic difference have an alterity content. 16 Bernasconi is very critical 

of Levinas's debt to Husserl's "Vienna Lecture", which far from being a document 

against European colonisation as Levinas clain1s, is actually loaded with notions of 

Enlightenn1ent's teleological history of humanity that belie\'es in the superiority of 

Western culture and civilisation (ibid., 11 ). Levinas (1972, 56; 1987a, 101) cYcn 

went as far as adopting Husserl's concepts in answering the question of how to 

judge cultures as his clain1 that Western culture was able to 'understand' 'particular 

cultures' which could never understand themselves poses two serious problems: one. 

1_. Bernasconi ( ]992. 7) argues that it is true that on this occasion Levinas had missed the chance to 
intervene in the Arab-Israeli conflict by "disturbing the way the lines had been drawn between them 
and by introducing the idea that there might e\ en be special ethical obligations to the Palestinian", 

but provisionally Levinas ''as trying to look beyond ethnic categories. 
15 Though Bernasconi ( 1992, 7-8) argues that Lc\ inas has applied it to sexual difference and he was 
charged\, ith writing from a man's point of vie,,· as he had initially made femininity as an alterit) 

~ ~ 

content of Otherness. 
16 This is not to suggest that "Levinas's Other is a Palestinian because Lc\ inas is a Je,,. an} more 
than nw Othn is poor hccuusc I am rich. Just as it is the need of the Other. in the !ace-lll-I:IL'e 
relatiOJ;, enables me to discowr mysdf as rich. so it might be said that in the bee of the vtctim I 
discon;r mvsclf as an oppressor.[ ... ] It may be true that in a \\orld go,erncd by racism one cannot 
L'\ oh' the ~'ncounter bet\\ CL'n \\"hit\." and Black l1r between Gentile and Jew '' itlwut recalling the 
deep effects llf pnsistent persecution. but that does not e\haust the meamng of ethnicity" 

(Bcrnasclllli ]9l)2. S). 
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it "locates in the West a privileged culture that exemplifies a direction or sense that 

is allegedly prior to culture and history" and the other is that LeYinas not onh 

accepted without hesitation that there is "an identity to \\'estern culture" but also he 

mentioned the "generosity of Western thought". Being: a Je,,· who had sutTcred 

persecution at first hand in Eastern Europe and at the hands of the ~azis, this seems 

strange. However, this may be because Levinas does not consider Judaism as the 

Other of Western culture as the latter is perceived by him as both Greek and Jewish 

and that the West is superior in understanding other cultures (Bernasconi 1992. 12). 

Considering that Levinas actually shows in Totalite et b?fzni, as Bernasconi puts it. 

"the connection between the dominance within Western philosophy of the 

'comprehension of being' and the concept of totality. on the one hand, and 

totalitarianism, the tyranny of imperialist domination, on the other", it seems 

inconsistent on Levinas's part to privilege Western culture and its power of 

appropriating and exploiting other cultures to its own use. In fact, "Western 

philosophy still tends to understand all thought in its own tenns. as prefiguring it or 

falling short of it, but not as challenging it" (ibid.). Levinas knew the difficulty of 

the survival of minority cultures and their attempt to negotiate with the dominant 

culture without losing their own; his translation of Talmudic ideas into modem 

idion1s was an attempt to respond to that difficulty which in a way contrasts with his 

clain1 about the generosity of Western culture. He even wan1s against the dominant 

culture's use of the language of strangerhood to 'comfort' itself. so even though there 

is a vibrant n1inority culture next to it, it remains ignorant of it and satisfies itself 

with few 'sunm1ary notions' that can keep, in LeYinas's own words, "from asking 

itself questions about the secret of human beings it declared strangers in order to 

account for their strangeness." 17 Therefore, Western culture remains unchallenged 

by the 'stranger' and "it regards the stranger as a barbarian who has nothing to say 

precisely because he or she caru1ot speak 'Greek', cannot speak the language of the 

University" (Bernasconi 1992. 13 ). 

Levinas's 'European complacency' is clear ''hen he adYocates pluralism in terms of 

the 'multiplicity of human beings' but at the same time retracts it when it comes to 

the question of the multiplicity of cultures. ,,·hich are not just Greek and .Jc,,·ish. He 

instead confirmed in a 1982 inten iew the "e:\cellence of Europe" and its cultural 

1 ~ LeY ina:- a-; citl'd in Bernasconi ( 199~. l_i ). 
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mastery.
18 

Another shocking failure of LeYinas to recognise other cultures (and 

thus privilege only the Greek and the Judaic) was in the course of an interYie\\. in 

which he was asked about the concept of ethics as 'first philosophy' and whether "it 

is accorded a higher value over ontology", and his reply was that "I ahvays say--but 

in private-- that the Greeks and the Bible are all that is serious in humanitY. 

Everything else is dancing. ,,1 
9 For LeY in as (even though the J e\\S \\ere considered 

'-' 

the outcasts of Western society), Judaism is part of the West which consists of the 

unity of philosophy and the Bible, the conjunction of Greek and Je\\ and thus all 

other cultures are reduced to Folklore and 'local colour'. LeYinas's priYileging of 

Western culture is clearly at the expense of non-western ones. 20 Bernasconi ( 1992, 

15) rightly raises these important questions: 

First, does not Levinas give the impression of being too comfortable with 
terms like "the West" and "Western philosophy" for a thinker who has set 
hi1nself against totalizing? Secondly, does not any attempt to approach the 
Other as outside of culture, including this "humanisn1 of the other 1nan, not 
repeat the violence, long since exposed, of a humanism that reduces the 
other to nothing n1ore than a man, thereby depriYing the Other of his or her 
cultural identity"? Is abstract humanism not the contemporary form of 
Western ethnocentrism, sustained by its tendency to define and measure the 
humanity of n1an in terms of approximation to a European model'? In this 
way is it not found to be complicitous with the racism it is supposed to 
contest? 

Though Levinas dismisses 'ethnic difference' as being relevant in his definition of 

the-face-to- face encounter with the Other, the issue of 'ethnicity' haunts his work 

and it is much clearer in his definition of \vhat it means to be a Jew (ibid., 16). 

Levinas's definitions of 'Jewish identity' is strongly present in his Talmudic writing 

where he atten1pts to universalise Judaism and free the tenn 'Jew' of any ethnic 

designations: "Every one is a little Jewish, and if there are men on Mars, one would 

find some Jews there" (cited in Ben1asconi 1992, 1 7 ). When LeYinas's reference to 

Judaisn1 appears to make his work ethnic, he immediately giYes it a uniYersalist 

meaning (especially as LeYinas attempts to translate the \\·isdom of the Bible into 

1 ~ Bernasconi ( ]992, ] .. +) also states the case of another inten iew \\·ith Levinas in 1 9~(1 in which 
Le\ inas confirmed the same idea of Europe's superiority. 
J<) Cited in Bcmasconi ( 1992, J .. +). Levinas ( J987b, U(1) e'\prcssed his I urocentricism in another 
instaJll'e ,, hen he claimed that "Je dis par1<.)is: L'homme. c'est )'Europe et Ia Bible, et toutle re .... te 

' d . " pl·ut s y tra mre. . . . . . 
·'''This pri\'ikging is more .... triking in Ll'\ 111as's inter\'JC\\ s rather than 111 h1s phdosoph1cal te'\ts. hut 
they const)lidatl' what In ini.is had already stated in Humanisme de l'uurre hommc ( 1972). 
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the Greek language or the logos, the language of the L'niYersityl that is found both 

in his philosophical and confessional writing. 21 But isn't this form of 

universalisation a projection of the universalism of European humanity \\·ith all its 

hierarchical itnplications of who is defined as having the universal self? Levinas 

privileges Judaism over Western culture (though he thinks of Judaism as a 

con1ponent of Western culture) because he considers its universalism as retaining a 

certain particularity. His discussion of universalism is a response to the 'dangers' in 

Bernasconi's words of 'segregation' and 'integration': "For L~vinas. they are the 

choice between annihilation and assimilation. Loyalty to a J e\\·ish culture closed to 

dialogue condemns the Jews 'to the ghetto and to physical exten11ination'. whereas 

'admission into the city makes them disappear into the civilisation of their hosts"' 

(Bernasconi 1992, 18). But even though Judaism is a component of Western 

culture, the Jew was seen by Western Europeans "not just as a stranger. but as the 

archetypical alien" (ibid., 22). Levinas rarely approaches Judaism from this 

standpoint though he refers in the introduction of his Talmudic readings to the 

tendency to declare Jews "strangers in order to account for their strangeness" as a 

way of avoiding seeking a more inti1nate knowledge. Nor does Levinas 

negotiate the dialectic whereby one is a stranger to oneself because one 
belongs to a culture which constitutes one as other. And yet [Bernasconi 
argues] this alienation would seetn to identify. albeit in very different ways. 
the fundan1ental experience of being Jewish among Gentiles, or being 
Palestinian in Israel, or being one of the colonised among colonialists, or 
being Black in a White's man world, or being a woman in a man's world. 
(Bernasconi 1992, 22-3 ). 

Bernasconi is critical of the way Levinas had universalised the 'Jewish condition'
22 

for even though it is a hun1an condition, it is experienced differently by different 

ethnic groups. This suggests the limits of translation unrecognised by the Greek 

logos, the 'universal language' used by Levinas: as it seems that Le\ inas "allm\ s 

hin1self the luxury of the pron1ise of this universal language of the \\'est" ,,·hich has 

actually made him equate being human \\ith being \\'estern (ibid.). 

21 It is often assumed that Lc\ inas's philusophical te:\ts do not leave spal·e fpr politics. but 
Bernasl'tllli argues that the Ctlllkssional \\Titin~s with their "Zionist 'aspirations'" ha\ e a ditTc:rent 

perspecti\e (sec Bernasconi 1992. 25). . , . . , . . 
2~ "Le\ inas identities ~ts the Bible\ 'permanent sa~ mg' the fact that the uncondt!ton ot hem~ 
stran~crs and sb\l'S in the land oflgypt brings man close to his neighbt1ur" (Bem~l"C\ 1 111 1442. 2~). 



Bernasconi's criticism of LeYinas is not about his understanding of Judaism but 

about the reference to Western triumphalism in his discussions. LeYinas still relies 

on the classic Enlightenment idea of what judges cultures, which is the idea of the 

West and which actually detennines the perception of the identity or non-identity of 

the Other as 'neighbour' and 'stranger'. In other words. LeYinas allm\·s his 

'humanism of the other n1an' to be contaminated by a more classical humanism that 

subordinates other cultures. Bernasconi attempts to draw LeYinas's attention to the 

limits of his thoughts especially when he succun1bs to the 'humanism of the 

arrogant' that he criticises. Thus, he recognises a possible move 'beyond 

universalism' by acknowledging the alterity-content of other cultures. It is this 

inferiorisation that I shall partly address in chapter FiYe where I argue that the Beur 

protagonists suffer from the stigma of their parents' non-European cultures which is 

represented to thetn as inferior and unworthy and thus a hindrance to their 

'integration' into French society. 

Even though Levinas excludes ethnicity at the moment of the encounter with the 

Other, while thinking explicitly of that encounter in relation to Judaism, his 

thoughts have contributed to questioning the West's hegemony.23 Even if he tends 

to judge other cultures in terms of their proximity to his own. he still acknowledges 

the interruption by the other of one's complacency. However, it is crucial to 

consider as Ben1asconi puts it: "what disturbs the self-eYidence that supports my 

unquestioned attachn1ent to my own cultural values is not just the Other as such. It 

is the Other in his or her specific cultural difference from that which presents a 

direct challenge to n1y own cultural adherences and calls me to respond without any 

certainty of the appropriate way in which to respond or the idiom in which to do so" 

(Betnasconi 1992, 26-7). 

The arrival of the third, who "sans attendre. Yient affecter }'experience du visage 

dans le face-a-face". raises the issue of justice or justice as "cette presence meme du 

tiers" (Oen·ida 1997d, 61 ). The third for LcYinas. is the beginning of justice. \\·hich 

is "a Ia fois comme droit et au-dela du droit. dans le droit au-dela du droit" as it is a 

singular \\-clcome of the uniqueness of the Other (ibid.). Justice in the LeYinasian 

2~ Bema~coni ( 19~~- 2) argue~ that Derrida's critique of Le,·inas in "\ iolence and \ letaph~ sic..," 1s 
b:hL'd 011 hi~ insisteill'L' on Le\'inas's dependence on \\·c,tnn ~mtPiug; in hi~ atkmpt to e~cape from 

it or to brL·ak with it. 



sense transcends the juridical and the political. The third or justice is 'necessary' to 

protect against "le vertige de la violence ethique meme" because ethics is doubl~ 

threatened simultaneously or alten1atively to undergo or exercise such violence 

(ibid., 66). However, the aporia or double constraint is already there as the third, in 

its juridico-political role as a mediating, protecting third and perverts the ethical 

desire. It is this aporia between the ethical and the political that I shall address in the 

next section. 

2- The Aporia of the law and laws of Hospitality 

Sans cesse nous guetterra ce dilemme entre, d'une part, l'hospita/ite 
inconditionnelle qui passe le droit, le devoir au nu?me Ia politique et, d'autre part, 
l'hospitalite circonscrite par le droit et le devoir. L 'une peut tmy·ours corrompre 
!'autre, et cette pervertibilite reste irreductible. Elle doit le rester. 
Derrida (1997a, 119). 

[. . .] The word for "hospitality" is a Latin word (Hospitalitas, a word r~f Latin 
origin, of a troubled and troubling origin, a H'ord 1t>hich carries its OH'11 

contradiction inc01porated into it, a Latin word which allows itse(f to be parasiti::r:d 
by its opposite, "hostility", the undesirable guest [hate] ll'hich it harbours as the 
self-contradiction in its own body... Derrida (2000, 3 ). 

(a)- "We do not know what hospitality is" 

Derrida argues that the experience of hospitality cannot be thematised: "We do not 

know what hospitality is" because it can never be determined or fixed and because 

'welcoming', 'accepting' and 'inviting' someone to one's home, city or nation is 

usually understood as remaining the master of the house, or allowing the guest to 

cross a threshold that is already determined. 2-l By insisting that, "We do not know 

what hospitality is", Derrida wants to open up hospitality to its various 'acceptations' 

or meanings. Acceptation is a word that lives at the heart of the discourse of 

hospitality since it emphasises the idea of welcoming and receiving: 'accepto' or 

'recipio', (Latin ,,·ords) receive and \velcome ah,·ays in a ne\\' \\'ay or 'ane\\'' or 'the 

readiness to repeat, to rene\\', to continue'. But the act of receiving, giving and 

:--1 ":\threshold that is detaminable because it is self-identical and indi\'isible. a thn.:-..htlld the line l,r 
which can be traL·l·d (the door of a house. human housL·Iwld. family or house of god. tcmpk or 
general hosp1t:tl. hospiCl'. hospital('' poor-htluse. frontier or :1 city. or a country. or a language. ell'. I" 

tikrrida ~000. ('). 
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welcoming into one's home is dictated by 'the internal law of the host' which 

imposes its own acceptations C· + 1
1t 1~1eanings of concepts on the guest. By , :~in~ 

the expression "We do nut lv1o\" .. ~~at hospitality is", Derrida shO\\·s the nc·~ e:Jsitv of - -
the "law of iterability at the heart of every law of hospitality" (Derrida 2000. 7 ). 

The first acceptation of the expression "We do not know \\·hat hospitality is" is that 

the concept of hospitality cannot lend itself to 'objective knowledge'. Even though 

we have some pre-comprehension of what hospitality may mean, we can neYer fix 

or stabilise that pre-comprehension into a consistent and objectifiable knowledge 

because ofthe absolute 'Otherness' of the guest. Derrida (2000, 8) puts it this way: 

Hospitality, if there is such a thing, is not only an experience in the most 
enigmatic sense of the word, which appeals to an act and an intention 
beyond the thing, object, or present being, but is also an intentional 
experience which proceeds beyond knowledge towards as absolute stranger. 
as unknown, where I know that I know nothing of him. 

Unconditional hospitality n1eans welcon1ing the other without knowing his/her 

identity, potential for work, insertion and adaptation (Derrida 1999a, 1_30). The 

aporia that imposes itself here is that, on the one hand, hospitality is offered to the 

other as a stranger, but on the other hand, "if one detem1ines the other as stranger, 

one is already introducing the circles of conditionality that are family. nation, state, 

and citizenship. Perhaps, there is an other who is still more foreign than the one 

whose foreigtmess is in relation to language, family, or citizenship" (Derrida 2000. 

8). Hospitality can not be known or determined as a concept because the 

Other/guest cam1ot lend him/herself to 'objective knowledge' as the Other is always 

absolutely other (and thus "hospitality gives itself to thought beyond knowledge''). 

Thus, the laws of hospitality have to be invented and regulated around the 

uniqueness of the other (l'autre [qui] est tout autre )25 in what Derrida calls "la parole 

politique": "il faut que dans chaque cas, moi meme, j'invcnte seul devant tel terre. 

tel autre, tel hote, la meilleur invitation possible" (Derrida 1999b. 1 02 ). 

In reading Pierre KlossO\\·ski's Roherte ce Soir ( 1953), Derrida claims that the 

master of the house looks to the stranger guest as a liberator, an emancipator: thus. 
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the stranger is not only invited to 'come' and 'enter' but 'come within me' and 

'occupy me' (Derrida 1997a, 1 09). It is as if the stranger/guest is the one \\·ho 'held 

the keys'. What Derrida is drawing on here is the idea that the 2:uesvforei 2:ner 
~ '-

liberates the host from his/her 'ipseity', from his/her 'subjectivity'. This idea of the 

'foreigner', the exiled being at home in the other's place deconstructs the duality of 

the notions of self and other and thus as Derrida tries to show that "le proche ne 

suppose pas l'ailleurs mais une autre figure du proche" (Dufourmantelle 1997, 5~). 

Derrida argues that this is always the situation of the 'foreigner'. that of the 

'liberator' and in politics too: "celle de venir comme un legislateur faire la loi et 

liberer le peuple ou la nation en venant du dehors, en entrant dans la nation ou dans 

la maison, dans le chez-soi qui le laisse entrer apres avoir fait appel a lui" (ibid., 

109). 

The second 'acceptation' of hospitality is that it is not 'a present being' because it 

proclaims itself as a law, a duty, a right or an obligation; it is 'a df!l'oir-etrc>' rather 

than 'un etre or un Ctant' (Derrida 2000, 8). Hospitality destabilises notions of the 

host and guest as the host can only accomplish his task as a host only when s/he 

becomes a guest in her/his own home (or 'of the becon1ing-invited, of the one 

inviting'). Drawing on the etymological implications of the word host in French 

hate, which is derived fron1 the word otage that n1eans hostage, the host, the one 

inviting, becomes the hostage of the one invited (ibid.). However, in the France of 

today, it is the 'guests' who are held hostage as they are assigned a specific place and 

space in society, that of 'eternal foreigners': "l'hote est un otage en tant qu'il est un 

sujet n1is en question, obsede (done assiege), persecute, dans le lieu meme ou il a 

lieu, la ou, emigre, exile, etranger, hate de toujours, il se trouve elu a domicile avant 

d'elire dmnicile" (Derrida 1999b, 53). 

The third acceptation of hospitality (the in1perative of whose law is paradoxical) is 

that of the threshold, which remains to be thought, or the threshold as the 'not yet'. 

"the threshold is what has not vet been crossed". This is linked to the fourth 

acceptation which is to do \vith the 'double bind' or the meeting of hospitality with 

aporia in the sense that the host is supposed to offer the guest a route to cross the 

~- Dcrr·ida ( J999a. 130) claim~ that "dans l'hypothe~c de l'hospitalite pure. jc 'l'U\ otfrir ma mai-.tln. 
mon chez moi. ma langue. ma nation. mais il faut que j'otTre au deJa de ce que je peux donner a 
quelqu'un qui ab~olument autre l'~t sans limitl' ... 



threshold, but hospitality stands on the threshold and cannot be crossed. because 

once crossed, conditions are imposed and hospitality is perverted. Aporia, therefore. 

is the non-road, the non-passage or the barred \Vay. but it is not negative because 

"without the repeated enduring of this paralysis in contradiction. the responsibility 

of hospitality, hospitality tout court-- when we do not yet know and ,,·ill never know 

what it is -- would have no chance of passing. of coming. of making or letting 

welcome" (Derrida 2000, 10-13 ). The host, generally seen as male. is con1monly 

understood in western culture as the one who offers hospitality but must be the 

master of the house or "must be assured of his sovereignty over the space and goods 

he offers or opens to the other as stranger" (ibid., 14 ). In other words, the act of 

welcmning the guest to one's home is conditioned by the guest's observance of the 

rules of hospitality as in1posed by the being-at-home of the host. However, the law 

of hospitality is self-limited and self-contradictory since hospitality governs the 

threshold. For hospitality to exist, we need a door to cross, but once we have the 

door, there is no hospitality because it means that someone controls the keys to the 

house and thus detem1ines the conditions to hospitality. This is the aporia of 

hospitality that re1nains on the threshold because there must be a threshold, but once 

the threshold is established, there is no longer any hospitality and that is what 

Derrida recognises as the gap between the hospitality of 'invitation' (the con1mon 

understanding of 'hospitality') and hospitality of 'visitation', or the welcoming of the 

unexpected, uninvited guest. 

(b)- Pas d'hospitalite: the law and the laws of hospitality 

In "Pas d'hospita/it(?'26 which in French n1eans both: step of hospitality and no 

hospitality, Derrida (1997a, 71) plays on the meaning of 'pas' as a movement of 

transgression and digression, since the 'uncrossable' threshold of 'unconditional 

hospitality' con1n1ands that all the laws that condition hospitality should be 

transgressed in the name of the law of absolute hospitality. In other words, the law 
'--' 

of unconditional hospitality that receives and \\ elcomes the une:\pected gue"t 

\\·ithout juridical conditions commands the transgression of the laws of hospitality. 

\\·hich in their turn challenge the law of unconditional hospitality by limiting and 

cf• .\ title pf a sectit)n in Derrida (I CN-~t. 71 ). 
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conditioning hospitality. Derrida (l997a, 71) puts this hiatus between the law and 

the laws ofhospitality this way: 

Tout se passe comme si l'hospitalite etait l'in1possible: cmnme si Ia loi de 
l'hospitalite detinissait cette impossibilite meme, conu11e si on ne pouYait 
que la transgresser, comme si Ia loi de l'hospitalite abolue, inconditionndle. 
hyperbolique, conm1e si l'imperatif categorique de l'hospitalite commandait 
de transgresser toutes les lois de l'hospitalite, a SaYoir les conditions, les 
normes, les droits et les devoirs qui s'imposent aux hotes et aux hotcsses. a 
CeUX OU a celles qui donnent comme a CeUX OU a celles qui re<;oiYent 
l'accueil. Reciproquement, tout se passe comme si les lois de l'hospitalik 
consistaient, en marquant des limites, des pouvoirs, des droits et des devoirs. 
a defier et a transgresser Ia loi de l'hospitalite, celle qui conm1anderait 
d'offrir a l'arrivant un accueil sans condition. 

'Une antinomie non dialectisable' marks the relationship between the law of 

unconditional hospitality and the laws of conditional hospitality and defines the 

juridical limits of hospitality. This is the aporia, the antinomy of hospitality, which 

opposes the law of hospitality (with its 'universal singularity') to a plurality of lmvs 

marked by a process of division and differentiation. The law of hospitality or ethics, 

however, is above the laws or politics: "La loi est au-dessus des lois"; thus, it is 

'illegale', 'transgressive', and 'hors la loi'. However, the law of unconditional 

hospitality needs the laws in order for it to be effective: it is a 'constitutive' demand 

as the law "risquerait d'etre abstraite, utopique, illusoire, et done de se retoumer en 

son contraire" (ibid., 75). Therefore, in order for the law to work, that is ethics. it 

needs the bodies of laws that actually threaten, deny, interrupt or even corrupt it, but 

this pervertibility is essential, irreducible and necessary. The same can be said of 

conditional laws, which would cease to be laws of hospitality if they were not 

guided by the ethics of unconditional hospitality. Therefore. the law and the laws 

are inseparable though contradictory and antinomic: "ils s'incorporent au moment de 

s'exclure, ils se dissocient au n1oment de s'envelopper l'un l'autre ... " (ibid.). 

Derrida, therefore, stresses the two regimes of the law of hospitality: the 

unconditional or ethical, on the one hand, and the conditional and juridico-political. 

Unconditional hospitality or ethics is perverted by conditional laws and politics. but 

this pervertibility is necessary for the perfection of the laws that each time in a 

unique \Yay respect the singularity of the other. The possibility of ethics does not 

mean getting rid of pen crtibil ity but rather it means the impossibility of con troll in g. .... ~ 

limiting or fi,ing through rules and laws a threshold which in Derrida's words 

should L'\:CL'Cd an\ knablc knowlcdgc or 'touk procedure I\.~glcmcnkc' so that it 
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would be open or open itself "a cela meme qui risque toujours de se perYertir" 

(such as "le Bien, l'Amour, la Foi, -- et la perfectibilite" ). This "possible hospitalik 

au pire", Derrida (1997d, 69) argues is necessary in order for 'la bonne hospitalik' to 

have a chance: "la chance de laisser venir l'autre, le oui de !'autre non moins que le 

oui a l'autre". 

The unconditional law of hospitality n1ust be freed from the economy of debt or 

duty, it is 'une loi sans imperatif, order or duty, it is 'une loi sans loi' (Derrida 

1997a, 77). Unconditional hospitality (with its unconditional welcome of the 

absolute unexpected other) is crucial in opening up a politics of the laws of 

hospitality and keeping them alive to its ideal so that hospitality will renew itself 

each time it is faced with the uniqueness and singularity of the new arriYal: 

La loi, au singulier absolu, contredit les lois au pluriel, mais chaque fois c'est 
la loi dans Ia loi, et chaque hors Ia loi dans la loi. C'est ((a, la chose si 
singuliere qu'on appelle les lois de l'hospitalite. Pluriel etrange, grammaire 
plurielle de deux pluriels differents a Ia fois. L'un de ces deux pluriels dit 
les lois de l'hospitalite, les lois conditionnelles, etc. L'autre pluriel dit 
l'addition antinomique, celle qui ajoute a l'unique et singuliere et absolument 
seule grande Loi de l'hospitalite, a Ia loi de l'hospitalite, a l'imperatif 
categorique de l'hospitalite, les lois conditionnelles. Dans ce deuxieme cas, 
le pluriel est fait de Un ( ou de Une) + une multiplicite, tan dis que dans le 
premier cas, c'etait seulement la multiplicite, la distribution, Ia 
differenciation. Dans un cas, on a Un + n; dans l'autre n + n + n. etc. 
(Derrida 1997a, 75-7). 

The host's behaviour, seen by Derrida as the condition of all ethical and juridical 

responsibility, should not be dedicated to anything (par rien) that will transfon11 it 

to a set of laws applied n1echanically; the 'language of hospitality' must be 'poetic', it 

in1plies inventing my very own law: "il faut que je parle ou que j'ecoute !'autre la ou. 

d'une certaine maniere. le langage se reinvente". And yet, I will offer signs of a 

welcome in a given language: "je n' inYente pas la langage. Mais encore faut il que 

chaque fois que je dis a !'autre: 'yiens, entre, fais comme chez toi'. que mon acte 

d'accueil soit con1me le premier dans l'histoire, soit absolument singulier" (Derrida 

I999b, 11.1). It is the aporia of addressing the un-expected guc~t's singularity. in a 

poetic language for the unprecedented C\ ent of hospitality and the inscription of thi-.; 

poet 1cs 111 a politic~. that i~. condition~. Ia\\ s and ~tructures of rcL·ei' in g. 

Re~ponsihility in this sense L·onsists not of inYcnting an 'unprecedented en·' ,,r 
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repeating and applying the laws, but of finding each time a 'unique compromi~c· 

between the two poles. Derrida puts it this way: "citoyen franc;ais. il me faut trouYer 

un lien entre, d'une part, ce systeme de normes constitue par Ia langue. Ia 

constitution franc;aise, les lois et les moeurs, la culture franc;aise et, d'une part, 

l'accueil de l'etranger avec sa langue, sa culture, son habitus, etc." (ibid .. 11-+ ). 

Conclusion 

Derrida emphasises the difference between unconditional hospitality or ethics that is 

offered to the other before they are identified as 'legal subjects', before they are 

named or subjected to nmnination ("la question du sujet et du non comme hypothese 

de la generation"), and conditional hospitality or politics with its laws and 

conditions that restrict unconditional hospitality.:: 7 

Conditional hospitality, as Benveniste describes it, requires the pact or 'xenia' ('the 

contract or collective alliance of that name') as there could be no xenos (foreigner) 

outside the xenia or the exchange with a group or a line of descent. In Derrida's 

words, Benveniste inscribes the xenos in the xenia (Derrida 1997a, 31-3). The Indo

European history of hospitality is dominated by the logic of the oikonomic or what 

Derrida clain1s to be the law of the household, domestic lineage and fatnily and 

where the n1aster of the house is the husband, the master of the wife and family 

(Derrida 2000, 13 ). 

We are n1oving here between the etymological kinship of the subject as host and the 

subject or ipseity as hostage. Levinas stresses the genealogy that links ipseity. the 

self or the I to the semantics of hospitality. the host or hosti-pet, that is, the guest as 

the n1aster of the house where "the significations of the self, mastery, possession, 

and power are intertwined in a yery tight web, in proximity to the hostility of the 

hostis ... " (ibid .. 57). Power (despotic sovereignty and the \ irilc mastery of the 

master of the house) is nothing other than 'ipseity' itself (ibid .. 15 ). I have raised 

questions that are crucial in pointing to the LeYinasian gap and the way it has 

pointed to the-face-to-face encounter at another lcYcl from that of culture. which 

27 Sel' Dcrrida ( Jlll)7a. -~I) and ( 1999h. 101-2). 
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seems to ignore, as Bernasconi states, the possibility that one of the ways that the 

Other n1ay challenge the self is by calling into question 'm, cultural identit'' - . 

(Bernasconi 1992, 25 ). It is the idea of privileging the \Vest that seems to keep 

Levinas from suggesting an encounter between cultures at the leYel of alterity (ibid .. 

25). 

In answering the question of the 'foreigner'28 (primarily through a reading of Plato's 

dialogues in The Apology of Socrates), Derrida (1997a, 17) argues that the foreigner 

(xenos) disrupts or contests the power of the master of the house or that of the 

paternal logos. The question of the foreigner, thus, is a question "[de] la guerre 

interne au logos", it is that of "}'altercation du pere (logos) et du parricide" as the 

foreigner is the one who questions and sets out to question the logos. Thus, the 

question of the foreigner as a question of hospitality is linked with the question of 

being: "l'Etranger porte et pose la question redoutable, il se voit au prevoit, il se sait 

d'avance mis en question par l'autorite paternelle et raisonnable du logos. L'instance 

paternelle du logos s'apprete ale desarmer, ale traiter de fou ... " (ibid., 17). 

The pervertible or perverting nature of the law of hospitality implies that absolute 

hospitality should break with hospitality as a pact or a right or duty as the forn1er 

n1eans the welcon1ing not only of the foreigner but of the absolute, unknown other. 

Thus, it n1eans "que je lui donne lieu, que je le laisse venir, que je le laisse arri,·cr et 

avoir lieu dans le lieu que je lui offre, sans lui demander ni reciprocite (!'entree dans 

un pacte) ni 1nen1e son nom" (Derrida 1997a, 29). 
29 

The distinction introduced m Derrida's works between, on the one hand, 

unconditional hospitality or 'absolute desire for hospitality' and on the other, 

conditional hospitality or the rights and duties that condition hospitality ('a law. a 

conditional ethics, a politics') is not a distinction that 'paralyses' hospitality. In fact. 

it aims at directing our attention to find an 'inten11ediate schema' between the two. a 

radical heterogeneity, but also indissociability in the sense of calling for the other or 

2 ~ Oerrida puts it as "Question d'etranger: 'enue de I'etranger" '' hich plays on the double meaning of 
''l'L;tranger" \\ hich means both "the foreigner" and "coming from abroad" ( Dufourmantelle 1997, II). 
:>•> In a;other tnt. Derrida ( 1999b, I()_~) puts it this way "Quelqu'un est chez lui. a sa maison. sa 
culturl·. sa langue; il im ite quelqu'un d'autre a s'instalkr. mais a Ia nmdition que "chez lui" restc 
"cho lui". sa l~ngue rcste sicnne, sa culture. sa n~publique aussi ... est-L·e cela l'hospitalite'! ( )u n'c,t 
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prescribing the other. In other words, to find a renewed way. or a way that inYents 

itself all the time, to offer unconditional hospitality in a "deten11ined, limitable-- in a 

word, a calculable-- right or law" with all the in1plications of aporias and antinomies 

that this operation entails. 

It is the question of intervening in the conditional hospitality in the name of the 

unconditional, an intervention that, though surrounded by contradictions and 

aporias, recognises the need of 'perverting' the laws for the sake of 'perfecting' 

them.30 The relation between ethics and politics is necessary and must exist: "ilfaut 

se rapport, il doit exister, il faut deduire une politique et un droit de l'ethique" and 

this 'deduction' is crucial in order to detem1ine the 'better' or the 'less bad'. 31 

However, even though ethics commands politics and law, "le contenu politique ou 

juridique ainsi assigne demeure en revanche indetennine , toujours a deten11iner au

dela du savoir et de toutes presentation, de tout concept et de toutes intuition 

possibles, singuliere1nent, dans la parole et responsabilite prises par chacun, dans 

chaque situation, et depuis une analyse chaque fois unique-- unique et infinie. 

umque 1nais a priori exposee a la substitution, unique et pourtant generale, 

interminable n1algre l'urgence de la decision" (Derrida 1997d, 199). In the light of 

this, the decision to be taken 1nust remain 'heterogeneous' to the different and 

various calculations that condition it and that can be achieved through what Derrida 

calls 'political invention' that respects the irreducibility ofthe other (ibid.). 

In the next chapter, we will reveal how the exclusion of those perceived as the Other 

is engraved on the Western concept of democracy. We will focus on Derrida's 

opening of the issue of democracy to question and how it is based on 'androcentric' 

axioms that exclude the 'Other'. The ain1 is to uncover the hegemony of such 

exclusion through a close reading of the canonical philosophical concepts of 

democracy and through opening the question of friendship and fraten1ity in relation 

pas plutot l'ouverture ala "visitation", a l'an·in~e de cet autre qui n'est pas invtte. pas attendu et qui 

debarque sans que j'aie prepare aucune structure d'accueil'?" 
30 Derrida ( 1997a, 1 :n-7) refers to the story of Lot and his daughters as the great founding scene of 
Abrahamic hospitality and an e'\ample of ho\\ the ]a\\ of hospitality is placed above a certain 'ethics' 
or moral it\'. The sh)n stresses ho\\ Lot 'offered' t\\ o of his \ irgin daughters to the people of'-'\ 1dom 
in order t~ protect l;is guests from being abused. Besides stressing Lot's ultimall' sacrifice of his 
daughters to protl'L·t hospitality, this raiSL'S gender issues and the e'\changc of women in hospital it~ or 

hospitalit\ as a phallogocentric practice. 
~ 1 Drawi 1{g on Lc\ inas. Derrida ( 199-:-d. ]lJ~-l)) claims that "ju-;que dans son nature 'hypocrite'. Ia 

'cil·i/isath;n politiquc' rL· .... te 'meilleure' que Ia barbarie". 
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to the 'Other'. His pledge or hypothesis, as he calls it, is to search for a possibility 

of 'democracy to come' that would be hospitable to the alterity of the other and 

that wou i _: ~rc:dicate from its roots the 'homo-fraternal' orientation. 
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Chapter Three 

Reading of Politiques de L 'Anzitie (1994): Towards Democracy-to

Come, Towards Hospitality-to-Come 

Est-if possible de penser et de mettre en oeuvre la democratic, ce qui 
garderait encore le vieux nom de democratie, en y deracinant ce que toutes 
ces figures de l'amititi (philosophique et religieuse) y pre5;crivent de 
fi~aternite, a savoir de famille ou d'ethnie androcentree? Est-il possible. en 
assumant une certaine mbnoire fidele de la raison democratique et de Ia 
raison tout court, je dirai meme des Lumieres d'une certaine A z~fkliirung 
(laissant ainsi ouvert l'abime qui s'ouvre encore az~jourd'hui sous ccs mots). 
non pas de fonder, la ou if ne s'agit sans doute plus defonder, mais d'oulTir a 
l'avenir, ou plutot au "viens" d'une certaine democratie? (Derrida 1994, JJ9). 

Since "}'affaire Dreyfus" 1, a tradition has been established by which French 

intellectuals claim to be the protectors of the conscience of the Republican tradition, 

and thus, the belief that by the involvement of the intellectuals, the concept of the 

Republic will never be reduced to a n1ere system of goven1ment, but will rather 

become "a way of life together in 'I a Cite'2, that is inseparable from the moral 

doctrine founded on the Declaration of Human Rights and the Citizen" (Michel 

Winock 1992, 132). The Dreyfus affair was the first example of a tradition that was 

to follow in twentieth century France, that is, "the involYement of intellectuals in 

public life as a means of protecting (and, where possible. consolidating) the political 

and cultural achieven1ents of the Republic" (Sudhir Hazareesingh 1994, 86 ). The 

Dreyfus affair revealed at that tin1e the tension that would continue till the present 

moment in France between two systen1s of values. One defended by the 'intellectuals' 

and represents the defence of universal \'alues such as justice. compassion, truth. etc., 

1 In I 1\9-L Captain Dreyfus. of Jewish origin. ''as condemned for spying for the Gem1ans. lk· ''as 
imprisoned until 1906 when he ,,·as declared innocent and thus integrated into the French :\rmy. In 
this affair. man\ ,·oices '' ne raised against the go' emment especially. those of hench intellectuals. 
such as Emile Zola (\\hose ./'uccusc ''as a condemnation of the tyranny of the goyernment at that 
time) and Julien Benda. For a detailed analysis of how the affair contributed to the final separation 
bL't\\ eL'I1 the church and state and the rise of the French intellectual 1110\ ements. see '-'ergL' Berstein. 

and Odik Rudelle ( 199:2). 
:! The rell'rcncL' here is to the 'Ia cite grt.'cque' as a place of ci\ ilisation and liberty and as a democratic 
place whert.' pt.'OplL• goYern themseh es and are free. This implies thL' innuence of thL· (jreek model on 
the Cl'nstructinn ofthe Republic:m one ('-'l'l' Henri \'an EtTenterre ( 1992. D- 56)). 
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and the sacred rights of the indiYidual in the face of the State's reasoning. The oth..:r. 

defended by the 'nationalists'3 (some were 'intellectuals', but rejected the \\'ord so as 

to stress their position) represents particularist values such as the defence of the 

nation against any threat of any type stressing the absolute priority of the State's 

interests and rights over any those of the individual (Berstein and Rudell 1992. 13-+ ). 

It is in an in-between position that Derrida's work on hospitality appears which. on 

the one hand, tries to resist the tyrmmy of the State and its la\\'-making. and on the 

other, open the concepts of the Revolutionary heritage of Fraternity. Liberty and 

Equality beyond a certain patriotic reductionism. That is what Derrida calls his 

'nouvelle internationale' ('New International'), a rebellion against patriotism: 

"compatriotes de tous les pays, poetes-traducteurs, revoltez \'OUS contre le 

patriotisme!" (Derrida 1996, 1 07). This chapter is a reading of the philosophical 

reflection of Deconstruction upon the issue of democratic politics which comes from 

my conviction that the political and philosophical roots of Western democratic 

politics and its exclusions must be revealed in order to come to an understanding of 

the problen1 of hospitality and its politics. I am particularly interested in how 

deconstruction provides the tools for political interventions to uncover hegemony 

and exclusions. 

Derrida clain1s that his constant moving between contemporary issues of urgency and 

the tradition fron1 which the West has received its concepts, that is, the Greek 

cultural heritage, is because of the way the 'Greek world' has shaped the \\'estern 

conten1porary conception of concepts such as etranger and foreigner. and which are 

presun1ed to be 'natural' and 'untouchable' and hence Derrida's attempt to deconstruct 

them. Derrida insists on the necessity of lodging oneself within traditional 

conceptuality in order to destroy it in the sense that one has to inhabit the language of 

metaphysics or traditional institutions in order to subvert them (Robert Bernasconi 

1988, 3). He claims that "C'est souvent la mutation techno-politico- scientifique qui 

nOUS oblige a deconstruire, qui en Yerite deconstruit d'elle meme ces pretendues 

evidences natureiies ou ces axiomes intouchables" (Derrida 1997. -+5 ). Derrida\ re

reading of the literary and philosophical texts of Greek and Latin heritage can be 

seen as important in questioning \\'hat Derrida calls the European history of concL'pts 

3 Their pn:-;ition herL'. according to Bers1L'1n ( 1992. 161 ). was to avoid there\ i:-;ion of the_ ca'-L' of 
Drc\fus thou~h he wa:-; not proH'd to he guilt~. in order to maintain the 'cohc:-;10n ofnat10na1 
ct 1 11~cti\ 1ty' a~1d in:-; me the :-;urYiYa1 of ih mo..;t important institution:-;: justice and the army. 
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and interpretations and to show how these inheritances or the predominant 

interpretations of these inheritances deconstruct themselYes (ibid.). 

While Paul Gilroy (2000, 62) argues that wherever "the modem idea of 'race' took 

hold, a characteristic perversion of the principles of democratic politics was the 

result", Derrida insists that the nan1e and the concept of democracy, a Greek name. 

has never been free of such deadly exclusionist tendencies in its homo-fraternal 

preferences. Gilroy's argument is based on the way European imperial forces have 

managed to monopolise the concept of democracy and bind it to certain territorial 

units "where true and authentic culture could take root under the sentimental eye of 

ruthlessly eugenic goverrunents" (ibid.). Derrida, however, goes way back to the 

Greek philosophical canon of democratic politics that was inherited by Europe to 

reveal its contradictions and aporias at the heart of its possible 'origins'. Gilroy 

argues that the political and ethical forces of these traditions should not be discarded, 

his point of departure is "the still heretical notion that modernity's new political 

codes must be acknowledged as having been compromised by the raciological drives 

that patily formed then1 and wove a deadly exclusionary force into their glittering 

universal promise" (ibid.). While Derrida keeps the old name 'democracy' with all its 

prmnises of equality and liberty, he opens this name and concept to self

deconstruction in order to keep alive its ethical pron1ises. 

In Politiques de l'Amitie, Derrida attempts to answer the question of v·:hat is the 

relationship between friendship and democracy? How can a non-traditional concept 

of friendship that is 'non-fratemalistic', non-androcentric, non-patriarchal, that is. a 

friendship that stands against its canonical perception and reception in the West, be 

the basis of thinking about the political that Derrida calls democracy-to-come? Is it 

sti 11 in the nan1e of a democracy to come that Derrida is attempting to deconstruct a 

concept, the old name democracy. that is rooted in "Ia sccurite de Ia fondation 

autochtonique, dans Ia souche et dans le genie de Ia filiation'''? And in whose legac~ 

does one encounter "Ia loi de Ia naissance, Ia loi naturelle cnt 'nationak'. Ia loi de 

J'hymopholie ou de l'autochtonie, l'cgalite ciYique (l'isonomie) fondee sur l'egalitc de 

naissance (l'isogonie) comme condition du calcul de !'approbation et done de 

J'aristocratie de vertu ct de sagesse, etc .'7" (Derrida 199-+. 126-7 ). \\'hat are the things 

in the old name that resist deconstruction and that allow us to re\ ~.·a! \\hat is 
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forgotten, repressed or un-thought of? Derrida's strategy is to keep the old name 

democracy while unravelling its exclusionist forces, its aporias and contradict ions in 

an attempt to open it up to the Other. 

Section One traces the strong link between Derrida's Politiques de l'Amirie and the 

French context from which the book has emerged. Republican uniYcrsal fraten1ity i~ 

under scrutiny with its exclusionary dimensions. Section Two establishes the link 

between democracy and friendship. Following a reading of the Greek concept of 

friendship, which is marked by contradictions and aporia and its 'fictitious' and 

'dreamt' condition of the 'genealogical bond', Derrida suggests another condition for 

the political based on a friendship that is non-androcentric, non-fratemalistic and 

non-phallogocentric. This will be taken further in Sections Three and Four with 

Nietzsche's perhaps and its non-foundational dimension that opens the way for the 

'may be' of decision and non-deterministic politics and Blanchot's non-traditional 

conception of friendship. This non-fratemalistic, non-androcentric friendship can be 

the basis of democracy-to-come, which is not futuristic but carries the ethics of a 

promise that is now, in the present. 

1- French Republicanism and Exclusive Fraternity 

During the 1996 affair of the 'undocumented immigrants' of the Church of Saint 

Ben1ard in Paris, the cmnmittee of an interdisciplinary team of intellectuals, the 

college des mediateurs, was formed to raise concerns about the ethical heritage of 

Republicanisn1. The debate that ensued has been, on the one hand, about the 

protection of the state's interests (by closing the boundaries for any unwanted 

econon1ic refugees, deportation of any 'clandestine' in1migrants and by restricting 

in1n1igration laws), and on the other. the position of most French intellectuals to 

question the destiny of the ideas of the Revolution which had made the French nation 

une terre d'asile and which are now threatened by the anti-immigrant and 

xenophobic attitudes. The problem is that further rc~trictions of ho~pitality laws 

threaten the curtailment of the French nationals' indiYidual rights and freedom in the 

sense of the state allowing itself to monitor and control their mon~mcnts. a simple 

ex~unple is the notion of'delit de l'ho.,pita/it(/. 
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Derrida expressed his grief when he first heard the expression de/it de l'hospitalitc;. 

which is a law in France that allows the prosecution of those who offer their 

hospitality to the ones deemed as 'illegal' or sans papiers (Derrida 199-:-b. ~-8).~ 

What would become of a country and a culture where hospitality is seen as a crime in 

the eyes of the law? Just before the Second World \Var, a statement \\as issued 

stating heavy penalties on foreigners in an 'irregular situation' and ,,·hoeYer helped 

then1 was bound to be punished (ibid., 5-6). Derrida reflects on this criminalization 

when he claims that: "depuis cette epoque, les conditions de l'hospitalite en France 

(immigration, asile, accueil des etrangers en general) n'ont pas cesse d'empirer et de 

ternir jusqu'a nous faire honte, !'image dont feint de se reclamer le discours 

patriotique de la France des droits de l'homme et du droit d'asile" (ibid.). But 

hospitality is not only denied to those seen as 'illegal' immigrants, but also most 

crucially to those within the French territories, those perceived as the 'Others'. 

interlopers whose local affiliation and loyalty to the country they were born and 

brought up in has always been on trial. I am referring to the descendants of the post

war irmnigrants in focusing specifically on the North African con1munities in France. 

With their French nationality, the Beurs are still held in the same position as their 

parents, hostages to being 'eternal immigrants', 'outsiders' whose loyalties are always 

suspected to lie somewhere else outside France. The 'stranger' in French discourse 

can have homogeneous and classificatory meanings that tend to keep those unwanted 

outside the 'national hearth'. It can refer to a foreigner, to a recently arrived 

irm11igrant, a naturalised child of immigrants' origin or even to a French child bon1 to 

non-European parents (Mirielle Rosello 200 1, 5 ). This homogenisation stands against 

the supposed heritage of the French Revolution with its egalitarian principles towards 

all citizens. 

Oerrida insists that his book Politiques de l'Amitie comes from the heart of the 

contradictions of French universality. He claims that: 

Ce liYrc s'acharne lui-mL;me aupres de Ia chose nommee France. Et auprcs de 
l'alliance singulierc qui lie I 'histoire de la fraternisation. ricn de moins. a 
cette chose. la France-- a l'Etat. Ia nation, la politique. la culture. la littcrature, 
a Ia langue qui en repondent et a cc nom repondent. Des aYant la ReYolution 
franc;ais .... e. pendant la reYolution franc;aise. aprcs la RcYolution franc;aise. 

(Derrida 199-+. ~95) . 

. J See also Dl'ITidu ( Jllt}7c. .fO). 
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French fraternity prescribes the 'androcentric' ethnic group though the Fr~nch 

Republican tradition considers itself to be unique with its legacv of 'libertY. fraternitY 
.......... -' "' -

and equality' between all citizens of the Republic. The Republicans claim that 

principles of universality have abolished all privileges based on rank. blood or birth 

and thus adopted an 'inclusive' rather than 'exclusive' concept of citizenship and the 

rights of man (Hazareesingh 1994, 72). Fraternity and equality are supposed to otl~r 

all members of society the same rights and privileges and protection under universal 

principles of justice. Moreover, "the Republic's principle of equal citizenship rested 

on an 'open' conception of national identity" in the sense that ''membership of the 

national conununity was available not only to those who had been born in France (or 

had lived there for several generations), but also to those \\·ho had elected to make 

France their homeland (patrie): for example, citizens of its colonies and 

i1nmigrants."5 However, at the same time, Republicans have been developing a 

political culture for over a century that considers rights to be exclusive of the 

membership of the one nation-state (House 1997. 54). Moreover, the Republican 

tradition, from the Third Republic onwards, started restricting access to some rights 

to nationals. 

Fron1 the late Nineteenth Century onwards, Republicans introduced exclusionary 

practices in the colonies (House 1997. 41 ). Even though the French concept of 

citizenship clain1s itself to be based on the idealized notion of egalitarian Republican 

tradition, there has actually never been any real egalitarianism in relation to some 

social groups, especially. the colonized subjects with their 'cultural difference' (ibid .. 

63). Assin1ilation of the colonized subjects of the Maghreb has never been taken as a 

real possibility because of what is seen as their 'cultural distance' that is 

irreconcilable with the 'French norn1s of national identity' (ibid.). These practiL'l'S 

have paved the way for a Republican discourse that shows aggression towards 

certain cultural and etlu1ic 'differences' (specifically the Muslims of '\orth .\ frica) 

and thus creates "through social practices of categorisation. new processes of 

differentiation which \Votild increasingly be perceived (and e:\perienccd) in ·r~tcial' 

" "b"d !'1) or ethnic tenns (t 1 •• -t- . 

5 It must IK noted here that anti-republican ClHllL'ptions l)f nationality :II\.' u~uall~ ba~~?d on 1 .tee and. 
· · ·I · Tile\' 1· -1·cct the idea of cultural intenration ;mll thu" normalh ~uppl)rt the rJea of not on L'Itt/l'lls 11p. _ L_ ~ . 
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In fact, the universalist model of French citizenship, \\·hich came to its present fom1 

at the height of French colonialism during the Third Republic. neYer fully accepted 

Muslitns or other colonial subjects (Blatt 1997. 53). This is linked to the process of 

the creation of 'difference' in the colonies which stems from the assumption of 

French superiority and which 'legititnates' the French assimilationist ideology (House 

1997, 64 ). However, in colonial Algeria, for example, the idea of 'cultural 

assimilation' was available only to the very few who could ensure the reproduction of 

colonial system and serve its own interests. Republican ideology links le\ els of 

civilisation with levels of secularization and thus indigenous Muslim populations 

were seen as inassimilable and inferior because of their 'cultural distance' (ibid .. 68). 

Patricia Lorcin ( 1995) argues that French colonial ideology had used both cultural 

and racial discourses to keep the indigenous populations at a distance. She claims 

that a "clear distinction had to be tnaintained between the settler and the indigenous 

population, and if this could not be done physically it had to be done culturally" 

(Lorcin 1995, 253). The effect of the colonial heritage cannot be denied as France 

had adopted the Republican concepts of universalism but at the same time reinforced 

inferiority, racism and second-class citizenship of the colonial 'subjects' in the ex

colonies which neither the French nor the ex-colonials seem to be able to overcome.6 

Republicanisn1 stresses national unity in the name of conformity and thus rejects any 

fon11 of conu11unitarian or cultural identities. It promotes the 'French nation' as 

universal and hon1ogeneous, but it is precisely these ideas that have come under 

scrutiny, and which are starting to reveal their contradictions and their exclusion of 

ethnic n1inorities. Republican universalisn1 IS increasingly questioned and 

'demythologised'. The idealisation of Republican tradition aims at covering the 

con1plexity of the past and thus representing French identity as 'homogenous· in 

order to legitimise the exclusion of those seen as ·others· today (Sih erman 1995. 

254). 

Roland Barthes criticised what he called the French myth of a multi-racial unified 

French nation by referring to a picture on a Paris-i\ latch coYer. This photograph 

taking a\\'<1\ citi;cn:->hip from tho:-;e groups that are :->U:->J1L'Cted ofnt1t being 'loyal' to France: tme of Lc 
Pen·s~ main . .1rguments (I larL'L':->ingh 1994. ~7-~). . . . 
t• Robert YtHlllg (~001) rai:->cd the i:->..,LIL' of the d1(:ct:-> ofcoltlllJal \wktll'l' on ht 1th .\!gena .md I raJKl.'. 
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showed a young black soldier saluting the French flag, which Bar1hes took to signify 

French colonial ideology. It represented 'the greatness of the French Empire· and 

that "all her sons, without any colour discrimination. faithfully sen·e under her flag. 

and that there is no better answer to the detractors of an alleaed colonialism than the 
b 

zeal shown by this Negro in serving his so-called oppressors" (Roland Barthes 1972. 

116 ). Barthes 's interpretation of the French myth of a unified nation is still 

revealing in today's French society where immigration has become the other name 

for 'race', and 'immigrant' is a tem1 that refers to any 'different' Other. and thus, 

'legitimates' racist classification (Etienne Balibar and Immanuel \Yallerstein 1988, 

223). 

It is in1portant to note how the politics of French democracy have been failing some 

members of the French nation whose physical, cultural and religious differences are 

not 'accepted' by this democracy. Derrida's Politiques de l'Amitie is a reflection on 

this phenomenon. This debate is situated in Derrida's book within the heritage of the 

French Revolution. Sophie Wahnich (1997b) argues that the rhetoric of the French 

Republic was formed during the Revolution in a way that stressed the generosity and 

hospitality of the new nation amid all existing contradictions and ambiguities which 

are still prevalent today. The founding values of the Revolutionary French nation 

were believed to be 'universal' in the sense that the rights of Man were guaranteed to 

everybody regardless of origin. In other words, rights are not just limited to those 

bmn within the French national border but also to those outside it. The Rights of 

Man are supra national and universal which contributed immensely to the 

establislunent of the French discourse on the bonds of 'friendship' between people 

that was seen as being stronger than those of nationality. The 1793 Saint-Just Essai 

de constitution claimed that: 

The French nation declares itself to be the friend of all people: it will 
religiously respect treaties and flags: it offers asylum in its harbours to ships 
fron1 all over the ,,·orld: it offers asylum to great men and virtuous 
unfortunates of all countries; its ships at sea will protect foreign ships against 
stom1s. Foreigners and their customs will be respected in its bosom. (Cited in 
Sophie Wahnich 1997b. 1 09). 

The promise of the Revolution ''as fon11ulated so as to guarantee hospitality. pc~11.:e 

and fi·iendship bet\\ een peoples. In \Vahnich's words (1997b. 109 ). "the purpose of 

the national law is not to identit\ the frontier but to guarantee uni\ ersal law \\'ithout 

limits." But this grand narrative of a hospitable Revolutionary France was shatll·r~d 



as it was betrayed and con1promised in Yarious fon11s. For example in 179:.. the 

guests of the Republic whose nation was at enmity with F ranee would have to be 

expelled except for those who could prove their loyal attachment to France. They 

also have to wear a tricolour ribbon inscribed with the tern1 Hospitality. that is. to 

demonstrate physically their status of tolerated guests in passage. This brings back 

the disastrous In emory of the yellow star in recent history and how the J e\\ s \\·ere 

forced to stand out as excluded second class citizens to be tolerated and then expelled 

or terminated (Wahnich 1997b, 24). Wahnich stresses this failure of Revolutionary 

hospitality and indicates "the enigma of a hospitality subYerted by suspicion. of a 

friendship experienced in terms of treason, and of a fraternity that inYerts the most 

radical forms of exclusion" (ibid., 34 7). It is here that I belieYe Derrida's work to be 

crucial in shedding light on this enigma. He traces these problems back to their 

'genealogical' origins where the concept of democracy. friendship and fraternity were 

based on a certain politics of exclusion or a politics based on 'blood kinship' and the 

hmno-fraternal, a politics that still dmninates to the present moment. 

2- Derrida Reading the Canon: The Greek "Genealogical Condition" 

Deconstructing the Greek philosophical concept of friendship. Derrida first 

introduces Plato's distinction between civil war (statis. \\'ar between families who 

share ties and origins) and sheer war against foreign families (p6lemos). The unity of 

the Greek 'race' or people remains intact in p6!emos as well as in statis. This Greek 

lineage which is united by kinship and 'original community' is foreign to the 

barbarians (outsiders). Derrida argues that in every fon11 of racism and 

etlmocentrisn1, especially in all nationalism throughout history. "un discours sur la 

naissance et sur la nature, une pin/sis de la genealogie (plus precisement un discours 

et un phantasn1e de la pin/sis genealogique )" structures any agreement or 

disagreen1ent. friendship or enn1ity, war or peace. In other words, the 'natural birth' 

(pin/sis) or structure of kinship and unity detern1ines the position of the citizen 

towards certain issues such as nationalism. ethnocentrism, racism. etc. This phzlsis 

contains e\·erything: language. law. politics. etc. and "bien qu'elle d~finisse l'alteritc 

de I'Ctranger ou de Barbare. elle n'a pas d'autre" (Derrida 199-L I I:.). 
--
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The 'ba b · ' · b ' r anans are enemies y nature' and so the Greek wage- war on them. but 

when they wage war on each other, a form of pathology appears in the conm1unity: 

in this case, reconciliation can haYe no cause other than kinship: a friendship based 

on hmnophilia and homogeneity. The other has no place in this kind of reconciliation 

(advocated by Socrates in Menxenus) because s. he does not share the structure of 

kinship, as it is the tie of birth that ensures the strength of the social bond (ibid.). 

This genealogical condition of the social bond is a 'dreamt condition' ('une condition 

revee'); "elle est toujours posee, construite, induite. elle implique toujours un effct 

symbolique de discours, une 'fiction legale'" (Derrida 199-L 114 ). All political 

discourses misuse what can be seen as a 'belief in this 'genealogical fiction' and thus 

everything that calls for the support of birth, nature or nation consists of the 're

naturalisation' of this fiction. What Derrida calls fraten1isation is "ce qui produit 

symboliquement, conventionnellement, par engagement assem1ente, une politique 

determimie. Celle-ci a gauche ou a droite, allegue une fratemite reelle ou regie Ia 

fraternite spirituelle, la fratemite au sens figure, sur cette projection symbolique 

d'une fratemite reelle ou naturelle" (ibid.). "Natural fraten1ity" is used fictionally to 

forge the politics of nationalism. 

According to Socrates, being naturally equal by birth means that no one can be the 

slave of another (as in tyrannies) as it ensures legal equalities. superiority can be only 

on the side of those who own wisdom and thus those who can rule. Derrida argues 

that the nan1e democracy is less relevant in this context as is the concept that it 

announces, nan1ely the right of the best to rule, starting from "l'egalite de la 

naissance, de l'egalite naturelle, homophylique at autochtonique" ( Derrida 1994, 

116). In Socrates's Menxenus. Derrida raises three points that seem to be the basis of 

Westen1 democracy: first, the necessity of the search for equality before the law in 

accordance with equality of birth. By birth, Derrida means the 'genetic tic' 

(eugh1ciu) or "c'est le lieu de Ia fraten1isation comme lien symboliquc qui alleguc Ia 

repetition d'un lien gcnetique" (ibid.. 122). The relation bet\\ ccn thc~c t\\ o 

structurallY heterogeneous ties (the bond of birth or 'blood' and equality) remain~ . ~ 

unclear and can be threatened by the my~tification and pen ersion~ or rhetoric 

e.\po~ing ihclf "aux pires ~ymptomes de nationalisme. de l'ethnocentri~llll'. de 
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populistne, voire de la xenophobie" (ibid.). Schn1itt's concept 7 of the public enemy 

being free of private hatred is not a sufficient criterion "pour exclure l'exc Ius ion 

xenophobique de cette 'logic"'. At the heart of Western den1ocracies. xenophobia is 

bred because of this 'troubling necessity'. Second, the concept of fraternity ,,·hich is 

claimed to be grounded in n1emory (memory of noble birth. ofthe fathers) and which 

is supposed to tell people who they are ('monumental memory') is another aspect of 

this Greek de1nocracy. As long as the Greek remain faithful to the memory of their 

dead, they are brought together by this 'testamentary tie' which for Derrida represents 

nothing other than their 'originary patrimony' since "la necessite obligatoire de ce 

lien de memoire forme la condition de leur liberte politique" (ibid., 122). In fact 

'truth' (of noble, natural birth), 'freedon1' (legal equality), 'necessity' (of the two 

concepts) and 'equality' all come together in this 'politics of fraternity' (ibid.). 

Derrida argues that it is in1possible for the notion of a perhaps (Nietzsche's perhaps)8 

to have a chance with such detern1ined politics: "la chance d'une effraction ou d'une 

hospitalite absolues, d'une decision ou d'une arrivance impredictibles" (ibid., 123 ). 

The third concept is related to the name democracy. In the Greek canon, the name is 

less important than what it announces, which means aristocracy: the power of the 

wisest or the best to rule with the consent of the majority. There can be no 

de1nocracy without a calculation or an arithmetical dimension, i.e., a calculation in 

the forn1 of a decision, but what makes this decision possible is the double equality 

n1entioned earlier: civic equality (isonomy) founded on equality of birth (isogony). 

The two laws of democracy are contradictory, since there can be no detnocracy 

without respect for singularity and alterity but there can be no democracy without the 

calculation of majorities, without 'communaute des amis', "sans sujets identifiables, 

stabilisables, representables, egaux entre eux" and irreducible to one another (Derrida 

1994, 40). 'Political desire' is 1narked by the disjunction between these two laws: "la 

necessite d'avoir a compter ses arnis, a compter les autres, dans l'econmnie des siens, 

la ou tout autre est tout autre" (ibid .. ). 

Aristotle defines the concept of democracy (in the Eudcmian Ethics) as a politics of 

friendship founded on an "anthropocentric" (or humanist) concept and' irtue and that 

the t\H1 concepts (friendship and democracy) are bounded by notions of law. 

con\'ention and con1munity. But this cannot be taken unprobkmatically as it carries 

" ~l'L'tion Three in this ( 'hapter L'\plains this concept. pp. 7()-~ I. 
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many contradictions that Aristotle has tried to cover by establishing a logos of 

friendship. The task is to work through these contradictions to create another 

condition of the politcal. Aristotle's fmnous quotation: "0 tnes amis, il n'y a nul 

amy"
9 

provides the ground of analysis for Derrida's intervention. Aristotle insists on 

the relation between justice, friendship and cmnmunal sharing. Derrida argues that in 

this case friendship cannot first be reduced to instrumentalization, and second it is 

related to democracy as its destiny (Derrida 1994, 199). It is a relation of proportion, 

'[ une] loi tendancielle' ('a tendential law') since the concept of sharing or conununal 

sharing (which indicates law, convention and contract) exists where citizens are 

equal. It is democracy and not tyranny that prepares the grounds for friendship and 

vice versa. Aristotle argues in Politics that everything that takes place in the polis 

(State) is the work of friendship. The State cannot merely answer to justice and 

ensure commerce, it has also to ensure a good life for the conununity; the power of 

such a social bond, as a political bond and its law, origins and aims, is that of philia 

(friendship). Ph ilia, thus, is thoroughly political as it has the power to link the State 

to the phrafly (family, generation, and fraternity in general) and to the place (ibid., 

225-6). Thus, the Greek perceives philia as the condition for the political. 

Aristotle subdivides political friendship into legal political friendship and ethical 

political friendship. Whereas the former is based on reciprocity, consensus and 

convention, the second is left to the act of faith between the parties, which may cause 

disagreement. But the aporia arises even with legal political friendship, for how can 

the n1easures of the just, equal and reciprocal be detem1ined? Ethical friendship relies 

on good intentions and is n1ore beautiful, but certainly legal friendship is more 

needed. The question according to Derrida is whether there can be any cmnmon 

measure that will allow us to determine the equal and just and that will be capable of 

regulating social change (Derrida 1994, 232). This may be the source of Aristotle's 

grievance when he announces "0 n1es amis, il n'y a nul an1y" in the sense that he 

realises that there is no n1easure of equality and so no one can count on friends and 

Yice versa. It is again the question "d'egalite, de calcul entre des calculabilites ou de 

calcul entre le calculable et l'incalculable" (ibid., 233). Aristotle's apostrophe is 

n1arked by a perfon11atiYe contradiction, since he addresses his friends to tell them 

~' SL'L·tion Thrt:L' in this Chapter explains this idea. pp. 76-81. 
'
1 Derrida ( 199-l) spells the French word 'ami' as 'amy' when he refers to .\ristotk's quote "0 m~s amis. 

il n'y a nul amy". 
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that there are no friends, but this contradiction clearly highlights the keen desire for 

friendship no matter how impossible it may be. However. the sentence is a project: 

"[ un projet) d'amitie OU d'inin1itie, dira-t-on, OU les deux a la fois, et de con1munaute 

politique correspondante, de singularite ou de multiplicite, peu importe" (Derrida 

1994, 245). It is a call for friendship or a request to come together in friendship. 

3- Schmittian political determinism versus Nietzsche's perhaps 

If the Greek philosophers consider friendship to be the basis of democracy, albeit a 

friendship marked by the fraternal, Carl Schmitt perceives hostility as the condition 

for the political to exist. Derrida traces Schinitt's 10 concept of the politcal which is 

based on the idea that without the enemy, the political can not exist. Derrida wants to 

reveal what 'l'ennemi', 'chez nous' has n1eant over the centuries and in what respect 

can politics be thought of, as Schmitt claims, without the necessary "identification 

par laquelle on l'identifie, lui, et on s'identifie, soi" (Derrida 1994, 127). Derrida's 

reading ai1ns to prove "en quoi cette double identification engage par privilege a la 

fois des freres amis et des freres ennemis dans le meme procesus de fraternisation" 

(ibid.). 

In Le Concept du politique ( 1932), Schmitt claims that there can be no politics 

without the enen1y who is not a private rival whom one hates, but "un ensen1ble 

d'individus groupes, affrontant un ensemble de meme nature" and who are engaged 

in a virtual struggle (Derrida 1994, 1 05). However, his 'diagnosis' of the political (as 

Derrida calls it) repeats 'le lien naturel', that is, between 'la structure de credit' 

(fraternity as constituted) and a natural affiliation that surpasses that of credit. Such 

a distinction is the logic of the politics Derrida wants to deconstruct and thinks 

1° Carl Schmitt is a contemporary Getman thinker known for his concept of the enemy. He ''as 
convicted and imprisoned for his political views after the war and was accused of holding Nazi \le\\ s 
and attitudes. Derrida claims that his interest in Schmitt's ideas is due to two reasons. The first is 
related to the link between Schmitt's thinking about the political and political thought on the one hand. 
and his political commitment on the other that had led to his imprisonment; a commitment. Derrida 
claims, that is more repugnant than that of Heidegger especially, his Nazi declarations. Second, 
Schmitt's thoughts are deeply engraved in the richest juridical, theological. political, and philosophical 
traditions of European la'' and culture of which Schmitt seems to be the last defender. Derrida argues 
that Schmitt ''as attuned more than any other thinker to the fragile and deconstructable nature of 
structures. borders and concepts which he has tried to protect and preserve as if he ''as anticipating 
the ~real changes in history. politics. borders. etc. Derrida \\·onders how his defensive stratl'g~ "·hich 
con;ists of the most parado,ical alliance and nmservative discourse has attraded the intlTest of 
certain e'treme left-wing movements in more than one country (DeiTida 199-l. 102). 
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deconstructable (Derrida 1994, 184 ). But Sclu11itt deconstructs his own viev. s about 

the political subject. Using Hegelian dialect, he claims that one passes from the 

process of 'being-enen1y' to the recognition of the enemy or to his identification, but 

to an identification that leads the self to its own identification with the other. or with 

'l'enne1ni que j'identifie' (ibid., 187). The question that Sclunitt poses to himself (in 

his Ex Captivitate Salus (1945), which he wrote in prison) is \\'ho is the enemy? 

Sclunitt claims that the enemy is the one who can call n1e into question, but who can 

call the self into question? Sclunitt clai1ns that it is only one's own self that can call 

one into question or one's own brother: "qui peut n1e mettre effectivement en 

question? Seulement moi-meme. Ou mon frere. C'est cela. L'autre est mon frere. 

L'autre se revele COllline n1on frere, et le frere se revele comme mon ennen1i" 

(Derrida 1994, 187). Thus, the question of the enemy is not only that of recognition 

or a 'theoretical question', or knowledge, but it is 'une remise en question de qui 

questionne ou s'interroge', i.e., the enemy can call into question only the one who can 

call himself into question: "on ne peut etre mis en question qu'en se mettant soi

meme en question" (ibid., 188). Thus the enemy is my self, "l'ennemi c'est soi-meme, 

je suis a moi-meme n1on propre ennemi" (ibid.). This conclusion both confim1s and 

contradicts Sclunitt's concept of the politcal: it confirms that the enemy needs to be 

identified and contradicts the same need because the enemy is the self. This 

'tautologie am1ee' ('anned tautology'), or synthesis (I am, myself, the other who puts 

me in question, puts myself in question, the other is n1y brother, my brother is my 

enen1y ... ) leads to the conclusion the enemy is the 'most familiar', the closest and the 

'n10St proper'. Moreover, "l'un n'exclut pas l'autre, des lors que grace a mon frere, a 
cause de lui, je suis l'autre, et que le plus proche est le plus lointain, le plus propre le 

plus etranger" (ibid.). Derrida rejects what he calls the modem figures of decision, 

especially Sclunittian decisionism, which is based on deterministic politics that does 

not leave a chance to Nietzsche's perhaps. He resists Sclunitt's foundational politics 

that lin1it the freedmn of decision and thus exclude the din1ension of the perhaps or 

the '1nay be'. 

Nietzsche disrupts the conceptual distinctions between the friend and enemy bringing 

it to the logic of the 'unheimlichkeit' which accon1modates the enemy at the heart of 

the friend and vice versa. It is because the \\·ord unheimlich is not unfamiliar "tout 

en disant justemcnt l'etrangcr, a l'intimite de f(•ver d a I'hebergcment familiaL a 



l'oikeiotes; ma1s surtout parce qu'il fait place. de fa<;on troublante. a une fom1e 

d'accueil en soi qui rapelle la hantise autant que l'habitat- unterkunft, le logement. le 

gite, !'habitat hospitalier" (Derrida 1994, 77). Nietzsche's philosophy has the courage 

to clai1n distancing in the very code of excluding distance, he claims that "Ce n'est 

pas dans la maniere dont une arne se rapproche de l'autre, mais a sa fa<;on de s'en 

eloigner que je reconnais son affinite et parente avec l'autre" (cited in Derrida 1994, 

74). 

'Good friendship' for Nietzsche is born out of disproportion, when one respects the 

other more than oneself; it supposes intimacy, but "une intin1ite sans 'initmite 

proprement dite"' as it conunands that one must abstain 'widely' and 'prudently' from 

all confusion between the singularities of 'you' and 'me' (Nietzsche calls this the 

con1munity without a community and the bonding, un-bonding of friendship) 

(Derrida 1994, 81 ). Nietzsche reveals an internal contradiction in the Greek concept 

of philia by revealing that friendship does not depend on self-sufficiency and 

independence, but rather it assigns to us the 'law of the other' or the gift of 

dependency. Derrida argues that this logic calls friendship back to "la non

reciprocite, a la dissyn1etrie ou a la disproportion, au non-retour dans l'hospitalite 

offerte ou re<;ue, bref a l'irreductible preseance de l'autre" (ibid., 82). The concept of 

friendship and politics that was produced in the 'Graeco-democratic' and 'Christian 

Revolutionary' 1nodels seen1s to be jeopardised when the notion of the without 

sharing and without reciprocity cmne to 1nark friendship and its responsibility 

(Derrida 1994, 328). However, Nietzsche's politics disrupts such a logic by the 

perhaps (peut-etre) (which reflects Derrida's deconstructive ·strategies). Derrida 

expresses this link when he claims "qu'un peut-etre ouvre et precede a jamais le 

questionnen1ent, qu'il suspende d'avance, non pour les neutraliser ou les inhiber mais 

pour les rendre possibles, tous les ordres detem1ines et determinants qui dependent 

du questionner (la recherche, le savoir, la science et la philosophie, la logique, le 

droit, }a politique et l'ethique, le langage n1eme et en general), YOila une necessite a 

laquelle nous tentons de faire droit de plusieurs fa<;ons" (Derrida 1994, 58). For 

Nietzsche, no event or decision can take place \\'ithout the aporia of the perhaps. but 

at the same time nothing can be decided \\·ithout the suspension of this perhaps while 

keeping its liYing possibility aliYe: "elle est l'aporie du peut-etre. son aporic 

historiquc ct politiquc." In Derrida's \Yords. "Si aucune decision ( cthique, juridique. 
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politique) n'est pas possible qui n'interrompe la deten11ination en s'engageant dans le 

peut-etre, en revanche la 1ne1ne decision doit interrompre cela meme qui est sa 

condition de possibilite, le peut-etre meme" (ibid., 86). 

Derrida insists on the importance of the decision in order to introduce the aporia in 

which every theory of decision must be taken seriously. The paradox is that the 

decision makes the event but every event is followed and preceded by its mvn 

perhaps, which is not as individual or unique as the decision with which it is 

associated, especially m politics. This 'heteronomy', rebels against Schmitt's 

sovereignty and opens autonomy on to itself. Derrida perceives Nietzsche's perhaps 

to be "la condition de la decision, de !'interruption, de la revolution, de la 

responsabilite et de la verite", but it should not be seen as belonging "au regime de 

!'opinion" because it is "indecidable et sans verite dans son moment propre" (Derrida 

1994, 63). Thus, the friends of the perhaps are the friends of truth but they are not 

necessarily in the truth, i.e., they stand for the reliability and security of a dogma or 

an opinion. They will possibly remain friends (Nietzsche claims) by denouncing a 

fundamental contradiction that no politics will be able to rationalise, which is the one 

inhabiting the concept of the 'cormnon' and 'community'. The common is rare and 

"la conunune mesure, c'est une rarite pour les rares" because of the "incalculable 

egalite de ces amis de la solitude, de ces sujets inconunenurables, de ces sujets sans 

sujet et sans intersubjectivite" (ibid., 64). 

Nietzsche's perhaps also 1neans that the two apostrophes (Aristotle's "0, mes amis, il 

n'y a nul amy" and Nietzsche's response "0, mes ennen1is, il n'y a nul ennemi" are 

the two logics of negation and denial and the logic of lying and of the unconscious. 

Each one haunts the other and thus the two concepts friend/enemy. self/other. 

host/guest intersect with each other as every concept bears the ghost of the other 

(Derrida 1994, 196-7). In both apostrophes, the friends and ene1nies are addressed in 

their absence, but the appeal n1ade to them presupposes their arrival. Derrida argues 

that this gesture 111eans that: "on laisse sa chance a l'ayenir dont on a besoin pour la 

venue de l'autre-- ou pour l'eyenement en general" (ibid., 198). In a sense the other is 

the 'dangereux peut-etre' ('dangerous perhaps') which is hospitality that brings chance 

and at the same time threat with it. so the arriYal is perceived \\'ith desire as \\ell as 

fear. One must let the other come. 'libre dans son mouYement' and free of one's O\vn 
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will and intention: "je lui prescrirais done de pOUYOir ne pas repondre- a 1110n appel. a 
mon invitation, a 1non attente, a mon desire. Et je do is lui faire une sorte d'obligation 

de rester libre, pour prouver ainsi sa liberte, dont j'ai besoin, justement pour appeler. 

attendre, inviter" (ibid.). I need the other's freedom in order that I address the other 

as other in desire as well as in rejection. 

The concept of friendship (like democracy and hospitality) is contradictory in its 

very essence because there can be no perfect friendship. But if Aristotle's apostrophe 

is a call for friendship, if one desires friends, it is because, ''l'honune pense et pense 

l'autre" (Derrida 1994, 252). Friendship is 'une pensee de l'autre' that cannot take 

place without ph ilia. To translate this into the language of the human cogito, Derrida 

puts it this way: 

Je pense, done je pense l'autre: je pense, done j'ai besoin de l'autre (pour 
penser): je pense, done la possibilite de l'amitie se loge dans le mouvement de 
rna pensee en tant qu'il requiert, appelle, desire l'autre, la necessite de l'autre, 
la cause de l'autre au coeur du cogito. (Derrida 1994, 252). 

It is through friendship that we are offered the possibility of being hospitable to the 

other however improbable and contradictory it may be. Derrida argues that the 

political translation of the concept of philia has its aporias. This 'problematic 

scansion' ('scanscion problen1atique') is revealed in the form of a history of 

friendship with its contradictions and dissymmetry (ibid., 258). 

4- "France, Enfranchisement, Fraternity" 

Taus ces peuples que 1·iennent-ils faire a Paris? lis 1·iennent etre France. lis savent 
qu'il existe un peuple de reconciliation. une maison de democratie, une nation 
Oli1'C:Tfe, qui appelle chez elle quiconque est fi·ere au veut l'etre .. . Phenomene 
magn{fique. cordial et formidable, que cette volatilisation d'un peuple qui s 'evapore 
cnfi·aternite. 0 France, adieu! Tu es trap grande pour n'etre q'une patrie. 
Victor Hugo (cited in Derrida 1994, 299). 

Focusing on the French thinkers' understanding of friendship and fraten1ity. Den·ida 

attacks Michelet's way of conceiYing fraten1ity (another name for friendship linked 

to the familial in \\'estern philosophy). because his discourse on the fraten1al 
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hon1eland and nation becon1es a strategy for all nationalism. patnot1sm and 

ethnocentrism (ibid., 265). Michelet's argues for a 'French national singularity' that 

gives an example of universal friendship and fraternity. Derrida argues that for 

'French fraternity' to be universal and exemplary, it must be literal. singular and 

irreplaceable which is not possible as it still excludes the figure of the woman and the 

'new arrivant' (newcomer). Michelet is unable to open its democratic fraternity to 

the two figures. For Derrida "la vraie fraternite, la fraternite au sens propre, ce sera it 

la fraternite universelle, spirituelle, symbolique, infinie, la fraternite de sen11ent, etc. 

et non la fraternite au sens strict, celle de frere 'naturel' ( comme si cela existait 

jamais), du frere viril, par opposition a la soeur, du frere determine. dans cette 

fmnille, dans cette nation, dans cette langue-ci" (Derrida 1994. 268). Victor Hugo 

claims fraternity to be universal by being first French. To be a brother means to be 

French and so the link between "France, affranchissement, fraten1ite" ("France, 

enfranchisement, and fraternity"); the brother is crucial in Hugo's notion of 

"l'Humanite comme une Nation", but Derrida perceives his fraternity as not being 

universal as it is not hospitable either to women or to the non-fraternal in its clear-cut 

distinctions (ibid., 295). Despite Derrida's philosophical proximity to Levinas, he 

criticises Levinas's concept of 'fraternity' and his androcentric conception of 

friendship, fraternity and the political cmnmunity. His androcentric logic of 

fraternity is linked to what Derrida perceives as 'the family sche1na', that is, as 

Critchley explains it, "the logic of filiality in Levinas, where the child is always the 

son, or thought on the analogy with the son, is linked to the logics of paternity and 

fraternity, as that which makes 'the strange conjuncture of the family possible"' 

(Sin1on Critchley 1999, 273). 

For Derrida, Maurice Blanchot is a thinker who has rebelled against the canon. 

Derrida argues that Blanchot's response to friendship is that of a passiYity's response 

to the 'unpresence of the unknown': a response in an un-shared and un-reciprocal 

friendship. Derrida poses three crucial questions to Blanchot's L 'Ami til? (1971 ). 

which are the question of con1munity. the issue of fraternity and the Greek question. 

Concen1ing the issue of cmnmunity. Blanchot perceiYes friendship as "un appel a 
franchir Ia distance. appel a mourir en commun par la separation". i.e .. friendship is 

found bc~'ond being in common. beyond "l'ctre-commun ou le pat1age". or beyond 
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all familial and con1mon belonging such as the national, the familial, political and 

linguistic (ibid., 330). I1 i~ '•(_.')nd any 'appartenanc: ~eneriquc'. and eventually anv 

social bond. Den;Lc: art ·:s · 1; _lt Blanchot's hyp~.n11~~,is transcends the dichotomy of 

the common and uncon1mon, and that of appurtenance or non-appurtenance. sharing 

or non-sharing, proximity or distance, etc. It is not that of the order of conu11unitv 

(not in the Nietzschean sense of 'the community without the con1munity'). but it is a 

friendship, which, as Derrida describes it, 

m'engage aupres de celui-ci ou de celle-h1 plutot que de quiconque, de tous et 
de toutes, aupres de ceux-ci ou de celles-h1 ( et non de tous et de toutes. et non 
de quiconque), aupres d'un "qui" singulier, ffit-il en nombre, en nombre 
toujours petit, quel qu'il soit, au regard de "tous les autres" ce desir de l'appel 
a franchir la distance (necessairement infranchissable) n'est (peut-etre) plus 
de l'ordre du commun ou de la communaute, de la part prise ou donnee, de Ia 
participation ou du partage. (Derrida 1994, 331 ). 

Thus, if there is a politics of friendship, it will be free of the 1notifs of appurtenance, 

community or sharing whatever the nature of these conm1unities (whether affirn1ed, 

negated or neutralised). Derrida claims that the danger is that conm1unitarian or 

cormnunal values always carry the risk of bringing the figure of the brother back and 

exclude the non-fraternal. This risk must be taken seriously, according to Derrida, 

"pour que la question du 'qui?' ne se laisse plus politiquement arraisonner, par le 

schen1e de l'etre-commun OU en conm1un, ffit-i} neutralise, dans une question 

d'identite (individuelle, subjective, ethnique, nationale, etatique, etc.) (ibid.). The 

risk n1ust be kept alive in order to avoid any form of homo-fraternal extremism or 

exclusion of the other on the basis of phratrocentricism. For Derrida, it is 

irresponsible and totalitarian to exclude apriori the 'monstrous' or the 'terrible': "Sans 

Ia possibilite du mal radical, du parjure et du crime absolu, aucune responsabilite. 

aucune liberte, aucune decision" (Derrida 1994, 24 7). 

Concerning the issue of the Greek question, Blanchot considers the Greek model of 

friendship to be an excellent one for hm11an relations but one that must be enriched 

with the things it attempts to exclude. which is exactly what Politiques de L 'Amiri<.~ 

attempts to achic\ e: 'to enrich' the Greek model of Ph ilia \\·ith that which it ha~ 

violently attempted to exclude. Den·ida claims that Blanchot's quoting of Aristotle's 

sentence "0 nKs amis. il n'y a nul amy" takes into consideration that "le 'il n'y a pas 

d'ami' peut 1.'l doit se charger de la plus nouvelle d de Ia plus rebelle de~ 
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significations: il n'y a plus d'ami au sens ou toute la tradition nous l'a enseigne" 

(Derrida 1994, 332 ). 

Allusions to fraternity are rare in Blanchot's texts. smce he frees himself of all 

determined communities, all filiation or affiliations, families or peoples. But what is 

meant when one says 'brother': "je n'ai cesse de me demander, je demande qu'on se 

demande ce qu'on veut dire quand on dit 'frere', quand on appelle quelqu'un 'fi·ere'. Et 

quand on y resume ou subsume l'humanite de l'honm1e autant que l'alterite de l'autre. 

Et le prix infini de l'an1itie" (Derrida 1994, 339). Derrida tries to address the 

question of the political impact of the use of this chosen \vord among the possibility 

of other words even if the choice is not deliberate (the allure that the notion of 

fraternity has for nationalism and xenophobia). Despite the contradictions his book 

has revealed, Derrida is not against the opening of the concept of brother or fraternity 

to plurality, that is, a 'fraternity' of obligation and 'oath' beyond the phallogocentric 

and the homo-fraternal schema: 

Medire et maudire, nous l'avons assez vu, cela appartient encore au-dedans de 
l'histoire des freres (amis ou etmemis, faux ou vrais). On ne pensera pas cette 
histoire, on ne se la rappellera pas en y prenant ce parti. A rna maniere, 
cmnme tous le monde, je crois, j'aime sans doute, oui, a rna maniere, mon 
frere, mon unique frere. Et mes freres, morts ou vivants, la ou la lettre ne 
compte plus et n'a jamais compte, dans rna 'famille' et dans mes 'families', j'en 
ai plus d'une, et plus d'un 'frere', de plus d'un sexe, et j'aime en avoir plus 
qu'un, chaque fois unique, auquel et a laquelle, en plus d'une langue, a travers 
bien des frontieres, n1e lient plus d'une conjuration et tant de serments non 
dits. (ibid., 338-9). 

Derrida suggests the idea of democracy-to-come that would free the interpretation of 

the concept of equality from its phallogocentric schema of fraternity which has 

don1inated the Westen1 den1ocracies, as the concept of fraternisation has played an 

important role in the history of the forn1ation of politcal discourse in Europe. 

especially in France (ibid.338-9). Democracy-to-come that is: "encore non-donnec. 

non pensee. \'oire reprimee ou refoulee. non seulement ne contredirait pas cette 

courbure dissymetrique et cette heterogcneite infinie. mais en \'erite sera it e:\ igce par 

clles" (Den·ida 1994, 259). Such democracy "s'agirait done de penser unc altcritc 

sans difference hierarchiquc a la racine de la democratic" (ibid.). Derrida insists that 

the idea of democracy-to-come is not about future democracy. \\·here the future i-.; 



linked with the not-yet there or not-yet present. It is a difficult notion to define 

because like hospitality it has an essentially contradictory structure that resi5ts 

calculability and determination. It is as Critchley (1999. 280) expresses it: "the 

experience of justice as the 1naintaining-now (le maintenant) of the relation to an 

absolute singularity [which] is the a venir of democracy. The temporality of 

democracy is advent, but it is arrival happening now. it happens as the nm\ blasting 

through the continuum of the present." Democracy-to-con1e has the character of 'the 

incalculable', like that of unconditional hospitality, but its incalculabilitv resists 

'fratemisation', or the tribal and the national. It allows the amelioration of the 

existing democracy. 

Therefore, for Derrida Ia dbnocratie a venir 1s important m emphasising the 

inevitability of antagonism with its notions of 'undecidability' and 'decision' that are 

important in providing the very terrain in which den1ocratic pluralist politics can be 

formulated. In other words, Derrida's philosophy of deconstruction rejects the idea 

of establishing a 'consensus' without exclusion, warning us of the illusion that justice 

could ever be achieved in any society and thus it makes us alert to keeping the 

democratic project alive (Chantal Mouffe 1996, 9). 

I do not regard deconstruction as a political progran1me, neither as a perfect political 

philosophy, as one can not deny what Morag Patrick (1997, 158) calls the "disturbing 

ethico-political an1biguity that inhabits it", though Derrida himself insists on 

mnbiguity and contradiction as "the negative condition for any political responsibility 

and just decision" which n1ay rather cause n1isunderstanding and leaYe 

deconstruction as a sterile political project. However, what is in1portant about 

deconstructive thinking is the idea of the structure of the political horizon being 

interrupted by a non-horizon seen as the advent of the other, and a form of 

interruption or contan1ination which n1ust be considered seriously for there to be a 

political responsibility and decision. The aim is to advance a different understanding 

of politics. for example. if we are able to accept the deconstructiYe claim that any 

forn1 of consensus is a temporary consequence of "a provisional hegemony" \\ hich 

always advances some fon11s of exclusion. then \Ve can understand that a democrati~.· 

project is able (if using this insight) to acknowledge its frontiers and tlms its forms of 
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exclusion instead of trying to cover them under the Yeil of rationalitY or moralitv 

(Mouffe 1996, 1 0). 

The inhospitable and xenophobic politics that is oYerwhelming Europe in general and 

France specifically at the present historical junction, n1akes us think of this kind of 

democratic approach as being aware more than any other one of the fact that it is 

difference that can be the condition of the possibility of unity and at the same time its 

condition of impossibility. Thus this kind of deconstructive approach to democratic 

politics can contribute to unsettling the ever-present ten1ptation in democratic 

societies to define their boundaries and to claim or essentialize their identities (ibid.). 

Moreover, a project of 'radical and plural democracy' infon11ed by deconstruction 

will be able to "be more receptive to the multiplicity of voices that a pluralist society 

encon1passes and to the cmnplexity of the power structure that this network of 

differences implies" (ibid.). 

It is important to notice that at the beginning of the twenty-first century, many 

political concepts such as that of a 'collective identity' are in the process of being 

redefined. The binary opposition between democracy and totalitarianism, which had 

for a long time worked as the 'political boundary' that allowed us to differentiate 

between the friend and the enemy, are being called into question (Mouffe 1994, 105 ). 

But in many parts of the world, with the 'multiplication of identities based on ethnic. 

regional and religious antagonisms', new challenges to the formation of a 'pluralist 

democracy' have emerged (ibid.). Another 1nore serious problem is the collapse of 

the basis of western democracy, namely, the binary opposition it establishes between 

its system and the system of the others that reject it, a fact that implies the loss of the 

'enen1y' and thus the need for the creation of 'a new political frontier'. This has been 

well exploited by the extren1e right movements who have found the immigrants as 

the new enen1y to focus on, since they are represented as differentiating themseh·cs 

on an "ethnic" or religious basis. Moreover, "'these foreigners are portrayed as 

endangering national identity and soYereignty by Yarious political movements which 
..... ..... 

are doing their best to produce new collective identities and to re-create a politiGd 

frontier by means of a nationalist and xenophobic discourse., (ibid.). 
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Considering our multi-racial. multicultural societies, where the danger of c\;clusion is 

always rresent, the rise of particularism and the appearance of an ethnic and 

xenop1-1c r 1::: :·mtionalism, Chantal Mouffe claims that "the future of democracy point5 

towards the recognition of this dimension of the political, for to protect and 

consolidate detnocracy we have to see that policies consist of 'domesticating 

hostility' and of trying to defuse the potential antagonism inherent in human 

relations" (Mouffe 1994, 1 08). So what is important for the democratic project is not 

the question of how to reach a consensus without exclusion or how to create an 

identity that would be an 'us' without a ' thetn' but rather "how to establish an ·us' 

and 'them' discrimination in a way that is compatible with a pluralist democracy". 

This means that the other is not to be seen as an enemy to be destroyed but as "a 

'counterpart' who could be in our place in the future", that is, to transform 

antagonism into agonisn1 (ibid.). Certainly, democracy needs some form of 

consensus for it to survive but it also needs the "the constitution of collectiYe 

identities around clearly differentiated positions" (ibid., 1 09). 

For the political to be understood, Mouffe argues that we have to understand that 

"the condition governing the creation of any identity is the affirn1ation of a 

difference" (Mouffe 1994, 1 07). This will enable us to understand which kind of 

relationship should be established between otherness and difference to avoid the 

danger of exclusion. Mouffe uses the concept of 'constitutive outsider' that brings 

together Derrida's notion of differance, the trace and the supplement and that 

underlines the fact that the construction of every identity is based on hierarchy and 

thus it is relational ("the perception of something 'other' than it which will constitute 

its 'exterior'") (ibid.). Therefore, such a creation of a 'collective identity' \\·ill 

always in1ply the possibility of an 'us' and 'them' relationship, which for Mouffe is a 

relationship of antagonistn and will become 'friend and enemy'. But when this other 

starts to be perceived as threatening one's existence, the us them relationship 

whether it is econon1ic, religious or ethnic becon1e political and thus the need here 

for a pluralistic democracy that will "convert the antagonism of identity into the 

aaonisn1 of difference" (ibid., Ill). Thus, it will help to control or e\ en to ~top the 
b 

potential for Yiolencc inherent in every construction of ·us and them' identitie~. 
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Conclusion 

Derrida clai1ns that the concept of democracy carries a contradiction v;ithin it as 

there can be no democracy without alterities and singularities. on the one hand, and 

on the other, without a community of friends or calculation. These are the paradoxes 

of a pluralist democracy that come from the articulation bet\\'een democracY and 

liberalism which pluralist democracy has established. The two types of logic are in 

conflict with each other: the 'logic of democracy' based on 'identitY and 

equivalence' and that of liberalism based on pluralis1n and difference and which 

eventually makes the former impossible as it disallows the formation of a 'complete 

system of identifications' (Mouffe 1994, 111 ). In fact, the tension between these two 

types of logic (the logic of difference and the logic of identity) is much attuned to the 

indeterminacy of modern politics and societies. The articulation between these two 

conflicting logics, one looking for equivalence and the other for preserving 

differences is a necessary one that needs to be constantly negotiated and re-created 

with the belief in mind that "there is no point of equilibrium where final harmony can 

be attained" (ibid., 122). That is exactly Derrida's idea of democracy-to-come which 

has "the character of an ethical demand or injunction, an incalculable Faktum that 

takes place now, but which pem1its the profile of a promisory task to be glimpsed" 

(Critchley 1999, 281 ). 

Mouffe (1994, 112) argues that it is "this tension between the logic of equivalence 

and the logic of difference, between equality and liberty, and between our identity as 

individual and our identity as citizens which provides the best protection against 

every atten1pt to effect either a complete fusion or total separation. We should 

therefore avoid suppressing this tension because if we try to eliminate the political 

we risk destroying den1ocracy." Mouffe uses deconstruction as an important political 

intervention that opens the doors for a pluralistic democracy with its emphasis on the 

inevitability of antagonisn1. Concepts such as 'undecidability' and 'decision· are 

in1portant in providing the terrain for a pluralistic democracy. Derrida tries to create 

another condition of the political that is not based on the Schmittian notion of the 

enemy or the Aristotelian notion of friendship as both concepts of the enemy and the 

friend arc rooted in the 'homo-fraten1al' dimension that is based on the detennination 

of kinship bnnds. It is through friendship (contradictory though it may be) that wc-
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are offered the possibility of a co-habitation with the other. a friendship that is not 

engraved in the homo-fraternal. Derrida (1994, 268) dwells e:xtensiYelY on the issue ., 

of fraternity and democracy highlighting the need in democratic practices for a 

rejection 'du frere naturel' ('natural brother'), or " du frere determine. dans cette 

famille, dans cette nation, dans cette langue-ci." He also re\ eals that the tradition of 

Western democracies is not open to the non-fraten1al and hence his call for a 

democracy-to-come and a hospitality-to-come that transcend the boundaries of 

nationalis1n and ethnocentrism and whose essence will remain 'indefiniment 

perfectible', hence always 'insuffisante et future' that belong to the time of 'la 

promesse': "meme quand il y a la den1ocratie, celle-ci n'existe jamais. elle n'est 

jamais presente, elle reste le theme d'un concept non presentable" (ibid., 339). 

Derrida's concept transcends any nationalistic restrictions of democracy. It works 

within the territory of democratic states, but in the fonn of deterritoriali~ed 

democracyll, which Simon Critchley (1999, 281) explains in terms of "providing 

constant pressure on the state, a pressure of e1nancipatory intent aiming at its infinite 

amelioration, the perfectibility of politics, the endless betterment of actually existing 

democracy." Simon Critchley defines this den1ocracy-to-come as Derrida's 'New 

International', which is a key notion in Derrida recent work on politics and which 

reflects a certain "reactivation or rearticulation of the emancipatory promise of 

n1odernity" (ibid., 279). Derrida (1997d, 176) hi1nself writes that what is required is 

"un autre droit international, une autre politique des frontieres, une autre politique de 

l'hun1anitaire, voire un engagen1ent humanitaire qui se tienne effectivement au-dela 

de !'interet des Etat-nations." The 'enen1y' in such a New International would be any 

fonn of nationalism, or in Critchley's words, "the attempted identification of justice 

with the destiny of the 'people' or the 'nation', a nationalism that believes that justice 

can be incarnated within the frontiers of the state or the words of the tribe" (Critchley 

1999, 279). 

Therefore, democracy-to-come is the ethical infinite demand of deconstruction as a 

philosophical intervention. Derrida argues for keeping the name democracy as a 

rhetoric or strategy because it is democracy that guarantees deconstruction and the 

indefinite right to question. There can be no deconstruction without democracy. and 

no democracy \Yithout deconstruction ( Derrida 1994. 12S). Derrida is e'\ tending 

11 \n n.prcssion used by \\'illiam Connoll;. ( 1992 . .21 :\).Quoted in Cr1!lhley ( )999 . .2:\1) 
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den1ocracy beyond the juridical and towards a space where the juridical and th~ 

ethical can intersect, where the law and laws of hospitality could uncomfortably. 

paradoxically cohabit: 

La de1nocratie est 1' autos de !'auto-delimitation deconstructive. Delimitation 
non pas seule1nent au nom d'une idee regulatrice et d'une perfectibilite 
indetinie, mais chaque fois dans l'urgence singuliere d'un ici mainrcnant. 
Precisement a travers la pensee abstraite et potentiellement indifferente du 
nombre et de l'egalite. Cette pensee peut certes imposer la calculabilite 
homogeneisante tout en exaltant le sol et le sang. et le risque est aussi 
terrifiant qu'inevitable -- il est le risque aujourd'hui. plus que jamais. Mais 
elle garde peut-etre aussi le pouvoir d'universaliser, au-dela de l'Etat et de la 
nation, la prise en compte des singularites anonymes et irreductibles, des 
singularites infiniment differentes et des lors indifferentes a la difference 
particuliere, a la rage identitaire qui corrompt les desirs les plus 
indestructibles de l'idiome. (Derrida 1994, 129). 

Derrida's philosophical intervention is an opening to the to-come of democracy, and 

hospitality, which will no longer be an insult to the friendship he has been trying to 

open up beyond the homo-fraternal and the phallogocentric. It is also against racism

to-come as 'hostipitality' is a danger that one should keep alive. Democracy, like 

hospitality is marked by the same aporia between the law and the laws, between 

incalculation, unconditionality and calculability, conditionality. If Derrida's book 

starts with Aristotle's: "0 mes amis, il n'y a nul amy" that persists throughout the 

book, Derrida chooses to answer Aristotle back in a very performative way: "0 mes 

amis democrates ... " leaving the reader tempted by a conviction to add, "there is no 

den1ocracy", but there is the call for de1nocracy, the desire for it because we 'think' 

and 'live' de1nocracy-to-come, hospitality-to-come against racism-to-come. 

In the following chapters, I shall attempt a reading of selected Beur texts. The history 

of literature can not be separated from that of democracy because it is inseparable 

from hun1an rights and freedon1 of expression, though there are n1any limits imposed 

upon it. So if den1ocracy remains 'to come·. this right to say anything in literature 

remams not fully or concretely realised. Certainly. I agree \\·ith Derrida that 

"literature is the right in principle to say an:1hing. and it is to the great advanta~'-' of 

literature that it is an operation at once politicaL democratic and philosophical to the 

extent that literature allows one to pose questions that are often repressed in a 

philosophical conte\.t" (cited in f\.1ouffc 1994. ~0). Litcran fiction can alll)\\' one to 
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be irresponsible by saying anything but in this irresponsibility there is a political 

dimension about realising who is responsible for what and before whom. For 

Derrida, this should be seen as 'a great chance· that can be linked to 'the historical 

adventure of democracy, notably European, and towards which political and 

philosophical reflections must not be inattentiYe and must not confine literature to 

the private sphere" (ibid.). Thus, literature is not 'an expression of priYate life' but 

rather a 'public institution' that has recently been invented. Derrida argues that in the 

ruins of the collapse of the concept of friendship, there is still a chance for Friendship 

and the Friend to emerge at the heart of literature: "cet effondrement du concept 

d'amitie sera peut-etre une chance mais outre l'Amitie il emporte aussi l'Ami; et il n'y 

a rien de fortuit a ce que le sursaut de cette chance au coeur de la mine soit encore 

lie, dans le plus intempestif de notre temps, a la litterature, a Ia 'communaute 

litteraire"' (Derrida 1994, 335). In other words, after the ruin of Friendship, a 

narrative would follow and would be prepared "a nous raconter que des monuments 

et des mines d'amitie" as one can witness "Ia guerre de l'amitie. entre famille et 

litterature" as among "les tentatives desesperees pour exister outre famille: ecrire: 

ou ... aimer; qui emporte, altere, adultere" (ibid., 337). Literature provides the space 

for resisting detennination and authority: "n'est elle [la litterature] pas aujourd'hui, 

dans Ia saturation de la mondialite geopolitique, cela meme qui reste intolerable a 
}'intolerance de systemes theologico-politiques pour lesquels, l'idee democratique 

n'ayant aucune vertu inconditionnelle, nulle parole ne peut se soustraire a l'espace de 

l'autorite theologico-politique?" (ibid., 336). Since Derrida's democratie a n:nir is a 

fom1 of democratic action that "1noves outside, beyond and against the State, as the 

national fon11 of den1ocratic government or indeed against any restrictions of 

den1ocracy to territory" (Critchley 1999, 281 ), I shall attempt in the next chapter to 

den1onstrate how literature can be used as a strategy to resist the bond of blood and 

kinship by opening itself to plurality and multiplicity and by resisting nationalistic 

authority. 
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Chapter Four 

"Being at Home with not Being at Home": The Beurs~ :\arratiYes of 

Exclusion 

1- The French Rhetoric of Belonging: Members Only in Bb1i ou le paradis 

prive 

2- Amar as a harki de Ia plume held hostage to inhospitality in Quand on est 

111011 c'est pour toute Ia vie 

3- The Beurs as Les Arabes Non Identifies in Akli Tadjer's Les ASI de 

"Tassili" 

4- Le The au harem d'Archi Ahmed: the alignment of the non-aligned 

5- Le harki de Meriem and the fate of "the French Muslims" 

Conclusion 
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Chapter Four 

"Being at Home with not Being at Home": The Beurs· ~arratiYes 
of Exclusion 

La France est comnw l'hydre. Une tete souriante qui vous invite et !'autre m·ec une 
grande gueule qui est prete a vous devorer. Si Ia douce melopee de !a declaration 
d~s droits de l'homme vous enivre, c'est pour mieux vous conduire dans le placard 
au le camembert-beaujolais dicte sa loi. 
II faut alors se defendre, taus les coups sont permis au royaume du rouleau 
compresseur. Nacer Kettane (1985. 170). 

Vous voulez vous incruster? Mais on ne vous a pas sonne! Excuse::-moi, mais j'ai 
trouve Ia porte ouverte. 
La fenetre, vous voulez dire? Pas besoin de pression pour tomber. Seul 
l'insoutenable regard Slf:[fit. 

Kettane (1985. 171 ). 

In a semi-autobiographical passage, Gayatri Spivak ( 1992, 9) speaks about the 

politics of 'origin' and belonging when she claims that: 

One of the most tenacious names as well as strongest accounts of the agency 
or 1nechanics of staging is "origin". I perform my life this way because my 
origin stages me so: national origin, ethnic origin. And, more pernicious, 
you act this way because your origin stages you so. The notion of origin is as 
broad and robust and of affect as it is imprecise. History lurks into it 
son1ewhere [ ... ]. To feel that one is from an origin is not a pathology. It 
belongs to the group of groundings, mistakes that enable us to make sense of 
our lives. But the only way to argue for origins is to look for institutions, 
inscriptions and then to surmise the mechanics by which such institutions 
and inscriptions can stage such a particular style of performance. 

Spivak atten1pts to de-essentialise Othen1ess and to release notions of identity and 

belonging from the straitjacket of cultural detennination. Differences of religion. 

'race', gender. class, nationality are not si1nply facts to be 'tolerated' by liberal 

indiYiduals or to be endured by those who are stereotyped on their acL'OUnt, but they 

are signifiers of certain social relations that are supported latently by institution~ and 

power relations or structure and it is the mcchani~nb of those in~titutions and power 

relations that need inYcst i~at ion. 
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I have argued in Chapter Two and Three that the politics of French hospitality and 

democracy have been 1narked by the fictitious notions of the ties of kinship and 

blood that exclude those perceived as Other. or those falling outside the supposed 

national hearth. French hospitality, therefore, has been failing some members of the 

French nation whose physical, cultural and religious differences are not "accepted". 

In this chapter, I shall trace how the Beurs-- French nationals of immi~ant descent-o 

- translate in their literary texts the contradictions of French hospitalit)' that position 

them at the 1nargins of society as temporary immigrants/guests with no ties to 

France. Necira Souilamas Guenif (2000, 42) argues that the domestication and 

labelling of 'immigrants' and their descendants as 'outsiders' serve to preserve the 

supposed national 'harmony' since they are perceived as the Other of the nation. 

Derrida (1994, 268) attacks the inherited concept of French fraternity as being that 

of the 'natural' or detern1ined brother, that is, a fraternity based on notion of blood 

filiation. True fraternity for him is that of the fraternity of 'the oath', that is universal 

fraternity that transcends nationalism and ethnocentrism. The Beur narratives of 

exclusion from the French nation mark the texts analysed in this chapter, since Beur 

characters are always pushed outside the boundaries of the nation. Beur characters 

problematise the issue of birth as related to soil, to language, blood, nationality and 

the relationship between birth, language, culture, nationality and citizenship. The 

texts are n1arked by this question of discrepancy and contradiction in French notions 

of citizenship, fraternity and equality. Beur protagonists ironically and painfully 

point to their rejection and exclusion frmn French society despite their French 

nationality and their strong link with the culture of the French urban ban!ieues 

where they were bon1 and brought up. French fraternity and equality are supposed 

to offer all men1bers of society the same rights and privileges and protection under 

universal principles of justice, but the Beur are still marginalised and excluded 

because of their 'different' origins. Beur texts question the notions of 'blood 

affiliation' and cultural uniforn1ity as necessary conditions for belonging to the 

'French nation'. However, the Beur protagonists in\ ent in their 'unhomeh 

homeland' new forn1s of solidarity that make the is~ucs of origins and purity 

meaningless. 
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In this chapter, Azouz Begag's noYel Beni au le paradis prin? ( 1989) reYeals the 

contradictions inherent in the French rhetoric of belonging to the nation. The 

protagonist Beni discovers that to be 'French'. you haYe to be \d1ite' \\·hatever your 

level of 'integration' or success in French society. Thus, Beni confronts his 

exclusion from the nation on the basis of his physical appearance that denounces 

him as a foreigner. In Begag's novel Quand on est mort c'est pour toute Ia ,·ic: 

( 1998), the main protagonist, Amar translates the stigma of ethnicity and physical 

difference. Even though he is a successful researcher in social sciences, he is seen as 

an unwanted 'guest' constantly reminded of his supposed return to Algeria, his 

parents' country of origin. Amar is also held hostage to the hostility of his own 

Maghrebian community which perceives him as a middle-class 'Beur-geois' out of 

touch with their own misery and exclusion. Akli Tadjer's Les ANI de "Tassili" 

( 1984) explores the disillusionment of the protagonist On1ar with the notion of 

national belonging. In France he is seen as an imn1igrant who caru1ot understand 

French culture, and in his escape to Algeria, he is also trapped in the figure of the 

immigrant who does not know his parents' language or culture. In Mehdi Charefs 

novelLe The au harem d'Archi Ahmed (1983), the two main characters of the novel, 

Madjid and Pat are connected by a strong friendship that transcends their different 

ethnic background as Madjid is from Algerian origins and Pat is a 'Franr;ais de 

souche'. Class and 'race' are the two bases of discrimination in Charefs text, as both 

further stress young people's alienation from a sense of belonging to France. 

Charefs Le harki de Meriem ( 1989) suggests the harkis, or the 'French Muslims' as 

a stark example of the failure of French citizenship and its hypocrisy since they 

have been excluded from the nation and have been treated like second class citizens. 

I argue in this chapter, through a close reading of Azouz Begag's, Akli Tadjer's and 

Mehdi Charefs texts, that though the Beur protagonists suffer from the process of 

being racialized and stigmatized because of their physical and cultural 'difference', 

they resist and subvert such stigt11a through the use of various strategies that suggest 

new alliances and solidarity that transcend skin colour and thus open hospitality 

beyond nationalistic and ethnic detem1inism. 
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1- The French Rhetoric of Belonging: :\I embers Only in Bhzi ou /e paradis prive 

(1989) 1 

Tenue correcte exigee. Club prive. Reserve aux membres adherents. (Beni, 16.5 ). 

Unlike other Beur characters, Beni in Bbzi ou le paradis prin! is remarkably 

confident in his intelligence and achievement as a boy; he is the perfect e:\ample of 

the 'successful Beur'. He is working towards le BAC, which will be the pride of his 

family. His command of the French language is impeccable as he keeps correcting 

the mistakes of his French peers such as Nick.2 He also corrects the usherette in the 

cinema as he is angry with her for not letting him in as she says 'qu'on me prend' 

and he corrects her 'qu'on me prenne' (Beni, 140). This linguistic obsession can be 

read as his own attempt to declare his being as 'French' as eYerybody else. 

Though Beni is a successful example of an 'integrated' Beur with high qualifications 

and has everything he needs to succeed, he is still seen as a 'foreigner' in French 

society, for exan1ple, after impressing his French teacher on his high performance in 

the French language oral test, the latter asks him: 

- De quelle origine vous etes? 
- Humaine, j'ai dit pour plaisanter. 
- Non, allez, serieusement, elle a demande en egal a moi. 
- Algerien. 
- Pour un etranger, vous Inaitrisez plutot bien le fran<;ais. Felicitations. 
- Je suis ne a Lyon, j'ai corrige. 
- Felicitations quand meme (Beni, 60). 

It is clear that Beni wants to affirm his 'insideness' to France as he was born in 

Lyons whereas the French teacher insists on his 'foreignness'. Beni rejects the 

sticky label 'imn1igrant' as it is linked with second class citizens and marginality. 

When asked by his French peers (with whom he wants to play football in the cite 

banlieusard) about his nan1e that does not sound Arab. Beni ans\vered: "oui et non. 

Je suis ne a Lyon" (Beni, 62). But Beni reacts differently when a policeman is 

reproaching him and his friends for playing football on forbidden terrain \\ hik 

addressing Beni as a 'Mohamed'. a process of naming that implies degradation 

1 Abbreviated hereafter as Beni. 
2 Sec pagL' 73 when Nick says "je s~tis rendu_cont~·e'' 'i'I'lstead o_f''rendre compt~" and;i_n page :x. 

I I I .) .. 1\·,· "tt!Jl''L'IlL'" le \Tal pour <.l\Ir le Ltu'\. and Bcm corrects him tu pn.:Lhes le faux 
\\ lCll lC a S\ s, . ·' " · 

., II 

pour a\ t)ir le \Tal.. 
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emphasising Beni's low status and his 'alien origins': "Alors !\ 1ohamcd. tu sais pas 

lire ce qui est ecrit sur Ia pancarte?" Beni pretends to be a newcomer in this 

situation and thus turns the stereotypes back on to the policeman: he adopts an 

accent that is meant to be recognised as foreign or as 'authentic' first generation 

i1111nigrant' accent. Here is the amusing exchange: 

- Ci ba Ia bine, missiou! 
- Dis done, toi y'en a pas etre longtemps en France? 
- Sisse mois, missiou! (Beni, 62). 

Beni exploits the stereotypes and uses the1n when necessary to produce ironical 

effects such as his pretence not to know French as a new immigrant in response to 

the policeman's remark of his being a 'Mohan1ed' who cam1ot read French. He does 

not only pretend to go along with the streotype as if it is true, but also offer a good 

performance of the person he is supposed to be in the eyes of the policeman. In 

another passage, he pretends to be an Hispanic immigrant in order to attend a 

pornographic film, but he is not able to impress the usherette with his "oune blace 

por favor" (Beni, 139). He even pretends to be Chinese to be able to enter a 'private' 

nightclub because he thinks that the Chinese are seen as gentle and respectable 

unlike the Arab troublemakers. Another instance of this ab/use of stereotypes is 

when Beni 'confesses' to his friend Nick that he has two women to enjoy, one 

Sheherazade kept for him in his parents' country of origin and the other French for 

current consun1ption. But when he is told by Nick that it is good to be an immigrant 

to enjoy won1en frmn both places, he claims that he is not an i1111nigrant as he has 

not tnigrated fron1 anywhere and that it is only a question of "class" to enjoy both 

won1en (Beni, 78-79). Beni tries to conjure up a future in which he will stop being 

seen as an itnmigrant foreigner with his claim to be an 'insider' in France. But he is 

always ren1inded that he cannot belong. His English teacher described by Beni as 

"un raciste qui souffre pas le gros Arabs" has humiliated Beni in the class and 

treated hin1 as 'foreigner' after he n1anages to answer a French grammatical question 

(Beni, 41 ). The teacher addresses the class: "Si c'est pas un comble que le seul 

etranger de Ia classe soit le seul a pOU\ oir se \'anter de connaitre notre langue'" 

(Beni. 41). In the same way as he replies to the French teacher, Beni emphastses 

that he is not a foreigner as he was bon1 in Lyons like eYerybody else: "~1\i-.·ur. faut 

dire quand meme que jc suis pas totakmcnt etranger puisque je suis ne a Lyon 

cotnme tout lc monde" (ibid.). 'Integration' is not as simple as suL·cceding 111 
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education, mastering French (and even trying to die one's hair blond like Beni's 

friends). Beni is frustrated by his teacher's hypocrisy that excludes him from the 

'national hearth' on account of his 'foreignness' though the teacher himself has 

immigrant origins: 

De cote du racisme il etait pas clair le prof d'anglais dont les parents aYaient 
quitte leur botte natale il y a plusieurs annees. J'avais failli lui dire qu'il etait 
sans doute plus etranger que moi, n1ais ce n'est jamais bon de destabiliser un 
prof devant sa classe (Beni, 42 ). 

Beni is not only critical of the process of exclusion imposed on him by the French 

rhetoric of belonging which perceives him as an eternal i1nn1igrant outsider. but also 

of his parents' idea of going back to Algeria, a country that he does not even know. 

He satirically laughs at his parents' idea of an arranged marriage for his brother 

Nourdine who will settle down in Algeria and prepare the way for them (Beni, 107-

8-9). His father is outraged at Nourdine's refusal and accuses them all of wanting to 

marry 'des Franc;aises', an act of betrayal in itself that will cost them dearly as they 

will be treated as de 'bicou' (Beni, 1 09). Beni's father, an Algerian Muslim from the 

village of Setif, is now an exhausted labourer who has lost his children to France, 

his host country that has turned them against hin1. 

Beni has fallen in love with a girl in his school named France. Her name can be 

seen as metaphor for both his love for the girl and the country itself: France (BenL 

44). Beni is not worried about his parents' anger as much as about his being 

rejected by France: "Ben Abdallah et France! Tout de suite, c;a sent l'agression, 

l'incon1patible." (Beni, 44). When France asks him about the origins of his (nick) 

name, he convincingly tells her that his father is African and his mother is English 

though later he discovers that his 'France' is not at all concerned about his origins 

(Beni, 45). He takes the symbolic chain with the Quranic verse off his neck, unable 

to keep it (it was a gift from his parents), as he has decided that between France and 

his parents, he has chosen France: 

Entre France L'! mon Jh~rc, j'ai choisi Ia blonde. J'en ai eu marre de ces 
discussions de pauvres. des projets de retour de bled. du camion Berliet. des 
sous, du mariagc avec une .\rabe blanche ou noire: je ne voulais plus .:couh.'r 

.\u fond de moi-meme j'ctais trcs content d'ctrc un garcon. capable de . . .. . 

prendre des decisions. de dirL': l\ loi JC rcste Ia. et vous aile; dans \ otre pays 

si \ ous voulc;'' ( Bcni. 11 0) 
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It is clear that Beni does not consider Algeria as his home as he has decided to sta\ 

in France (metaphorically the blonde France and the country) which he fa\ ours over 

his parents and he claims to be ready to abandon his parents and all the Arabs of the 

world for his 'France' (Beni, 151 ). The gender preference is clear as boys have more 

freedmn to make their decisions about their lives than girls. Beni's sister lies to her 

parents about obtaining her degree and she is scared of the issue of getting married 

(Beni, 113-4). His mother sadly notices that France has taken him (Beni. 118). but 

for him "C'etait decide: j'allais tout dire a mon pere. Finis l'hypocrisie. les 

monsonges, les fausses illusions, !'Algerie des colons, vive la France des amours" 

(Beni, 153). He respects his parents but he thinks that they are 'doubles par le 

te1nps', as they live in a time and space that is not 'here' and 'now'. but somewhere in 

Algeria. Beni highly respects his father who is represented as being very generous 

with him and as sometimes fragile and scared to lose his children to France (Beni. 

148-9, 157). Beni believes France's parents are not racist towards Algerians. 

Therefore, his father should lay the history of the Algerian war to rest: "je serai 

oblige de lui dire, a n1on pere, que la guerre d'Algerie est finie. qu'il faut sortir des 

tranchees, !'armistice est signe" (Beni, 121 ). His parents must face the fact that 

things have changed and that their children care less about Algeria than about their 

future in France. The war in Algeria is over for them and their life is in France, 'ici' 

and not 'Ia bas' in North Africa, though the colonial memory is respected. He 

clearly does not want to be linked with his parents' n1igrant life and their post and 

anti-colonial generation or to subordinate his future to their expectations. 

However, Beni seems to have invested too much in his fragile illusions with his 

love for France. In his trip to the night-club paradis de Twit for which he has 

prepared so n1uch, to the extent of straightening his frizzy hair. to look 'norn1al' and 

to in1press his girl France. Beni discovered that to be 'French', you have to be 

'white'. His friends in the cite of North African origin like himself are better 

prepared for the trip than Beni. thus for example Miloud dyes his hair blonde to be 

more 'classy' and dresses up in highstreet designer clothes to fool the entrance 

uuards with his 'Frenchness'. His promise to his father to take the bus is broken as 
=-
he decides to join his friends in their car. but it is too late to feel guilty as he has 

decided to go for France: "J'ai pensc ~l mon passe deJa si lointain .... a Ia gUl'ITe 
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d'Algerie. et plein d'autres choses aussi. Elles se melangeaient toutes dans rna t~tc 

comn1e si c'etaient plusieurs personnes qui parlaient. m'ayertissaient. 

conseillaient. Tant pis, j'avais decide d'aller Yers France" (Beni, 161 ). 

me 

But his decision to go for France does not mean his total renunciation of his parents' 

culture as he is determined to follow the Islamic rituals of circumcision of his sons 

(Beni 164). Ironically while approaching the "paradis de nuit". Beni notices the 

note on the wall of the club: "tenue correcte exige. Club prh·e. Rc!sern; aux 

membres adherents." (Beni, 165). In other words, France is "un paradis pri1·c!" and 

accepts only those who are members (ibid.). This membership is determined 

biologically as only the 'whites' or French 'de souche' are accepted. For Beni, the 

privatisation of the club is 'a divine punishment' as he has giYen up everything for 

France (even his own parents) but it still does not accept him as a 'member'. Beni 

witnesses the vain endeavour of two boys looking like him being rejected by the 

guards of the 'private club' and one of then1 told Beni with despair that "Y'a rien a 
faire, y'nous enculeront toujours!" (Beni, 166). Beni realises that "Je n'ai pas la 

tenue correcte exigee. J'en suis sur. Les yeux des honunes le disent. J e n'ai meme 

pas la carte de membre adherent du club prive. Je n'ai rien de ce qu'il faut pour etre 

norn1al" (Beni, 167). But the young boys who are rejected at the doors are dressed 

up very well, in other words, they have filled all the requirements of being members 

but they are still rejected on the basis of their ethnic difference as they have to be 

whites to be n1en1bers of the 'private club' as those with 'l'air nom1ale' meaning 

French 'de souche' were accepted without any questions about membership (Beni. 

1 70). Beni understands then why Miloud changes his appearance and dyes his hair 

blonde; he is accepted in the club without questions. One of the guards tells Beni 

that he is Italian (that is of Italian extraction) emphasising the idea of old 

in1n1igrants imposing the rhetoric of belonging on the 'new' ones (Beni. 170). Bcni 

feels that France has let hin1 down and that "tout d'un coup je deviens peureux de la 

Yie conu11e mon pere" losing his confidence in the capacity of France to respect his 

integration as it imposes the status of temporary immigrant on him as it did on his 

father (Beni, 171). He feels that he is a "n'importe qui" to be rejected (Beni. 171). 

As he has straightened his curly hair to change his im~1ge. he puts a ball of sno\\ on 

his hair to restore the curls nf "his real skin" ~Beni. l 72 ). He dreams that FranL·e thL· 

girl comes to him asking him to 'resist': they disappear together into the 'paradise l)f 
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light' leaving behind those two guards who appear smaller and smaller: a dream of a 

possible future-to-come of France that will be more inclusive (Beni, 1 7 3 ). Exclusion 

on the basis of etlmicity is suggested in the title of the novel as Beni confronts his 

exclusion from 'the private paradise' (literally in the novel in the form of a night

club) because of his physical appearance that confirms his etlmicity: the 

membership of the 'private paradise' is limited to 'les Franc;:ais de souche' and 

excludes even those who are 'integrated'. It is only members who have the right 

'tenue' that are accepted. 

That Beni is deprived of the joys of the 'private paradise' of French society because 

of his ethnic origins is clear from the first passage of the novel, but this time, Beni 

blames the narrow-1nindedness of his parents who do not allow their family to 

celebrate Christn1as: " Noel et son pere barbu ne sont jmnais rentres chez nous, et 

pourtant Dieu sait si nous sormnes hospitaliers! Jamais de sapin-roi-des-forets 

devant la chen1inee, de lumieres 1nulticolores et d'etoiles scintillantes .... Et tout <;a 

parceque notre chef a nous c'est Mohamed!" (Beni, 7). Beni believes that it is 

because of religion and ethnicity that they cannot enjoy Christmas celebrations and 

thus be like the 'others': "C'est toujours la meme chose dans cette baraque, on fait 

jamais con1me les autres! C'est pas parcequ'on fait le Noel chez nous qu'on devient 

des traitres. On est pas oblige de mettre une creche avec un petit Jesus dedans, bon 

Dieu!" (Beni, 20). It is clear that Beni is trying to enjoy both cultures and reconcile 

them without having to denounce the one or the other, but he is harshly beaten by 

his father for what he thinks is i1nitating Catholic customs (Beni, 22). Beni 

describes the Christmas party organised by his father's employers in the factory as 

the only tin1e of the year where they feel very close to the French working-class 

fmnilies and their 'good side', or 'bons cotes' (Beni, 8). He is the only one in his 

family to insist on having the Christmas celebrations at home like the 'others': 

"J'allais dire chez n1oi qu'on pouvait tres bien profiter de la fete des chretiens memc 

quand on est des Arabes" and that they can pretend or 'faire semblant' to be French 

to enjoy the celebrations, but he is confronted by his father's total lack of 

understanding. 

Beni's desire to belong to both l·ommunitics. to break down the boundaries of 

religion. culture and cthniL·ity summarises the c'\perience of most pc~)rde who arc 
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aware of the processes of creolization. those who live on the border of culture~: 

"ceux qui viennent a brouiller ces frontieres, a les passer et done a faire apparaitre 

leur artifice historique, leur violence aussi. c'est-a-dire les rapports de force qui s'y 

concentrent et en verite s'y capitalisent a perte de vue. Ceux qui sont sensibles a 

tous les enjeux de la 'creolisation' ... le mesurent mieux que d'autres" (Derrida 1996. 

24). Like 1nost Beurs, Beni refuses the rhetoric of the outsideness-insideness 

opposition by thinking of the outside and the inside, of the outside with the inside as 

being deferred into each other. It is clear that Begag's text translates the 

contradictions experienced by the young Beur who, while insisting on refusing to be 

held hostage to the process of 1nigration that excludes him from the French national 

hearth, offers a new model of affiliation that transcends religion, ethnicity and 

nation. Affiliation for Beni is not limited by the ties of being part of a specific 

'ethnic' group, religion or culture since he wants to break the barriers that keep 

French communities and Maghrebian ones apart and thus enjoy both cultures. But 

the Beurs' strong desire to be accepted in the non-Maghrebian conununities is 

accompanied by what Jacques Derrida describes (in his own attempt at integration 

into the non-Jewish community in colonial Algeria as an Algerian Jew) as a painful 

and distrustful desire to discern signs of racism and their tnanifestations (Bernasconi 

and Wood 1991, 1 07). This racism is found in the French assertions of 'you are not 

integrated yet', 'you are not yet here', 'you have to come close to us' or 'you are 

mnong us but not of us'. At the smne time, there is sometimes a feeling of 'distance' 

fron1 the Maghrebian communities and the parents' generation when they close in 

upon themselves. The result of this is a process of exclusion from both French 

society and Maghrebian conm1unities. 

2- Amar as a harki de Ia plume held hostage to inhospitality in Ouand on est 

mort c'est pour toute Ia vie (1998)
3 

Dans !e metro ( .. .) arec so fL~te de ,·acancicr bron::J, il risquait en 
permanence un contrJ/e. Sans papiers. on !'embarquerait en post~. Au 
nwins. anY de \Tais faux papiers. il pourrait passt'l' ou tran•rs de fdet. cl 
poUrSllll'I'C SO rol/fe COI11111C Un poisson dans SOI1 Ocean de hL;{Oil. 

Mehdi Lallaoui ( 19S6. 169). 

3 AhbreYiated here a tier a~ 1\1 ort. 
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Azouz Begag's text is clearly a semi-autobiographical reflt..:~ion on his life, since 

the protagonist Amar is, like Begag, a novelist and an academic researcher in the 

human sciences, married to a French woman. Amar strongly distinguishes himself 

from the miserable and deprived life of his father (who accuses his son of being 

'taken by France' mainly because he n1arried a French woman). He is a young 

middle-class professional: "emir du golfe de Lyon" and "un de ceux que la France a 

'pris' dans son piege d'integration" (Mort, 1 07). His being trapped \\"ithin the 

discourse of integration is due to the fact that in French society, he is still held 

hostage to inhospitality or to being an 'intruder', an unwanted 'guest' constantly 

reminded of his supposed return to a certain Algeria, his parents' country of origin 

with which he had severed his links long before. Amar is also held hostage to the 

hostility of his own Maghrebian community which perceives him as a Bew·-geoz·s 

out of touch with their own 1nisery and exclusion. Issues of the law, the institution 

of 'justice', power relations and the exclusion of the ethnic Other deeply mark this 

text. Amar's grief for the murder of his brother deeply troubles his sense of a 

supposed 'belonging' to France; a country with which he is strongly affiliated by 

birth. 

Be gag's text raises an i1nportant issue of the supposed authenticity of North African 

conm1unities as he stresses the way they experience unprecedented forms of internal 

divisions based on wealth and class, gender, sexuality, etc. One cannot homogenise 

the descendants of North African immigrants into one social category, since class 

divisions separate them (for exan1ple, An1ar as a middle-class professional is 

rejected by his fellow Beur, still at the bottom of the social scale). If Mehdi Charefs 

text Le The au Harem d'Archi Ahmed (1983) calls on class exclusion as an element 

that unites the various youths of the Banlieue, Be gag's text addresses the problem of 

class as an elen1ent that separates him fron1 his fellow Beur as he is accused of 

'selling hitnself to the French' to climb the social ladder. But it also emphasises the 

di\'ergence in the Beur experience and thus the absence of a supposed 'ethnic 

essence' specific to the North African con1munities. 
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Amar's visit as a Beur novelist to a youth communitY centre in L \·ons. his home - -
town, where he is supposed to talk about his work is marked by this social di\·ision. 

A young drug addict tells Amar that "La France, tu l'as bien enculee. toi! Et t'as 

raison! ... Mais vi ens pas nous raconter des canneries. a NOLS ~" This is a clear 

accusation that Amar cannot understand their own marginalisation as a depriYed 

group, since he is perceived as 'un ecrivain integre' (as he calls himself) (l\1ort, 57). 

An1ar's career as a 'public writer' is not easy; on one occasion he is confronted by 

some of his distant relatives at a party as being a user of the in1migrants' misery. 

Amar has been brought up with his two cousins who are now very rich butchers in 

'douar-Lyon', but when he jokingly refers to their job as butchers, he is harshly 

accused of being a 'hypocrite': " Pour qui tu te prends? Ecrivain! Tu racontes des 

canneries sur les pauvres et tu gagnes de !'argent avec ~a! La misere des gens te fait 

vivre et tu nous dis 'quoi la viande' ... Tu'as pas honte?" (Mort, 90). Amar takes it 

as part of the 'joys' of his job as a writer (to be attacked by the people he is writing 

about); he feels the need "to harden his heart" and not be demoralised by those 

attacks as other people approach him and express their admiration for his work 

(Mort, 91 ). He 1nay be seen as a "HARQUIS DE LA PLUME"-t licking "le cui des 

Fran~ais with his words", but he is cmnmitted to speak fron1 where he is situated 

(Mort, 1 05). If he is rejected by some members of his own community for being a 

'Beur-gois', he is equally rejected by son1e French people especially the agents of 

'order and law'. His perceived 'foreignness' makes him susceptible to being gazed at 

with suspicious eyes and to being accused ofbeing outside the law (Mort, 55). 

An1ar is trying to con1e to terms with the loss of his brother murdered by a French 

taxi driver for not paying his taxi fare. The French law does not conYict the 

murderer and considers the n1urder as if it has not taken place ("non-lieu") or as a 

case disn1issed for lack of evidence. His brother's blood is made worthless by the 

authorities, as it has no 'lieu' within French society. This 'non-lieu' has deeply 

influenced Amar's trust of the French Declaration of Human Rights and of their 

justice systen1 marked by institutional racism. 

Being still under the influence of this stark miscarriage of justice, .-\mar approaches 

the upholders of the Ia\\' \\·ith suspicion and C\ en fear. For example. a park-kccr'-'r 

-1 Ik~a~'s own c~tpitals in the tnt. 
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who clain1s to be "La loi, c'est la loi et moi c'est la loi" tells Amar off for cycling in 

the park. When Amar tries to argue with hitn, the keeper tells him that: "JE VOLS 

PERMETS PAS DE ME TUTOYER ... ON N'A PAS ELEVE LES COCHO~S 

ENSEMBLE EN ARABIE!" (Mort 19). Amaris seen by the keeper as an outsider 

to French society or rather still an immigrant. Though Amar clearly speaks 'natiye' 

French, the 'guardian of the law' suspects him of not understanding his 'French'. the 

French of the law: "Nul n'est cense ignorer la loi. Je parle le franc;:ais. non?" ( 1\lort, 

19). The keeper warns Amar not to challenge the law and that if he is not happy in 

'French gardens' under 'French law', he can go back to his 'desert': "ce 'desert"'. 

Amar thinks, "restera colle a ma peau toute ma vie, n1eme si je ne l'ai jamais connu" 

(Mort 20). Whatever the degree of his integration in French society (successful 

homme de lettres and researcher, married to a French woman with two daughters 

and adoring Lyons as his hotne town). 5 he is still seen as an outsider. Amar is 

haunted by the phrase "go back to your country" and he imagines eYerybody telling 

him that (Mort, 24-5). 

An1ar translates the stigtna of ethnicity and skin colour that in France are linked to 

criminality, as he suspects every policeman of accusing him of being a thief: "Le 

flic qui fume une cigarette devant }'entree du poste police va-t-il me demander de 

decliner mon identite? 11 va 1ne soupc;:onner de voler mon velo. ('a j'en suis sur." 

(Mort, 28). France has not yet recovered frmn the Yiolence of colonial racism 

which has been carried to the metropolis and practised on those perceived as 

'colonial subjects' (for exan1ple, Amar thinks of the policeman suspecting him of 

stealing the bicycle as having a trace of the Algerian war in his eyes (ibid.)). He sees 

the faces of Mitterrand and Chirac as threatening him with a very serious expression 

of the legitin1ate guardians of the 'Declaration of the Human Rights'. and ironically 

ton11ent his conscience when he drives through a yellow light turning into red 

(Mort, 32). Heavily dmnaged by the verdict of the non-lieu of his brother's murder, 

An1ar confronts the police, posing the 'moral dilemma' of the lieu and the 11011-lieu 

of his offence: "J'ai grille un feu rouge. Y a pas de NON-LIEC qui compte!" ( l\1ort. 

.31-.3-+ ). The policemen look at Amar as if he is a 'murderer' and ask him 

aggressiYely about the car suspected of being stolen (Mort. .3.3). Begag's t~?:\t is 

clearlY directed at the critiL·ism of the French polic~?'s institutional racism and its 
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exclusion of the ethnic Other always suspected of 'necessarily' being a criminal. For 

Amar, the law and the police force must be "fom1es aux sciences sociales et 

humaines" (Mort, 35). 

Being pushed to 'leave' for the other side of the Mediterranean, An1ar decides to 

visit his parents' country of origin in an atten1pt to 'reconcile' himself with the land 

of his ancestors. His short trip "home" or with "les miens" 6
• is marked by his 

feelings of alienation from his parents' native country where he is also seen as an 

"emigre de retour dans sa terre non-natale" or a temporary "guest" (Mort 94). 

Colonial violence has also come back to haunt Algeria, but this time in the form of a 

bloody civil war between the army and the Muslim fundamentalists. The ideal of the 

Revolution has disappeared into the chaos of a very corrupt military regime. Amar 

witnesses people's sufferings with the eye of a "foreigner": "je vois tout cela avec 

les yeux d'etranger" (Mort, 44). If Amar leaves France with disheartening 

disappointment about the French justice system and security force that stigmatise 

the Beurs and still see them as outsiders or threats, Amar leaves Algeria and comes 

back to Lyons with many doubts and suspicions about everything in his parents' 

country of origins as economic social and politcal life is marked by the total abuse 

of those in power: "Je suis au n1ilieu de ces hallucinations. Quittant chez moi pour 

retoumer chez n1oi" (Mort, 53). But ironically he is seen as an 'intruder' in both 

spaces. 

3- The Beurs as Les Arabes Non Identifies in Akli Tadjer's Les ANI de "Tassili" 

(1984)7 

lis [les Beurs au les ANI] ant Ia redoutable faculte de s'adapf('r partout oit 
ils se trOll\'('17/. lis im·estissent taus les droits que le5> chants des mosqw!('s 
condamnent. lis ont, en l'espacc d'une generation, en;(' leur propre npoce 
culture!, leur propre code, leur propre dialecte. Ils sont beaux. Ils sontf(Jrls. 
lis san'nt d'un scul coup d'oeil fa ire Ia d?fferenc(' entre w1 \Tai ct zm faux 
ANI. Jls aiment Ia \'ic L'l dawrdcnt d'L;nergie. Des brigades SfJC~ciules de 
police ont dzl (';/re form(;('S a leur intention pour fi·einer leur ardcur. Cc son/ 
lcs rois de !a JW\·igation. lcs rois de Ia nm·igation en eau troub/('. (AS!. ~ -). 
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Omar, the narrator and protagonist of Akli Tadjer's Les A .. .V.I. de "Tassili" identifie~ 

the descendants of the Maghrebi irmnigrants in France as a 'ne\\' species in the 

nan1e of ANI ('Arabes non Identifies'). Tadjer comicallv and ironicallY uses the - . 
pseudo-scientific expression OVNI (Objet Volant Non Identifies) to set the 

appearance of this new species between 1950-1980, 'peuple de batards' who rebel 

against both their parents' and French culture, creating their own space amid all the 

aggression and exclusion. 

The novel is structured around the sea trip on board the ship "Tassili" from Algiers 

to Marseilles. It is a 'shipboard joumal'8 situated in the borderlines between Algeria 

and France, which significantly projects Otnar's situation between borders. cultures 

and histories. It also strongly emphasizes how his border line narrative deconstructs 

all determinations associated with borders, whether they are national, cultural or 

ethnic as Omar refuses fixed identity claitns imposed on him by others. 

The narrator/protagonist Omar, who identifies himself as an Arab-non-Identifie. 

describes his encounter with the different passengers of the Tassili reflecting at the 

san1e tin1e on their various identities and subjectivities and recovering some of their 

histories. While Omar tries to divide the characters according to their supposed 

identities--for exatnple, irmnigrants workers, an Algerian 'intellectual', a pied-noir 

couple, French tourist girls, and his fellow ANL the narratiYe takes him to the 

Franco-Algerian interdependent and intertwined histories as the itinerary of the ship 

is linked to other historical movements between Algeria and France. In post

Independence Algeria, On1ar is careful to criticise sarcastically how the Algerian 

Revolution against French colonisation has been corrupted by the military elite and 

their excessive privileges and lack of respect for the Algerian people. The difference 

between national liberation and independence is clear as the sacrifices of the 

Algerian Revolution are being overshadowed by the corruption of the military elite 

and their in1poverishment of the Algerian people. Immigrants like Cherif, a LTane 

driver in France and one of the freedom-fighters during the \Var of Independence. 

expresses his sadness and disappointment at the status of Algeri~l (A~ I, ?.6-7). 

7 :\bbrcviakd in the reference~ a~ ANI. . . 
" lkrrida ( 1979) usc~ thi~ term in reference to Shelky's The Triumph l~( L{fi.'. '' h1ch \\as wntten llll 
the hllrderlinc hctwcL'll land and ~L':t. 
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Omar himself cannot recognise the revolutionary Algeria and its rebel people that 

had put an end to French colonisation, all that he can see now is "des spectres 

deambuler dans les villages tristes comme la mort" (Al\1. 61). 

An Algerian 'intellectual' on board the Tassili represents the official discourse of the 

Algerian government that hijacked the Revolution for its own use and excluded 

those it wants to exclude; in this case the intellectual addresses the inm1iQTants b 

accusing them of betraying their country by leaving it for France and their 

descendants who sooner or later 'must' choose between France and Algeria as they 

cannot remain all their lives "d'etemals adolescents irresponsables, inconscients et 

immatures ... " (ANI, 120). This appropriation of the Algerian War by the elite has 

deeply angered Cherif whose body still testifies to the inscribed memories and scars 

of the war (ANI, 121 ). Cherif re1ninds him of the demonstration on the 1 ih of 

October 1961 at which Cherif had been present and how he was arrested and 

tortured by the French police (ibid.). Cherif rejects any attempt to deny his 

"history" and 1ne1nory because he is an "immigrant": "Maintenant, quand on rentre 

au pays, on nous appelle les fils de France, comme si on n'etait pas des Algeriens a 
part entiere." But he also divides history into winners and losers, the former are 

those who had chosen to fight for Algeria until the end and the latter are the harkis, 

those who fought with the French (ANI, 123-4). The losers also include the 

nostalgic 'pied-noir' couple on board the Tassili, nostalgic for their past life in 

colonial Algeria. These two 'disinherited' people, as Omar calls them, remind him of 

his pied-noir concierge and her husband in La Garenne-Colombe, as they ask him to 

check whether their house in Algeria which they fled after the independence still 

exists and whether their neighbours still remember them (ANI, 38 ). Omar decides to 

lie so that he will not hurt their feelings and thus pretends that the house is still 

there. 

On1ar himself has been on a 'stage d'adaptation Yolontaire' to adapt himself to 

'Algerian' life and become a 'true' Algerian. but he discc)\ ers his total 

disillusionment about a supposed 'Algerian' identity that he can know and master 

and thus the illusion of ha\ing to belong to Algeria. his parents\ land of origin: 

"Algerie, jc t'en yeux de n'aYoir pas su me retenir. .l'ctais Ycnu tc Yoir a\ec Ia 

secrete ambition de rcussir ce stage d'adaptation Yolontaire. Pour cela. _ie du-.. 
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prendre des cours d'information acceleree entre Barbes et BelleYille." Omar ha:-; 

'prepared' for his trip to Algeria like any well-meaning 'tourist' and cultural 'outsider' 

would have done. He has frequented all the Maghrebian cafes of certain 

neighbourhoods where Maghrebian culture is supposed to be "transmitted". He has 

even read Ibn Khaldun to familiarise himself with the history of the Maahreb and 
b ' 

listened to traditional Folkloric Berber and Arabic music (A:-\L 41-2). But "Toute 

cette somme de travail, de recherches et d'efforts pour en conclure que !'Algerie. 

c'est autre chose qu'un plat de couscous, deux disques, un liYre de geographic et de 

litterature. Je ne suis pas sur d'avoir la volonte de n1e representer de si tot a un 

nouveaux stage ... " (ANI, 42). But Omar is not sure why he should master 

Algerian 'culture'. Is it because he calls himself and other Beurs Arabs but not

identified or not accepted as 'authentic' by both Algerians and French, or is it 

because he thinks that he can overcome having 'le cul entre deux chaises' (ANL 

173) (between France and Algeria) if he acquires his supposed 'Algerian identity'? 

Or is just a form of escape from a cmnmonplace daily racism in France that makes 

one search for another 'space' where one can belong? StilL he insists on his strong 

affiliation with the Parisian suburbs where he was born and brought up. 

Being born in La Garenne-Colombes, a Parisian banlieue, Omar thinks it possible 

to clain1 French origins while filling in papers for his entry to Algeria. He is trying 

to play the innocent with his Algerian passport, but the officer in charge 

representing the official discourse of Algeria clearly links his nationality \\'ith his 

origins: "T'as un passport algerien, tes origines sont algeriennes. Que te sois ne a 
Paris, New York ou Moscou, c;a ne change rien!" (ANI, 12). For the officer, if one is 

Voltaic and is botn in Sweden, one would never have Swedish origins (ibid.). Thus, 

On1ar concludes that it is possible to be born in les Hauls-de-Seines and ha\·e 

Algerian origins, but if nationality is linked to passport, why are there two questions 

about nationality and origin? (ANI, 12). French discourse on the other hand does 

not consider nationality and origin as the same even though Republican discourse 

does not make that difference. Therefore, descendants of Maghrebi in1migrants 

with their French ID arc still percciYed as outsider in1migrants. 

Being caught between these two discourses. Omar claims to be happy to !~?aYe his 

'chez-moi' (.\lgeria) for his 'chez-moi' (France) (A~I. 20). Hh trip was a total 
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failure as he could not bear staying in Algeria for more than 18 days: "Au bout de 

dix-huit jours, j'ai craque. J'en pouvais plus ... Vide ... Plus rien dans les tripes ... J'ai 

capitule ... " (ANI, 67). In Algiers, he is easily accused of beina 'un inuni!:rre' \\·ho 
b b 

does not know his roots and his language: "Tous tares les gosses de l\1adame Ia 

France" (ANI, 15). He is expected by Algerians as well as by the French to know 

'Algeria'. Nelly and Francine ask hi1n to clarify certain misconceptions about 'his' 

country, Omar responds that he knows 'la banlieue Parisienne' more as his home as 

he is familiar with this discourse that tries to set for him a certain role: 

- Mais !'Algerie, c'est ton pays ... 
- Je ne l'ecoute pas. Je connais leur baratain ... Ton pays ... Tes 

racines ... Ton drapeau ... Ton pere ... Ta mere ... Tes freres ... Tes pois 
chiches ... La nostalgie ... J'en passe, et des meilleurs. (ANI, 73). 

Omar strongly resists being trapped in the role of a 'natiYe infom1ant' who can 

provide Francine with the key to the understanding of the Algerian patriarchal 

society not simply because his personal knowledge of Algeria is very limited, as he 

has been there only three times, but also because Francine's questions still consider 

Omar as an outsider to French society who can explain his 'native' Algerian culture, 

which he himself cannot understand. He is still perceived even by those two 'open

minded' French social workers as an Algerian inunigrant (ANI, 77. He is aware of 

the stereotypes constructed by the 'tiers-Inondistes', those interested in knowing the 

'Third World' like Nelly and Francine, and of their desire to impose 'lessons of 

civilisation' (ANI, 78). Nelly tells Omar that her friends have warned her to be 

careful of 'savage' Algerians as the wounds of the Algerian War haYe not yet healed, 

but she has discovered that: " ... les Arabes sont des gens formidables ... Ah! oui, de 

braves gens! Ils no us ont accueillies chez eux a bras ouverts. L'hospitalite, chez 

vous, ce n'est pas une legende" (ANI, 78). Nelly still addresses Omar as if he 

belongs to Algeria, as if he is still an inm1igrant in a temporary passage though 

On1ar states clearly that he is an ANI of France (ANI, 77). He has some nostalgia 

for the Algeria of his parents and even some ironic 'nationalism' when a 

disappointed tourist from Belgium attacked the :\ lgcrian 'Re\ olutions' (A:\ I, I 1 7 ). 

but Omar is a foreigner to Algeria like \:dly and Francine. Omar plays and then 
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disn1isses the roles assigned to him (because of his Algerian origins and French up

bringing) in order to surviYe the various expectations forced on him. 9 

As Cherif refuses immigration as a betrayal to Algeria, Fifier, like Omar and an 

ANI of France (a Beur) refuses to be an outsider immigrant in French society. He 

writes a song for his friend Larbi, "qui vit ce que Yivent chaque jour des millicrs 

d'ANI" in Parisian banlieues: 

II a pas bronze 
Sous le ciel d'Alger 
C'est pas un etranger 
Bien que sur ses papiers 
y ait ecrit "emigre" 
Comme tous les autres paumes 
Un jour qu'ont traverse 
La Mediterranee 

Fifier rejects immigration and foreignness as the point of reference in the history of 

the Beur who have not tnigrated from anywhere. France is the country they know: 

Depuis qu'il est marne 
II habite la zone 
Ducote de Nanterre 
Dans une cite d'enfer 
Mais il dit qu'il ain1e bien 
Y a tous ses copains 
Et pis la p'tite Sylvie 
Une fille qu'il ain1e aussi. 

Fifier seems to think that the rough life in the banlieue, the failing schooling system, 

delinquency, unemployn1ent, the refusal to 'be' slave labourers like their parents 
10 

are all factors that link the story of the Beurs in general. Fifier's song reflects the 

story of On1ar's young brother who has been locked in prison and who refused to do 

the same job as his father: "l'usine c'est la prison, le chantier c'est pour les 

9 For e\ampk to be a good Muslim. seep. 63, to be an Algerian nationalist, p. 117, etc. 
10 "Son Yicu-..: bossc a en cre\'er 

Sur un chantier, danger 
.\lors situ' CU\. I'faire marrcr 
Dis-lui d'aller trimer 
II L'St pas preneur 
y a trop de risques a l'usine 
Et p:1s asscz de frangines" (.\ 1'\ I. 1 ~~-9). 
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imn1igres ... " (ANL 81 ). Omar feels his brother's absence which makes him lonelY. 

lost and confused. (ANI, 82). 

The Parisian banlieue haunts the life of both Omar and Fifier with its ordinarY 'mal 

de vivre' such as the lack of social activities, poverty, unemployment and 'ordinary 

racistn' 
11

, but it remains the source of their inspiration and artistic creation, Omar 

and his fiction writing and Fifier with his musical talents. Their life is 'said' and 

'invented' as Omar, caught up in this web of histories, writes to inYent '' ... des pays. 

des histoires, des cauchemars, des reves, la vie et moi n1eme" but not in a totally 

dispirited way; it is coloured with humour and hope (ANI, 175). Omar resists 

opening up to his fellow passengers about his life and the painful memories of his 

childhood and adolescent life. He n1asks those experiences with humour and irony, 

which can be seen in the text as two strategies of survival. The only time we can 

hear his thoughts is when he agrees to be 'interrogated' by Nelly, the French social 

worker, who wants to know as part of a game whether he has encountered racism 

and whether he feels culturally affiliated to France or Algeria (ANI, 173). Nelly's 

questions are exactly what Omar is trying not to think about as they are haunting 

hin1 and they remain partly unanswered because he cannot find clear cut definitions. 

Thus, writing provides the tool for bringing all those tensions and contradictions to 

life in a way that will allow Omar to invent himself beyond binary oppositions and 

categorisation as he is heir to various histories and cultures. Omar uses humour and 

self-n1ockery in answering Nelly's questions, but underneath this humour is a set of 

issues and feelings that Omar prefers to address to himself as he thinks Nelly would 

not be able to understand then1. 

On1ar insists that there can be no single definition of racism as it is a plural 

phenon1enon that takes different shapes: "Facile d'opposer le Blanc ou Noir. facile 

d'opposer !'Oriental a !'Occidental. Facile d'opposer le Nord au Sud ... C'est memc 

ce que j'appellerais le racisme des pauvres gens honetes!" (A:\L 170). But stilL he 

cannot forget the stereotypes he faced when he was a child such as "lcs Arabes. ~a 

yolc ... ". or "Retoun1e dans ton bled. sale raton" though he has neYer been in his 

'bled' before and though he thinks of himself as 'garennois' as he was born in la 

( larenne Colombe in Paris (A'\ L 1 70-1 ). He also remembers when his relationship 
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with a French girl was cut short by her parents because he happened to be an Arab 

(ibid.). The stigma of his cultural origins has marked his life: "Il suffit de croiser 

les regards du bon petit peuple de larue pour deja les entendre m'accuser de tous ks 

maux" which has led to the commonplace n1urder of young people of Maghrebi 

origins (ANI, 1 72 ). 

As for the question of cultural affinity with France or Algeria. Omar thinks that: 

A voir le cul entre la France et l'Algerie, c'est avoir le cul mouille. et je ne 
supporte pas d'avoir les fesses mouillees. II y a longtemps que j'ai pige que 
pour etre bien dans sa peau et a l'aise dans ses babouches. fallait surtout pas 
choisir entre la France et !'Algerie ... D'ailleurs pourquoi choisir. puisque j'ai 
les deux ... Je ne veux etre hemiplegique. (ANI, 174). 

But he is still obsessed with questions of 'existentialisme' and still searching 

contradictorily for his 'arabite': "j'aimerais ne pas courir apres mon arabite con1me 

certains courent apres leur bifteck ... II y a pourtant des jours ou je la sens toute 

proche de moi. Elle me provoque, m'excite, 1n'effleure et me caresse. Alors, je tends 

une main docile et avenante. J'ai envie de l'enrober entre mes bras, la blottir tres fort 

contre Ina poi trine et lui baiser le front. J e veux l'apprivoiser [tame]. II m'arri vc 

meme de lui munnurer qu'elle n'a rien a craindre, que je veux etre son enfant, son 

mni, son an1ant, que je lui appartiens, qu'Ibn Khaldun ne me fait pas peur, je l'ai 

etudie ... Wallou!!!. .. Elle ne veut rien savoir: 'ANI tu es, ANI tu res teras' ... "(ANL 

187). 

Islam is not seen as a con1ponent of 'Arabite' for Omar as he shows his total 

disinterest in it and no attachment to it (ANI, 63). Omar even stresses that his 

generation of Beurs frequents all the spaces (nightclubs and discos) that what he 

calls 'les chants de n1osquees' (meaning ironically the Quran) condemn (A:\I. 27). 

He declares the difference between first generation immigrants and what he calls the 

ANI, their descendants in French society (ANI. 175). He considers his birth and up

bringing in the Parisian ban/icuc as a focal point in the fon11ation ofh1-; identity. but 

he is still confused about his search for his Arab origins. It is as if his idcntit:> is not 

complete without this \cizing' of hi-; 'Arabite'. In trying to avoid other-;' judgmental 

II Omar puts it as the ne\t dlH11 nei~hhour who "reL11t Ia guerrt' d'.-\Jgcrll' tou~ les ..,nir~ ~n ~ortant "l'" 

pouhdk~" (:\NI. 1_~1.)). 
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discourses on his identity, Omar sometimes falls into the trap of these limited 

discourses, which leave him unsure and confused. \\'hen he is in Algeria, he is seen 

as an imn1igrant who does not know his parents' language and culture and thus has 

sold his soul to France ('Fils de France'), but when he is in France. he is seen as an 

immigrant who could never 'integrate' into French society. 

4- Le The au harem d'Archi Ahmed (1983): 12 the alignment of the non-aligned 

C'est quai laji~ontiere? Ah! C'est ce marceau de papier, vous me rassure::! ~Hais si 
je pose le pied dessus, on ne le voit pas. Ah! que c'est bon un monde sans papier! 
Je suis la, vous etes la, dans le present. Vous pourriez etre moi. je pourrais etre 
vous. Demain d'autres seront !a a notre place. Nacer Kettane ( 1985, 171 ). 

Mehdi Charefs Le The au Harem d'Archi Ahmed is one of the most acclaimed early 

Beur novels. It is a narrative of 1narginalisation that transcends the rigid notion of 

ethnicity as the basis of alliance and extends to other clusters of identifications such 

as that of class and the dynamics of exclusion. The two main characters of the 

novel, Madjid and Pat are connected by a strong friendship that transcends their 

different etlmic background as Madjid is from Algerian origins and Pat is a 

'Franr;ais de souche'. Their comn1on working class background and their shared life 

in the HLM cite provide their strong bond of affiliation as they both (with the other 

young people of the cite) 'failed' their education and are unemployed. Madjid's 

group consists of youth fron1 various 'ethnicities', Bengston of Antillais' origin, 

Jmnes of Algerian extraction, Jean-Marc of French ancestry, Bibiche of Algerian 

descent and Anita of an Algerian father and French mother (The, 26). Charefs text 

translates Derrida's ( 1994) theory that non-androcentric and non-fratemalistic, that 

is non-patriotic or non-nationalist friendship is the basis of an ethical hospitality that 

denounces the figure of the 'deten11ined' brother or the brother of the blood and thus 

accepts the ineducible transcendence of the Other. Madjid. Pat and their friends are 

not bounded by the 'fictitious' and 'dreamt' condition of the 'genealogical bond' as 

their affiliation transcends the priYikgcs ofbirth or blood and thus offers hospitality 

to difference and Othen1css. 

12 .\hbre\'iated in the referL'l1l'L'~ as The. 
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More than any other Beur author, Charef's narratiYe focuses not only on the life of 

the immigrant parents and their descendants. but also on the life of their French 

working class neighbours with whom the space of the cite is shared and whose life 

is entangled in a web of difficult and sometimes dramatic social relations. For 

example, Madjid and his mother are usually called to rescue their next door family 

from the drunkard father, Mr. Levesque, who terrorises his \Yife and children almost 

every night. Malika, Madjid's mother interferes to help the beaten \\·ife amid the 

commonplace racist insults of Mr. Levesque (bougnoule. sale bicot ... ). Madjid is 

called to help when the drunkard cannot be controlled or when he is using kniYes 

and sharp objects to attack his wife (The, 18-9). Mr. LeYesque's racist Yiews about 

the Arabs are clear according to Madjid: "Pour lui, c'est les Arabes qui pissent dans 

l'ascenseur et degradent le batiment", which puts Madjid on the defensive 

confim1ing that "Les Arabes ne sont pas des chiens ... " (The, 12). Similar to Mr. 

Levesque is Mr. Pelletier with his German dog with which he scares all the 

residents of the cite. For Madjid, it seems easier for Mr. Pelletier to scare the others 

"en restant cloitre chez soi avec un berger allemand a ses pieds que de sortir au

devant des gens pour se comprendre et les comprendre." (The, 23). Fear and 

insecurity are compensated for by fierce dogs or guns to fight the youths of the cite 

seen as delinquents and out of control (The, 24). Charef represents the issue as a 

generational problen1 between the young and their parents: "comme dit Pat, un jour 

ce sera la guerre entre les parents et les jeunes de la cite, une guerre a mort. Le 

cauchemar." If racism is widespread among the older generation in their hatred not 

only of the young Franco-Maghrebians, but also of the 'white' youth of the cite, the 

young generation, Madjid's group of friends. is united by a strong friendship that 

transcends their 'racial', ethnic or religious affiliations (The, 26 ). The war eYentually 

takes place at the end after a series of confrontations. Madjid and his friends are 

heaYily drunk when a gas bon1b explodes in the cellar of the building where they are 

squatting. A group of 'white' middle-aged male residents full of hatred. sa\ agely 

attack the youths causing them in1111ense physical damage, but the youths do not 

giYe in as they burn all their cars in the cilL~ car park the same night. The cellar of 

the building is the only place where they can find some peace and \\·an11th. where 

theY can find relief under the effects of drugs and esL·ape from unemployment. 

despair. and /c h(;/on: "Silence et repos. d un peu de chaleur humaine. comme 
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quand on s'endort fatiguee d'une joun1ee trop remplie" (The. 144 ). In many other 

Beur texts, especially those of Tassidit Imtnache, the youths use the cellar of the 

beton as a place where they can escape le mal de vivre and create their own space. 

In Le The, France's policies of inclusion/exclusion are exposed \Yith all their 

contradictions and discrepancies. Discrimination at work because of skin colour or 

ethnicity is clearly the case with all those not perceived as 'Fran9ais de souche' 

though they are French nationals. If the French from North African oricrins are b 

already stigmatised because their Arabic names 'betray' their origins, Les Antillais 

(West Indian origins), with French names are asked to send a photograph when 

applying for jobs to 1nake sure that they are 'white' before granting them the job 

(The, 93). "Les Antillais, c'est des Fran9ais pourtant. Mais a part entiere seulement 

pour voter", Bengston, Madjid's friend of West Indian descent, understands this 

issue and thus he only frequents 'des fils d'Arabes' as he aligns himself with their 

exclusion; he criticises politicians of West Indian extraction who sell then1selves: 

"Meme si certains politiciens antillais sont des vendus, les Antilles ne sont pas a 
vendre" (The, 94). Class and 'race' are the two bases of discrimination in Charefs 

text, as both further stress young people's alienation from a sense of belonging to 

France, their 'unhomely hmneland'. 

The cite de banlieue and its residents are located at the periphery of French society. 

Josette, a young single tnother struggles to survive after she has been made 

redundant in a factory and is unable to find a job anywhere (The, 47). Malika, 

Madjid's mother, supports her as a good friend and makes her feel a member of the 

fan1ily, but Josette is too desperate to cope with not being able to support herself 

and her son (The, 66-7-8). It is Malika who passionately saves her life on Ne\\' 

Year's eve when Josette decides to throw herself from the balcony of her flat (The. 

163-4-5-6). Madjid's n1other. Malika overworks so as to be able to support her 

children after her husband is mentally disabled in a work accident. Her friendship 

\\·ith Josette is also an example of their compassionate bond based on their common 

struggle to survive. Solange. an alcoholic young mother. is another e:\ampk of 

human misery in the ci!c.:. She gives herself over to prostitution as her husband has 

been locked up in prison for a long time (The. 71-2). t\ladjid and Pat take her to the 

bidonville of Gcnnc\ illicrs where single immigrant men of Portuguese. Spanish and 
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~orth African origin liYe: "ils vivent la conune des betes~ a l'ecart de Ia Yille. entre 

les travaux de l'autoroute~ la voie du chemin de fer et le port de Genne\ illiers. dans 

ce champ de travail entoure d'un haut grillage" (The. 77). l\1adjid and Pat use 

Solage to exploit the sexual frustration and n1isery of immigrant workers (The. 79 ). 

Charef manages to draw a cmnic scene from this miserable situation (So lange 

moving between the cabins of workers selling her body and Madj id and Pat 

negotiating the price) with his ironical style that laughs at human misery (The. 78-9-

80). 

Madjid and his best friend Pat both failed their schooling, Pat is even illiterate. It is 

in the "college d'enseignement technique", "l'universite du fils-du-pauvre-qui-n'a

pas-eu-de-chance" that Madjid and Pat become friends (The, 51). The class (c/asse 

de rattrapage) that is set to help him and other children at the Fleurs school is more 

of a humiliation for those who are the outcasts of society: "fils d'alcoolos~ de 

malades, de putes, de Gitans, d'immigres ... ", future residents of the prison of 

'Fleury-Merogis' (The, 1 00). Each time a child has a problem in following his/her 

class, the director of the school sends him or her to Mr. Raffin, an alcoholic teacher. 

who abuses the children both mentally and physically (The, 101 ). After his father's 

fatal work accident, Madjid joins the 'catching up' class where he and his friends 

witness the slow death not only of their alcoholic teacher who cannot punish them 

anyn1ore, but also of their own chances to break out of the vicious cycle of failure in 

which they are trapped (The, 1 02). 

Mehdi Charef directs his criticism towards the idea that schools provide the tools 

for integration for children from deprived ethnic backgrounds. The exclusion in 

schools of certain groups (especially the children of North African i1nn1igrants) is 

directly linked to their socio-econon1ic deprivation (the idea here is that 

discritninatory practices based on ethnic origins deeply affect fon11s of social 

mobility). In fact, rather than looking at the school system as if it were in crisis. one 

has to look at it from the point of view of the school's changing function in 

producing different forms of inequalities that did not exist before. If the school 

svstem is seen as a way of reinforcing the belief in the ·neutrality' and unifom1ity of 

values in the public sphere. this means that the notion of 'difference' has no place 

within it and even if a cerLlin ·openness' to cultural difference is allowed. it should 
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not threaten the 'national identity of the French culture· (House 1995. ~9). The 

crucial question is how this limited cultural 'openness' can allow for integration 

without raising the issue of Frer .:~-1 'identity'. Mehdi Charef makes this idea 

problematic in the title of the novel itself "le the au harem d'Archi Ahmed", an 

expression that Balou, a student of Tunisian parentage in the classe de rattrapage 

has formulated as a translation of the theory of Archimedes in 1nathematics. The 

expression is double edged, on the one hand, Balou, bored and exasperated, 

ironically changes the theory of the Greek mathematician Archimedes to having tea 

in the harem of a certain Archi 13 Ahmed, a clear cultural reference to North Africa. 

But on the other hand, Balou refers to the hare1n, one of the most stereotyped 

aspects of North African culture in French imaginary as it has been usually linked 

with the sexy bodies of beautiful women kept for the sexual enjoyment of men. 

Balou's emphasis on the 1nost controversial aspects of the North African culture can 

be seen either as his own way of articulating this silenced culture in school, or an 

emphasis on cultural differences as exoticised by the host society, in the sense that 

Balou, like most Beurs, is on the receiving end of the French orientalist discourse on 

the wmnen of North Africa, a discourse that he unconsciously perpetuates. But such 

a stark and humorous reference to the North African harem in the title of the novel 

can also be Charef's strategy to attract 1nore French readers who may be attracted to 

the exotic title of the novel. 

The friendship that ties Madjid and Pat transcends all the boundaries of origin and 

belonging as both adolescents challenge the prejudice of race and class in way that 

keeps then1 united: "Ils rient en se tapant dans la main. La tape de l'amitie. Unis 

pour le meilleur et pour le pire" (The, 60). The two adolescents manage to laugh 

about all the n1iseries taking place in the cite, such as Pat's father's escape with a 

young girl leaving them on their own, suicides in the cite, violence and police's 

raids. Their escapades in 'Paris' consist of enjoying their life as posh Parisians able 

to consume and spend; they use stolen money to get into smart clubs and to sleep 

\vith expensive prostitutes. It is their own way of avenging the 'Paris' that they do 

not belong to and its consumerist society. Finally. l\1adjid loses his appetite for the 

city as he discoveres with great shock that Pat's pretty sister. who is completely 

tenified when she sees him. is a prostitute. l\ ladjid cannot tell Pat about it as he is 

D .\ title of a go\ anor or a man ,)r authority and po'' er. 
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totally disheartened to the extent of giYing in to despair. He humorously used to 

tease Pat's sister that she could use her beautiful body to be rich; he did not kno\Y it 

would turn out to be true. Poverty has pushed Pat's sister to prostitution; she tries to 

help her single mother to cope with the family expenses. The influence of this 

incident on Madjid's psychology is immense. The san1e night, all his friends. 

including Pat, escape fron1 the police, who chase them because of the stolen car they 

are riding in, but Madjid does not want to escape; he is emotionally and physically 

too tired and too disgusted (The, 184 ). Pat does not giYe up on his friend as he is 

aware of his strange state but cannot understand it, he waits for the police to tell 

them that he is with Madjid and both friends are taken to the police station where 

they will start their prison sentence (The, 184-5). 

Identification and recognition through the possessiOn of 'papers' is part of the 

French police syste1n of classifying those 'with' or 'without' papers, a policy mostly 

directed to those who are 'basanes' (tanned). Mehdi Charef ironically plays on this 

system of surveillance and exclusion in his text where adolescents find themselves 

confronted with the 1nonstrous 'carte d'identite' as the one that detennines their 

status and place within society: "dis moi qui tu es = tes papiers" (Laronde 1993. 

113). In one of the frequent police raids of the cite les Flew·s, the policemen are 

conducting 'ID checks' on the young people of the banlieue when Pat refuses to 

show his papers telling the policeman that: "-Je suis franc;:ais, moi. Je suis dans mon 

pays. Tu n1e prends pour un Arabe, ou quoi?'' (The, 140). Pat ironically links ID 

checks with being 'foreign', that is, being an Arab. 

If Pat exploits the police's racis1n for his own use, Madjid, like Beni in Beni ozl le 

Paradis Priw!. plays with racist stereotypes and throws them back into the face of 

their clain1ants in an incident that involved pick-pocketing in the metro (se fain.> un 

mL;tro is their own way of n1aking n1oney: " ... quand on est chomeur et pas aide, on 

ne regarde pas aux moyens de se payer un sandwich et un paquet de cigarettes.") 

(The. 1 04). Madjid and Pat target a n1iddle-aged "white'" couple in the train. Madjid 

manages to steal the man's wallet and pass it discretely to Pat \\ ho quickly 

disappears from the sight of the couple whereas l\1adjid remains seated in front of 

them (The. 1 05). \\'hen the man discoYers the loss of his wallet he immediately 

looks at 1\ ladjid sitting in front of him: "il le de\ isage de haut en bas et sans '--=' 
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gener: un Arabe!" (The, 106 ). The man takes Madjid by the neck and asks him for 

his wallet, the latter pretends to be completely innocent and accuses the man of 

being mad: "De quel droit, hein? Je m'en fous, moi, de ton larfeuille. Mais <;a y est: 

ils voient un Arabe, c'est un voleur!" (The, 1 07). After searching Madjid 

meticulously, the man finds himself in an embarrassing situation which giYcs 

Madjid ample chance to tum the situation around and accuse the man of holding 

racist views against the Arabs (The, 1 07). Madjid and Pat know well that Pat can 

get away with the wallet, as no body will suspect him of theft and that the usual 

suspect will be Madjid because he looks physically like an 'Arab'. Madjid uses his 

body to trap those willing to think and act according to the stereotypical idea of the 

'ethnic other' as delinquent. As a result, we are faced with an ironical situation 

where Madjid is guilty of an act of theft, but at the same time the victim of a 

stereotype that accuses him and all members of his cmnn1unity of being thieves. 

Madjid reappropriates this stereotype (that links being 'Arab' with 'thief) and 

complains in the name of all Arabs though one clearly notices that his supposed 

identity as an 'Arab' has nothing to do with the theft (Rosello 1998a, 58). In other 

words, Madj id steals both the wallet and the stereotype. Moreover, in this iteration 

of stereotypes in Charefs text, the character of Madj id and Pat are not portrayed so 

as to be judged on the basis of the criteria that would 'normally' be used to 

distinguish between "delinquent and honest social actors, between supposedly non

ethnic, non-imn1igrant 'Fran<;ais de souche' and second-generation immigrants" 

(ibid., 49), since the boundaries between the two are deconstructed. Pat's invisible 

presence in the scene of the crime in which he participates makes him a spectator to 

both acts: the act of theft and that of the racist behaviour of a fellow 'white' 

passenger. Mireille Rosello suggests that Pat's presence offers the reader "the space 

of a nonessentialist identification process, and his name crystallises the possibility 

of escaping the binary opposition between whiteness and etlmicity" (ibid., 59). 

Therefore, Charef in1plicitly rejects the idea of linking cultural or 'ethnic' identity as 

an explanation to delinquency, rather he problematises the issue and opens it up to 

other din1ensions of class, poverty and marginalisation of the young people of the 

hanlicue. However, despite the fact that Madjid and Pat clearly function in a 

stereotypical environment that proteds Pat and victimises l\1adjid. the latter ne\ cr 

seems to suffer from 'inten1alised racial prejudice'. since he is not interested in 

convincing the French man that Arabs arc not thic\\.':-; and since it sc~._'ms that the 
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language of the stereotypes is completely familiar to him (ibid.). But this depiction 

of the young people of the banlieue as delinquents is i1nportant, as Rosello argues. 

to show how stereotypes are repeated in Beur texts, and "what tactic they choose to 

repeat them while undermining their ideological implications about who is in and 

who is out, who is rich and who is poor, who owns and who steals" (ibid., 4 7). 

Madjid uses stereotypical images while stealing their power. His character suggests 

that it is not merely the 'ethnic Other' who must protect him/herself against 

stereotypes. But it is the case, as Rosello maintains, of becmning aware "of the 

perverse dynamic that puts each potential victi1n of ethnic stereotypes in a complex 

position. Both can suffer from the intemalising of stereotypes and use then1 as if 

they were a perfectly mastered foreign language. The principle is to have the last 

laugh, to remain one step ahead in the game of hide-and-seek where identity can no 

longer be guaranteed to rhyme and power" (ibid., 61 ). 

However, Madjid's 'Arabite' surfaces in situations where he is reminded of his 

outsideness. He does not see himself as an Arab or French, but as someone in

between histories and cultures. This impels hin1 to create and invent his own 

history, his own origins and alliances as he feels the lack of belonging to a specific 

fixed nationality: 

Elle [sa mere] quitte la chambre et Madjid se rallonge sur son lit, convaincu 
qu'il n'est arabe ni francais depuis bien longtemps. 11 est fils d'in1migres, 
paume entre deux cultures, deux histoires, deux langues, deux couleurs de 
peau, ni blanc ni noir, a s'inventer ses propres racines, ses attaches, se les 
fabriquer. (The, 17). 

His 1nother keeps reminding hin1 of the threat of loss of origins (which for her 

con1es from Algeria and not France) if he does not do his military service in Algeria 

as he will have no papers, no roots, no land: "Tu veux pas aller au serYice militaire 

conu11e tes copains, ils te feront jan1ais tes papiers. Tu seras perdu, et moi aussi. Tu 

n'auras plus le droit d'aller en Algerie, sinon ils te foutront en prison. C'est ce que Ya 

t'arriYer! T'auras plus de pays, t'auras plus de racines. Perdu, tu seras perdu" (The, 

17). Howc\'er, Madjid's attachn1ent to France is stronger than that to Algeria. a 

country he barely knows. He tells his n1other that if they had not migrated. he 

would not haYe been 'lost'. Madjid feels the pain of his mother who \\ orks hard to 

support his family after his father's accident. but she docs not understand his 

frustration at not being able to find a job to help her: his conqant attempt to get a 
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job always fails as he is faced with the fact that he has no qualifications and no 

experience (The, 150 ). He pretends not to understand his mother's broken French, a 

tactic used to provoke her anger as he cannot understand her \\·hen she speaks 

Arabic. She threatens to alert the Algerian consulate so that they will take Madjid to 

do his military service in Algeria as that is the only way she belie\ es her son can 

learn about 'his' country and language (The, 17). EYen though Madjid's life in 

France is miserable, he refuses like n1ost Beurs to paint a miserable picture for 

himself as he still holds some hope for his future: "Pour l'instant il attend ... il attend. 

I1 ne veut plus pas y penser, il ne supporte pas l'angoisse" (The. 17). Madjid 

refuses to align himself with his mother's Algeria whose language he does not eYen 

know or with the France of ID checks, his alignment with his group of friends from 

the cite interrupts the idea of genealogy and geography as the basis for belonging to 

France as they all come from different origins but are linked by a strong friendship 

that does not align itself with nationality or 'race'. 

The exclusion of the young French from Maghrebi origins in French society takes 

various forms (immigration laws have already situated their parents as outsiders). 

For the younger generation, exclusion is institutionalised by the legal system that 

sets the difference between the French and the Maghrebis, so young people of 

Maghrebi descent have to choose their nationality at the age of 18. Article 23 of 

1973 registers this difference even an1ong younger generation themselves, as those 

born in France before 1963 have the choice between the two nationalities before the 

age of 18, but they will be autmnatically Maghrebians if they do not choose, 

whereas the others born after 1963 become French. Thus, in the san1e family, some 

could be Maghrebians and some French with different access to national rights 

(Laronde 1993, 111-2). However, the exercise of political rights has not, hmve\ er. 

proved a guarantee against social exclusion, as the history of the banlieues (poor 

suburbs) has den1onstrated. The analysis of the issue of integration in France has to 

go beyond that of nationality criteria, as most of the children born in France from 

foreign parents are granted French nationality (that is. possessing nationalit) does 

not mean being "integrated"). 

The young Franco-l\1aghrebians arc still named "young people of immigrant 

origin". a denomination that stresses in a passiYc Yoicc the link with a faccl~?s:--
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immigration process of and ignores filial continuity. denying these young people 

any identification with any possible ancestors (though the idea of successi\ e 

generations is there). Moreover, it defines the descendants of a disrupted genealogy 

by transplantation, as if they are deprived of parents of flesh and blood. only 

stemming from a process (Souilamas Guenif 2000, 43 ). The residency card giYen to 

"foreigners" proves this non-lieu or non-space or extra-territoriality as it must 

indicate at the back the date of entry to the country; thus, the children born in 

France of foreign parents discover that their date of entry to the national territory is 

the date of their birth and thus their mother had giYen them birth in national space 

from which she was excluded (ibid.). This indicates the disrupting of genealogy 

and familial inti1nacy and thus the risk of having no past apart frmn that of the "terre 

d'accueil" (France). These young people are pushed to integration (to be "un etre 

franc;ais") confronting the possibility of abandoning, transforming or assimilating 

their own family life. The descendants are left with an empty memory and 

confronted with the monstrous immigration process as their origin, which features 

their extraterritoriality and thus "to be in France without really being" or like their 

parents, to be the Other of France but to ren1ain without a face so as to be 

controlled. 

The French system ignores the recognition of conununities because it stands against 

its n1odel of assimilation. However, eYen if communities are recognised in France, 

and even if their children are French nationals, they still suffer from discrimination 

in housing and schooling, en1ployn1ent, involvement in political and public life and 

thus exclusion and the n1ost outstanding example is that of the French Muslims or 

the harkis. 
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5- Le harki de Meriem (1989)14 and the fate of "the French :\luslims·~ 

The fate of the harkis or the so called 'French Muslin1s' is not different from that of 

the North African immigrants. Even though they were granted French nationality 

when they were all exiled to France in 1962, they were extremely marginalised as 

second-class citizens at the periphery of French society. Mehdi Charefs second 

novel le harki de Meriem brilliantly describes the fate of this foraotten conu11unitY 
b -

in France through the history of Azzedine, a harki whose life has been strong] y 

affected by the letter H or harki since the Algerian delegation printed it on the door 

of his house when he refused to donate money to them, a letter that marks him as a 

traitor in Algeria. Even though he has defied this rejection of the Algerian 

community and worked hard to improve his lot in France as a 'French Muslim' amid 

all the difficulties and daily commonplace racism, his children are still perceived as 

outsiders by the French, no different from the descendants of other immigrants in 

France. 

Charefs text clearly demonstrates the limitations of the exclusiveness of French 

concepts of equality and citizenship, since the harkis have been deprived of their 

basic de facto rights as French citizens and since they have been treated like any 

other econmnic immigrants. Derrida's (1994, 338-9) concept of democracy-to-come 

suggests another condition of the political that would free the interpretation of the 

concept of equality fron1 its phallogocentric schema of fraternity which has 

dominated the W esten1 democracies. The concept of fraternisation has played an 

in1portant role in the history of the forn1ation of politcal discourse in France, but it is 

n1arked --as Derrida demonstrates in Politiques de l'Amitie (1994)-- by the 

prescription of the 'androcentric' ethnic. The hospitality offered to the harki 

conm1unity in France reveals that the tradition of French democracy is not open to 

the non-fraternal, since they have suffered from racism, exclusion and the 

n1onstrosity of eten1al exile and displacen1ent as 'French Muslims' or Muslim 

soldiers ofthe French Empire. 

Le harki de .\feriem starts with the murder in 1989 of Azzedine's son, Selim, by a 

group of e:\treme right \nng thugs in the tO\\·n of Rheims. Unlike Ch~1refs 

14 .\bhreYiatL'O hereafter a~ hark 1. 
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protagonist in Le the au harem d'Archi Ahmed, Madjid \\'ho represents a generation 

of Beurs lost in th( ; -:-1' nee and delinquency of the banlieue. Selin1 in Le harki de 

Meriem is an exa' 1 ~"' 1c of a successful 22 year-old uniYersity student of law whose 

future seems to be very pron1ising. Selim strongly feels his bonds \\·ith France. the 

only place where he 'belongs': "Il n'etait pas d'ailleurs et se sentait pas d'ailleurs. 

Selim n'imaginait pas d'issue de secours, ville ou pays de retour. 11 etait de Reims. 

de France, depuis la clinique Saint Charles ou il etait ne" (harki, 26). Selim thinks 

of France and the town of Rhin1s as his 'homeland' where he has excelled in his 

studies and where he has become a champion boxer. However, he understands his 

parents' link with Algeria while thinking of a sentence in Idriss Chraibi's Les Boucs: 

"Ils ont laisse leur arne de l'autre cote de la Mediterranee" (harki. 29). 

Selim is brutally murdered on the night of his 22nd birthday because. according to 

his racist murderers, he has not the 'modesty' to remain "crouille 15 et fils de crouille" 

as his papers prove him to be a French national: "T'as vu la tete que t'as? Ret1echis 

bien! .... Tune peux pas etre franc;ais avec la gueule que t'as!" (harki, 30-31-32). For 

the racist murderers, to be French, one must biologically or "racially" belong to 

France: "Si par malheur tu as une carte d'identite francaise on te fait la peau, on veut 

pas de basanes dans les memes registres que nous, Bicot tu es, Bicot tu resteras" 

(harki, 3). Selim's rejection is based on his physical difference (and eventually 

cultural one) as his non-'white' face ('basane') says the opposite of his papers: he 

will always be seen as a foreigner on French soil. 

A double rejection of Selim's corpse cmnes this time from the Algerian authorities 

who strongly refuse to accept his body to be buried on Algerian soil, as he is the son 

of a harki. the abon1inable traitor of the Algerian Revolution. It is Saliha, Selim's 

sister, who takes charge of accompanying the body to Algeria. At Tlen1cen airport. 

Saliha undergoes all fon11s of mental and physical harassment at the hands of 

custom officers and police guards. Called by the chief custom officer
16 

as "La fille 

de pute d'enculee de sa mere" and "Fille de chien pourri. tu le poses la ton cui nique 

15 Crouille or crouillat is peJorati\'e racist term referring to North .\fricans in France 
In 1 k himself claims to be from a certain Ben-Essedik family. which must take rewnge on .\u~dine . 
..:;;tliha's father as he carried out the order to ancst Antar Ben-Esst?dik. an inlluentialmember of the 
resistance. This suggests the cffl'L'ts l,fthe unfinished business ofthe harkis' imohement in the war 

(harki. -+~. 106--:-~-ll). 
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par un romni ... ", 'Bent harki' 17
. Saliha is made to feel ashamed of herself and some 

people at the airport look at her 'comn1e une h~preuse' (harki, 36-7-:·q. The chief 

custmn officer tells people how Saliha's brother is killed bv racist French thuas and 
- b 

how "son harki d' enfoiree de pere veut l'enterrer ici" as if Algeria has no memory to 

remember those who have betrayed it: "Tu baises !'Algerie et quand tu en as besoin 

tu reviens, tu t'en sers comme side rien n'etait? Ni vu ni connu, hein?" (harki. 38-9). 

He confinns to Saliha that Algeria will not forget and that "tous ceux qui ont essaye 

de la baiser sont marques d'une encre de sang dans notre histoire", so the harkis will 

pay by their eternal exile and if they have chosen France oYer Algeria, France is 

paying them back by sending their children dead corpses (harki, 41 ). 

Azzedine, like the other harkis, is quick to believe his superior's speech when he is 

first recruited that " ... la France ne vous laissera pas tomber, l'am1ee fran<;:aise est 

desormais votre mere, elle vous couvrira." (harki, 162). But afterwards, even 

Masson (their captain) is sorry to have led then1 to an ideal that cannot be theirs 

(ibid.). Though they were given French nationality, the harkis have been treated 

with contempt like other North African immigrants 18
; they have the same problems 

of housing, education and en1ployment. They also have to cope with the historical 

burden of being seen as traitors by the Algerian community and the total 

indifference of the French (for whom "on a }'impression qu'il ne s'est rien passe" as 

one harki puts it) (harki, 167). 

In a n1asterful ironical style, Charef describes the fate of these "nouveaux Fran<;:ais". 

whose history of exclusion in French society is silenced as it is a cause of 

en1barrassment and shmne. The loss and suffering of the harki community in France 

has included a sense of loss of belonging to Algeria, a loss of faith in France and 

daily confrontation with the monstrosity of exile. They are lodged in the poorest 

areas; they have to accept jobs that even the imn1igrants would refuse and many of 

then1, especially those \:vho cannot bring their fan1ilies with them, "se laissaicnt 

perir" in alcohol, despair and suicide: 

On recontrait pas mal dans la centre d'Aix, trainant la s:.n ate et la main 
tendue. Le plus connu etait Ould-el-Hady. Celui hi. quand un passant lui 

17 B..-nt harki in ,\rabir m..-ans the daughter of a harki. 
1~< One harki puts it this\\ ay: "Tout L'a pour rien .... Toutes scs annees perdues pour que l'on nous 
ronsidl're commL' des immigres~ Pourunt memc eLl'~. Ies francais. dtsL'llt que nous sommes li .111cais'" 

(harki, J()~). 
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refusait la thune, il lui chantait Ia .\far5;eillaise, au garde-a-Yous. D'autrc-;;. 
cartes d'identite Francaise epinglee au revers de la Yeste, se retrouvaient a la 
soupe populaire. (harki, 170-1-2). 

The majority of these 'nouveaux Fran<;ais', "ne saYaient pas ou se donner la tete" as 

they felt disoriented as 'French Muslims'. Some insist on clinging to their religious 

identity in order not to perish like the harki leader Si Hmnza, and some are \\·orried 

about the idea that their cultural differences will create further rejection in French 

society like harki Boufledja who wants to end all ties with Algeria, e\·en religious 

ones (harki, 172). They suffer from discrimination at work and housing like any 

other 'foreigners'. Harki Djelloul, an experienced ambulance driYer, is refused the 

job because of his 'face' which is not 'white' like his French identity card; he attacks 

the racist French officer and takes refuge in his room where, surrounded by the 

police and the leader of the harki conununity Si Hamza19
, he expresses the feelings 

of many harkis: "Moi j'ai fait la guerre pour lui et pour les autres et il m'a ignore 

comme si j'etais rien!", " ... nous avons cru ala victoire beaucoup plus qu'eux!", or 

"on s'est donne a eux et ils veulent rien nous donner. .. " (harki, 176). Djelloul ends 

up shooting hi1nself in the heart and not the head as he is not ashamed of his face: 

" ... Pas au visage. J'en ai pas honte, de rna tete" (harki, 177). Unlike the immigrants, 

the harkis have no choice in returning to Algeria, as France constitutes their only 

possible 'home' and their relationship with their families back home are severed 

(because of fear of reprisals); so the children remain the only hope for a better 

future in their new host country (harki, 197). 

Azzedine decides with his wife Meriem to leave his life outside the ghetto of the 

banlieue d'Aix set for the harkis. He n1anages after a long and difficult journey to 

secure a good job for hin1self and a good life for his two children Selim and Saliha, 

both very successful in their schooling (harki, 200). Azzedine and Meriem are 'cry 

proud of their son Selin1 who has \von the first prize of 'le concours general de 

fran<;ais' and so is the whole harki cmnmunity in France: the representative of the 

minister celebrates this 'new generation': "Dorenavant, nous devons compter avec 

19 Si Hamza is represented in Charefs text as the heart of the harki community. the one who \\ anh 
the harkis to prove that they are not a 'lost generation'. He has given up his lit~ to run around social 
services offices in order to improve the life of his community and he also insists on estJhlishing a 
small Quranic school for the harkis' children ll1 teach them "ks moeurs et rites qui donnent ~a 
dignitt~" (harki, 195). His last duty before he died is to cha-.;e out a group of ntreme nght wmg 
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cette nouvelle et ambitieuse generation qui apportera un elan de fraicheur et de 

vitalite a nos vieilles habitudes" (harki, 201 ). Hm\·e\ er. Selim is murdered in a 

racist attack simply because his murderers reject his 'Frenchness' with his 'yisage 

basane' (harki, 30-1 ). Azzedine's and Meriem's hopes after more than twenty years 

of exile are shattered and France has betrayed them a second time. Postcolonial 

France is still haunted by colonial violence and still marked by the exclusion of the 

colonial system whose traces have never disappeared from the metropolis. 

However, Azzedine still believes in his grandchildren's laughter: his hope for the 

future " ... est plus puissant que n'importe quel fuse braque derriere une fenetre, plus 

fort que n'importe qu'il couteau brandi dans la nuit" (harki, 211 ). 

The French government's silent attitude towards the harkis has slightly changed 

recently when for the first time in French history the French Republic reYised its 

total exploitation of the 200,000 Algerian Muslim men (harkis) by 'recognising' 

their 'sacrifices' towards France. On the 251
h of September 2001, President Chirac, 

Prime Minister Jospin and Defence Minister Alain Richard conducted a ceremony 

in the courtyard of Les Invalides in honour of those to whom "France has not given 

the place they were due" and whose "wounds remain sore" in President Chirac's 

words, as the harki comn1unity in France is today one of the most deprived, 

stign1atised, and excluded communities.20 Even though the recognition came very 

late, it was seen as a step forward by the harkis and their descendants whose French 

citizenship has not guaranteed their inclusion in French society. 

The citizen in the French model is n1ore an abstract presence rather than a real one. 

This con1es as a result of the established binary opposition between the universal 

and the particular, the individual and the con1munity, the public and the private, the 

secular and the religious, civilisation and barbarity, etc. The construction of the 

space of citizenship was purified of all forms of social divisions to achien~ a 'pure, 

abstract, free- floating and a historical don1ain' which can be seen as the ultimate 

aim of humanity (Silven11an 1995, 256). However, in reality. the space of 

citizenship set up an opposition betv,reen the centre (France) and the periphery 

l colonised lands) in the sense of projecting 'particularist' differences onto others. 

supporters\\ hu come to sdtk in the cit~ to llll)bilisc anger and despair for their own purplhl'S (harki. 

I 9<,). th 
2° For nwrc details about thL' Cl'l"L'I110ny. SL'e The Guardian. 26 Sl·ptember 2001. 1-L 
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who were labelled 'subjects' instead of 'citizens' or sometimes 'natiYes · (usually 

described in terms of their 'different' physical features) instead of French nationals 

(Silverman 1995, 256-7). It is this colonialist perception of citizenship that still 

dominates the French context today, and its claim to be based on political and legal 

criteria rather than an ethnocultural one seems to have failed in certain comn1unities. 

Young Beurs are confronted with the difficulties of haYing a full de facto right as 

French citizens as they are faced with complete rejection because of their ethnic 

origins or the colour of their skin. Therefore, when they interiorise the fact that 

sometimes even successful schooling can not guarantee their success in society and 

that "pour etre embauche, c'est la tete qui con1pte et la consonance de nom!" it 

becomes impossible to trust the discourse of 'integration' (Begag and Chaouite 

1991, 108). 

The history of France and Algeria and its impact on the life of the two countries at 

the present moment is crucial as Derrida (1997a, 125) puts it: "!'Algerie et la France, 

sont encore vives et en verite encore a venir" in the sense that the two countries 

1nust confront the ghosts of the past. In colonial Algeria, the history of the 

foreigner, citizenship, and the way borders were set to separate first and second 

class citizens dating back to 1830 until today provided the grounds for 

understanding the con1plexities of the present moment. Derrida considers this 

history as being n1arked "d'une complexite, d'une n1obilite, d'un enchevetrement 

dont il n'y a pas [ ... ],a rna connaissance, d'autre exemple au monde et ou cours de 

l'histoire de l'humanite" (ibid.). At the beginning of colonisation
21 

and till the 

Second World War, Algerian Muslims were called 'French nationals' and not 

'French citizens' which meant that they could be citizens without being seen as total 

foreigners. In 1865 (while the inhabitants of 'the French possessions in North 

Africa' as the countries \Vere officially called, remained subject to religious lavd. the 

natives gained legally the status of French person without the citizenship. which 

meant that they could apply for ciYil servants' jobs as a French person without 

French citizenship and then could apply for citizenship if under certain conditions 

and with the agreement of a judge they abandoned their 'particular po~ition' (Derrida 

1997a. 125). Indigenous Jews had fa~ter access to French citizenship because of the 

Crcmieu:x decree of October 1 ~no. but thi~ was abolished by the \'ich\ regm1c 

~ 1 Fnr more ddails. SCL' Louis-.\ugustin Barriere (I 995. 29-30). 
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without any demand on the part of the Gennans who occupied only a part of France. 

After World War I and after the death of many Algerians in the war at the front, a 

law was issued (February 1919) to grant French citizenship to Algerian ~1uslims 

without the intervention of the judiciary of the state, but it was a total failure 

because Muslims resisted a citizenship that meant renouncing their personal status 

or their own culture. However, after World War II, some changes took place 

because of the participation of Algerians in defending France and thus on March 

1944, a ruling offered both citizenship and equality to all French citizens of Algeria 

with no distinction of origin, race, language and religion, with the rights and 

obligations allowed for by the preamble and Article 81 of the constitution (ibid., 

127). However, distinctions were still n1ade between two colleges of electors 

(which was one of the causes of the Algerian Revolution): the first were non

Muslims and certain Muslims (such as diplomats, or those who had served in the 

an11y) and the rest of the population took the second position. This hierarchy 

remained until the Algerian War. In France, however, and since Algerian 

Independence, "these 'complications' continued right up to the moment of the so 

called Pasqua laws and the 'standardisation' that now subjects Algerians to the same 

conditions as other foreigners con1ing to France. "22 

Conclusion 

Begag's, Charefs and Tadjer's texts, like many other Beur texts, question the way 

cultural confom1ity and 'blood affiliation' are set as a necessary condition for 

granting citizenship rights or belonging to the 'French nation'. This process of 

'nationalisation' of the French state clearly links obtaining full citizenship rights 

with 'acculturation', which means that con1munities should be changed or 

transfon11ed to belong to France. 

Gerard Noiriel ( 1991) identifies this process of exclusion of certain French nationals 

fron1 equal rights as a forn1 of the 'tyrannie de national', which is due to the fact that 

these 'ethnic' groups such as the Franco-Maghrebians are essentializcd as inherently 

'different'. Etienne Balibar ( 19G2. 11) recognises how these processes of 

~::- 8L'fon: then till' I 'ian ;t~rL'L'ments granted some ~pccial arrangement for .\l~c.Tian:- to come to 
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racialization and nationalisation of the State are saturated within the hierarchical 

structures of the State's institutions: 

Tout racisme n'est pas un racisme d'Etat, officialise. mais tout racisme est 
ancre (y compris conune "pathologie") dans la structure des institutions et 
dans le rapport conscient ou inconscient des individus et des n1asses a ces 
institutions. Ce qui devient alors determinant est la contradiction entre la 
forme egalitaire et les mecanismes inegalitaires des institutions et avant tout 
de l'Etat done entre Ia citoyennete et Ia sujetion. II faut en faire l'histoire 
singuliere dans chaque nation et a chaque epoque. 

Therefore, Balibar argues for a certain egaliberte, a concept that perceives egalite 

and liberte as strongly linked (ibid., 135). However, the French model is based on 

the belief that any form of recognition of 'difference' can lead to the division of 

society into distinct groups and thus can lead to tension and struggle. Thus, it is 

theoretically that of integration of individuals and not that of recognition of 

cmmnunities and, therefore, political universalisn1 replaces any form of 

ethnocultural particularism and difference. 23 Nevertheless, though the state adopts 

(theoretically) the universalist discourse of integration and refuses to recognise 

institutionally cultural differences, ethnocultural classifications and notions of a 

'national identity' are still used to exclude and discriminate against the 'ethnic 

Other' ?4 
Moreover, Le Pen's extreme right wing party has been conducting a 

can1patgn to 'racialise' French society by emphasising irreconcilable cultural 

differences, imn1igration and the preservation of a national identity. Certainly there 

is a clear danger in the institutionalisation of categories of 'con1munity' and 

'minorities' as it n1ay lead to 'ghettoisation', but an effective social integration 

could be itnproved by a recognition of a 'cultural identity' that is not degraded or 

seen as deviant (Touraine 1993, 5-11 ). Moreover, 'a certain right to difference· is 

France, but were abolished by the Pasqua laws (Derrida 1997a, 129). 
2

·' France's 'grand narrative' of the abstract ideal and universal project of the Republican concept of 
the nation and citizenship that had tended to regulate social systems in a homogeneous way does not 
seem to fit the rather fragmented post-modem age (Silverman 199.5, 2.53 ). Whereas it aimed at 
reinforcing equality between citizens in a communal society through the construction of an ideal, 
neutral and universal public space, the new post-modem, post-industrial concept is more preoccupied 
\\ ith the individual. Thus. it places liberty over equality and no longer recognises uniYersal 
cultural ism as it allows cultural particularism and its tensions to come to the surface (~air 1992, -l-l
.5). It seems that it is high time the dualistic model of both the particularist and universalist ha\'e to 
be re\'ised as the concept of citizenship in a post modem age has to be looked at '' ithout the binar~ 
classification of equality and difference. 
~ 4 But even the liK model based on the acceptance of'cthnic di1TerctKes' is fraught with the danger 
offalling into essential and racial de1initions l)fpeopk and thus the possibility of establishing binary 
oppositi;n bet'' een 'black· and 'white· race which delimit the possibility of op~..·ning the path to the 
aL·quisititm of de facto equal rights (sec ~tl\'em1an 199.5. 2.5LL2(1 I). 
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important with integration as long as this concept of ethnicity does not contradict 

the 'universal values of reason and law' and thus the crucial need to rein\ ent social

democracy in the widest possible sense of the term (Wieviorka 1992b ). A re\ is ion 

of the history of past tnodels for the formulation of rights may be a good starting 

point towards a reformulation of the concept of citizenship; and also the perception 

of difference in a non-essential way but as a process that implies constant 

transformations. The aim is for citizenship that will not be exclusionist and will be 

free from the straitjacket of national belonging and thus open to flexibility and 

change, and responsive to the negotiation of con1mon and particular interests 

(Silverman 1995, 261 ). 

These contradictions dominate Begag's, Charefs and other Beur texts, which offer 

alternative modes of thinking about the notion of 'natural nations' and 'rooted 

belonging' seen as composed of uniform families that reproduce 'distinctive cultures' 

(Gilroy 2000, 123). The Beurs refuse the past of their parents' exclusion to 

determine their own outlook of their future in France. Their texts problematise their 

relationship with their unhon1ely homeland which keeps pushing them outside the 

national space towards their parents' country of origin with whom they scarcely 

identify. Their narratives stress their refusal to be labelled 'immigrants' though they 

do not abandon their parents' history of immigration which is not only part of 

French history for then1 but also an important component of their own alterity. Their 

narratives translate a sense of anti-belonging or the inability to settle on a certain 

belonging, but at the same time, unlike their parents seen as 'la generation de 

silence', they possess a determination to live at a titne that is now and a space that is 

here as 'la generation de parole':
25 

Maintenant et la sont les deux extgences constitutives de cette nouvelle 
rhetorique revendicative. Nous ne sommes pas immigres, disent-ils. ni 
fran<;ais ni arabes, nous sommes ce que nous son1mes et nous le restons. 
conscients de leur flottement entre deux eaux. Leur ecriture auto
referentielle met en scene l'urgence de cette necessite d'etre. d'ou s'cchappent 
les effluves de l'acte d'insoumission et du geste rebelk (Benarab 1994. 206). 

Their position in the post-colonial diaspora allows them to probkmatise notions of 

blood, 'race' and 'bounded national cultures' as the basis of belonging as they fall 

~- ~L'L' T. Ben .klloun ( 19~-L -:-7) and H. Bouraoui ( Jll~~- 220). 
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within the in-between position that enriches the idea of culture as a mutable and 

travelling phenomenon (Gilroy 2000, 86). In this chapter I ha\ e demonstrated 

through a close reading the Beurs' texts their strong refusal of roles assigned to them 

because of their 'origins' rendering their belonging less deterministic. In other 

words, they refuse the mechanis1ns of power that contain them in specific origins. 

roles and identities that mainly exclude them as the others/outsiders. The Beur tc:\ts 

have the subversive power of breaking down the supposed myth of French national 

purity as they allow for "a cmnplex conception of sameness and for \ ersions of 

solidarity that do not need to repress the differences between one 'essential' 

community and others" (ibid., 252) as we have seen in Charefs texts. The Beurs 

insist on their position as insiders/outsiders (a post-colonial diaspora position) that 

brings to the surface the tensions between origin and essence, between identity and 

ethnic absolutism, and thus offers a basis for solidarity that transcends notions of 

'race' and national belonging. 
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Chapter Five 

"The Hyphenated Peoples of the Diaspora": 1 Beurs or the Franco

Maghrebians 

Qu'est-ce qui est fi-anco-maghrc?bin? ... Le silence de se trait d'union ne pac(fle au 
I • • 

n apazse rzen, aucun tourment, aucurze torture. II ne fera jam a is tain! leur nu?moire. 
II pow-rait meme aggraver !a terreur, les lesions et les blessures. Un trait d'union 
ne su_ffit jamais a couvrir les protestations, les cris de colere au de so~~ffrancr.:. le 
bruit des armes, des avions et des bombes. Derrida ( 1996, 2 7). 

Nous les bew-s, on fait peur. Ni l'un ni 1' autre des gouvernements ne peu,·r.:nt nous 
canaliser. Pour eux, on ferait mieux de disparaitre. Mais j 'espere qu 'on leur 
montrera un jour ce qu' on est. Nous sommes les rewilateurs de leur contradictions, 
de leur mensonges et meme de leur trahision vis-a-vis de !a nu~moire du peuple. Un 
clou dans le talon d'Achille de !a conscience collecth·e. Kettane ( 1985, 167-8). 

In Le sourire de Brahim, Nacer Kettane (1985, 50) expresses how his appartenarzce 

to Algerian culture is 1narked by deferral and contre-appartenance as his n1ind is 

always 'infiltrated' by 'd'autres in1ages' and 'd'autres references.' Brahim expresses 

this 'fluidity' as such: 

Fier d'appartenir a un peuple enfin debout, il aimait aussi 111arquer sa 
difference. Mais n1algre tout cela, il sentait au fond de lui-meme qu'il lui 
n1anquait quelque chose et il le cherchait. II sentait son appartenance a un 
groupe, mais sans en preciser exactement les contours. Un flou persistait et 
il se de1nandait si, un jour, la lumiere viendrait en fin. 

This lack of precision, stabilisation and fixation is the logic of the hyphen, a logic 

that defers and resists 'encampment' as belonging. But not in the sense of 

suggesting outsideness, rather in the sense of resisting nationalistic reductionism 

and opening the space for other fonns of solidarity and affiliations that transcend 

specific national belonging or a supposed myth of 'racial' and ethnic belonging. 

HowcYcr. as Derrida points out in the above passage, the hyphen in the ca~e of the 

Franco-l\1aghrebians i~ charged with the histories of colonial Yiokncc. Kcttane 

1 This L'\.J1rL·ssion has bL'ell USL'd hy Trinh Minh-Ha ( 1991. 15). 
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(1985, 114) reflects on this after a Yisit to Algeria, his parents' home country. where 

he confronts his own illusions of a possible 'chez soi': 

Ses pensees, telle une balle de ping-pong, allaient d'un pays a l'autre. Alors 
qu'en France les adeptes du "Si tu n'es pas content retourne chez toi" 
faisaient rage, ici [Algerie] on le renyoyait dans un "chez lui" chimerique. 
Mais alors, c'etait ou "chez lui"? Pour Brahim il n' y aYait pas d' equiYoque. 
il etait chez lui partout avec la Mediterranee cmnme drapeau. Mais il aYait 
!'impression d'etre un otage. Comme si la France et 1 'Algerie etaient deux 
amants separes de longue date qui n'en finissaient plus de se disputer et de se 
renvoyer la responsabilite d'une paternite insupportable. 

In this chapter I address how the Beurs' construction of their identities is marked by 

the disorder of the hyphen, or by being held hostage, as Kettane puts it, to two 

worlds and cultural spaces (France and the Maghreb). The oscillation between the 

two cultural and social spaces, that of their parents and the French, which are 

represented to the1n as incompatible and irreconcilable requires the urgency and 

necessity of the process of 'translation'. Being hyphenated, in between two worlds 

implies that one becomes translated as the movement of the hyphen is a movement 

of translation between cultures. But translation itself signifies hospitality in the 

Derridean sense, a process of deferral and a moving across but also resistance to this 

translation, untranslatablity. 

Situated in-between spaces or the space of the hyphen of being Franco

Maghrebians, the Beurs try to bridge the gap of the double bind of their identities. I 

n1aintain in this chapter that it is the diasporic populations such as the Beurs who 

open hospitality beyond cultural detern1inisn1. The Beurs can move across 

boundaries and cultures. The translated person does not possess exclusively and 

naturally the two worlds s/he inhabits. Such 'natural' or 'national' claims to property 

or identity are deconstructed by hospitality itself or translation. This is due to the 

fact that the 'n1aster/host' or the translator cannot own 'his/her' language as the ex

appropriation of language is an essential 'coloniality of culture'. and a coloniality of 

hospitality when it conditions and auto-limits itself into a law (Derrida 1996, -+ 7). 

The language of hospitality and translation that the Beur characters offer cannot be 

assimilated and appropriated because it always belong to the Other \\ ho i~ 

u1Kalculated and untranslatable. Therefore. being Franco-\ laghrebians. the Bcurs 

resist appropriation (whether nationaL cultural or linguistic) through the translation 
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of their vanous affinities and identifications that their 'hospitable' in-bet\\ een 

position allows them to construct. They also emphasize the idea of culture as a 

travelling and mutable phenomenon. But being hyphenated means also being: 

'uprooted', displaced and always confronted with the untranslatablity of one's 

identity, with tensions, aporias and losses. But if something is lost in the process of 

translation, something is also gained, that is, if the condition of being Franco

Maghrebian is fissured with limitations and frustrations, it is also a condition that 

has its freedoms, and its resistance to authority and stabilisation. 

Derrida calls himself a Franco-Maghrebian. Unlike the Beurs, he was born in 

colonial Algeria and migrated to France when he was seventeen, but like the Beurs 

he defines his being Maghrebian on the basis of a certain cultural and historical 

affiliation and not citizenship. His French citizenship like the Beur "ne definit pas 

une participation culturelle, linguistique ou historique en general. Elle ne recouvre 

pas toutes ces appartenances" (Derrida 1996, 33). As we have analysed the 

precariousness of the Beurs' French citizenship in the previous chapter, Derrida 

suffered from the smne precariousness in colonial Algeria. The Arab Jews of 

colonial Algeria lost the French citizenship that the coloniser had granted them (a 

citizenship acquired under the 1870 Cremieux decree) and which was lost less than 

a century later with the Vichy regime around 1940, it was returned to them in 1943. 

Derrida's young n1ind could not understand that loss of citizenship but he could 

understand the exclusion fron1 schools reserved for young French citizens and that 

exclusion could be linked to 'le trouble d'identite' ('the disorder of identity') he has 

carried with hin1. In the case of the Beurs who are French citizens, the disorder of 

their identity cmnes from their inheritance of the figure of the imtnigrant, a figure 

that is frozen in an ethnic and religious difference shaped by the history of 

colonisation which forces then1 into the n1arginalised state of second class citizens 

and makes their identity clain1s illegitimate. In reading Beur texts, one senses the 

constant resistance to a certain French 'monoculturalism'. especially in schools. the 

institutions of 'integration'. It is carried through a separation between a French 

superior culture and thus language and a 'Maghrebian' immigrant inferior culture 

that st igmati1es its bearers as canying a 'de\ iant' culture. This monoculturalism 

whose essence is always colonial (Derrida 1996. 69) tends to reduce the B~?uh' 

alteritv to pure difference and thus to "un ctre ddini par une diffcrenL·e culturelle 
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dont il aurait l'exclusivite" with the ramifications this exclusivity has in preserving 

the 'purity' of French 'national culture' (Souilamas Guenif 2000, 82 ). 

These policies had been practised in colonial Algeria and later have been carried to 

the centre with the movement of ex-colonial subjects to the centre or the metropole. 

Because of French 'public education' in colonial Algeria, Arabic was proposed as a 

foreign language and Berber was never included. Most students submitted to this 

interdict, including Derrida himself. It was a total marginalisation of Arabic and 

Berber by a colonial policy "qui affectait de traiter !'Algerie cmnme !'ensemble de 

trois departements fran9ais" (Derrida 1996, 66-68). This linguistic hegemony 

worked hand in hand with the cultural one, as the separation was strongly present 

between a French culture or 'literariness', of French language and culture, from the 

non-literary culture or the community. It was an essential and brutal separation that 

fostered another severe separation between French literature, its works, names and 

authors and the culture proper to 'les Fran9ais d'Algerie' (ibid., 77). Derrida's 

education was not at all about Algeria but about France, 'l'histoire de France'. "une 

discipline incroyable, une fable et une bible mais une doctrine d'endoctrinement 

quasiment ineffa9able pour des enfants de rna generation" (ibid., 76). When reading 

Beur texts in this chapter, such as Begag's, Belghoul's, Houari's, Boukhedenna's and 

Kessas's, one senses the constant struggle that the protagonists undergo in the 

school where they are taught a world that has no continuity with the one they live 

in: HLM cite banlieusarde. They also suffer from the complete on1ission of their 

parents' colonial and anti-colonial history as they are all taught that their ancestors 

are les Gaulois, which further accentuates their state of confusion between the 

world of school and home causing a state of e1notional and psychological chaos. 

This 'hon1o-hegemonie' is everywhere at work in culture, whereas culture like 

language always belongs to the Other as one can not own it. that is. there can be no 

monoculturalis1n as there can be no n1onolingualism because culture like language 

can not be appropriated (Derrida 1996, 69). 

For Derrida ( 1996, .32 ). to be a Franco-Maghrebian does not mean a richnes" of 

identity but is to betray 'un trouble de l'identite' in all its psychopathological or 

sociopathological connotations. But out of this disorder one can certainly argue for 

richness. Oenida ( 199(). 133) claims that his Judeo-Franco-i·daghrebian genealogy 
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does not explain everything but it is the heart of his intellectual project: "toutes lcs 

langues de 'la' dite n1etaphysique occidentale, car il y en a plus d'une. et jusqu'a ces 

lexiques proliferants de la deconstruction, toutes et tous appartiennent. par presque 

tout le tatouage de leur corps. a cette donne avec laquelle il faut ainsi s'expliquer." 

This explaining of oneself is at the heart of the Beurs' literary. artistic and 

intellectual projects as they translate the aporia of the double bind of being Franco

Maghrebians. Derrida's deconstruction of phallogocentricism and the 'the' \\'estern 

1netaphysics, could not have been possible without his reference to an 'elsewhere': 

"il fallait compter avec cette 'culture' [greco-latino-christiano-gallique] pour y 

traduire, attirer, seduire cela meme, l'ailleurs, vers lequel j'etais moi-meme d'avance 

ex-porte, a savoir l'ailleurs de ce tout autre avec lequel j'ai du garder, pour me 

garder mais aussi pour m'en garder" (ibid., 133). This reference to 'elsewhere' is the 

logic of the hyphen or the hyphenated people, who while inhabiting the in-between 

space of the hyphen, 1nove across in translation that not only cross the boundaries 

but also question the myth of 'origins', the notion of rootedness and of 'pure' 

cultures. 

Helene Cixous ( 1998a, 169) shares the same historical background as that of 

Derrida, which she describes as her A/geriance: a legacy of colonial violence and 

hostility, but also a legacy that has taught her to depart, but never to arrive from 

Algeria, a 'passance' or a refusal of a 'terrestrial localised country' to belong to. 

Cixous speaks about the 'Algeria sickness' which Algeria has given her or the 

"sensation of being possessed by a sensation of dispossession". Her Franco

Algerian double bind n1eans a resistance to any form of inhospitable classification 

since she would always sta) ·passing: 

To depart (so as) to arrive fron1 Algeria is also, incalculably, a way of not 
having broken with Algeria. I have always rejoiced at having been spared 
all 'arrival'. I \vant arrivance, n1ovement, unfinishing in my life. It is also 
out of departing that I write. I like the phrase: j'arrh·c (I am coming. I 
manage, I arrive ... ). its intem1inable and subtle and triumphant messianicity. 
The word messiance comes to me fron1 Algeria (ibid .. 1 70). 

Cixous' preference for the use of the progressive form of the suffix -once stresses 

hospitality in mo\ ement or a monn1cc towards inclusion and not exclusion. 
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The Beur novels analysed in this chapter are marked by two important issues: first 

the 'disorder of the hyphen' of being Franco-Maghrebian as the process of the 

inscription of one's identity in French society is marked by aporia and 'double bind': 

second, the translation or the movement of reconciliation bet\veen the Yarious 

cultural spheres, a movance that is marked by hospitality and not hostility. Farida 

Belghoul's Georgette! and Azouz Begag's Le Gone de Chaaba and Beni ou !e 

paradis prive are classical Beur texts that criticise the contradictions in the French 

discourse of integration. They question French politics of cultural inferiorisation 

with its power "de nomrner, d'imposer et de h~gitimer les appellations. "2 Beur 

characters question the binary opposition set between a French culture considered to 

be liberal and a North African immigrant culture seen as backward. They 

problematise the discourse of acculturation and assimilation, which instead of 

incorporating then1 into French society, has transfonned them into a separate, 

alienated and ambivalent group. The main protagonists in Belghoul's and Begag's 

texts use various strategies to masquerade the stigma of their 'cultural difference' in 

order to be 'accepted' in French society, but the visibility of their physical difference 

stands as a reminder of their 'irreducible difference'. 

Leila Houari's two texts Zeida de nu!!e part and Quand to verras Ia mer 

problematise the issues of up-rootedness, loneliness and exile. Even though The 

main characters in the two texts are tom1ented by the experience of geographical 

and cultural displacernent, they n1ake use of the riclmess of their contradictions and 

thus invent their own roots "sans modele et sans destinataire assure. "
3 

Being 

hyphenated, one searches not for identity but for identification even though one is 

deprived of easily accessible n1odels of identification (Derrida 1996, 87). Derrida 

cmnplains about being a 'stranger' not only to the 'roots' of French culture or the 

Arabic one, but also to Jewish culture, which has resulted in "un alienation de l'ame, 

etranaement sans fond" fron1 which Derrida has never emerged (ibid .. 88). It is this 
0 

alienation from French culture and the Maghrebian that haunts n1ost of the Beur 

texts, especially Ferrudja Kessa's Bl!ur Story and Sakim1a Boukhedenna's Journal 

"i\'ationalih;: immigre(l!) ". As a post-colonial diaspora, the Beurs are faced \\·ith 

contending Yersions of identities and cultures \Yhich are claimed to haYc initidtcd 
._ 

the possibilities of either adopting one at the c:\pense of the other or finding some 

2 SL'l' Derrida ( 1996. (1~). 
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sort of hybrid form which in turn leaYes then1 in a state of 'betrayal' or compromise 

and also leaves the p:·ver stl'~::- 1 ures behind each culture unchanged. In Kessas's 

and BoukhedeEna·.~ ~~=xts, the .~:cchanisms of gender oppression are strongly added 

to the other din1ensions of identifications such as that of class and ethnicitY. The 

Beur( ettes) protagonists refuse to be fixed in a certain duality of choice bet\\ een 

French culture represented as emancipatory and their parents' culture seen as 

oppressive. They question the roles assigned to them \vhile at the same time 

examine the institutions and 1nechanisms through which their identities are stated by 

each culture. 

1- Georgette! (1986) and Le Gone de Chiiaba (1986): The inscription of identity 

"a l'envers" ou "a l'endroit"? 

Farida Belghoul's Georgette!4 is one of the most sophisticated and classical Beur 

texts in terms of its narrative techniques and the complexity of its themes. The text 

evolves around a one-school-day narrative traced through the troubled psychology 

of an anonymous seven-year-old girl of Algerian descent. Central to its concerns is 

the process of 'l'apprentissage': the learning of writing and reading French language 

and culture. The protagonist/narrator is first presented in linguistic confusion as to 

whether 'la sonne cloche' or 'la cloche sonne"'(G., 7): an indication of the problem 

of cultural disorder or inversion that most Beurs have to undergo when moving 

frmn the fan1ily circle to the wider circle of French society. It is a form of textual 

disorder; the girl is not sure which of the phrases is correct according to the 

dmninant linguistic norn1s. 

The girl is confronted with the monstrosity of being 'a l'envers' (on the reYerse) of 

French society. Her father insists on teaching her the Arabic language. which unlike 

the French, is written fron1 right to left. When Ia maitresse looks for the homework, 

she reproaches the girl for not doing her exercises though the latter has written them 

on the right side of the copybook (G .. 29). For a mon1ent. the girl thinks her 

maitressc to be looking "a l'enYers" of her copybook, but she realises later that it is 

her father who had misled her: "Mon pere n'est pas un anc mais il inYcnte unc 

~ Derrida\ L'\Jll'L'~~ion in ( 1996. 96 ). 
~ .\bbreYiated in the refcrL'Ill'L'~ as G. 
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maitresse qu'il n'a jamais \'Ue ... II croit que c'est n'importe qui! C'est tout I' in\ erse 

de la tranquillite, le bonhomme: il voit juste ce qu 'il croft. I! est tout a l'em·ers. c'est 

!'exaggeration de sa nature!" (G., 30). It is her father who is "a l'enYers" accordino 
~ 

to her maitresse. 

Her father, however, does not want to know about French culture. which he thinks 

will corrupt his own daughter. For him, "Y'a pas de bien qui peut venir d'eux. y'en a 

pas" (G., 45). When the old French won1an is speaking to her about her 

abandomnent by her children, she remembers her father telling her that: "Si y'en a 

un qui m' parle, c'est qu'il est abandonne par ses cousins!" (G., 147). Her father 

reflects on colonial history and the way he was treated as a slave labourer in a 

French settler farm in colonial Algeria (G., 11 0). He came to France as an economic 

migrant at the time of the Algerian Revolution, that is, a time \vhen the Algerians 

were very much hated in France. He was turned down for all jobs: "C'est c;a, la 

revolution et puis la charge de famille sur le dos" (G., 11 0), and the only alternative 

was the job he has been doing since: cleaning the public streets. Colonial memory 

and the hmniliation the father has suffered both in colonial Algeria and post

colonial France as a marginalised labourer has shaped his n1istrust of France. He 

warns his daughter not to listen to the teacher: "Ecoute- la mais faut jamais la croire. 

Sinon, tu t'fais enterrer vivante" (G., 129). He in1poses a certain narrative of 

betrayal on his daughter if she will ignore this history, a narrative that torments and 

tortures the girl's psychology. His fear is sun1moned in the belief that his daughter 

will have no 'land' to belong to if she forgets about her parents' history and culture 

as he believes France will never accept her as it has never accepted Algerian people 

as citizens of the French Republic: "Si tu n'a pas de terre, t'en a pas un pays" (G., 

129). La maitresse also stresses the girl's 'temporary status' in France and her 

'usefulness' for Algeria if she becomes a doctor (G., 121 ). Being burdened with this 

n1utual mistrust, the girl calls herself a 'fugitive' without land or name: "Je ne 

connaitrai jamais la terre. Je porterai jan1ais de nom" (G .. 130). She claims her 

teacher to be "a foolish cannibal" who has eaten her up and thus she is cut off from 

her parents' culture but at the same time is not fully accepted in France (CI .. 1 ~~ ). 

\Vhen shL' hears her father reading the holy book. the Quran. she is fascinated by the 

sound of his \ oiL'L' and she prefers it to the beautiful h~mds of the teacher as she 
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writes: "C'est preferable une belle voix que des belles mains. C'est rare ~t ch~r. on 

explique tout avec" (G., 35 ). Moving from the circle of the family v;here the 

parents' culture is expressed orally to the circle of school where \\Titing in French is 

represented as the only legitimate form of expression, a tension has been created in 

the mind of the girl. She is confronted with the fear of replacing her father's oral 

culture with the French written one which would mean mmihilating her father's 

voice and experience. Whereas both the father and the teacher portray themselYes 

to the girl as totally 'rooted' within their own respectiYe cultures, the girl confesses 

that she has neither her father's nice voice as she insists that her memory is \\'eak. 

nor the teacher's beautiful hands, though she wants to haYe both. She is cut off from 

both cultures and cannot fit in the call for 'loyalty' on her father's part and total 

subn1ission on her teacher's side. But she still wants to reconcile both cultures to 

each other as she wants her father to have beautiful hands and her teacher a nice 

voice: "Je voudrais bien une voix de seigneur et des belles mains de princesse" (G., 

35). 

The process of inscribing oneself in the French language is painful, tense and even 

tormenting. Writing in French means 'writing off the parents' culture, as reconciling 

both cultures is doomed to failure. The implications of the father trying to impose 

his own writing on her from right to left suggests another possibility of writing one's 

self that !a maitresse does not even want to know about as she insists that there is 

only one way of inscribing one's identity and that is the 'French' way, writing from 

left to right. The girl is tom between these two poles that both require her 'loyalty', 

with the power !a maitresse has in imposing her authority on the mind of the little 

girl whose love for her unhappy and humiliated father is immense. Her identity. 

however, is not only inscribed in writing but also in orality. Both dimensions of 

identifications are strongly present in Georgette! as culture is clearly embedded in 

language and thus the latter is not sin1ply used for the sole purpos~ of 

conu11unication but also as a marker of cultural identity.=' 

5 J.K.L. Scott ( 1997, 1 lJ-20) claims that language. control and communication pia) an important role 
in ,,,

0 
Beur tc\.ts: Charefs Lc Harki de \fcricm and Belghoul's Georgette.' as the lan~u~t~c that one 

speaks or '"rites is not simply a means of communication but. a marker of cultu,ral identity, but 
unfot1unatcl\' her analysis docs not ntend bc:'ond the narrattw plot of Charef s no\ d mo.;;tly 
represented .through the L'ycs of .\nedine: a harki who has been burdened with the unfimshed 
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The girl is confronted with the "a l'enYers ou a l'endroit" (G., 57) writing of her 

identity; a spatial metaphor that translates the girl's confusion in her quest for an 

identity. On seeing her father first writing in her copybook, she \Vas proud of hin1, 

but " ... c'etait pas vrai; il etait le deuxieme. J'etais fiere con1me une andouille" (G .. 

57). In fact, it is Ia maitresse who is "le pren1ier ecrivain qui donne le sens a mon 

cahier, c'est pas le deuxieme!" (ibid.). Therefore, it is the teacher who detem1incs 

the dominating cultural norms and not the father whose culture comes second after 

the French one: "Sourtout, mon ecriture c'est !'affaire de la n1aitraisse. Et pas d'un 

autre, ailleurs completement fous. II m'a casse Ia voix et les mains" (G .. 58). It is 

clear that she is unable to master any of the cultural codes: that ofthe father and that 

of the teacher who are both responsible for her total confusion. However, her father 

is the one to confuse her further as he insists on his own model without possessing 

the keys to the French dominant cultural codes: "C'est lui qui me trompe! Il fait un 

modele a l'envers. Et en plus, il se permet, il crane" (G., 58). She decides to destroy 

her father's writing and thus his culture as both are not acknowledged in school 

"l'ecriture a l'envers n'existe pas" (ibid.). The title of the novel 'Georgette' is very 

expressive of the struggle the girl has been undergoing between pleasing her father 

and her teacher. After running from school, the girl meets an old French woman 

who, feeling terribly lonely and humiliated as her sons have deserted her, asks the 

girl to write her in1aginary letters signed with her sons' name so that she can show 

them to her neighbours (G .. 140). Immediately, the girl thinks of her father's 

reaction if he knows that she writes letters to a strange woman calling her "chere 

tnaman" and signing them Paul or Pierre. She imagines him telling her that he has 

sent her to school to sign her nan1e and she signs something else: Georgette, a 

foreign name to her father's ears, in1plying the power of school to 'corrupt' her: 

Surtout, il gueule: "J' t' envoye a 1' ecole pour signer ton nom. A la finale, tu 
111' sors d'autres nmns catastrophiques. J' croyais pas ca d' rna fille. J' croyais 
elle intelligente con1me son pere. J' croyais elle est fiere. Et r'garde moi ca: 

elle s'appelle Georgette! (G., 147-8). 

The exclamation n1ark in the title Georgette! translates the girl's anxiety about her 

father's reception of her newly acquired identification \\·ith the French language and 

culture. The \\'hok of the no\ el is built on this constant anxiety of \\Titing herself 

into the language and culture of 'difference' from her father \vho fears his daughter's 

business of thos~.· .\lg~.-rians who _joined the French am1y against their .-\lgcrians patrioh during the 

Algerian\\ ar of Independence. 
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loss of the culture and language of her ancestors. a loss that would mean falling into 

neo-colonisation. 

The girl's escape from school at the end of the school day is a result of her 

incapacity to confront the constant struggle between what the teacher offers her and 

what the father wants her to receive. She imagines her father telling her how he has 

suffered "la misere affreuse, la faim, !'travail esclave, l'insulte et l'coup d'pied. T'es 

bon, t'es mauvais: tu payes. Tu payes c'que tu l'n1erites pas." But he has always 

'come home'; he accuses her of being "la race de l'fugitif c'est le plus pire, personne 

le veut ou qui le ramasse." He would rather she die than dishonour him by 

escaping, though he thinks he has given her everything 'to find her way': 

Et tu racontes qu'ton pere c'est un ane-alpha-bete ... Des generations et des 
generations, on est reste propre. Toi, meme pas huit annees, tu m'ramenes 
une saloperie dans l'monde entier elle existe pas! Ma fille elle est perdue. 
C'est fini: t'es plus Ina fill e ... Le Dieu, il est temoin: c'est pas Ina faute. J'ai 
pas jete rna langue dans les ordures ... " (G., 151). 

Despite being an 'ane-alpha-bete', her father manages to keep his cultural identity 

after generations of French cultural imperialism in Algeria, but she has failed to do 

so and has thrown her parents' language in the dustbin. This refers to an incident 

when Ia maitresse en1pties her school bag and starts throwing what she thinks is 

irrelevant in the dustbin including a talisn1an of Quranic verses given to her by her 

parents for protection. The girl is tormented that her father may find the Quranic 

words when collecting the rubbish (as he is a cleaner) and thus disown her (G., 

117). Even though she decides: "J'abandonne mon pere et sa folie bete sinon je 

tem1ine rna joumee a l'infirmerie" (G., 63), guilt and uncertainty troubles her as her 

conversation with an in1aginary doll reveals (G .. 163). Just before she is hit by a car. 

the girl is challenged by a story narrated to her by the doll about a French anny 

general of Arab descent described as having 'his father's name'. Bendaoud and who 

has a problen1 with a soldier described as having "the name of his L'ountry". 

Lafranc;ois, that is, France. The general conm1its suicide. fiustrated at the injustice 

of the tnilitary tribunal, which has given preference to the soldier. The doll "·arns 

her that "voila ma p'tite biquette situ compte sur leur parole. \'oila ce qui t'arrive si 

tu cherches apres eu:\ qu'y t'regardent" (G., 16~) implying that she will be doomed 

to c:\clusion blY~1use of her .\rab origins whatc\·er the degree of her "integration". 
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La maitresse is indifferent to the girl's feelings and when she finall; notices the 

girl's constant gazing at her and her unusual behaviouc she speaks to her about Ia 

langue, parter, communiquer, dialoguer to try and establish a c01mection with the 

girl: "La langue n'a jamais empeche de communiquer. <;a veut dire se parler" (G .. 

117). But their 'conm1unication' is over-determined by Ia maitresse's preconception 

of the girl's culture as oppressive and as being the reason for her misery. She asks 

her whether her father has been abusing her because she 'knows' well that men from 

'la bas' beat their wives and children savagely (G., 117). How can they 

communicate if the language used is already biased? The girl ends her narratiYe by 

associating the process of integration with suffocation: "j'etouffe au fond de mon 

encrier" (G., 163). The parents' culture is constructed as deviant and incompatible 

with the French one and the teacher's total ignorance and disdain of that culture has 

pushed the girl to suicide. 

Besides being a novelist, Farida Belghoul was very involved in politics in the 

1980s. She helped organise the famous Convergence 84 pour I'Egalite, which was 

born out of the first March of the Beurs for liberty and equality that \\'as held in 

1983. In her speech during the march, Belghoul (1985a, 53-8) expresses her 

disillusionment at the way the socialist goverm11ent of the tin1e was handling the 

'in1111igrants' issue' and how it forced the inunigrants and their descendants into a 

fonn of integration that would destroy their integrity. Belghoul ( 1985b, 19) has 

always been anxious about the effects of this horrendous imbalance of cultural 

politics on the young Beur. She expresses this in a cinematic context c I aiming that: 

L'audience, en soi, est une victoire mais j'ai le sentiment que la definition a 
l'egard du milieu d'adoption l'emporte et que dans ce rapport a l'exterieur, les 
choses se perdent. Pas forcement dans !'audience elle-men1e. Mon probleme 
est de n1aintenir les relations aYec ce n1ilieu d'adoption. tout en lui opposant 
un tnilieu de contre-reference. Ce n1ilieu d'adoption est conscient comme 
nous de 'choix': ceder ou pas. <;a sonne guerrier. puisque k milieu 
d'adoption exprin1e le desir de no us digerer et Ia resistance a cette \ oracite 
prend parfois les allures de laguerre. 

Belghoul refers to her audience. the French public as her O\\·n 'milieu d\1doption' or 

the French dominant culture that positions itself against \\·hat Belghoul calb her 

'milieu de contre-rckrence' or the parents' 'in1migrant' culture in which -;he i-; partly 
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grounded. Taking into consideration the imbalance of power betv. een the two, 

Belghoul's attempt is to bring the two cultures together without subordinating. or 

devouring the parents' culture. 

In another classical Beur text: Le Gone de Chaaba, 6 the protagonist Azouz, the 

setni-autobiographical self of the writer Azouz Be gag (Hargreayes 1991. -B). is 

(like that of Georgette!) undergoing a time of 'integration' into the French 

educational system. It is clear that both in Georgette! and Le Gone, mastering the 

French language is seen as the key to social advancetnent. The parents' mother

tongue is linked with the parents' illiteracy and thus their low socio-economic status 

as most of them are not literate in the rich tradition of the Arabic language and 

literature. Thus, the Arabic and Berber languages are not given any prestige and are 

linked with poverty and cultural deprivation, as they do not provide the tools to 

infiltrate into French society. This comes from the belief that social success can 

only be reached by compromising with 'white' French norms, which while implying 

a supposed betrayal of the parents' communities, results in a further destabilisation 

ofthe conjunction ofbeing a Franco-Maghrebi or a French Muslin1. 7 

The process of integration into French society has shown the Beurs that no matter 

how 'integrated' they are, they are still perceived as outsiders whose 'difference' is 

irreconcilable. To strike back, n1ost Beur novelist adopt a strategy of writing that 

shows their deep linguistic roots within French society by using very specific types 

of regional slang that only those who are grounded in such a milieu can master. For 

exan1ple, Begag's strategy is clear in his adoption of the term gone in the title of Le 

Gone de Chaaba, which belongs to a Lymmais slang language. This suggests 

Azouz's multiple clusters of identity deeply rooted within Lyons, his city of birth 

and Chaaba, an Arabic name given by the Algerian inu11igrants to the bidom·ille in 

the suburbs of Lyons which n1eans tribe or group hinting of the "tribally" secluded 

ghetto of the North African inunigrants. The title suggests Azouz's deep roots in 

both spaces, but the movement between the two is a constant process of linguistic 

and cultural translation and adaptation. He sometimes uses Arabic words especially 

those used in his parents' natiYe \ illage in Algeria: Set if such as the \\'ords chorha 

~> :\ bbre\'iated hereafter as Gone. 
7 .\li Rattansi (2000. 12-+) nprL'SSL'S the same idea in the Brithh con tnt and the conjunction of h~?ing 

British and Black. 
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(soup), and Chkoun (who is that) while providing what he calls "le petit dictionnaire 

des mots Bouzidiens". Azouz also uses Arabised French words or as pronounced 

by his parents and what Begag calls "phraseologie Bouzidienne" such as La boulicia 

(la police), Ia tilifiziou (la television) and le saboune d'Marseille (le sa\ on de 

Marseille). The various uses of different linguistic styles contribute to reinforcing 

the plurality of the Beurs' identities and the polyphonic nature of their texts ( i\1arc 

Sourdot 1996, 112). However, the parents' use or pronunciation of the French 

language in an Arabised way is not only related to the process of what Marc 

Sourdot calls linguistic decentralisation, but it is also a phenomenon related to 

French colonisation of North Africa and the serious attempts to "Frenchise" the 

language and culture of the area. This policy has to a great extent been successful, 

as the French language has been widely adopted within the daily spoken Arabic 

language of the North Africans. Azouz recognises this phenomenon when he was 

constantly asked by his pied-noir teacher about the Arabic language, but Azouz only 

knows a certain "Arabised French" that his parents speak: "A la maison, l'arabe que 

nous parlons ferait certainement rougir de colere un habitant de La Mecque. Savez

vous comment on dit les allumettes chez nous, par exe1nple? Li zalin1ite. C'est 

simple et tout le n1onde comprend. Et une automobile? La taumobile. Et un chiffon? 

Le chiffoun. Vous voyez, c'est un dialecte particulier qu'on peut assimiler aisement 

lorsque l'oreille est suffisam1nent entrainee. Le Maroc? Mes parents ont toujours dit 

el-Marroc, en accentuant le o" (Gone, 213). 

When Azouz n1oves with his fan1ily from the bidonville of the Chaaba to a HLM 

cite, he encounters a new usage of the French language by his peers in the cite 

n1arked by the veri an or the use of slang French (such as branler. jacter ou crechcr 

in a dialogue between Azouz and his friends in the cite) (Gone, 285). Parisian 

verlan language is heavily used in Akli Tadjer's Les Al\7 de Tassili and Mehdi 

Charefs Le Tlui au harem d'Archi Ahmed and 1nany other Beur texts. Howe\ er. this 

use of the language of the banlicues that aims at transfon11ing the French language 

and appropriating it is lightly spiced with the use of some colloquial Arabic words 

learnt from the parents. Begag for example provides a glossary of Arabic tenns at 

the end of Lc Gone and some other Beur writers provide footnotes translating the 

words such as Charef and BclghouL but their understanding of .\rahic remains on\~ 

at a superficially simple level. The usc of the various languages in the Beur tc'.t~ 
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such as standard French, regional banlieusard slang French, and Arabic and Berber 

expressions translate the various clusters of identifications that the Beurs stress in 

their writing. It is to do with the forces that (.:' ~nnine the relationship of the authors 

with the languages in question in tem1s of the way they appropriate the French 

language (the language of the majority in France) to deterritorialize it and reverse it 

to a form of a minority language. This process of decentralising the French 

language by invoking the parents' native languages and the language of the 

banlieues within the French language is for the purpose of deterritorializing it in 

order to reterritorialize it (Bensmaia 1995, 215). In Deleuze's and Guattari's words, 

this allows "the possibility of setting up a minor practice of major language from 

within" (Deleuze and Guattari 1986, 18). The Beurs' translation of the Yarious 

minor languages in the French context such verlan, Arabic and Berber into the 

French language and vice versa is a way of opening the French language to new 

images and styles and inventing new idioms to suit their own 'translated self. 

Azouz is very much aware that some of his words and expressions do not fit in with 

the school language: "je me suis rendu con1pte aussi qu'il y a des mots que je ne 

savais dire qu'en arabe" (Gone, 60). Once Azouz leaves the accommodating world 

of the Chaaba for the outside world, a process of linguistic translation has to take 

place; for example, Azouz did not know that tababrisi and binoirs are only 

variations of his father's way of pronouncing tabac a priser and pied nair (Gone, 

61, 179). The issue of language in Le Gone is strongly entwined with the process of 

integration undergone by the young Azouz and which pushes him to abandon the 

linguistic heritage of the fan1ily as well as leaving the Chaaba. In both cases Azouz 

feels marginalised in relation to the French language and in relation to the city. The 

poverty and isolation of the world of the Chaaba make him feel inferior towards his 

French peers in school. He wants to be "conune eux" (i.e. the French) (Gone. 60). 

His feeling of inferiority is transformed into a strong deten11ination to "integrate" 

into the French educational sYsten1 whateYer the cost: 
"' 

"1\les idees sont claires a present. depuis la le<;:on de ce matin .. -'\ partir 
d'aujourd'hui. ten11ine l'Arabc de la classe. II faut que jc traite d'cgal a cgal 
m ec lcs fran~ais. [ ... ] Le maitre a toujours raison. S'il dit que no us sommes 
tous ks descendants des Gaulois, c'est qu'il a raison, et tant pis si chez moi 
nous n'ayons pas ks memes moustaches" (Gone. 62). 
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Azouz is determined to succeed even though his parents' culture and history ar~ 

completely ignored or even negated in the process of his 'integration' (unlik~ the girl 

in Georgette! who worries about her father's reaction). For Azouz, the school is the 

only means that guarantees his social promotion and his total confonnity is the 

condition for him to move socially upward. If the little girl in Georgette! suffers 

from the school's incomprehension and ignorance of her needs as a child coming 

from a different background and thus delays her supposed entry into the French 

society, Azouz is determined to overcome those difficulties and adapt himself to 

those conditions of total assimilation. He forms another identity for himself in the 

school away from that of the Chaiiba; for example, when le maitre asks then1 to 

write an essay about a picnic in the countryside, Azouz draws an image of himself 

as a happy n1iddle-class French child spending a perfect day in the countryside \Yith 

his family though his parents could never have afforded that kind of picnic as th~y 

live in the most wretched conditions in the Chaaba8 (Gone, 67). Azouz's success at 

school comes at the expense of his alienation from his 'compatriots', or 'ceux de 

fond de la classe' as he is accused by his cousins of being a 'false brother' who no 

longer wants to be linked with their failure at school (Gone, 77). But he is also 

alienated from his French peers who perceive his culture as 'savage'. Even though 

Azouz tries to suppress his cultural difference, it always comes back to haunt him 

and to take over his inscription within French culture. For example, when Mr. 

Louban, his favourite maitre pied-nair, asks them about inheritance, all the French 

pupils agree that it is shared according to the will of the deceased, but Azouz has a 

different view: "M'sieur, un heritage, <;a ne se partage pas. Dans la famille, c'est le 

frere aine qui est responsable de tout" (Gone, 219). When faced by laughter and 

accusation of his culture to be savage, Azouz can only say: "Vous pou\·ez rire. Chez 

n1oi, c'est con1me <;a" (ibid.). Azouz always finds himself in a position of having to 

defend his 'chez moi' and its difference amidst the aggressive conm1ents of his 

classn1ates. However, this tin1e the reaction of Mr. Louban surpris~?s him and his 

classn1ates as he fixes the one \\'ho accuses Azouz of being "savag~" and asks him 

to apologise. Azouz, however, feels exposed: 

'Akc Jlare!rca\ '-'~ ( ]993. 115) claim~ that re~'-·arch among ~ome children from '\(1rth African l.lrlgin~ 
has shown~ that most of them use this strategy of fictitious \\Titing in school to camouflage their 
po' crty. Sl·c ~dSll Hlqene 1\ I ilet (I C):\6. 53-61 ). 
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Pendant le dictee, je n'ai ose regarder personne. Que doiYent-ils penser de 
moi, maintenant? Que je suis un fayot. A l'ecole Leo-Lagrange, Ies Arabes 
de la classe me traitaient de faux frere parceque je n'etais pas demier avec 
eux. Et ici, les Fran<;ais ne vont pas tarder a jaser sur mon compte, parce que 
Loubon et moi nous avons !'Algerie en commun. Mais je ne les crains pas. 
J'ai un peu honte, c'est tout. (Gone, 219-220). 

It is in school that Azouz is fully aware of the difference of which he is made to be 

ashamed and it is also the place where Azouz lean1s how to negotiate and thus 

reconcile those differences between the world of the shanty town, the Chaahu and 

that of the school. In Georgette!, the girl's acquiring a new identity at school is a 

torment as it imposes on her a certain narrative of betrayal of the father's colonial 

history: "Elle [la maitresse] est toujours Ia entre lui et moi pour mettre Ia zizanie 

[ill-feelings] dans la famille!"(G., 133). But Belghoul's text remains an attack on 

the French educational systen1 that does not consider catering for the needs of ethnic 

minority children despite the widespread belief that the Republican school provides 

fair grounds for anyone to integrate 'safely' into French society. Belghoul's text 

draws attention to the fact that the space of the school is ideologically prejudiced 

against anyone who is not 'French' and does not share the values of mainstream 

society. The process of the construction of one's identity, therefore, becomes a 

matter of conflicting loyalties and uncomfortable choices. But whatever these 

choices, the Beurs' claims to identify are neither systematic nor homogenous, they 

follow a process of subjectification and they consist of diverse fragmented 

experiences in schools and familial relations. 

2- The Beurs' strategies of masquerading 

The Beurs' experiences of the issues of integration and acculturation have strong 

affinities with other ethnic minorities. The long and rich experience of the Jewish 

diaspora in their quest for 'invisibility' and assin1ilation within European societies 

sheds light on that of the Beurs. Ben Jelloun (1984, 1-+) claims that Maghrebian 

immiQJ"ants and their descendants have inherited the same racism that the Jewish 
b 

communities had c:xperienced in the past in France: "Hier. on ne suppm1ait pas la 

presence des juifs en France. Aujourd'hui. ce sont ks immigrcs. arabcs notamment 

qu'on charge de beaucoup de maux avec Ia memc mauv:1ise foi, le m~me 
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aveuglement." This has the same characteristics of anti-Semitism smce it ~~ 

"souvent justifie par les stereotypes classiques qui ont trait a l'apparence. au 

physique. C'est le men1e procede que l'antisemitisme: defauts du corps. attitude 

soummse, perturbation de l'ordre culture! et religieux" (ibid .. 85). The Je\\·s. 

considered for a long time as the Other of Europe because of their supposed 

'cultural', 'religious' and 'physical' difference. found themselves throughout Europe 

in the forefront of assimilatory ideologies . .T ewish diasporas had to battle \\·ith the 

issue of assi1nilation, cultural conformity, visibility and invisibility in public spaces 

for a long time. Their experience in European societies sheds light on the 

complexity of the Beur situation, since as Zygmunt Bauman (199la, 1-+5) argues, 

the Jews were seen as "an admittedly unwieldy, scattered group spilling over any 

national border, they served everywhere as a symbol and a ren1inder of the 

assimilation's inner weaknesses, and, worse still, of the elusiveness of the dreamed

of-order". 

Assimilation of the Jews implied the idea of being invisible in public spaces in the 

sense of "be like thine neighbour; do not stand off; in the crowd of like people, be 

inconspicuous" or "be a Jew at home, man in the street" or just "be invisible in 

public spaces" (Baun1an 1991a, 152). Jewish conu11unities were asked to make 

their 'Jewishness' indistinguishable and thus to accept "the hosts' right to define the 

code, studying that code earnestly and diligently, gaining flawless mastery in its 

application" (ibid.). In other words, Jewish diasporic populations were asked to 

n1aster the art of n1imicry. This mimicry, in Homi Bhabha's words ( 1994. 86), is 

"the desire for a reformed, recognizable Other, as a subject of a d(fference that is 

almost the same, but not quite." In the relationship between the colonized and the 

colonizers or the don1inated and the dominant, the discourse of mimicry is 

constructed around an1bivalence since for n1imicry to be effective. it has to produce 

its difference or 'slippage'. Thus, 1nimicry appears as "the representation of a 

difference that is itself a process of disavowal" and thus mimicry· becomes at once 

'rese1nblance' and 'menace' (ibid.). 

In Peau noirs. nws(jl/Cs hlancs ( 1995). Fanon stresses the idea of how the "\egro 

required and justified \\'hitc acceptance. an acceptance that is retlected in the Beur 

case in their ean1est desire to have their cultural identity appro\ cd. Bel ghoul\ text 

Gcmgelle.' and Bcgag's B<.;ni ou le paradis privc c:\prcss the desire of the young 
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Beur to masquerade their cultural difference in order to be accepted in French 

society as 'nom1al', but their quest for invisibility throuah the n1imicrv of \d1ite 
b -

norms', as we will discuss in this section, is always overturned for them by their 

apparent physical difference that already pre-determines their position in society. 

Fanon (1995, 80) argues that "le desir d'etre blanc" is due to the fact that one lives in 

a society that "rend possible son complexe d'inferiorite". Thus, the coloured person 

lives in a society where it is either the case of "se blanchir au disparaitre" (ibid.). 

Fanon's analysis comes from the heart of colonialism and the relationship between 

the white coloniser and the colonized natives; however. his analysis bears an 

uncanny resemblance to the process of assimilation and difference that most ethnic 

stigmatized cmnn1unities undergo. Fanon (1995, 94-5) claims that whereas the 

black wants to suppress his/her identity as a Negro and 'behave' as an assimilated 

European by wearing a white mask so that his/her skin colour vanishes, the white 

stubbornly clings to his/her stereotypes in1ages of the 'uncivilised' Negro. Bauman 

(1991 a, 113) argues that, "Both the call to assimilation and the utter improbability 

of answering it properly (i.e., in a manner which the jury was likely to find 

satisfactory) stemmed from the same source: the power structure of cultural and 

social domination." 

Jean-Paul Sartre (1954) argues that the Jew was held captive to a certain dominant 

interpretation of his/her J ewishness and thus let him/herself be contaminated by the 

hostile stereotypes that others had of him/her. Thus, through the serious attempt to 

avoid behaving in accordance with those stereotypes, the Jew robbed him/herself of 

his/her own 'authenticity'. Sartre ( 1954, 164-5) expresses it this way: 

"tel est done cet hon1me traque, condamne a se choisir sur la base de faux 
problen1e et dans une situation fausse, prive au sens metaphysique par 
l'hostilite mena~ante de Ia societe qui l'entoure, accule a un rationalisme de 
desespoir. Sa vie n'est qu'une longue fuite devant les autres et devant lui
n1eme. On lui a aliene jusqu'a son propre corps, on a coupe en deux sa vie 
affective, on l'a reduit a poursuivre dans un monde qui le rejette. le rc\ c 
impossible d'une fraten1ite universelle. A qui la faute? Ce sont nos : cu~ qui 
lui renvoient !'image inacceptable qu'il vcut se dissimuler. Ce sont no 
paroles et nos gestes-- toutes nos paroles et tous nos gestcs. nor~ 
antiscmitismc. mais tout aussi bien notre liberalisme condescendant-- qm 
I'ont empoisonne jusqu'au.x moelles: c'cst nous qui le contraignons a st' 

clwisirju({. soit qu'il sc fuic. soit qu'il sc rcvendique. c'cst nous qui l'avons 
accule au dikmmc de l'inauthenticite ou de l'authcnticitc _iuivc." 
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Thus the Jew's conduct was 'overdetennined' from the inside. that is. once his 

'Jewishness' is known and made public. Related to this issue, Fanon (199~. 9~) 

notes that whereas the Jew suffers from this 'inside o\·erdetermination' as s he tries 

to conform to the image set for him in society. the black-- \vith more apparent 

physical difference-- suffers from both inside and outside 'overdetermination'. In 

other words, if the Jew can often be inYisible to the white Gentiles. the black is 

damned by skin colour; his victimization IS both predeten11ined and 

'overdetermined' from the outside. Moreover, if the Jew is the 'Other' to the 

prejudiced Gentile, the black is not only the "Other" to the white man, he is also 

slave to the master: "Le juif n'est pas aime a partir de moment ou il est depiste. 

Mais avec moi tout prend un visage nouveau. Aucune chance ne m'est pen11ise. Je 

suis sur-determine de l'exterieur. Je ne suis pas l'esclave de "l'idee" que les autres 

ont de moi, mais de mon apparaitre" (ibid.). Even though some Beur are highly 

'integrated' in French society, their physical difference ren1ains an obstacle for them 

to be fully accepted. Fanon clain1s that the coloured person renounces his/her 

dreams of integration when s/he learns that, on the one hand, by integration the 

white 1nan n1eans 'be like me'; but on the other hand, that the white man is 

convinced that the black n1an can never be like him, can never be as good as he is. 

Silverman (1992, 32-3) expresses this idea when he claims that "assimilation 

n1aintains that there is both an initial difference which must eradicated ('you must be 

like us') and an initial difference which can never be obliterated ('you can never be 

like us')". This is clearly reflected in the case of most Beur protagonists in their 

atten1pt to understand the mechanis1ns of French integration as they are exposed to 

the logic of an in1possible choice, as Fanon puts it, "entre [l]a famille et la societe-

la Blanche, la civilisee-- tend a rejeter la famille-- la Noire, la sauYage-- sur le plan 

de l'imaginaire ... " (Fanon 1995. 121 ). 

The pressure placed on n1inority Jewish conununities towards 'cultural confom1ity'. 

seen as the condition of social and political emancipation, caused a negatiYe re

evaluation of their own cultural tradition, "typical of a minority smarting under 

sc\ ere assimilatory pressure" (Bauman 1991 a, 128). Therefore. the assimilatory 

pressure and the inferiority problem both resulted in the case of European Jews in 

what Bauman calls "the intcnwli=ation (?I ambh·alence" (ibid.). The Beur charal'ters 

that 1 study in this chapter in Belghoul's. Begag's. Kessas's. Boukhedenna's and 
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Houari's texts express this ambivalence. They suffer from \\·hat Bauman ( 1991 a. 

135) calls 'the psychological syndrome' of assimilation: "once the assimilatorv 

pressure of native nationalism had been accepted as authoritative and legitimate 

those who accepted it as such internalized their ambivalent status and thus 

condetnned thetnselves to a vigilance they would never be allowed to lapse or relax. 

[ ... ] And they would eager to displace, project and exteriorize again the harrm\·ing 

experience of ambivalence." 

If the figure of the Jew stood against the idea of supposed collective identity. the 

figure of the Beur disrupts the cultural confonnity of the French nation. In France, 

for example, "new conditions of acceptance were to be unashamedly self-canceling: 

a Jew could become a Frenchman only if he was a Frenchman; that is, if he was not 

a Jew. The states of being a Jew and being a Frenchman were declared mutually 

exclusive-- neither stages of a life-process, nor two faces of the same identity" 

(Bauman 1991 a, 152-3 ). Therefore, this vicious circle of assimilation and difference 

reveals that the nation is not the product of learning and self-improvement but in 

fact it is a "commonality of fate and blood-- or not a nation at all" (Bauman 1991a, 

154). But even though assimilationist pressures have caused torn souls and broken 

lives in the case of the Jewish diaspora, living in ambivalence has a unique creative 

potential, which is the contribution of the 'hybrid' Jews to the flourishing of modern 

culture (ibid., 154). The Beur express the same potential of cultural creativity born 

out of their suffering of being tom between two cultural spaces that are irreducible 

to one another. 

a- The Failed Quest for Invisibility 

The discourse around the issue of the visibility and invisibility of the immigrants' 

fan1ilies and its relation to the way identity is constructed is crucial in Georgette.' 

The protagonist's ambivalent atten1pt at 1nasquerading her physical and cultural 

difference but at the same time wanting it to be recognised is mainly due to her 

constant fear that if her difference is 'seen', she will be in1mediately denounced: 

"moi, je suis une etoile invisible dans lenoir" (G .. 1-+9) or "je deviens transparcnte. 

fa mairresse peut plus me voir" (G .. 5~). Her way of \\·alking around lonely like an 

old \\oman in the school's recreation ground asking for 'respect' ('\·'est une raison 
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de me respecter" (G., 9)) was read by one of her classmate as entailing her being an 
~ ~ 

Arab: "<;a ce voit que t'es l'arabe con1me tu marche" (G .. 1 0). Though the girl has 

tried to hide her 'origins' and thus becmne 'invisibly French' in the sense of not 

being noticed as 'different', her quest for invisibility has failed to convince the 

others who already pre-determine her 'belonging' for her on the basis of her physical 

difference. 

The girl's serious and constant attempt to attract the gaze of the teacher so that the 

latter will notice the girl's different eye colour, and her being 'proper'9 is cut short by 

a classmate who asks Ia maitresse for the toilet (G., 53). The girl desperately longs 

for the teacher recognition of her different identity, the one she has acquired frmn 

the father. This identity that she schizophrenically loves and hates at the same time 

because of the one she has newly acquired depended on the accepting gaze of Ia 

maitresse. Depending on the recognition of the teacher to accept her difference is 

as crucial as depending on her father's approval of her 'inscription' in French 

society. Her identity keeps oscillating between the two in search of tranquillity. 10 

Her fear of the teacher and her itnagining that the teacher is watching her all the 

tin1e imposed a certain kind of auto-surveillance on her though la maltresse is never 

de1nonised: "elle 1ne surveille encore et cette fois-ci, elle sourit plus" while in fact 

she has not stopped gazing at her teacher who asks her "Pourquoi me regardes tu 

sans cesse?'' (G., 28). 

There is no place for her parents' culture outside the space of the family and thus if 

it is visible inside the home, it is invisible outside. This is clear when her mother 

painted her hands with henna: "Un jour rna mere a dessine dans rna main un 

croissant de lune et une etoile. Le dessin de rna mere etait joliet magnifique. Je suis 

sortie dehors acheter du pain. La, je l'aimais plus de tout. Je cachais dans ma poche 

ma tnain degueulasse par la terre rouge" (G., 20). However. most Beur realise later 

the in1portance of the parents' language and culture as an important con1ponent of 

their identity which prompts them to search, ambivalently. for other cultural origins 

9 Beino clean and tidY is si!..!nificant for the girL JS the immigrants are associated \\ith being 
:::0 w .._ 

"improper" or dirty (G .. 1-'-1-l). . 
10 Buffard-O'Shea ( 199~. 5.') thinks of this as metaphoric identity. or un trm·ersee. une moumncc. 

that of the Bcur in the ~Os. 
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that are not longer perceived as marginal. In Akli Tadjer's Les A.S.I. de Tassili. the 

protagonist Omar is in constant search of his "Arabite" which keeps slipping 

between his fingers. This con1ing back to the parents' language and culture is a form 

of affinnation of one's alterity seen before as degraded and deviant from the French 

cultural norms. 

When she attends with her family the Christmas party organised by her father's 

employers, she starts clapping when le 'bon-Dieu' (Father Christmas) appears on 

stage; her father is angry at the idea of her believing in father Christmas and accuses 

her of being like 'others' (G., 67). The girl tells him that "Je tape comme tout le 

monde, c'est fait expres ... Comme c;a je me fais pas remarquer" (G., 67). Her action 

aims at hiding her cultural difference and thus be like others and remain invisible. In 

Bimi ou le Paradis Prive, Beni tries to 'behave' like the French children in a 

Christmas party organised by his father's employers, but is silenced by the father 

who orders him to keep quiet (Beni, 9). His brother Nourdine complains that his 

father never wants to act like 'others' and be 'similar' (ibid.). This failed quest for 

invisibility translates the Beurs' desire to be socially e1npowered as they link the 

invisibility of their difference with being accepted. 

In Georgette! all the girl's fan1ily n1embers do not hesitate to show their support for 

the Indians in their battle against the cowboys in a classical cowboys and Indians 

fihn (G., 72). The connection between the Indians and the girl's family is 

established earlier in the classroom when the teacher introduces the game of le pot 

rouge which indicates the right of the students to speak when the le pot rouge reach 

their table. When it is the girl's tum to have Ia parole, Mirielle, her classmate, 

passes to her le pot rouge, calling her an Indian which causes her classmates to 

laugh: "C'est rigolo, z'donne le pot rouge a une pot rouge." (G., 69). The girl's right 

to speak, institutionalised by the teacher and the school is destroyed by the stign1a 

of her 'peau rouge', but she totally refuses this stign1a and considers the \\·hole game 

as an insult to her 'difference': "C'est plus in pot rouge celui la. Je ne l'appelcrai plus 

cmnme c;a. C'est un pot de yaourt deguise en insulte grave" (G .. 69). She feels 

trapped within her visibly different skin colour. which makes her vulnerable to her 

classmates' remarks ((I., 71 ). Her in1111ediate rc~1ction is to deny any link\\ ith the 

Indians, but this denial bcL·omcs an acceptance later on as she claims that "Surtout. 
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je me traine cmnme un peau rouge. Je marche conune une indienne~" (G .. 71 ). Her 

family's identification with the Indians can be seen as an identification \\ ith the long 

injustice and oppression that the Indians have undergone at the hands of the \d1ite' 

Americans and the loss of their land, culture and identity as a result. The Indians 

also represent a possible alterity that the girl sympathises with as she claims herself 

to be "la fille d'un Grand chefPeau-Rouge, mon frere est son fils et rna mere est une 

reine" (G., 87). 

She is fascinated with the Indians' strategy of disguising themselves, but "elle 

[Mirielle] envie de sauter en me voyant ala tt~le. Mais elle a aucune chance! je suis 

pas une indienne! Je me deguise tout les matins, d'accord. Mais je le montrerai pas a 
tel e. Si les indiens acceptent c'est leur affaire" (G., 81 ). The Indians represent for 

her a possible model of alterity especially in the way they camouflage their 

difference, but she does not agree with their strategy of exposing themselves or 

1naking themselves visible to be massacred afterwards: "Ils descendent des 

montagnes pour le massacre. Du coup, ils sont reperes. A partir de Ia, tout le monde 

se mefie d'eux. Tout le monde est prevenu de leur sauvagerie" (G., 81 ), but she is 

more subtle in retaining her "savagery", "je suis un petit chat sauvage qui se voit 

pas" as she is called before by her teacher 'chat sauvage'; "Je respire comme un petit 

chat civilise. La sauvagerie, je le retiens dans mon ventre" (G., 41-2). Visibility 

1neans to her annihilation; that is why, she prefers to be invisible. Her relationship 

with the Indians is not fixed but revised constantly ranging from acceptance, refusal, 

and conten1pt to adn1iration and respect as she recognises her resemblance to them 

but also affirms her difference. For example, her disdain for the Indians' visibility. 

that is, their exposure of then1selves, is transformed into an admiration for their 

strategy of hiding their identity. or rather of their ability to remain visibly invisible: 

"Le grave probleme c'est de les reconnaitre. Ils se rese1nblent tous. Plus, il se 

deguisent et pas n'in1porte conm1ent. lis se deguisent en terre rouge et le cow-boy 

est perdu: il peut jan1ais les reconnaitre nulle part. C'est des malins~" (G .. 7~). 

Therefore, the girl adn1ires and sometimes identifies with the Indians because of 

their ability to invent strategies to camouflage their identity and make it 

inaccessible. changeable and elusi\·e \\·hich is e:\actly her O\\·n strategy of refusing 

to be classified or framed within a certain fi:\ed identity that either the father and the 

teacher \\·ant her to adopt: "la carte d'identit~ des indiens est un secret de guerre. 11 
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est garde eternellen1ent melne si le cow-boy les torture. Personne ne connait la \Taie 

figure des indiens. Encore heureux. Si non, le cowboy les massacre tous. un par un" 

(G., 72). The Indian~; help her to find her survival strategies of how to cope \\·ith 

the different worlds of home and school; thus, she also " ... [ se] plangue derriere un 

masque sur la figure", or as she puts it: "Je me colle une peau rouge sur le visage. Je 

marche vers l'ecole, mon visage rouge est magnifique". but her masque falls off 

when fear takes hold of her: "Il [le masque] tombe ala renverse de peur" (G., 76-7). 

Mireille Rosello (1993, 79) argues that the characters of Belghoul's text appropriate 

television programmes for two reasons. First, Belghoul presents implicitly the 

proble1n of the sex of the viewer and second the family of Georgette are not 

watching a film about the representation of Arabs which renders their identification 

with the characters represented on television more complicated. But Rosello's 

argument does not explain how the girl is positioned differently when watching the 

cowboys and Indians film with the rest of the fan1ily members. I would argue that 

when reading the passage in which the family is watching the film, that gender is 

not particularly relevant in that scene as a signifier of identification. 'Ethnicity' or 

n1inority status see1ns to be more important since the whole fatnily has no problem 

with identifying with the Indians in their bloody struggle with the cowboys. The 

fatnily identifies with the Indians as they are the ones who are dominated and who 

are victi1ns of history. The girl even clain1s to identify herself with her father by not 

watching the end of the filn1, as the defeat of the Indians was predictable and 

inevitable: 11 

Moi, je suis con1me mon pere: je regarde jamais la fin des films de cow 
boys. Je m'en vais ou bien si je suis toute seule, j'eteins. Je regarde en silence 
la 1neilleure part de filn1. De toute fa<;on c'est inutile de regarder la fin. elle 
est toujours pareille. (G., 73-4). 

The girl and her family collectively support the Indians who are not idealised but 

are adn1ired for their vigorous resistance to the cowboys though they are alway~ 

defeated at the end which n1a)· be seen as a reflection of their status of being a 

minoritv largelv marginalised by the mainstream society. HO\VC\ cr. Rosello daims 
"" ......... .... -

that the sc\cn year-old girL a consumer of television images. breaks with the long 
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tradition of 'Ia femme orientale' who is always imagined as being devoured by the 

gaze of the white artist, as on this occasion she is the one ,,·ho aazes at the 
b 

television. However, she also claims that she is equally tempted to wony now that 

the girl has moved from the position of the viewed one to that of the , iewer and 

thus to the state of 'passive' spectator in a position to be influenced by the powerful 

discourse of the media: 

Peut-etre est-il ironiquement complexe qu'au moment ou une petite fille sc 
retrouve en position d'observatrice et non d'Odalisque esthetisee. je sois 
tentee de m'inquieter de son statut de telespectatrice 'passive' susceptible de 
se laisser influencer par le discours tout-puissant des media. (Rosello 1993, 
39). 

Either way, Rosello already seems to predetermine the position of the girl as an 

'oriental' woman either to be gazed at as an 'aesthetic' object or to be influenced 

passively by the discourse of the media if she is the viewer, which depri\'es the girl 

of her own agency. She claims that "la petite fille, spectatrice d'une 'bagane a mort 

entre les indiens et les COW-boys' ITie rapelle etrangement d'autres femmes, dont je 

ne sais plus si je dois dire qu'elles ont 'participe' ou ete 'spectatrices' de la guerre de 

liberation nationale" (ibid.). Rosello compares the seven year old girl with the 

heroines of Assia Djebar's L'Amour. La Fantasia (1985) who were active 

participants in the war of liberation. She also compares the girl with the protagonist 

of Leila Sebbar's Les cm·nets de Sherazade ( 1985) where a young Beurette 

undertakes a journey through France following the steps of her fellow Beurs in the 

fan1ous 1983 'Marche des Beurs' in which they called for equality and freedom. 

Rosello links the three novels on the basis of their tackling in their own ways "le 

problen1e de la specificite" du role de la fen1ffie lorsque les evenements historiques 

font d'elle un sujet que l'on considere comn1e 'bi-culturale"' (ibid.). I would argue 

here that the history of colonial women who had experienced the historical events of 

the Alaerian war is of a different order than that of young Beurettes protagonists of 
b 

these novels. These protagonists emerge as young Beurettes who trace their links 

with the anti-colonial history of their ancestresses in order to understand in their 

o\\'11 way their exclusion from French society. 

11 In KettatlL''s /c S1Jlll"ire de Brahim ( 19S5. 52) the prt)tagonist 'instincti\'ely' supports the Indian-; in 
their hloodY ,, ar a!.!ain-;t the co\\ boy-; hL'L'athc they" (TL' the Yictims \)r colonisation. He abll hates 
,, a!L'hing tl~e end ;fthe tilms "ith the predictable -;laughter or the resi-;ting Indian-;. 
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The girl also links her father with an Indian chef when she catches sight of him 

cleaning in the middle of a public road with a red bandage over his cap: "La. dans la 

rue noire, c'est un chef indien"(G., 82). The link is based on her father's low self

esteetn and humiliation at being a nettoyeur suffering from the banal daily racism of 

a displaced travailleur immigre. He confesses to his daughter that the red bandage 

on his cap which is clain1ed to be for security reasons is actually intended to make 

all the itnmigrants visible: "y veulent qu'on s'fasse reperer, oui!" as there are only 

three or four of them in the neighbourhood but with the red bandages. people ''ill 

see them everywhere and think they are thousands (G., 81 ). The father clearly states 

that it is a strategic move to make the immigrants visible so that they will be seen as 

a threat within French society and thus deported. The issue of inm1igration 

becoming visible in the public eye has been significant in increasing public debate 

about the threat of the itnmigrants and thus the increase of hatred and xenophobia 

especially at the beginning of the eighties, the time of the writing of Belghoul's text 

when many young Beurs were murdered by 'ordinary' French people in the streets 

for no reasons but fear and hatred. 

In Le Gone de Chaaba, Azouz follows the same strategies of masquerading his 

'origins sarrasines' (Gone, 21 0). He pretends to be French of Algerian Jewish 

extraction when confronted by his classn1ates, the Jewish brothers Taboul, at a time 

when the six-day war in 1967 between the Arabs and the Israelis is the focus of the 

media. He does not want to be recognised as having Arab origins not only because 

of the huge Arab defeat in the war, but also because ofthe colonial prejudice against 

the Arabs in France (Gone, 188-9). He refuses to recognise his n1other who comes 

to collect hin1 from school giving her signs to disappear as he is not proud of her 

colourful dress and the tattoo on her face which will expose his Arab origins to 

Taboul's brothers (Gone. 193). Azouz thinks of the Taboul Jewish brothers as 

highly 'accepted' in French society and hence his desire to be a Jc\Y. 

Azouz defensively insists on being bon1 in Lyons when he is asked: "T'es d'oLI. toi?" 

as if to mark his French 'insideness' (Gone. 205). Just ''hen Azouz thinks he is 

successful in 'n1asking' his origins. his picd-noir teacher. .Mr. Louban, re\ c~ds his 

A.rab origins and asks him about the way his name is pronounced in Arabic. This 

time. A1ouz feels that the man knows all about his 'history': 
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Je me sens vide d'un coup. Heureusement que les Taboul ne sont pas dans la 
classe, sinon qu'aurais-je repondu? Que je n'etais pas arabe? Peut-etre '"a-t
il d'autres Taboul autour de moi? Le prof attend une response. Comn1e~1t lui 
dire que je n'ai pas envie de deYoiler rna nature a tous ces eleves qui sont 
maintenant en train de m'observer comme une bete de cirque'? J'ai en\ ie de 
lui dire: je ne suis pas celui que vous croyez, mon bon monsieur, mais c'est 
impossible. (Gone, 209). 

Being born and brought up in colonial Algeria, Mr. Louban speaks to Azouz in a 

nostalgic way about an Algeria Azouz has never known; he recognises how Mr. 

Louban is proud to be an Algerian: "le prof a pris !'habitude de me faire parler en 

classe, de moi, de rna famille, de cette Algerie que je ne connais pas mais que je 

decouvre de jour en jour avec lui" (Gone, 213). Azouz feels more rooted in France 

as though his links with Algeria are almost 'fictional'. But it is Mr. Louban who 

makes Azouz interested in knowing his parents' country and culture with his 

"nostalgerie" (nostalgeria): 12 "modeste, le prof. II est en train de m'expliquer mes 

origines, de me prover rna nullite sur la culture arabe et il ose dire qu'il parle arabe 

presque bien que Inoi!" (ibid.). Azouz is surprised to find out that his father's view 

about les pied-noirs and their racism against the Algerian itnmigrants proves wrong 

at least in the case of his teacher. 13 Mr. Louban establishes a kind of complicity of 

conm1on origins with Azouz; he introduces Azouz to Jules Roy and his Les 

Chevaux de solei! to read describing hin1 as "un Algerien comme nous, un tres 

grand ecrivain de !'Algerie" (Gone, 215). Mr. Louban clearly stresses his double 

identity as a pied nair: he is French in citizenship but he has strong cultural and 

linguistic affiliations with Algeria, the country where he was born and brought up. 

This pied-nair cultural affinity with Algeria has caused serious problems to the 

notion of the 'French nation' after they left Algeria for France as --like the Beurs-

they deconstruct the notion of cultural uniformity with their 'algeriance' or 

'nostalgeria'. 

Azouz remen1bers his father's horror when the immigrants of the poor shantytown 

are exposed to the public eye through tek\ ision and ne\\'Spapers as criminals who 

12 A term u:-;cd lw Dcn·ida ( 1996. l-\6) to refer to hi:-; relationship with Algeria. 
1' " ••• Tout cc qu.l· jc :-;ai:-;. c'c:-;t que mon p~·rc dit que k~ "binoirs" [pieJ-noir] n'aiment pa~ k~ ,\rabe~. 
et surtout CCll\ q;li tra\aillent a\CC lui. a l'usine. II parait qu'il~ discnt toujours au\ .\lgcrians du 
chantil·r: ''\ ou:-; a\ o voulu \ \)tre independanCL' ct maintenant \ oLh Yenez tLI\'ailler Il·i~" lis ne 
comprennent pa:-;, Et moi non plus, On aurait du rentrer chez nous Jepuis 1\'I1:,Ctemps" (GtHle. 211 ). 
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arecarrying out the illegal hala/
14 

slaughter of sheep in the bido1n·i/le. France is 

always absent fr01n the Chaaba and appears only \\·ith the police force to establish 

'order'. Confronted by the c01nmonplace racism of the police force. Azouz-- still 

under the spell of the 'morale' classes that are taught by his teacher-- shows the 

place his uncle used to the policemen (Gone, 123-4-5-6). This act further deepens 

his act of betrayal of his 'Arabhood' in the eyes of his Arab cousins (Gone. 12 7-8 ). 

His father is horrified at being visible for the first time to the eyes of the French 

public institutions when he is recalled to the police station (Gone. 13-l ). Bouzid 

associates his visibility with surveillance and then expulsion as he knows \Yell how 

the system functions from his past experience in working with the colons in colonial 

Algeria (Gone, 134). The article written in the local newspapers about the incident 

confirms the fears of Bouzid and his fellowmen. They are described as those 'Arab 

irm11igrant' who are 'hors les lois' and traffickers of meat, and how the police 'work' 

hard to arrest the offenders and 'restore' the law 15 (Gone. 135). Bouchaoui (Bouzid's 

cousin) complains about the incessant 'control of papers' and about public abuse as a 

result of their 'visibility', he claims that "ils ont ri de moi, m'ont traite de bikon. 

Tous les jours, <;a va etre comme <;a, maintenant " (Gone, 136). The Chaaba has 

survived n1any things before but 'le scandale de la boucherie clandestine' is fatal to 

all the Algerian in1migrant conm1unities who, under the burden of stigmatisation, 

start to leave the Chaaba (Gone, 136). Azouz's family is the last to move because of 

Bouzid's attachn1ent to the place and his belief that the Chaaba is the only place 

where they can remain invisible and thus live peacefully without harassment (Gone, 

149). 

Azouz Begag's Le Gone du Chaaba had itself raised hot public debate when it 

becmne exposed to the scrutiny of the media in 1988 after a row over a 

schoolteacher's decision to use the book in her class curriculum. Under the 

influence of son1e National Front supporters, some parents accused the teacher of 

using a pon1ographic text that would totally' corrupt the young adolescents readers. 

This accusation was based on a brief passage in the novel \\·here the protagonist 

Azouz, a young child, \\·as trying to understand and mimic the sexual act that far 

14 Slaughtering of animals folio\\ ing the Islamic rituals. 
15 In s:;ni ou Lc Paradi Prin< Beni's father C'\j11\:sscd his mistrust of the French media when " ... le 
pn.;SC!l(ateur parJait des .\rabL'S. de petwk. de J'JsJa.m. de J'.\Jgcric. jJ l~OUS ~isatt. cl ltlUS d~ n,?US 
tairc .... " .\nd then asb his children to translate for htm ''hat had been satd whtle atfirmlll:,: that ks 

" B .. "I) 1 ran~ais ne disaicnt que des mensonges sur nous ( em. _, . 
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from being pornographic was a comic perception of sexual innocence (Hargrea\e~ 

1993, 35 ). 
16 

The row over the book, however. has brought Be gag's text and other 

Beur novels into literary visibility and thus encouraged more creati' ity on the part 

of the growing young writers. 

The parents of the Franco-Maghrebines had no Yoice at all and kept their existence 

surrounded by silence and despair. Their descendants, however. haYe refused to be 

silent as they have translated their mal de vivre and exclusion from mainstream 

French society into various voices whether artistic, political, cultural or athletic. In 

Georgette!, Le Gone de Chailba, Beni au le Paradis Prive and other texts. the 

Beurs' psychological fracture is due to their awareness of their alienation in relation 

to two cultural spheres irreducible one to another (Benarab 1994, 206). The texts 

are a way of translating their experiences of being a minority and clearly show 

traces of their distancing themselves from their parents' and the French identities. 

a- Beni and the Language of Comedy in Beni ou le paradis prive 

Azouz Begag's second novel Beni au le paradis prive focuses on the character of 

Beni, a young adolescent of high achievement in school and with a pron1ising future 

(Beni, 35). His nickname Beni is carefully chosen by him to disguise his real name 

Ben Abdellah, (n1eaning the son of the slave of God in Arabic) a name for him that 

has no future in a non-Islan1ic country. But his nickname can accommodate and 

reconcile various n1eanings and cultures: "mon fils" dans la langue de Prophete, 

Beni dans celle de Christ, anagran1me de bien dans celle de petit Robert" (ibid.). 

Beni prefers to be called by this name instead of his real nmne "Ben Abdallah" 

because it hides his Arab origins: "Mais j'aime surtout quand m'appelle Beni. parce 

que la, on voit pas que je suis arabe" (Beni, 40). 

Beni is stign1atised by his skin colour and physical difference, \vhich ah,·ays pushes 

him to the Yerge of being a foreigner. For example just as he thinks he has managed 

to gain Nick as a friend, his mother tells Beni that her son is forbidden to 

accompany 'n'importe qui'. clearly implying Arabs: her racism is aroused by h~..'r 

son's death in a car a~..·cident inYolYing "les trims" of the cite (Beni. 7 _; ). '\ i~..·k's 

Jc, For more details of the i~~u~. ~l'C Daniel Licht ( 19~~). 
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mother associates "les trims" with the youth of the banlieue who are predominantly 

ofi'\orth African origin. Beni, however_ does not want :\ick's mother to think of him 

as 'n'importe qui' (Beni, 75) because he thinks of himself as a hiah achieYer unlike 
;:, ' 

his newly acquired friends in the cite such as Milou (Franco-Algerian). Riton, etc. 

(Beni, 13 7). 

Beni's physical and ethnic difference makes him unable to choose what he wants to 

be as he is already classified. Confronted with the banality of this latent racism that 

involves other groups 17 as well, Beni decides to become a comedian to be free from 

stigmatisation, free from national or ethnic certainty and fixation: 

1 e voulais lui dire qu'un comedien avait le magi que avantage d'etre plusieurs 
gens a la fois, avec le choix de se cacher dans Ia peau de l'un d'eux, une 
marionnette imaginaire qui n'existe et n'apparait que sur un claquement des 
doigts, comedien pour faire croire qu'on n'est pas celui qu'on est en realite, et 
vice versa, personne ne me comprendrait plus et ce serait tant mieux comn1e 
<;a car on ne serait plus assure de rien, bien fait! Un monde fait de comediens 
dans lequel on ne saurait pas si monsieur Untel s'ecrit avec un U majuscule 
ou un I, et de toute fa<;on tous les gens s'en fouteraient parceque y'aurait plus 
de I et plus de U, plus de gros, plus de maigres, plus de Blancs. plus de 
couleur, plus de Beni-t'es-d'ou-toi? d'ici ou de hi-bas? et je pourrais 
tranquillement regarder ma France sans qu'elle le sache. je sais c'est 
n1alhonnete, n1ais au moins je saurais exactement ce qu'elle ressent pour moi 
derriere mon n1asque. (Beni, 75). 

Beni 's idea of living in a world of actors and masques so that he camouflages 

himself in different characters without having to be categorised and classified, is 

due to his desire to escape his constant stigmatisation. Beni wants to break 

down the barriers of the fixed ethnic camps that stabilise people's identities and 

belongings. His world of actors means that he will not be afraid of an:1hing 

especially the police force. His big day of comedy will be when the brutal 

n1isuse of power by the police against those categorised as outsiders/criminals 

like himself will be revealed. He in1agines himself to be a victim of an abusi\·e 

17 Beni heard the discussion in a cafe of a group of old \\ hite French men about an article in the 
Progrcs. a Lyonnais ne\\·spaper stating how a Gitan is said to rape a French \\Oman \\·hereas he 

denies it; Here is their dialogue: 
"- Si c'dait moi que jc dirigcas ce putain de pays. je les renverrais tous dans leur pays. les Citans. a 
coups de botte dans le cul! . . 
_ C'cst sur. dit un autre. Tu les accueilks. tu leur donnes du boulot. tis \wlent tes femmes: I ranee 

'11\''1'1. I 1"(8 .1...,-) pays d'accue1 . 01 a e rcsu tat. em. _::-- . 
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police ID check with the power to immediately and brutally change to a police 

chief delegated by French society to punish those who abuse their pm:ver (ibid.). 

He will ask them: "Quelles sont les raisons qui ont contribue au choix de mon 

personnage pour votre controle?" (Beni, 75). Even when merely watching the 

police chasing a young boy, he is singled out for questioning and accused of 

helping the fugitive to escape (Beni, 87). The policeman insults him and he is 

humiliated when he tries to protest (ibid.). Beni belieYes that "partout il en 

faudrait des comedians, partout des masques, des incertitudes" (Beni, 76 ). 

As young Beurs still in the process of inscribing then1selves in French society, the 

three Beur protagonists in Georgette!, Le Gone de Chaaba and Beni ou le Paradis 

Prive "develop an attitude of double choice in1posed by this perception of the host 

society: conformity or revolt. But this painful choice is born also out of the 

miserable experience of their parents, on which they avoid to reflect" (Benarab 

1994, 144 ). Therefore, the adopted posture expresses their willingness to liberate 

thetnselves from the reductive expectations made for them of taking their parents' 

place as an exploited labour force that reproduces itself. It is as a result of this 

socio-cultural exile that the Beur literature emerges expressing individual 

experiences and at the same time the collective social exclusion of the banlieues. 

Most of the characters in the Beur texts suffer frmn conflict and ambivalence in 

relation to the family space on the one hand and French society on the other. The 

elen1ents inherited by the Beurs from the family as a mark of cultural identity 

becon1e a source of humiliation and disdain within the wider space of French 

society. This can be attributed to the negative stereotypes inherited from colonial 

history and the low socio-econon1ic status accorded to their parents as trann1leurs 

immigres that have also made then1 feel inferior. 

The question of double culture is conceived not as a tangible reality but as a social 

and ideological construction, which n1akes use of the 'foreignness' of cultures and 

their irreducibilitv to one another so as to legitimatise the don1ination of some o\·er 
~ ~ 

others (Souilamas Guenif 2000, 84). In other words. Arabo-Islamic culture is 

defined as being de\ iant and irreducible to a superior unitary and egalitarian French 

culture. This constructed fiction denies recognition and thus equal access for the 

i\1aghrebian families to public space. The descendants of immigrant Lm1ilie> find 
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themselves, when trying to affirm their singularitv and their mode of belon2ing to - ~ ~ 

French society, at risk of being disavowed not onlv bv the agents of 'legitimate 
... "' - -

culture' but also by their own parents who expect them to confonn to certain 

cultural norms. These young people are denied a space where they can express their 

individual aspirations as the idea of assimilation dmninates anv cultural 

legitimacy. 18 They are seen as 'incomplete individuals' not because they are tom 

between two cultures but because they are 'uncertain individuals' as they question 

and weaken the dominant cultural model and its imagined integrity. Instead of 

recognising the individuality and singularity of any translation of the different 

cultures inherited by the Beurs, the diversity of their cultural practices are 

hon1ogenised under a unified label 'Maghrebian' culture which is seen as threatening 

to the French 'national integrity' and thus denounced: "l'etiquetage accredite des lors 

l'idee d'une double culture illegitime car deviante" (ibid., 49). 

Facing various triangles of don1ination, the girls of North African descendants try to 

adopt a form of independence or liberty that is rooted both in their family values 

and French society: "sous l'effet cumule d'une double impossibilite, celle de Ia 

culture familiale et celle de la socialisation institutionelle, les filles comme leurs 

freres sont renvoyees a leur seule capacite" (Souilamas Guenif 2000, 68). Thus, the 

diversity of their trajectories and their confrontation with individualistic culture 

from a dominated position cannot be generalised. The texts of Leila Houari, 

Ferrudja Kessas and Sakinna Boukhedenna clearly demonstrate the diversity of 

experience in negotiating the various facets ofbeing Franco-Maghrebian won1en. 

1 ~This is the case not only of the young descendants of t\orth African immigrants but also ?·oung 
JKnpk from \Hnking-class backgrounds who are sociall.y discr.imin~_lted .agai~st in terms. of ~el11~ 
considered unable. as dominated groups. to affirm the smgulanty \,f the1r existence. unhh· l\1r 

· ·1 .. ·1· ,()00 ql ..;'\ample nwre stK"ially t:l\·oured classes (Sou1 amas Uuem - . , . 
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3- Leila Houari's Zeida de ,\'ulle Part (1985) 19 and Quand tu verras fa mer 

(1988):
20 

narratiYes of the homelessness and fragilities of ·exile· 

(a)- Zaida and the 'interrupted genealogy' 

Elle eta it folle, folle! Pow·tarzt son his to ire eta it simple. (Z., 7 5). 

Sa grand-mere avait raison, elle ne devait pas fuir, jusqu'a present ellen 'avail fait 
que courir apres des ombres, Ia reponse n'etait pas ici [le Maroc], !'cxil etait et 
serait toujours son ami, if lui appris a chercher ses racines. (Z., 83). 

A l'aube on se reveille, on voudrait pouvoir ... 
Le constat nous bouleverse et, 
L'on se retrouve comme un oiseau blesse 
A Ia veille de sa migration. (Q., 11 ). 

Leila Houari's Zaida de nulle part focuses on the life of a young adolescent of 

Moroccan origin, who moved with her parents to Brussels at the age of fiYe. She 

expresses through the novel her belonging to "nulle part" (nowhere) as she feels lost 

and uprooted in France and a foreigner in Belgium. The protagonist's name Zaida, 

which in Arabic has two n1eanings: the newly born one, or the one that is extra or 

excessive, reflects the mode of the novel where Zaida is "de nulle part" (from 

nowhere), the one who is born out of nowhere while oscillating between two spaces, 

the ici (Brussels) and Ia bas (Fez). Her identity is one of 'lack' as she is from 

nowhere (nulle part) or doubly excessive as she is linked to both Morocco and 

Brussels. (Z., 19). 

Zaida still cannot come to accept her enforced displacement from Fez, a city whose 

chan11, perplexity, wan11th and hospitality still haunt her early childhood memories 

(Z., 19-20-21 ). Though Brussels is her adopted home \:vhere she was brought up. 

she is still confronted with people's mistrustful looks and coldness (Z., :10). :\ 

!!faffiti on a wall ren1inds her that she is not in her "country". but rather in c"ik. 
1::> 

incertitude and loneliness: "Non. elk ne prendrait pas gout a Ia solitude, a 
]'incertitude. jamais, parce qu'elle saYait qu'il y a des grisailks qui \·ous impregnent 

et rendent a\ eugk a tout autre ciel!" (Z .. -1-0). 

19\hbre\'iatl'd hereatkr as Z. 
~ 0 .\hhre\ i:tll'd hereafter as Q. 
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Zaida rebels against the restrictions imposed on her by the patriarchal mentality of 

her parents' culture. Tom between her mother's resignation and her father's 

inability to talk about the harshness of exile, Zaida feels unable to communicate 

with her parents, especially her father, whom she perceives as a 'wanderer' who can 

never find his lost 'ho1ne' again (Z., 39). When he catches her watching the street 

from a window, he suspects her of waiting for a lover and accuses her of being "une 

petite revoltee qui deshonore sa race" (Z., 39). He insults her with words that hurt 

her as they show his mistrust of her; words that translate the harshness of his 

experience in exile: "tes mots qui sont durs, ont la durete de ton experience. Si tu 

m'avais batue, cela m'aurait fait moins mal" (ibid.). Her mother warns her not to 

rebel against the father's will as that will bring on her "la malediction". However. 

exile is her "malediction", "tout ce qu'elle vivait etait maudit, trop de contradictions 

se melaient pour qu'elle y voit clair" (Z., 32). It is her "hidden imprint" as she is 

doomed to live in contradiction between "ces deux mondes qui l'habitaient" (Z., 79). 

Because of these two worlds, she has no identity, she is 'nothing' (rien) though 

people already classify her as an Arab because of her physical 'difference': "Non, je 

ne suis pas arabe, je ne suis rien, je suis moi. Ah! Mes yeux bruns, excusez-moi, 

j'avais oublie ... " (Z., 15). 

Listening to her n1other's own history !a bas in her own village in Morocco. Zaida 

feels a strong link has been renewed between the two, a genealogical and historical 

link of continuity but also of disruption: "Tu parlais, je t'ecoutais, j'aurais tellement 

VOUlU etre conn11e toi, accepter les choses telles qu'elles sont, tu n'as pas ete tres 

heureuse et un rien te fait sourir. J'ai honte de n1oi, a force de me revolter j'en arrive 

a ne plus avoir ce que je veux" (Z., 36-38). She can never be like her mother. 

sub1nissive to the idea of a 'pure' woman who keeps the 'honour' of the family intact. 

But her rebellion against the taboos set for by her father throws her into more 

confusion: "et n1oi, je veux justen1ent dechirer ce voile d'interdits, je veux connaitre 

l'amour et une ombre me poursuit me harcele. me rit au \ isage et me laisse perdue" 

(Z .. 39). Mehdi Charef ( 1983, 3 7) retlects on this confusion as a problem of 

generations, since the parents want to enforce their vision of life on their children 

\\·hich deepens the latter's psychological tun11oil: 

Ce qui me dcran~e avec la ~~..~neration des premiers in1migr~..< .. c'c~t qu~..~ Ia 
majorite d'cntre cux \·oudrait que leurs enfants soicnt cc qu'iJ-.; sl)nt ou cc 
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qu'ils ont ete. A la maison, c'est tous le temps: 'Attentions. ne fait pas ci. 
parce que tu es Arabe ... Ne fait pas ca ... N'oublie pas que tu es musulman~ 
Dans la rue, le gosse se retrouve carrement dans un autre monde que les 
parents ignorent. 11 est dechire et c'est ce dechirement qui me deran2:e. C'est 
ce dechiren1ent qui fait souffrir les jeunes. ~ 

Zaida expresses this 'dechirement' in terms of the rupture in the supposed genealogy 

of cultural continuity as her parents' expectations of her do not fit in ,,·ith her other 

acquired affiliations within the Belgian society and thus cause her serious conflicts 

of loyalty with her parents. Zaida has been confronted with all the limitations of 

what she is allowed to do/be and not to do/be; she abandons eYerything including 

school and even "l'espoir de s'en sortir un jour" (Z., 54). Though she is inhabited by 

the 'exile' and forced displacement that she blames for 'interrupting' her 'filial 

genealogy' with Morocco, her up-bringing in Belgian society has created a strong 

affiliation with the culture of her adopted society. Contradictions, disruption and 

confusion 1nark the movement between the filial and the affilial, as she feels no 

longer able to identify with her mother's submissive views on life and thus her 

father's patriarchal views which limit her freedom of movement. 

Zaida's decision to make the journey back to the land of her early childhood is an 

attempt (like n1ost Beur protagonists)21 to escape the various contradictions that 

inhabit her, but the journey has further accentuated them as she discovers that 

"home con1ing is out of the question" (Edward Said 1984, 165) and that "exile" \vill 

be her companion. She n1akes a determined effort to adapt to the life of the 

peasants in the village whose warmth, hospitality and attachment to their land is 

smnething that she cannot have (Z., 49-56). But she is perceived as a guest of 

passage; a guest treated with great respect but never an insider. Seen as 'une fille 

d'Europe', she is allowed the con1pany of two young boys simply because she does 

not 'belong' to the village (Z., 69). In Brussels she is seen as a 'foreigner' in the 

category of poor labourers without any esteem (Z., 50). But even her aunt still 

thinks of her as a 'foreigner'. an outsider in transit as she warns her of the dogs \\ ho 

dislike foreigners (Z .. -1-3-52). Like her mother Ia has (Brussels). \\·omen of the 

villaae ici strike her with their resignation to the patriarchal mentality perceived as 
b 

1 . 'd . ' (Z - .., ) t 1e1r estmy .. -='-"' . 
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Her love for her cousin's friend Watani is in1portant as his name in Arabic means 

'n1y country'. She indulges in the same fantasy about him as the one she has of her 

'pays': "ce grand garcon aux yeux verts elle le desirait envers et contre tous. elle ne 

se rendait pas compte des illusions qu'elle se fabriquait. .. " (Z .. 59). \\'atani cannot 

be her answer as he is doubtful about life in Morocco where she \\ants to have 

security (ibid.). She discovers that "elle n'est pas faite pour vivre ici" as she is seen 

as 'fille d'Europe' (Z., 68). Watani cannot even understand her serious efforts to 

settle in the village; he asks her to leave for Brussels as "le reve n'est pas perm is ici" 

(Z., 73). Zaida feels handicapped by being unable to express herself in what she 

sees as her 'very own language: Arabic', a language she does not know. \vhich 

further accentuates her status as an 'intruder' (Z., 75). 

The call comes from her grandmother telling her to stop escaping her "destiny". her 

double affinities and the illusions she has made about a possible homeland, as her 

journey to her parents' village simply creates more doubts and illusions in her mind: 

" ... les jours sont longs ici, ils vont sen1er encore plus de doutes en toi, n'essaye pas 

d'echapper a ton destin, les nuits vont t'envelopper de reves et bientot tu seras 

cmnme la vielle Rahn1a qui est devenue folie parce qu'elle attendait que le sel 

fleurisse. Ne te berce pas de l'odeur de n1enthe, ya Zeida! Sache que Ia deception 

ici, est plus dure que partout ailleurs ... " (Z., 44). "Home-coming is out of the 

question" as Zaida cmmot establish a new umbilical cord with the land of her birth: 

"Elle voulait trop, elle demandait la comprehension generale et c'etait elle qui s'etait 

imposee a tous, a Watani, a sa tante, meme ala mule bomee" (Z., 78 ). 

But even in the village, where nobody believes that she wants to efface her past in 

Europe and start anew. she feels "etrangere ... tout bonnement etrangere". as it is not 

enouah to wear wu: h!ouza and live the life of the peasants to become one of them 
b 

(Z .. 74). Her escape from Brussels has only aggravated the contradictions that 

already possess her as she discovers that she cannot efface her half-~elf or the other 

hyphen of her identity: her Belgian identity: "le choix de s'ctre retiree totakment de 

tout cc qui pouvait lui rappeler !'Europe n'a\·ait fait qu'accentuer ks contradictions 

: 1 f\ Lin\ B~..·ur prota~lHli~ts are disillusioned in thftr trip back to their parents' country of ~~r1;in; '-CL', 

for exa;nple. Omar in L·., A. \.I de Tassili ( jL)~-l \. Brahim in Lc Sourirc de Brahim (I 9S :- ). -.;a"- mna 
in S;tkinna Boukhedenna. S;t"-inna: .loumal "\'arionalih; "/mmigrdcJ" ( lll~C). 
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qui l'habitaient" (Z., 74). Her trip to Morocco has further deepened her ~en~e of 

loss: 

Le Maroc degeagait une beaute si attachante, la m1sere qu'elle Yivait en 
Europe etait differente, lui avait permis d'aimer son pays malgre les anncc~ 
qui l'en avaient separee, de se chercher dans ces deux mondes qui 
l'habitaient. Pourtant elle n'avait pas de n~ponse pour son re\ e. un voile lui 
collait interieurement et pour longtemps! (Z., 79). 

Her life is on the borders of these new spaces that inhabit her. If her love for a 

Belgian boy, an act of loosening inter-ethnic boundaries is totally impossible for 

both families to accept, this rejection reappears with her experience \\'ith \Vatani in 

Morocco, as her love for him is also impossible as they liYe in "different universes" 

(Z., 80). "L'avenir etait a refaire" in Brussels, but "Elle etait paralysee ... sa tante. 

sa grand-mere, la mule, Watani, les pancartes qui cachent la ville pauvre, l'odeur de 

jasmin, le petit vendeur de raibi, la beaute de son pays puis ... le gan;on aux cheveux 

clairs, la grisaille ... !'Europe" (Z., 83). She can never resolve her contradictions. but 

she can work through them. Her "cavalier noir" "se petrifait dans le desespoir de sa 

men1oire desormais orpheline!" ( Z., 8 3). She decides to search and make use of the 

richness of her contradictions and that "rien n'etait a justifier, ni ici, ni la-bas, c'etait 

cmmne cela, un point c'est tout! Chercher et encore chercher et trouver la richesse 

dans ses contradictions, la reponse devait etre dans le doute et pas ailleurs" (Z., 83). 

She has stopped dremning about the certainty of her 'belonging' and accepted doubt 

as an answer; her 'chez-soi' can be anywhere, it can be "ou je mange de pain" 

according to her n1other (Z., 83-4). But she still feels close to the immigrants: to 

their nostalgia and 'weariness' at crossing borders (Z. 84). 

(b)- Encounters 

Um:jeunefemme sans e1~jance erre dans l'histoire 
Sans nostalgic de passL~ 
Ind(fferente a l'an·nir 
Soucieusc du miroir auquel elle sourit 
Conscicnte de !'instance sculement. (Q .. 9 7). 

L 'n homme marche droit denmt lui. 
lk temps en /L'lllJJ., .. if., 'mTL~le pour wu: I"L'I1COI7fre. 
Puis continue su route et pn)i.'Te direj'ai rJn~. f(_). 103 J. 
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Houari's second novel Quand tu verras Ia mer is composed of Yarious short storic:~ 

that centre on the sea as a liberator, a powerful signifier that can heal ethnic 
'-' 

divisions as it unites the various characters and liberates them from their mutual 

prejudices. The main narrator of the stories is the anonymous protagonist of one of 

the short stories entitled "Encounter". One can easily link her to Zaida in Zaida de 

nulle part as she was also forced into exile with her parents when she was fi\ c. Fez. 

the city of her early childhood, is described with the same intensity as in Zaida (Q .. 

90). Brussels is her 'exile': the place that envelops her in her contradictions (Q., 8-

1 0). Houari emphasises in this text the futility of ethnic camps and barriers as her 

stories subtly evolve around how friendship and love between people from different 

ethnic groups can help appease their pain and loneliness. The stories eYolYe around 

issues of fragility, madness, suicide, le vide or lack of le fond, and childhood 

men1ones. 

The young woman suggests a strong link between her forced exile as a child and her 

being sensitive in a world where sensitivity is seen as a mark of weakness: her 

"Arab" origins do not help her situation: "Bien sur, j'ai une excuse: je suis arabe. 

Alors la sensibilite, mon frere, elle me tue" (Q., 16). To oyercome her sensitiYity as 

a "Fatin1a", a name that is used to degrade her as an imn1igrant labourer (le Fatima 

de menage) in a country "des trues branches" is to use "a mask" to deceiYc the 
,, 

others: "IL VOUS FAUT UNE CARAPACE POUR TROMPER LES AUTRES"--

(Q., 16). Her strategies of can1ouflaging resembles other Beur characters such as 

Beni in Beni and the anonyn1ous girl in Georgette! However, her mask falls apart 

since she cannot take the pressure of being somebody else and not herself: "Alors, 

j'ai leve les bras au ciel et j'ai pousse un cri horrible. continu, douloureux: je tenais 

n1on \'entre en n1e roulant par terre. Je hurlais du plus profond demon etre" (Q., 17). 

The anon)'111ous young woman liYes on her own in Brussels in a neighbourhood 

mostly populated by "les travailleurs Yenus d'ailleurs" ( Q .. 22). She describes them 

as lost and lonely (Q .. 23 ). The narrator problematises the adoption of a form of 

·Islam' as a reactionary fon11 of 'identity assertion· \\·hich for her represents another 

fon11 of self-closure as it encourages patriarchy and ethnic encampment. She 

22 Houari's 0\\'11 u:-;e of l·apital ktters in the text. 
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satirically attributes this to emptiness, unemployment, loss of memory and 

exclusion: "do not touch white women, do not drink coloured drinks, cover up your 

wife: her teeth are too white, your wife should not cut her hair as that will decrease 

your virility and keep an eye on your children as they can run away" (Q., 22). 

However, they still remain 'absent' under the weight of the 'banality' of daily racism 

practised by Belgium people (Q., 24). 23 

The first encounter that the story traces is between the young woman and a Belgian 

man, a writer who is attracted to her bizarre charm (Q., 76). Here is their first 

exchange of words, 

-v ous etes arabe ... 
-Pourquoi, <;a se voit? 
-Je ne voulais pas vous blaisser. 
-Vous ne me blaissez pas, seulement cela fait vingt ans que I' on me pose Ia 
question. (Q., 74). 

She wonders whether it is her 'exotic' looks, her being 'an oriental woman' which 

make her the Other, "une etrangere" that attracts his gaze and curiosity, but for him 

it is her aloofness, her inaccessibility that have fascinated him: "Lui qui avait 

!'habitude de jongler avec les personages, il etait hi, impuissant devant cette jeune 

femme insaisissable" (Q., 95). She traces their encounter back to one a thousand 

years earlier in a big ship, a reference to the encounter between Europe and North 

Africa and their long shared and entwined history (Q., 85). 

She confuses him with her lack of certainty about her possible 'identity' and the way 

she crosses boundaries: "Je suis nomade, simplement nomade de la vie" (Q., 95). 

She insists that she has no "tribe" when he asks her whether she will be 'unfaithful' 

to her 'tribe', that is, whether she will have a relationship with a man outside her 

designated comn1unity. She asks to see the sea (Q., 90); he, bewildered, asks her: 

23 The local shopkeeper and his clientele exemplified this as one of the customers asked Monsieur 
Van Bazar about coffee as there seemed to be 'une razzia' in supermarkets; he assured her that all his 
'faithful' customers, by which he means those who do not shop with the 'Turk' (a word used to 
describe any 'foreigner' especially Muslims) next door, would be able to get the coffee from him (Q., 
24). Madam Duchemin was refused coffee because she shopped with the 'Turk' though Madame 
Gem1aine was shocked to discover that the former, "dont les carreaux sont si propres" shopped \\ith 
a Turk (Q., 24). Madame Germaine's reference to Madame Duchemin's clean windows is related to 
an earlier ironical remark made by the protagonist when she claimed that "c'est un pays ou l'on vous 
juge d'apres Ia proprete de vos vitres" (Q .. 22) which hints at the discourse of 'propre' versus 
;impropre' (the 'natives' versus immigrants). 
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-D'ou viens-tu? 
-J e n'ai pas encore trouve. 
-Ou vas-tu? 

Elle le regarda avec son sourire d'enfant: 
-Ala mer, avec vous. Vous avez oublie? (Q., 91 ). 

She confronts him with her own histoire disguised in the fonn of an old folkloric 

tale narrated to her by her grandmother. In this story exile or l'ogresse forces her 

parents towards "l'autre COte de l'horizon" where the break with the natiYe land is 

involuntary but irreversible (Q., 82). The little girl is promised by a genie (in the 

midst of her psychological tramna at the moment of a violent geographical and 

cultural displacement that haunts her still) that he will keep her heart in the 

mountain (while her body moves away): "Tu laisses ton coeur pour tout ce que tu 

aimes ici, et la-bas tu serais indifferente a tout ce qui s'y passera, aux gens, aux 

choses, puisque tune voulais pas ressetnbler aux cadavres vivants qui en reYiennent 

sans le sourire ... " (Q., 83). But her happiness will be restored each time she sees the 

sea (Q., 83). Later when he sees her throwing herself into the sea to die, the Belgian 

man understands that she is the story and its end. 

The encounter has changed his life; she has shaken all his certainties as he confesses 

to her when she asks him about his 'origins' that he does not know anymore and that 

he is "un clandestin des temps modemes" (Q., 95). When he asks her to live with 

hin1 forever, she tells hin1 that it is not her 'destiny' and that "les agneaux ne sont pas 

etemels": a reflection upon her status as a 'descendant' of her parents' geographical 

and cultural displacen1ent and the way she is sacrificed like the lamb (Q., 93 ). This 

is related to the Muslin1 mmual sacrifice of lamb for religious purposes, which. she 

found repulsive when she was a young child. She witnesses the lamb facing its 

terrible destiny "effraye au debut" but with a smile afterwards "la lame de 

couteau ... lui passait avec une douceur effroyable sur sa gorge tendue" ( Q .. L)-+ ). This 

reminds her of her status: her displacen1ent \\hen she was a child is like the 

inevitable sacrifice of the sheep: moving towards one's death: " peut ctrc de voir 

cettc bete de regard presque hmnain aller \ ers une mort in~vitable. quelque d1o~c lk 

profond. de yieux comme lc monde r~agissait en moi ... " (Q .. 9.5). \\'hen they finally 

reach the sea. and \\·hen he sees her running on the beach 'happy to die' like les 

(f<T/H.'allx de sacrifice. he understands her trauma and her de~irc to be frL·ed even ,..... . 
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through suicide: "C'est quand il la Yit courir, heureuse a en mourir, qu'il regarda a 
nouveau les gens, le ciel, les chiens, les coquil1ages. le sable puis Ie ciel encore. 

qu'il sen tit un froid le glacer jusqu'a la moelle. II comprit" ( Q .. 101 ). 

Another form of encounter ("La vieille et !'enfant") that crosses ethnic barriers is 

between Memed, a young boy of Moroccan origin and Mocika, an old and lonely 

Belgian woman. Both characters live at the margins of society. Memed as the child 

of a deprived immigrant family whose only memories of happiness are \\·hen his 

father uses his skills of storytelling to make his wife and children laugh and forget 

about their hard life (Q., 41 ). Mocika's old age alienates her from society. She 

refuses to allow anybody to approach or talk to her; she reveales her priYate life to 

the outside world by not shutting the curtains of the huge glass window of her 

ground flat thinking that by exposing herself to the public, she will be left 

undisturbed (Q., 30). The total loneliness and sadness of the woman is juxtaposed 

with that of the 'immigrant' boy and their encounter is described as "deux solitudes 

venaient de se croiser et c'etait bien" (Q., 35). Like other characters in the text, 

Mocika's link with the sea is very strong as it also symbolises for her youth and 

happiness and memories with a lover forty years earlier. Therefore, her trip to the 

seaside with Me1ned changes their life; it fills Mocika with a feeling of happiness 

and love for the boy, feelings she thinks are buried forever (ibid.). Memed is 'fou de 

joie' as it is his first glimpse of the sea; his excitement has swept Mocika with a 

pleasant feeling of being loved (Q., 49). That night "c'est une autre Mocika qui entre 

dans son rez-de-chaussee, et pour la premiere fois depuis des annees, elle fem1e scs 

tentures pour dormir" (Q., 51). As for Memed, he feels deeply attached to his new 

friend whose death the next mon1ing is an extreme shock to him (Q., 51-2). Both 

establish a new relationship on the basis of their being excluded and "un\\'anted" by 

mainstrean1 society. But like the young woman, once liberated, Mocika gi\ es in to 

death. 

The aporia of exile and hon1elessness is the focus of "la mer dans tes yeux" \\'hich 

dramatises a young in1migrant's life diYided bet\\ een his host country Belgium and 

his home country. His lover Christine. a young Belgian \\'Oman cannot help him cut 

his "umbilical cord" with his natiYe land. nor can she be his mother or his country. 

But she knm,·s how her displaced and exiled }oyer \\"ants to efface his memory \\'hen 



he narrates stories: "Tu te sentais bien, tu melangeais les langues et ta Yle cq 

devenue un melange obscur de plus en plus trouble" (Q., 6.:5 ). Stor)1elling helps 

him (l'homme viri!) to hide the little child inside him who is rejected by the intimate 

world of his mother and her friends in their bathing rituals. A rejection based on the 

expectation that he will become a 'Man' 'comn1anding' women, a patriarchal role he 

can never be at ease with (Q., 65). The moments of intimacy with his mother as a 

young boy in the Turkish bath with other won1en was never found again. Though 

he is loved by many women, he can never be close to them (Q .. 58). He addresses 

his mother whose "ghost" haunts him all the time and makes him unable to "belong" 

to other women, or other homelands: 

Aucune femme ne veut vivre avec moi, et toi tu souris aYec tes yeux noirs 
qui me troublent. C'est la nuit quand je te regarde. Je ne comprends rien. 
Dans le noir de tes yeux, j'ai erre des nuits entieres pour trouYer. .. .J'ai 
rencontre des putains, des hommes de toutes les couleurs, des femmes 
brunes, des femmes blondes aux yeux bleus, surtout elles. je croyais que je 
pourrais trouver dans le bleu de leurs yeux ... sur la blancheur de leur peau ... 
Oh, mere, tu ne peux pas sa voir. J e ne rentrais jamais seul a la maison, des 
femmes, encore des femmes. Je buvais de plus en plus. Je voulais toucher le 
fond, pour trouver. ... Quoi? (Q., 58). 

Exile in Edward Said's words "is the unhealable rift forced between a human being 

and a native place, between the self and its true home: its essential sadness can 

never be surmounted" (Said 1984, 159). Thus, the search for the 'bout' or the 

botton1 of things, a condition of exile as the young woman/narrator at the beginning 

of the novel is told by her doctor that she has reached the 'bout' but she claims that 

"done apres le bout, c'est le vide. Et le vide, a-t-il un fond?" because "s'il y a avait 

vraiment un fond, je ne serais pas fachee de tomber. Une fois seulement. <;a ne doit 

pas faire de tort, hein?" (Q., 20). He also suffers frmn emptiness. lack of a bottom 

or a 'fond'. hon1elessness and fragility. Madness is the result of this rift (" je deviens 

fou") as he realises that he cannot be here (exile) and !a-bas (home country) at the 

same time: "De la fenetre, il Yoit une mnbre, il dit: "Mais. c'est moi la-bas. Je ne 

peux pas etre partout a la fois". L'ombre s'eloigne sans bruit ... " (Q. 59). Being 

partout tllafoi5> but being nulle part at the same time is his condition, a condition of 

not being able to go back 'home'. But he cannot either rcL·ognisc his che~-moi in 

Bdcrium where his house is equipped \\·ith things he has brought from 'home' on hi-; 
t:' 

last holiday (Q .. 59). His end is marked by Yiokncc a-; he pub an end to his life 
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when he sleeps in a hot bath, a chosen death that reconciles him \Yith his childhood 

in the Turkish bath with his mother and also like other characters (the Youno woman 
• b 

and Mocika) liberates him fron1 his suffering (he dies with a smile). For the young 

exile, Christine "a emporte lamer dans ses yeux", the seaside of his own country as 

he always tells her after making love: "Chris, tu as la mer de mon pays dans tes 

yeux" (Q., 56). But Christiane is also like him, fighting solitude. wandering and 

searching (Q., 66). Christiane realises after his suicide that "ce n'etait pas moi que tu 

ai1nais, a travers moi tu cherchais autre chose ... "(Q., 63). When he introduces her to 

his home country and his mother, she cannot recognise him, as he becomes a child 

again; she is jealous of the love he has for his mother and for their complicity and 

her intrusion (Q., 64). Christine sends his body to be finally "reconciled" with his 

"home" country. 

Even though most characters in the text suffer fron1 alienation, the last story 

"Mi1nouna" tells of the experience of establishing new affiliations and forging links 

with the host culture. A young woman finds love in exile after she migrates from 

her village in Morocco to Paris where she meets the man of her life described as 

"tres souriant avec une barbe et des yeux bleus, bleus, bleus ... " (Q .. 119). Once 

again the colour of the sea is a symbol of hope and happiness. Exile in her case 

liberates her frmn the constraint of a rural patriarchal society and gives her a choice 

to detem1ine the course of her life. In the case of the other protagonists. exile 

deprives then1 (especially the young won1an) of haYing control over their lives as 

they are ton1 between two worlds. Like the symbol of the sea, storytelling is Yery 

significant in all the parallel short stories as it brings hope for a better future. 

Reflecting on the elements of the autobiographical self of Houari. the 

narrator/protagonist is a writer who likes narrating stories "qui soient belles. meme 

si elles sont un peu tristes. Oui, Yoila, des histoires belles. tristes. aYec une pointe 

d'espoir. <;a, c'est une bonne recette" (Q., 25). Storytelling is a way of translating 

experiences of exile, hospitality. loneliness and the aporias of alterity that. though 

painful. offer the hope of bringing people together. 

lf Houari's texts translate the cxpcriciKe of the double bind of exile. the te\ts of 

Kcssas and Boukhedenna focus more on the issue of cthnicity and gender in 

fostering the \\omen's double exclusion. Daughters of thL~ '\orth . \ frican immigranh 
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in France are the targets of a paradoxical injunction coming from the parents and the 

actors of integration that both want to nom1alise the girls' positions. The girls who 

search for alternative options to make themselYes heard. are disqualified from both 

injunctions. If boys suffer from exclusion and marginalisation on the basis of their 

ethnicity or on that of being Franco-Maghrebians. the girls add another dimension 

to that hyphen which is that of gender oppression. This double oppression of 

gender and of ethnicity is strongly present in most Beurettes' texts: 

Les jeunes filles sont descendantes d'inm1igres nord-africains. A ce titre. 
elles sont une figure de l'alterite, figure de l'etranger et plus particulierement 
elle, residuelle, de l'immigre. Dans l'imaginaire collectif. Cette figure est 
figee dans une difference ethnique et religieuse fayonnee par l'histoire de la 
colonisation. Elles sont fenm1es et a ce titre incament une autre figure 
fondamentale de l'alterite, celle d'une differenciation culturellle qui traverse 
toutes les societes et assigne les individus a des roles et statuts differents a 
partir du sexe biologique. Dans le parcours personnel de ces filles, ces deux 
figures de l'Autre se combinent et se renforcent. (Souilamas Guenif 2000, 
84). 

Girls are represented as being more accepting of integration as they are claimed to 

look for "en1ancipation". In most research, the question of gender is ignored and the 

girls' experience is overshadowed by that of the boys. At the same time, images of 

successful Beurettes (though they show the inclination to succeed like any other 

French won1en) tend to cover up problems related to the question of equality 

between the sexes as if it is resolved, women \\'inning over men. The experience of 

the girls (like that of the boys) in negotiating these various components of their 

identities cannot be generalised as it varies from one indiYidual to another. but one 

has to point out their common resistance to the pressure of the community and the 

agents of 'integration" by translating their multiple affinities as 'hyphenated' people 

that can n1ove across boundaries. 
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3- Ferrudja Kessas's Beur Story2
.J (1990), Sakinna Boukhedenna 's Journal 

Nationalite: Immigree t 1 987): the Beur(ettes)' strategies of sun·ival and "Le 

dechirure physiqu': , : psychologique" 25 

(a)- Ferrudja Kessas and 'the triple alterity' 

Je me faisais une joie d'avance de me separer de notre quartier. Jfe fondre (l une 

.foule nouvelle, ne plus etre nzarginalisee. (B., 114). 

Kessas's Beur Story centres around the characters of three Beur( ettes) and their 

subjective experiences of being Franco-Maghrebians torn between the different 

expectations imposed on them by the agents of 'integration' in French society and 

their own parents. If the boys of North African descent have to confront their 

working-class backgrounds and their 'ethnicity' as the two dimensions of their 

domination in French society, the girls have a third additional dimension of gender 

oppression. Therefore, their 'triple alterity' consists of being women of immigrant 

origin, fron1 working-class backgrounds and confronting a unified culture. Girls of 

North African origin are translating the three facets of their alterity in diverse ways 

and in various fonns of resistance to authority and domination. Kessas's text 

stresses the diversity and plurality of the girls' experience. Malika (the main 

protagonist and narrator) and her friend Farida are disheartened at their constant 

exclusion fron1 the activities of their French classmates who consider them 

'ininteressantes' as they cannot enjoy the same freedom of movement as their 

French peers (B., 1 00). They haYe suffered from such an exclusion for seven years 

in school and now in college. Though their classmates denounce American racism 

against the Blacks and racial segregation in South Africa, they are still racist against 

the Franco-Maghrebians (B .. 12). Farida and Malika are under the illusion that by 

helping their classmates with their notes and their e:\crcises. they \\·ill facilitate their 

entry into their 'uniYcrse' (B., 14 ). 
26 

~ 4 AbbreYiated hcr~after as B. 
~-This rhetoricaiL'\.prc~~ion i~ used by \ lalika in Bcur's Story ( 1990. 221) tore\ cal the different 
tcn~ions cnnfronted lw ynung 8L'urettc~ and the Yarious strategiL'" adopted to work through them. 
~(, In nwst Bcur tnts. such a~ Charet's. lkg~1g\. and Belghoul's. school is impnrtant in ll)rging ne\\ 

alliances. but it remains a source of emotional disorder and alienation fwm the parents' L·ulture. In 
t', .... •. tl'\.t 1\hlika i~ torll1L'T1ted bY the world of sd10ol that rL'minds her and her fello\\ Beur.., of 1'\.L..,S.!SS • , • 
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The three Beurettes Malika, her sister Fatin1a and her friend Farida adopt Yarious 

strategies in the face of the cultural, social and psychological rift. Fatima for 

exan1ple refuses to accept on the one hand the double standard of the parents' 

culture that grants mobility and freedom of movement to the boys while restricting 

that of the girls, and on the other hand, their 1narginalisation by their French peers in 

school. Fatima refuses to be cornered in a certain identity: "elle s'imaginait etre une 

lady obligee de se camoufler derriere l'identite mediocre d'une certainc Fatima" (B., 

203). She is no longer ashamed of criticising both cultures to find her mvn space. 

She has chosen visibility and activism instead of silence. She has decided \Vith her 

other friends at school that the only way to liberate themselYes is through their 

artistic creation or the re-invention of their culture: "Enfin. bref, on parlera de nous 

car tu vois, j'ai bien reflechi, vu qu'on n'a aucun droit. aucun liberte, a moins de 

sauter par la fenetre cormne la fille d'hier, n1oi j'ai decide de me liberer, grace a ce 

que nous avons de plus precieux: notre culture!" (B., 217). The new generation of 

girls do not want to be invisible anyn1ore and ashamed of their origins and they do 

not accept integration at the expense of completely denying the parents' culture. 

Farida's strategy is very different. She believes that for the parents' mentality to 

change, that of the daughters has to change too: "Con1ment 'eux-tu que les parents 

evoluent si les filles pareilles n'evoluent pas elles-memes!" (B., 13 ). Farida has a 

rebellious spirit against the patriarchal culture of her community that limits her 

freedon1 of n1ove1nent, but also a rebellious attitude towards the French idea of 

integration that is still in1pregnated with the colonial discourse of 'emancipating' 

'native' women from their oppressive culture. Farida has gone through the pha~c of 

looking at herself through the eyes of others or through the norms of the dominant 

culture, which looks at her conm1unity contemptuously as inferior: "elle s'etait 

their own economic and social depri\ation (B., 12.). Besides the school and teachers' failure to 
understand their pupils social problems. Malika also confirms the school curriculum's inabilit~ to 
respond to their needs as children coming from a "different" background as it is mainl_y made_ fc1

t_ 

French children: "[elk] n'arrivait pas a retenir 1e te'\tc de Diderot, aucune des e'\pllcattons qUI Jut 
\ cnait a ]'esprit ne lui paraissait convaincante. Elle soutenait sa t0tc de sa main droite et commencer a 
en a\'oir assez de tout ces te\tcs qui ne signifaient plus rien pour elle, qu'un am~ts de m' 1

t-. 

incomprehensibles et inconfortabks" t ibid., 216). Referring to a recent study by Goux et \ Iaurin 
( ]997). Guenif Suuilamas (2000. 5~) argues that that the institution of sch~),)1 !~as bet:n unable to 
erase social inequalitic-.,. instead it has contributed to \\iden the gap b~ puttmg f,)n\ard the tdea of 
unequal cultures that separates tlwsc who ha\c the keys to cultural L·odcs and tho-.,e who ha\·l· not. 
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meprisee en se contemplant aYec horreur dans Ia glace. se donnant de terrible gitlc~. 

pour essayer de detruire cette face un peu tres basanee qui lui rappelait qu'clle 

s'appelait Farida et non Francine" (B., 14 ). She deYelops contempt for her parents' 

culture and rejects it (even her friendship with Malika is rejected because she and 

other girls of her origin remind her like 'spectres' of her 'condition'). HO\:vcYer. her 

rejection of her parents' culture does not auarantee her entrY into French socict\ as 
b ~ . 

she is still seen as different with her "yeux de 'cochon'". "[ ses] cheYeux hennific~ ct 

[son] teint!" (B., 155). The process of pushing the girls to integrate at the expense of 

family divisions seems to imply a form of a 'disintegrated integration' (Souilamas 

Guenif 2000, 47). Farida cannot efface her parents' culture from her hyphenated 

identity divided between the two poles, however, this experience allows her to 

liberate herself from "la toile d'araignee dans laquelle [ elle] [ s ]'etait empetree" and 

teaches her to accept herself better and to affirm her own culture and origins (B., 

116). At the same time, she challenges the parents' mentality by going to a cafe 

with a group of French friends (B., 76). As she stops going to school, the teacher 

announces in the class that Farida will not be coming any more to school because 

she has to work to help her parents (B., 99). Malika thinks that this atmouncement 

only worsens the gap between them (Beurettes) and their French classmates as it 

represents them as having no agency: "plutot que les rapprocher. ces revelations 

avaient creuse un gouffre infranchissable. Elles etaient considerees comme des 

marginates" (B., 1 00). However, Farida stops coming to school not because of her 

father's prohibition, but because it is her own second act of rebellion27 against the 

institution of her integration that has failed her and further deepened her confused 

identity cards: "J'en ai assez de l'ecole et de tout le fatras qui l'accompagne!" (B., 

114).28 Farida explains and defends her rebellious spirit and her defiance of the 

'rules', in terms of her status of being 'en1igre', tom between cultures and spaces: 

"Ce n'est pas de tna faute. je n'ai pas demande a etre une emigree! Mon pere n'a\'ait 

qu'a n1e laisser la-bas, au pays!" (B .. 77). Farida marks her life with a Yiolent end a~ 

27 En:-n critics like Alec Hargreaves ( 199~. ~ 1) claims that when Farida dared to enter a cafe, she \\as 
immediately forbidden to go to school again by her parents. This aims at emphasising the oppres-.;1\ ~ 
culture of the parents, though Hargre;l\ ~s ne\ er mentions that Farida's father \\as a highly educated 
man and a scholar who was pushing his daughter to go to university. Farida herself was the one 
\\ ho had withdram1 from school as she confessed to Farida (B., 111-~--~--+ ). 
-'~ Farida also claims that "PoUJ1ant le l) L'L;l' representait tellement pour moi: c'eu11 une l'tapc~ L 1n 
autre monde a decou\Tir ct a aimer! Je me fais;tis une joiL' d'a\ anc~;.· de me scparer de notre quartier. 
1\ k fondre ;'t une foule nouvelle. ne plus ctre marginalisL;c' .... '\e plus 0tre marginalt-..~' Quelle 
d(·L"cption! l'otoycr tous L"L'S jeunes riL"hL·s librt:-s et beau\ de surcwit. et t:tre obli~L'e de jouer Ia 
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she cannot cope with the tension in her life that has driYen her to "un profond 

epuisement morale" (B., 120, 213 ). Her act is read by \1alika's mother'~ patriarchal 

voice as a form of self-punishment as she n1ay have tarnished the family's reputation 

(losing her virginity, a 'dechirure physique'), but Fatima insists that the girl's act is 

an expression of 'dechirure psychologique': " tu sais Yemin (mother). ~'a des 

milliers de raisons pour qu'une fille veuille se suicider. Pas seulement parce qu'dle a 

ete dechiree, sans votre permission; mais aussi pare qu'elle est dechir~c dans sa tete" 

(B., 214). Being 'borne across' has its various limitations and frustrations and can 

lead to self loss as in the case ofFarida, but it can also have its own benefits: Malika 

resists authority and stabilisation and as a 'translated person' invents her own spaces. 

Facing estrangement from the kind of integration offered by the dominant society 

that she has side-stepped and estrangement in the face of her parents' 'genealogy' 

that (like other Beurettes) she attempts to recompose or deconstruct Malika wants 

to go beyond the dichoton1y of cultural belonging towards a more pluralistic cultural 

space. She feels sorry for her parents' deracination and the way they try to keep the 

balance of the 'boat' they have installed in France against the threatening winds 

especially those of inter-ethnic n1arriage (B., 64). Her brother Abde1 falls in love 

with a French girl, which gives him more hope for the future as he starts an electro

mechanical degree; this also changes his view of his sisters as he tries to understand 

the1n n1ore and becon1e closer to then1 (B .. 59). Malika witnesses her mother's deep 

grief at Abdel's act, totally rejected by the community as an act of 'betrayal' (B., 

136). Malika's mother's discourse-- like the French one-- places an overwhelmingly 

catastrophic value on the intercultural and inter-ethnic mixture seen as causing the 

proliferation of intra-comn1unal divisions. But for Malika, it represents a new phase 

of crossing ethnic barriers and camps. 

Even though boys have n1ore liberty of movement (as Fatima puts it). they offer no 

S)111pathy for the girls' position as they exercise the same patriarchal roks of the 

parents' generation. Fati1na wonders if it is possible to construct a discourse basL'd 

on solidarity instead of confrontation: "Nous son1mes au~si de Ia deux icmc 

generation, un jour ou }'autre on sera peut-ctre con frontes a pire que ~a ... Et au I icu 

de no us donner b main, ils nous toun1ent le dos ~" (B., 202 ). For dcL·ades. rc..;earch 

on the young descendants of North African immigranb has constructed the ima~e of 

·d· 1·. 
1
·
111

u1 'r 110 , 0 r1'ut'nc.; cachcr l'endroit Oll tWLh habitL'Ih. tu t'en rend-. compte. qw:lk 
L'lHlll' IL'. l I'-'- t.: · ::;- · • 
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the young boy as failing the system of integration in the segregated. Yiolent and 

delinquent banlieues wherea~ the girls represent the stark opposite image of their 

failing brothers (Souilamas Guenif 2000, 87). This creates a dichotomy bet\\ een the 

histories of the young men and women of North African descent and thus creates 

opposition, conflict, and most importantly ignores the conunon solidarity of 

experiences that though different in gender. conYerge in terms of their commonality 

of social and cultural exclusion. Though the experiences of both young men and 

women are complex and may differ within the family as men can play the role of 

controllers leading to the won1en's resentment, boys are also losing the support of 

what can be a strong ally to them in their studious attempt to overcome the 

paradoxes that confront them in their every day life and thus create, instead of 

antagonis1n, common solidarity through the use of various strategies on both sides 

(ibid., 88). 

In French society today, Franco-Maghrebian women are seen either as 'convincing', 

excellent exmnples of the success of social and cultural integration into French 

society by first and fore1nost taking the step of abandoning their parents' culture and 

at the same time denying the implications and real alienation that this assimilation 

can cause. That is, integration is seen as confonnity to a pre-defined norm. The 

construction of the girl's in1age of failing the French educational system and 

accepting the supposed traditional roles assigned to her by her parents' culture 

(enforced n1arriage) is a way of 'confin11ing' that her origin (a confusion of cultural 

and social origins) is the one that prevents her from integrating (Souilamas Gueni f 

2000, 60). In this case, the girl's wretched consciousness can lead her to belieYe the 

stign1a is justified or to try and think of the idea of a double culture that is not 

reduced to a conflict between two irreducible cultures but as a subjectiYe 

reconstitution of multiple cultural belongings. that is. to translate and move across 

borders. Therefore, Franco-Maghrebian \Vomen faced with this dilemma of cultural 

belonging can negotiate with these diverse voices. exceed the tenns of a cultural 

dichotomy so as to develop their own subjective version. The three dimcn~ions of 

the girls's don1ination: being ,,·omen of immigrant origin. from working-cia~~ 

backgrounds and confronting a unified culture are being translated into variou~ 

fon11s to resist authority and domination. 

hPnte d'habllcr ks 1\ lara is NPirs quand tu tll' \'t)is pas plus loin que ~~1inte-Clairc'" (8 .. 114-~ l 
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b- "Ni putes 01 soumises!"
29 

In Sakinna Boukhedenna: Journal ".Yationalite: 

immigre(e) "30 

Boukhedenna starts her text with a significant dedication in which she claims that: 

J'ai ecrit ce journal ala memoire de tout jeune immigre(e) qui rentrc dans sa 
terre arabe et qui decouvre soudain le sens amer de l'exil. Toutes ces jeuncs 
femn1es imn1igrees, to us ces J. eunes hommes inuniQTes qui QTace au 

b b 

mensonge et a !'illusion du retour, et aussi, grace a l'esprit colonialiste qui 
regne a l'Ecole franc;aise, sont devenus les 

NATIONALITE: IMMIGRE(E) 
Le passe de nos parents, c'est notre present, et notre present de 
deuxieme generation sans nationalite a-t-il un futur? 
C'est en France que j'ai appris a etre Arabe. 
C'est en Algerie que j'ai appris a etre l'hm11igree. 

Sakitma, noYcmbre 1985. 

Sakinna Boukhedenna's Journal "Nationalite: immigre(e)" is a blunt text that 

speaks loudly and bitterly of racism in France and Algeria. Her text is marked by 

contradictory attitudes and feelings towards her filiation and affiliation with the two 

countries. Sakinna's search for a 'home' where her ideals of equality between people 

and between n1en and wmnen can be lived is driven by her experience of being a 

woman descended from the much deprived and excluded immigrant background. 

She discovers, however, that she has no 'hotne' and that her condition of 'immigree' 

is her 'nationalite' as both the countries of her parents-- Algeria-- and that of her 

place ofbirth-- France-- reject her: 

Pas de terre pour les fenm1es inm1igrees .... 
Nous n'avons pas de terre, 
Nulle part 
Deja soun1ises de la naissance jusqu'a la n1ort ... (Journal. 123) 

~l) A recent slo~an used b\' \'oung Franco-f\laghrebian women in their "marchc de~ femmes": "une 
marche des fet;mes contr~ les ghettos et pour l'cgalite", ''hich started on the 1'

1 

pf February :om 
and lasted till X1h of f\tarch. The March ,, a~ organised by young girls ,1f the b,m/icun gathering in Ia 
FL;dcration de~ maisons des potes (1inked with SOS-racisme) and ''alking through~.~ French citie~ t') 
denounce all the forms of' iolencc and discrimination they have been undergoing in the Cllt'. tle 

Monde 0 1-0~-~003 ). 
;o :\hbreYiated hereafter a~ J,)umal. 
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By claiming her nationality to be migrant, Sakinna stresses the idea of 'moYing 

across' that deconstructs the issue of rootedness represented in her text as a m~1h 

that is used to manipulate and dominate others such as herself, located between 

borders and spaces. This 'mythical rooting' is clear in the French and Algerian 

cultural attitudes towards the immigrants and their children, treated as 'bastards'. 

who interrupt the genealogy of national conformity as they fall outside 'rooted 

belonging' with their multiple affinities: "Je me sentais rejetee par les Fran<rais et par 

les Arabes autochtones. Eux qui ne sont pas immigres. Ceux qui me regardaient 

comme une etrangere" (Journal, 74.). 

In France, she and her sisters revolt against any rules set by her Algerian father to 

the extent of escaping the house (Journal, 12-3). Sakinna frequents places associated 

with 'western culture' such as bars and cafes and that is why she ts seen as 

'westernised' and a 'whore' by her own comn1unity members. With her strong 

feminist views, she has the courage to confront le tribunal communautaire which 

wants to preserve Ia communaute mythique (Souilamas Guenif 2000, 87) with the 

traditional roles of won1en as soumises, which Sakitma denounced as a form of 

oppression masculine. She rebels against being seen as either soumise (to the 

patriarchy of the c01nmunity) or pute ('adopting' French culture). Sakinna 

demonstrates against the French comn1on belief that the Beurette.\· are not 

submissive by nature or default, but because of the power structures of their own 

culture. Like the protagonists of Beur's st01y, Sakinna searches for a possible 

solidarity with her Franco-Maghrebian fellow men who, although they share the 

same experiences of exclusion and racism, do not act in solidarity with women. 

Instead they perpetuate their roles as patriarchal figures and take the women's 

n1isery for granted (Journal, 55). Sakinna raises the issue of the disorganisation of 

the North African inu11igrants and the exclusion of women from the struggle against 

injustice and inequality. 

EYen though assin1ilated to French culture, Sakitma's life is still marked by daily 

routine racism. The ghettoisation of the immigrants and their descendants at the 

periphery of French society first in bidom·illcs and then in HL.\1 haunh Sakinna 

with all the ramifications of being poor and depriYed. witnessing problems bctw~'~'ll 

parents. violence against women by drunken fathers and daily police raid". (Journal. 
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35 ). This spatial segregation gives way to revolt and disbelief in the institutions of 

'integration' such as schools: "Comn1ent etre eleYe sage quand le gern1e de la revolte 

a grandi dans le quartier des bidonvilles ou l'on a 1nis tes parents quand ils ont 

debarque en France. Comment etre eleve sage quand pour eux, tu es vaurien, fille de 

Mohamed couscous? La plupart des eleves indisciplinees etaient Arabes et pau\res. 

Presque toutes. Est-ce qu'ils cherchent a nous comprendre, ont-ils fait un tour. ces 

profs, apres l'ecole, pour voir ce qu'on appelle nos 'quartiers'?" (JournaL 3.:5 ). The 

immigrants and their descendants are rejected in France where they are 'les boucs 

emissaires' responsible for unemployment and also accused of being "les salisseurs .._ 

et les salisseuses de la France" (Journal, 71 ). She attacks right-\\·ing politicians and 

intellectuals with their racist attitudes towards the immigrants and their descendants, 

but she focuses more on the leftist intellectuals with their 'humanitarian compassion' 

marked by hypocrisy and double standards (Journal, 60). She is always reminded of 

her status as an 'immigrant' outsider pushed to the other side of the Mediterranean. 

to a country she has never seen before: Algeria (Journal, 31 ). 

If in France "On [l]'avait deja classee", (Journal, 15) she takes a trip to Algeria in 

order to end what she calls her 'cultural handicap', but it turns out to be a total 

shattering of her dreams and illusions about 'her' Algeria (JournaL 7.:5 ). Being 

grounded within French society makes her see Algerian society \vith 'French eyes'~ 

that is, seeing Algerian culture as n1odelled on the French one, so she is surprised to 

see women wearing the veil, which she associates with oppression. She also has 

French values in mind when she cannot find women living on their own as it is part 

of the Algerian culture for young n1en and women to live with the extended family 

(Joun1aL 77). She finds Algeria as being the reverse of what she believes, as she 

has in mind French culture as the 'nom1' (Journal, 80). She feels an outsider to 

Algerian society and a foreigner. unefille d'Europe. a westernised feminist and e\\::n 

a 'whore' as she challenges the patriarchal mentality of some men. Her language is 

'unren1itting' in the face of the oppression she faces as an 'inm1igrant' both in France 

and Algeria (Joun1aL 83 ). Kateb '{ acine, the famous anti- and post colonial 

Algerian writer. is the only one \vith whom she totally identifies as his \\Titin!'2'

cpitomise for her the exiled n1ilitant in a search for his own .\lgeria (JournaL 9h). 

Her experience in Algeria is a total failure as she discovers the corruption of the 

socialist go\ crnment and its oppression of the population: she also undcrstmd...; how 
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she is not welcomed in the strongly patriarchal society that considers her to be a 

whore (Journal, 1 00). She is convinced now that "la France et ]'Algerie sont ~ 2ak~ 
~ ~ 

sur une chose a jouer au ping-pong avec nous, les 'nationalite: in1migre(e)"' (ibid.). 

She has to go back to France, the land of inhospitality for her: "la France m'aYait 

degoutee car nous subissions trop d'injustices dans cette France de colons. PaYs de 

racisme, de l'inhospitalite, pays de la honte et de ]'humiliation quotidienne des 

conditions de travail auxquelles mes freres, soeurs et moi. etions assujettis ... " 

(ibid.). 

Therefore, she decides to construct her own arabite and her own Frenchness: "Si la 

culture arabe, c'est de reduire la femme a l'etat ou elle est, je ne Yeux pas de cette 

arabite. Si Arabe en France signifie bougnoule, il faut etre naturalise pour dire je 

suis fran<;aise, <;a jamais" (Journal, 1 00). Sakim1a sees herself as a 'femme 

immigree' living in a "cage HLM. Gresilles-Chenove ... " (JournaL 62-3). a woman 

who has challenged all the taboos related to her parents' North African culture by 

enforcing her presence in public places associated with 'westen1isation'. HowcYer, 

her freedom to smoke, to drink alcohol and to mo\'e has not provided the basis of 

'liberation' for her in her own community as she is perceived as a 'whore' and an 

outsider to the conm1unity. In contradictory tern1s, however, her being rejected by 

France despite her total assimilation to its culture enforces her to see herself out of 

place and culturally 'colonised' by France. This pushes her to search for her 'real 

roots'. her 'real Arab culture' that are free of the patriarchal domination (JournaL 

67). Fron1 this shuttle between the two spaces in which she cannot fit in comes her 

sense of 'non-belonging', of being comfortable at borders or at the hyphen: 

Ni Fran<;ais. ni Arabes, nous sommes l'exiL nous a\'ons une identite non
reconnue, luttons pour le reobtenir, ne nous laissons plus faire par les arabcs 
et par les Fran<;ais. "Nationalite iliDnigree". je rentrais en France a\ ec ce 
nouveau passport tan1ponne par l'Algerie et par la France. J'etais ficrc d'ctre 
restee fen1me et non-soeur. mere ou putain... Femme arabe. on m'a 
condan1nee a perpetuite, car j'ai franchi le chemin de la libertc. on m'a 
repudiee. maintenant me voila in1migree sur k chemin de l'exiL identitc de 
fen1me non reconnuc je cours le monde pour ~aYoir d'ou jL' viens (.loun1al. 

126). 

Sakinna rca 1 iscs that she ha~ Yarious ~cln~~ and identities depending on the ctmk"\ t 

she finds herself in. while lacking an 'original' identity that she L·an refer to as the 



'centre'. As a translated person, her identities have no original te:\t as her 

translations have 1nultiple belongings. The identities she constructs for herself as a 

free woman always in 'movance' in search for new spaces are at odds with the ones 

constructed for her by her con1munity (to be either soumise or pute) and by the ho~t 

society in which she is held hostage to being a certain irmnigrant outsider. Thus. she 

breaks free fron1 any certain cultural grounding. 

Besides the hyphenated identity of being Franco-Maghrebians. the girls add another 

dimension to this hyphen, that of feminine alterity. Being women, being young and 

being descendents of North African immigrants are the points of identity cluster for 

the girls. Girls descendent from an Arabo-Islamic origin have to deconstruct a place 

already over-determined for them by the dominant discourse and its legacv of 

imperial orientalist perceptions of Muslim women as obedient, exotic sexed objects. 

and easily dominated. At the same time girls are asked to 'integrate' unconditionally 

into the emancipator French culture. This obviously will be at the expense of 

rejecting the parents' culture seen as oppressive (an Eurocentric view of culture, 

subordinating other cultures to the superior French one). The young generation of 

women of North African origin search for their own singular voice that go beyond 

the discourse of e1nancipation and their parents' culture. In French society, the 

Arabo-Islan1ic culture is assigned a subordinate, don1inated position as it is 

'naturalised' or seen as having an unchanging nature (Souilamas Guenif 2000. 57). 

Any fonn of support for this culture is seen as backward and anti-integrationist, 

forcing the young Franco-Maghrebians, especially the girls. into an impossible 

choice. 

But even 'experts' on 'the i1nmigrant North African culture' like Hargreaves ( 1993. 

23) declare that, "Few conununities have a more marked tradition of male 

don1ination than the population of Maghreb ian origin in France". Hargrea\ e~ seem~ 

to ignore the diversity of the North African cmnmunities in France. Though most of 

them come from rural backgrounds and are illiterate. their culture has undergone 

lots of changes as a result of their encounter with French society and so it cannot he 

stabilised or naturalised. \Vhen referring to Houari's and Kessa~'s tc·...ts. llargn:ave~ 

states that the protagonists find themseh es blocked by "the blamie value~ of their 

parents" \\·hen ~carching for independence (ibid .. 31 ). In making thi~ as~umption. 
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Hargreaves overlooks the complexity of gender issues in Islam embedded in Yarious 

social systems and mores and mainly represents a typical imperialist point of Yie\\ 

that emphasises the inferiority of certain cultures whose only way to 'salYation' is 

the adoption of 'European' values. 31 Leila Ahmed argues that research on Arab 

Muslim women still occurs within a field already marked with the biased discourses 

of colonialism. Therefore, "awareness of such a legacy and of the political ends 

silently being served by the assumptions, the narratiYes, and the \ ersions of history 

and culture with which the Western discourse on Arab women is alreadY inscribed 

needs to be the starting point of any investigation" (ibid .. 245 ). This is crucial in 

order to avoid the re-inscription of the old discourse of dmninationlsubordination. 

The binary opposition between tradition (immigrant culture) and modernity (French 

culture) allows space for the re-appearance of colonial categorisation that underlies 

the construction of the figure of the 'imn1igrant'. In this sense. the Beurettes 

undergo a certain 'naturalisation' because of their Islamic origins. Being a Beurette 

herself, Necira Souilamas Guenif (2000, 52) argues that "Pour les filles d'origine 

nord-africaine, cette domination [culture lie et sociale] redouble d'intensite du fait 

d'une perception naturalisee des femmes 'arabes', 'musulmanes"'. Even though the 

girls suffer less from a pre-determined ethnic stigtnatisation than the boys as they 

appear n1ore open to 'integration' and thus do not 'trouble' public order, they are as 

much used by the wider society (who expect them to renounce their parents' culture 

in order to be able to integrate) as by their own cmnmunity (who expect them to 

confonn to the parents' culture to 'preserve' the conm1unity). Thus "les images 

contrastees des jeunes fi11es d'origine nord-africaine oscillent ainsi entre incarnation 

de la n1odernite universelle et resurgence fantasmatique de la communaute 

mythique" (ibid., 87). The affair of the 'Islamic scarf has revealed the simplicity of 

the argument that sees them as sin1ply refusing the 'ailing' culture of their parents or 

'the masculine Arab culture' that they have to free then1sel\es from in order to 

succeed. Arab culture is represented as the only one that alienates the girls \\ ith its 

oppressiYe cultural practices against which the French westen1 culture can fight to 

31 Leila Ahmed's brilliant book Women and Gender in Islam ( 1992. 2-+-+) analyses the comp]e,ities 
of this issue in a \\a\ that reveals to those who dismiss Islam as se\i:-t and bign~~:d their hish)ncal 
i!!norance and prejud-ice. ~he argues that: "\\hether the attack on \luslim customs ancl socictlc-... and 

c:pl·cially on thei; practices regarding women. ''as made by imperialist men who were su_~po~er:- o: 
male dominance. bY missil)naril'S. orb~ 1-_:minish and whether it'' ~1:-- made m the name ot Cl\'lhsmg 
the nati\l'S. or Chri~..;tianising them, or of rescuing women from the rL·Iigion and ~ulture in which they 
had till' misfurtllllL' to find themselws. in\'oking the is-..UL' of \\l)men scr\'ed to hccn ... l'. and to 1mpan 
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'save' them. However "les lunettes de l'alterite montrent que Je ::;entiment 

d'appartenance a une culture familiale singuliere contribue a renforcer 

l'enracinement social des filles. Ces trois tem1es construisent }'ideal type d'une 

identite ciselee dans une alterite jeune, feminine et immigree" (ibid., 88). using 

these three signifiers, girls of North African descent bring closer to society \\·hat is 

seen foreign and at the same time question what constitutes the 'proper' or the 

national. They refuse linearity (that is part of the western notion of the uniYersal) 

as their experience varied according to the resolution they adopt facing their status 

ofbeing women, young and ofMaghrebian descent. 

Their refusal of the parents' imposition of conformist attitudes on their culture 

comes from their rejection of the tone of this conformism which, (while stressing 

conformist attitudes towards cultural norms in the name of 'natural difference') 

emphasises the dominant stereotypes of irreducible differences between the two 

cultures. It also denies the lively and vibrant part of the familial culture that is not 

only present in practice but also claimed by the descendants. Moreover, it ignores 

the girls' own willingness to take their own decisions in life. As for their discarding 

of the tones of integration, it is because of the latter pushing the girls to reject the 

'oppressive' culture of their parents for an 'emancipator' French culture. This still 

carries a colonial connotation as the coloniser tends to advocate for the 'nati\e' 

won1en's freedom from the oppression of their fellow men and thus it fosters a 

binary opposition between the two cultures (and hence between generations: 

parents/children). Therefore, any invitation to emancipation is inscribed within the 

implicit rejection of the parents' culture from which the girls cannot disassociate 

themselves. The integration project is socially alienating and fosters cultural 

domination. Thus, the girls refuse to be 'docilement heroiques' (docilely heroic) to 

the parents' desire and 'heroiqument dociles' (heroically docile) to the agents of 

integration, looking for altematiYes to express themseh es (Souilamas Guenif 2000. 

27: Begag and Chaouite 1990, 116-7). 

an aura of moral legitimacy to. denouncing and attackin~ the cush)ms of the domnull·d S()L·iet~ and 
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Conclusion 

The colonial past with its inegalitarian perception of native culture casts its 

influence with the arrival from citizens of the ex-colonies who were assigned a 

'subaltern' economic and cultural position as first 'les travailleurs immigr~s· and then 

as 'Mahgrebins' (te1nporary to permanent residencY not acknowledaed or . c 

recognised) and thus emphasises the perception of 'legitimate' and 'deYiant' cultures 

to cover for any social and economic domination (Souilamas Guenif 2000, 50). 

Through a close reading of the Beurs texts in this chapter, one comes to the 

conclusion that the young Franco-Maghrebians denounce what is represented to 

them by the dominant discourse as their parents' 'archaic mentality' while inventing 

new voices that go beyond the reductionism of their parents' history to something 

more hospitable to their different histories. The cmnmon discourse about 

immigration produces a reductive alterity by reducing the multiple figures of the 

history of migration to one single image, that is both negative and totalitarian. 

Alterity is not only about difference but also about resemblance as it is not only 

around the figure of the 'foreigner' but also about singularity in relation to others 

and thus it reveals social and individual identities in the making (ibid., 81-2). 

The protagonists' efforts in Georgette!, Le Gone de Chaaba and Beni au le Paradis 

Prive to 'integrate' within French society remain inconclusive and in the end 

unrewarded since the n1ore they try to n1ake their 'difference' invisible. the more it 

seen1s evident and irreconcilable. The pressure of assimilation and cultural 

confonnity results in negative evaluation of one's culture and also m a form of 

estrangen1ent and alienation. If the girl in Georgette! commits suicide in the end as 

she is unable to cope with the 'disorder of her identity', the two protagonists in Le 

Gone de Chaaha and Beni au le paradis prive liberate themselves from any 

reductive expectations n1ade on them by the agents of integration and their parents 

and thus open their identities to plurality. Leila Houari's Zeida de nulle part and 

Ouand on \'erra.\· Ia mer focus on the fragility of exile. the madness and lnss linked 

with geographical and cultural displacement. Houari suggests storytelling as a "ay 

of translating experiences of exile and loneliness. but she stresses friendship and 

hospitality as the only means lett to bring people from various 'ethnic' and Slk~ial 

. h E " in~i~ting that it changt> it~'' ay~ and adopt thL· ~upn1Pr '' ay~ l)l t e :urop~an-. . 
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backgrounds together. The texts of Kessas and Boukhedenna focus more on the 

issue of ethnicity and gender as important components in fom1ing the Beurettcs' 

identities. Though they are the targets of a paradoxical injunction coming from the 

parents and the actors of integration, the Beurettes search for altemati\c options to 

make themselves heard. They exceed the tenns of a cultural dichotomy so as to be 

hospitable to their hyphenated identities. 

Therefore, the descendants of North African immigrants refuse one fom1 of alterity 

among others as each one of them translates the different facets of their identity 

(social, cultural and sexual) in a way that solves the 'disorder' of their identities. 

This means that if we begin to understand difference as interarticulation and the 

"unremarkable interdependence suggested by the idea of symbiosis", we may 

understand that "what is best named a 'transcultural' mixture, and the assumptions 

about alterity that it promotes, is a phenomenon without any necessary or fixed 

value" (Gilroy 2000, 217). Antiracist democracy and ciYic reciprocity can thriYc if 

there is no obligation to possess specific forms of otherness predetermined by 

ethnic, cultural or 'racial' 'origins'. 
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Chapter 6 

The Beurs as Heirs of Colonial and Anti-Colonial "I emory 

Confronting French Colonial History 

1- Reviewing "the willed effacement of the history of anti-colonial resistance" 

in France: the Beurs' perspectives 

(a)-" Arabicides" and the Return of the Repressed 

(b)- The Inscription of the French Silenced History dans /'enceinte of the 

Monumental Architecture of Paris in Leila Sebbar's La Seine etait 

rouge 

2- Mehdi Charers Le harki de Meriem: Healing the Wounds of History, the 

Harkis in Perspective 

5- The Interplay Between History/Memory/Space m Tassadit Immache: 

Presque un Frere and Le Dromadaire de Bonaparte 

6- Tassadit Immache: Une Fille sans Histoire, 'une Fille de l'histoire' 

(a)- Photographs and Imprints of the past: "C'etait a mourir d'amour et de 

haine" 

Conclusion 
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Chapter 6 

The Beurs as Heirs of Colonial and Anti-Colonial 'I emory 

Brahin; pensa!t a taus ces maghn?bines morts pour !a France. des campagnes de 
Napoleon Ill a Ia guerre contre le nazisme en pass ant par r 'erdun. X on seu/ement 
Ia France n 'avait pas Ia reconnaissance de ventre mais en p/w; elle amputait su 
memoire. La guerre de Crimee, Ia bataille de !a Marne, Bir Hakeim, Jfonte 
Cassino et tant d'autres batailles au les troupes, maghrebines en premiere !igne 
servaient de chair a canon. Son oncle par miracle en avait rechappe. mais ses 
fi~eres etaient tombes au champ d' horreur pour sombrer dans les decomptcs des 
soldats inconnus morts pour !a France. Nacer Kettane (1985. 145 ). 

Fini le viol de I 'histoire, il ne voulait pas continuer com me ses parents a etre 
victime de politcards vereux. L 'Algerie etait son pays et !a France aussi. 
Kettane (1985, 156). 

As a postcolonial diaspora, the Beurs strongly identify with their ancestors' colonial 

and anti-colonial n1en1ory. Some Beur texts are solely devoted to commemorate 

colonial men1ory such as Mehdi Charefs Le Harki de Mericm. Nacer Kettane's Le 

sourire de Brahim, and Leila Sebbar's Le Seine etait rouge. Most Beur authors refer 

to colonial history and colonial violence in relation to their effects on their life in 

contemporary France and in relation to their parents' migration to France during and 

in the aftermath of colonialisn1. Their parents suffered silently from colonial racism. 

humiliation and de-hun1anisation when they arrived in France. Therefore, one can 

argue that the Beurs' tracing of such a n1en1ory has certain political claims that link 

past exclusion and racisn1 with the contemporary one in an attempt to mirror and 

project the continuity of certain past attitudes into the present. This chapter \\·ill 

n1ap out the significance of historical and colonial genealogy as traced in Beur texts 

in order to understand the backward and forward movement between the colonial 

past and the postcolonial present and the way the violent kgacy of the past has 

marked the life of the Beurs and their parents. The Beur identities are strongly 

marked with history and memory. 

The Bcurs re-read the violent colonial history of France in ~orth African (C~J"'l'l'iall~ 

Algeria) as a stain on the conscience of France. the country of the Declaration of 

Human Rights and of /iberh!,, <_;golih;. fi·aten7i!t~. Insisting on the hypocris~ of this 
~ . 
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discourse, their texts expose France's colonial cnmes because the silence about 

them means that according to the lm\' of the return ofthe repressed. colonial r;1~:ism 

would come back to haunt post-colonial France. Thus, one can clearly ~ee the 

urgency in their texts of recovering and cmnn1emorating their parents' forgotten and 

silenced history. I argue that the importance of recovering this colonial and anti

colonial memory would help the Beurs to lay the past to rest and work tm\·ards a 

future where their post-colonial immigrant parents would be seen as historic figures 

bound to the French colonial past and not as intruders with no relation to their host 

country and where their descendants would stop being seen as irm11igrants. In other 

words, their presence in France does not come from nowhere-- or as it is officially 

represented in French official discourse, they were a mere labour force that was 

needed for a short time to help build the economy and then be disposed of later-- but 

it is strongly related to the imperial history of their host countries and thus is linked 

to its contemporary history. The Beurs' deconstruction of French official 

monolithic colonial history gives voice to individual narratives in the sense of 

writing history from the point of view of those who have been written out of this 

history, the displaced and the excluded, a n1inority history or counter narratiYes to 

official histories. Rewriting the memory of immigration is also a clear refusal to 

lock the parents within the sole logic of economic production which subjugates 

the1n to being a dmninated group. Moreover, these texts question the way the 

teaching of French history glorifies only those seen as 'great people' while denying 

those like their parents who had built railways, worked in fam1s and industries. 

contributing inm1ensely to the wealth of the country and in the making of its history. 

Confronting French Colonial History 

French colonial history and its subjection of a great number of nations as its slaYes 

has significantly n1arked the political history of France and has al~o played an 

in1portant part in questioning the principles of the Republic in the same \\ ay, for 

exmnple, the Dreyfus affair at the end of the nineteenth century questioned the 

discrimination against the Jews after the principle~ of the Revolution had banned 

anv differences between French citizens. Etienne Balibar ( 1997
• 391) rai-.,e-. the 

issue of how the idea of the 'Empire' with its hierarchical 'racial' diffcrenCL'S that 

subordinate those seen as 'inferior' still exercises influence in French soci-.-ty. Thus it 
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plays the role of an interior frontier between the French and those who are carrying 

the image of the colonial subjects, the North African immigrants and their 

descendants: 

... C'~s~ que la fr~ntiere interieure est enjeu: L'"Empire" n'existe plus, mais 
son tdee est touJours la, comme le fant6me de ses "sujets" avec leur 
"superstitions" ou leur "fanatismes". Chacun des voiles qui franchit Ia porte 
d'une ecole surmontee de la devise "Liberte Egalite Fraternite" est Ia preuve 
non seulement que nous avons du renoncer a !'Empire, ce qui est au fond 
secondaire, mais surtout nous en retirer sans avoir accompli Ia mission que 
nous croyions y remplir: liberer tous les peuples de leur ignorance et de leur 
intolerance, enseigner a tous la religion laique ala fran9aise. 

Balibar ironically points out that the image of young women-- descendants of the 

ex-colonial North African Muslims in France-- entering French schools with their 

Islamic headscarf1 reminds the French that they have not just given up the Empire, 

but also of the failure of the supposed mission civilisatrice with its supposed aims to 

civilise and liberate colonial subjects from their 'beliefs' deemed as ignorant and 

primitive. In other words, Balibar questions the idea of French Empire which was 

energised by 'prestige' and France's 'vocation superieure' (Said 1994a, 204) that 

believed in its ability to 'civilise' the colonial natives as factors that justified 

territorial acquisition. This is different from the British 'departmental view' as it is 

based on the French great assimilationist enterprise (ibid.). However, French 

colonial assimilation that was supposed to start under the Revolution collapsed after 

theories of 'race' and 'racial inferiority' dominated French imperial strategies. 

Therefore, "natives and their lands were not to be treated as entities that could be 

made French, but as possessions, the immutable characteristics of which required 

separation and subservience, even though this did not rule out the mission 

civilisatrice" (ibid., 206). 

France (like other great European Empires) has managed to exclude in the 

representation of its official history the subjects of their colonies who had fought 

1 Balibar ( 1997, 391-2) refers to the republican model of school and the concept of secularity which 
became politically charged during the 1989 headscarf affair which marked the beginnin~ ?f an 
intellectual debate about the principles of the Republic. Wieviorka ( 199::!a, 36) argues that It 1s not 
the principle of secularity that has caused the crisis as teachers were use~ to see immigrants ~hildren 
wearing scarves and it was not perceived as a problem before then. But 1t became problematic at the 
end of the eighties because the immigrants themselves became a 'problem' threatening _the cultural 
unifom1ity of the nation. For a thorough analysis ~f the influence .of the headscarf 1ssue of the 
French political and cultural life. see Gaspard, Franc01se. and Farhad Khosrokhavar ( 1 <)<)5). 
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along with the European soldiers in the First and Second \\'orld \Vars \\·ith the ~ame 

determination as their European fellows. Walking in the streets of Paris. one ea5ih 

realises the extent to which this exclusion is clear in public monuments \\·here the 

heroism and glory of the French soldiers is mentioned with such extra\·au~mcc in 

defending the French Republic and where not a single reference is made to 

remember the loss of lives of 1nillions of France's ex-colonial subject5 who were 

called to fight and defend the freedom of France. Certain memories that consolidate 

the vision of the grandiosity of the Republic are cultivated but others are negated. 

In a similar way, Paul Gilroy (2000, 5) argues that at a time when the memory of 

anti-Nazi war is being commemorated and recovered, one must ask the \\·a~· in 

which such commemoration takes place in terms of excluding the non-white 

narratives: "is the presence of non-whites--West Indians, African Americans, and 

other colonial con1batants-- being written out of the heroic narratives that are being 

produced in this, the age of apologies and overdue reparations':>" This raises the 

question of "What role might their stories [non-white combatants] ha\'e if we could 

write a different history of this period, one in which they were allowed to dwell in 

the same frame as official anti-Nazi heroism" (ibid.). The history of the anti-Nazi 

struggle and the active role of the colonised subjects as a crucial part of it can be 

used to forge "the mini1nal ethical principles on which a meaningful 

1nulticulturalism n1ight be based" (ibid., 6). 

If, as Edward Said (2000, 176) clain1s, "n1emory and its representations touch \cry 

significantly upon questions of identity, of nationalism, of power and authority." 

one must address the way France has been representing and teaching its official 

history (especially in its relation to North Africa) in order to understand the 

mechanisn1s of past and present exclusions and amnesia towards its colonial 

subjects and now their representatiYes in France: North African immigrants. It is 

necessary to address the way France has excluded the role of its \:orth African 

colonial subjects specifically in defending the Republic during the :'\azi occupation 

and how that has been linked to the way the 1\Jorth African immigrants ha\'c hccn 

excluded fron1 the history of building the economy and prosperity of the FrcnL·h 

nation. In order for a "multicultural France" to exist, a re-reading of French histor~ 

that \Yill "look histor\' at the face" in president Jacques Chirac\ words U.:conomi't 

1\la\' 200 L 55). is important in forging ne\\' all ianccs and allowing I· ranee to 
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recognise its injustices towards its ex-colonial subjects and its present exclusion of 

the North African immigrants and their descendants from national historY. The 

Beurs' reconstruction of French colonial history is an attempt in Said's ( 1994a. 23) 

words, at "representing the suffering of your own people, testifying to its travails, 

reasserting its enduring presence, reinforcing its memory ... " 

The texts that are analysed in this chapter are diverse and rich in their pluralistic 

approach to the reading of history. Though most of them (Kettane's, Sebbar's and 

Immache's texts) trace the memory of the 1 ih October 1961 event, their reading of 

the event is marked by their own subjective translations and invention of it. Nacer 

Kettane and Ahmed Kalouaz's texts trace the return of colonial violence to haunt 

post-colonial France. Sebbar's text re-inscribes the itinerary of the 1 ih October 

1961 den1onstration at the heart of the monumental architecture of Paris, whereas 

Immache's (more autobiographical texts) re-inscribe this event at the heart of the 

Parisian banlieues where she had grown up as a child of an Algerian immigrant 

father and French 1nother at the tin1e of the Algerian war. Her text translates the 

inhospitality, hatred and rancour of the time of the war, an inhospitality that is still 

perpetuated in the treatment of the youth of the banlieues who have inherited the 

san1e colonial stereotypes inflicted on their parents. Charef translates the historical 

burden of the harkis by focusing on their own narrative perspective on the war of 

Algeria. 

., 
t- Reviewino "the willed effacement of the history of anti-colonial resistance"-

o 

in France: the Beurs' Perspecthes 

Hommes now?s, fitsilh?s, tortures, a jamais temoins de Ia barbaric \'Ol/S Jtes commc 
un souffle de ,.i; suspendu qui rafi·aichira Ia memoire des generations en pelerinuge 
d'identftc. En se promenant, les amoureux des bards de Seine pourraient voir \'otn: 
.\·ourire, au fond de l'eau, benirleurs baisers. Kettane ( 1985. 22 ). 

Nacer Kettane's Le Sourire de Brahim3 is based on the aften11ath of the hi~toriL·al 

incident of the I ih of October 1961 \\·hen the French authoritic-; savage! Y 

~ RoblTl YoUilt!'s sentence (.:~00 1. -+~ -). 
; .\bhre\'iah:d hereafter as Brahim. 
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suppressed a peaceful Algerian demonstration against the \\'ar in Algeria.~ The 

Algerians in France were brutally massacred by the Parisian police whose pnfet 

was Maurice Papon, the man who had sent the Jews to concentration camps. The 

protesters consisted of whole Algerian families calling for an end to the bloodshed 

in Algeria and an end to the curfew imposed on Algerian immigrants in France, but 

the event was marked with further bloodshed of Algerian liYes ,,·ithin France as 

many were killed and thrown into the river Seine and others \\'ere massiYelv 

arrested and tortured. Brahim loses his young brother Kader who is hit in the head 

by a bullet; both children are accompanying their parents for the demonstration. 

Brahi1n loses his smile from then on, a symbol of his hope in his future in France, 

but the novel, partly an autobiographical work of Kettane's. makes of that smile a 

memorial for the dead of the 1961 so that their anti-colonial, anti-racist historical 

memory will not be forgotten and will guide their descendants in their search for 

their own future in France. Though the massacre has been consigned to atnnesia in 

the French memory, it is ren1e1nbered 111 the Algerian mind in France as the 

beginning of their battle for visibility 111 French public life and outside their 

confinement in the bidonvilles. Jean-Luc Einaudi (1991) argues that the massacre 

of around 250 Algerians during the peaceful demonstration failed to constitute a 

case for investigation into the massacre at the time. The State clearly distorted 

interpretations of the event in order first, to cover up for its own involvement in the 

n1assacre, and second to prevent an accurate judicial inquiry. The amnesties from 

any future judicial prosecution, that were granted to those who \\·et-c involved, was 

certainly part of the State's hegemonic position to exclude the massacre and its 

in1plications fron1 French official me1nory. Einaudi (1991, 224-5) suggests that 

there were more reactions to the event by some sectors of French society than has 

been clain1ed recently, especially on the part of intellectuals (uniYersity teachers, 

writers and students) in Paris. However. their transmission of such a memory ''as 

largely restricted for ideological reasons, because mainstream political parties 

rejected their Yiews. 5 Leila Sebbar's recently published novel Le Seine t;loit rouge 

( 1996) recognises a more complicated representation of the e\ ent especially the 

4 Nc'' fictional books have recently appeared to mark the memory of this C\ ent such a-; Bertina. 
Arrw: Lc dehors ou Ia migration des tmircs (:~001) Lallaoui. \lchd1: L'nc 17llil d'ocrohre (2001) and 

Streiff. G. Lc., con's de Ia Gouttc d'or (200 I). 
'Sec .Jim House's unpublished Ph.D. thc-;is ( 1997. 2l)l)). In relation to thi-;.Brigit.te Ga'iti ( lllY-L 27) 
argues that"( ])c silence de 1a plupart des hommcs politiqu~..'s ou des joumal1-;tcs temo1~th..' de kur 
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participation of French activists or les porteurs de valise in supporting Algerian 

Independence, not only by being part of the 1 ih October demonstration but through 

other political channels. & 

The 1 ih of October 1961 can be seen as the beginning of another history in France, 

which is that of the presence of Algerians and North Africans on French soil. 

Fausto Giudice (1992, 340) claims that "Si les 'Beurs' sont ce qu'ils sont et, avant 

tout, s'ils existent, c'est bien, en premier lieu, parce que leurs parents ont refuse le 

couvre-feu, impose leur presence au risque de leur vie, en payant le prix fort du 

sang". Giudice stresses how the North African immigrants' anti-colonial struggle 

within France has paved the way for their descendants to voice their political 

struggle for a better life in France. 7 

Brahim is also very critical of the Algerian official narratives of independence as he 

clearly makes a distinction --in his visit to his parents' country of origin to do 

voluntary service as a young doctor-- between national liberation and independence. 

He re-visits Kabyle where his aunt has showed him sites of resistance against the 

French and where his grandfather died fighting. But in contradiction to this 

rebellious spirit of national liberation, Brahim recognizes a postcolonial Algeria that 

is failing and in1poverishing its own people with the monopoly of power of the 

ruling elite (Brahim, 109-113). The corruption of the military regime makes the 

prospect of independence in Algeria dark and gloomy for Brahim. 

The return of colonial violence to haunt post-colonial France --where the murder of 

the Beurs is not seen as a crime and where 'des circonstances attenuantes' such as 'le 

bruit, la securite, les nerfs ou quelque maladie psychiatrique' are the 'explanations'-

does not discourage Brahim and his fellow Beurs (who are on the receiving end of 

acceptation de cette definition de Ia situation: les manifestations comme les attentats sont des 
troubles a l'ordre public et Ia police comme le gouvernement ont fait leur devoir." . . 
6 It is significant to notice here that the journalistic works of Michel Lev~ne ( 198~), .Jean-Luc Emaudt 
(1991) and the academic work of Brigitte Gai'ti ( 1994) are all important m estabhshmg the 
chronology of the events of the 17'h October 1961 and the number of those killed and also the State's 
denial of what had happened. 
7 For the first time in 1989, the Beurs made their entrance on the French political scene. as some 
young Beurs were elected in the local elections of March 1989 and two other young women \\:e~e 
elected to the European Parliament in June (Begag and Chaouite 1990, 15). The first Beur mt~tster 
was appointed in the Chirac government after the May 2002 elections .whe~ a Franco-M.a~hrebtan 
women was given the post of the Minister of Agriculture for the first ttme m French pohttcs. (See the 
Guardian 28-05-~002, 4 ). 
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this violence) to fight their battle in France, not as colonial subjects but as citizens 

of the Republic. Brahim has no doubt that France is their 'home' where thev will 

continue the fight against racism: "C'est ici chez nous, tout autant que chez vous, 

sinon plus!" (Brahim, 133). Les meurtres racistes are part of Brahim's and his 

friends' daily lives as some French people are still charged with colonial rancour 

and revenge: 

Celui qui tirait etait souvent un ancien policier ou militaire a la retraite. Le 
genre de petites personnes qui ont toujours une arme chez eux pour faire des 
demonstrations aux copains. Et la nostalgie de la gachette aident, ils 
s'offraient un carton de temps en temps, de preference sur un cible basanee 
avec des cheveux frises... Beaufs derisoires, obsedes du canon scie, 
nostalgiques des ratonnades, ils se prenaient pour des heros (Brahim, 132). 

Kettane commemorates the memory of the 17th October not only to show the 

brutality of the event, but most importantly to stress the collective self-affirmation 

expressed at the time by so many Algerians in defiance of the invisibility that was 

imposed on them by the State. Brahi1n's trajectory from the event of October 1961 

extended to the Beur marches of 1983-5 and their continuous struggle against 

racism and racial murders. The colonial legacy of the Fifth Republic, which has 

been constructed on the mass murder of the Algerian masses throughout the 

Algerian war of independence, has made those crimes banal. Those who committed 

those massacres during the war have benefited from total protection and amnesty as 

stated by the 1968 law (Giudice 1992, 335-6). It is a law that encourages in 

postcolonial France the perpetuation of crimes against French citizens of Arab 

descent without any serious punitive measures. 
8 

~ a· d' (1992 3"7) arcrues that "A l'oricrine de Ia clemence judiciaire dont ont pu beneticie ks tu tee , _, o - o . . .,. · 1 arabicides en temps de paix, il y a J'impunite totale dont ont beneficie le.s pohcters. les mt ttatres. e" 
fonctionnaires, ou les "simples particuliers", pour les arabicide~ commts. en temps de guerre. Cett~ 
impunite, sanctifiee par les amnisties coU\Tant les cri~es .e~ dehts co:nmt~ ~\ ~nt I.e 19 ~lars 1

9
6:! .. ~ 

ete tacitement acceptee par le pouYoir politique et JUdtctatre de I AI gene mdependante. qut n a 

engage aucune poursuite". 
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"A b" "d " 9 d h a- ra ICI es an t e Return of the Repressed 

L 'arabe parfait, identifiable a Ia premiere invective. Aux yeux baisses. 
Les morts sans memoire, et craintives. Ceux qu'il fallait taire par peur du 
sensationnel. Le crime ne paie plus ... Ahmed Kalouaz (1986, 64). ' 

Qu'irr;porte! De paroles fulgurantes, je decrirai l'etendue de Ia desolation. Al·ec une 
pensee restreinte pour Ia resignation de nos peres, !'habitude des gestes machinaux. 
Nos peres, ter~es sous Ia logique de /'occident. Jusqu'a y perdre Ia vie, fa dignite. fe 
souffle de Ia revolte. Debout, peinant, suant, dans des cadavres d'hommes. 
Kalouaz (1986, 78). 

Ahmed Kalouaz's novel Point Kilometrique 190 (1986)10 narrates the true story of 

the murder of a young Algerian man, Habib Grimzi, on the 14th of November 1983 

by a group of five French men on their way to join the Foreign Legion (Point, 7). 

The victim is first tortured and then stabbed to death and thrown out of a train 

travelling at 140 kilometres an hour. The train is travelling from Bordeaux to the 

Italian border town of Vintimille. Onlooking passengers who are too fearful to do 

anything (Point, 1 07) disappear afterwards refusing to bear witness (Point, 115). 

Kalouaz reconstructs the story in memory of the murdered youth. The story is 

narrated by the journalist who is asked to report "Un fait divers, comme d'autres" as 

the murder is seen as an insignificant piece of news in the French media (Point, 9). 

Though the victim is a complete stranger to the journalist, his death attracted her 

when she sees his completely mutilated body and she decides to give voice to the 

horrors of this racially motivated crime. Being obsessed with the murder of the 

Algerian man to which she becomes une Iemoine, Sabine takes the same train one 

year after Grimzi's murder to reconstruct the whole incident and imagine his state of 

mind during the process of being tortured and murdered. The novel is written in the 

form of a poem, a humanitarian cry for the murder of an innocent man. 

9 In many of the Beur novels, there is a constant anxiety about the murders of their friends, close 
members of the family or remote members of the Franco-Maghrebian communities. Those murders 
are committed either by fascists and neo-Nazi groups, or by ordinary people who do not necessarily 
belong to any racist group or by 'drunken' policemen. Most of the time the reasons for the m_urders 
are trivial. Fausto Giudice ( 1992) provides a brilliant chronicle of the events of those contmuous 
murders of French citizens of Arab origin in the 1970 till 1991. He stresses in his book Arahicides: 
Une chronique francoise 1970-1991 (1992) that those murders were treated most of the time by the 
French justice ~ystem as 'work accidents'. In other words, Arabicide or the killing of young Beurs of 
North African origin has become a 'simple crime' (simple de/it) or has become a commonplace event. 
Giudice cites more than 200 murders in 21 years. 
10 Abbreviated hereafter as Point. 
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Kalouaz performs textually a post-mortem reading of the body in an attempt to trace 

the memory of a mutilated corpse. Grimzi's body becomes a text on which a certain 

memory is inscribed as the journalist Sabine imagines its voice saying: "Nul besoin 

de commettre un delit, nous sommes marques par la verite de Ia peau. Par l'heritage 

de deux siecles d'histoire, et les mots du vocabulaire. Cantonnement, Razzia, 

Insurrection, Terrorisme. Les mots, les mots ... " (Point, 42-3). The mutilated body 

of the young man translates two centuries of violent colonial history from which the 

French have not yet recovered. Colonial encampment with its 'racial' prejudice and 

hatred is what clearly motivated the murder. His skin colour provoked the murder: 

"la couleur de la peau fait basculer "les autres" vers Ia violence, vers le crime" 

(Point, 11 0). Azouz Begag (1990, 115) calls this 'difference' "le del it de facies" 

because if the victim had "le teint europeen", he would not have been killed. In 

other words, "11 s'agit bien d'un double meurtre: d'une personne et de l'image d'une 

partie de l'humanite. Ce meurtre est le rejet simultane de la difference et de Ia 

similitude." 

Sabine reflects on the reaction of the French media, which gives little space to the 

analysis of the murder and perceives it as the result of alcohol (Point, 36-7). The 

narrative of some media is still saturated with a certain colonial mentality that does 

not recognise the seriousness of the offence and does not acknowledge the humanity 

of the victin1. 
11 

Sabine accuses the media of inciting the murders with its campaign 

of hatred of the North Africans with "des mots qui donnent Ia passion aveugle" 

(Point, 45). This perpetuation of colonial hatred made the murderers 'believe' that 

"Quelque part, ils ont cru cmnprendre qu'un arabe 9a peut se mutiler, se fletrir, 

s'assassiner avec sang-froid" (Point, 45). The language of hatred has become 

commonplace and overt and alcohol serves as the excuse for killing innocent people 

because they are Arabs (Point, 97) and the media encourages these attitudes (Point, 

101 ). As a journalist, Sabine feels frustrated at the way truth had been covered up: 

11 The representation of the Maghrebian communities on French television and media has not moved 
away from negative stereotypes. Carrie Tarr ( 1997. 79) argues that in t~e last decades French films 
have showed an incapacity to confront the colonial past and postcolomal present. Though a mo,·e 
has taken place in which the ethnic other is no longer portrayed in a comic way, ethnic and cultuml 
differences are still negatively portrayed. Despite the fact that there are so~1e attempts b.y Beur 
filmmakers and a recent generation of white French filmmakers to address the tssue of the dt:ersny 
of French identity and its implications, there is still a need for greater diversity of representat10ns of 
ethnic minority identities. 
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Tant la gene, l'obstinatio~ que les journaux ont mis pour depeindre (c 
?r~~e, sous les relents ractstes. Car cela permit a tout le mondc de ~e ~cntir 
~ 1 ~1se; P~rce que d'abord, il, s'agit, d'un "autre". d'un inconnu, d'un citoycn 
el01gne. Dun ano,~yme a~ prenom etranger. les gens se disent que (ela ne ks 
c,on~e~e pas_. Qu tls.ne nsquent pas de devenir un jour une Yictimc. Puisqu'il 
s agtt dun cnme ractste ... (Point, 108). 

The media attempts a 'racialized' explanation of the murder in the sense that the 

Algerian n1an is murdered because he happens to be an anonymous foreigner 

without a face. This conceals a racial mentality that subordinates the humanitY of 

other people and thus encourages xenophobia and hatred towards those perceiYed as 

the 'racialized' others. Sabine recognises the murderers in the courtroom 

"detennines dans leur haine ... ils n'avaient aucun regret, aucun remords. Lcs 

dernieres bribes de l'alcool s'etaient envolees, mais le long yoyage continuait. pour 

eux" (Point, 35). 

The sequence of racial murders against the descendants of North African 

immigrants that were perpetrated in France especially during the 1980s has raised 

serious questions about the failing role of the institutions of justice. the institutional 

racism of the police force and also most significantly the rising star of the Front 

National with its racist and xenophobic politics. The famous "Marche pour 1 'egalite 

et contre le racistne" in 1983 came as a response to the increasing number of racist 

massacres. Hundreds of thousands ofBeurs marched in the big cities of France and 

ended their journey in Paris. However, the promises they received from the socialist 

government were just illusions as racist crimes have continued to haunt the young 

Beur with the failing role of the police force (Giudice 1992. 183 ). If the 

government slogan at that titne was 'liYing together with our differences', the 

slogan of the Maghrebi youth was 'living together equal in \\hat \\ c have in 

conunon whatever may be our differences' (Wihtol de Wenden 1995. 2-+6). The 

expectation that "la guerre des beurs" would take place as a Yiolent reaction to the 

aggression against then1 has not taken place, instead the Beur ha,·e depended mainl:> 

on non-Yiolent ways to call for their rights such as demonstrations. artistic creation-.; 

in terms of inYentions of ways of speaking about them-.;eln?s through paintings. 

writings. and music (Giudice 199.2. 332). This reYeals their le\ cl of awareness of 

the importance of civil mo,·ements in helping them to raise their Yoi~..·e and -.;p~..·al--. 

about themsdves despite the continuous hostility 10\\·ards them. 
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(b)- The inscription of the French silenced History dans /'enceinte of the 

monumental architecture of Paris in Leila Sebbar's La Seine eta it rouge ( 1999) 

Peuple ji~anr;:ais, tu as tout vu 
Oui, tout vu de tes propres yeux, 
Et maintenant vas-tu parler 
Et maintenant vas-tu te taire 

Kateb Yacine (1986, 38 ). 

In this section I argue how sites of memory in Sebbar's text are also sites of 

amnesia, an amnesia that she tries to cormnemorate. The historical monuments of 

Paris carry strong contradictory significance of what is remembered colliding with 

what can not be remembered including anti-colonial memory. Edward Said (2000, 

175-6) expresses this idea when he claims that specific historical dates and places 

can mean different things to different people. 12 Sebbar suggests that the legacy of 

colonialism is not only a problem for France but also a problem for Algeria as the 

violence has come back to haunt it with the on-going ciYil war that has claimed the 

lives of thousands of Algerians. Sebbar also interrupts the official history of 

Algerian Independence as she revisits the narrative of the internal strife within the 

FLN. What is unique about Sebbar's text is that it does not confine the memory of 

the 1 i 11 October to any specific group such as Algerian actiYists but to a large 

nun1ber of people such as French activists, members of the French police. ordinary 

French people who witnessed the event, etc. Sebbar suggests the memory of the 17 

October as an event of inter-generational links between North African parents and 

their descendants. 

Leila Sebbar's narrative La Seine etait rouge13 is a reYisiting of thee\ cnts of the l/.
11 

of October 1961. Sebbar's intelligent way of marking this forgotten event in French 

history relies on the testimony of various people who had liYed it and were deepl~ 

involved in it. The novel is structured (in a Sebbarian style that resembles that of the 

trilogy of Sherazade) around three main characters: .-\mel, a sixteen year-old girl 

1 ~ For c'ample in f\1ehdi Lallaoui's Lcs Bcurs de Seine ( 19~6: 15~). KJci nplains to_ Kat.JJ :md 
Farida the fact that the Algerian Consulate is located in Paris in a strc.:t called :-; \ Ia: 19·b whiCh for 
the Fn:nch means the end the Second World \\·ar but for the .\lgeri;..~ns. it is the begmning of the \\ Jr 
)f Liberation which became official nine Years after. The ~th of \ Ia: also commenwr.1tes the 
~nnivnsary of the French massacre in .-\ lgcri.a "here thousands of \ lgerians d1·<1ppeared (ibid l. 

D .\bbre\ iated llLTeaftcr as Seine. 
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born in Nanterre of Algerian ongm, Orner a twent)· s ld '1 · , - e\ en \ ear o .-.. genan 
~ ~ 

journalist living in Paris as a political refugee and Louis. a twenty-fiye year old man 

born in France of Jewish parents. Amel and Orner reYisit the locations of the 

demonstration and thus the space of the violence and death. following the steps of 

Louis' documentary film on the event and the narratiYe of Amel's mother. .. \mel's. 

Omar's, and Louis's re-reading of the event insist on opening the graves, freeing the 

ghosts so that the dead bodies of the massacre of the 1 ih of October 1961 can be 

buried and the Beurs' post-colonial generations can lay the burden of memory to 

rest. Sebbar re-reading of the silenced history is marked geographically as Paris, 

the space where the demonstration took place, is re-invented and the city is re

opened to the multiple voices of its past. Amel attempts to piece together 

genealogies with the space she inhabits; she confronts the colonial legacy \Yith its 

discursive and ideological influence so as to build a present in which she will not be 

excluded. 

The architecture of the cite banlieusarde stands in sharp contrast with that of Paris. 

The cite is 1narked by an in1pression of closure and seclusion; from inside the cite, 

one can notice closure with bars that block the view (David Lepoutre 1997, -+-+ ). 

This may be seen in contrast with the monumental architecture of Paris the city that 

for a long time has served to cmnmemorate events and people and keep away 

"death, absence and uncertainty". If Paris monuments are seen as "the mark of the 

resistance to absence" and the site on which resistance focuses (Paul Hegarty 2000. 

49), I argue that Sebbar's text is an atten1pt to reveal the ways the monuments can be 

the trace of absence and exclusion. In other words, a certain history is absent in the 

monuments, especially the history of the violence of French colonialism. The 

glan1orous monuments ofthe First and Second World War. such as the names of the 

heroes of liberation inscribed in the Arc de Triumph, exclude names of soldiers 

frmn the colonies who died in the wars in great numbers. Sebbar's text deconstructs 

the architecture of Paris in order to allow the silent voices that inhabit it to talk and 

register their fingerprints of forgotten memory. 

Sebbar stresses the interdependency of all those eYents, from the history of the 

French ReYolution to the conquest of Egypt by Bonaparte in 1 79~ (Louis's strong 

interest in digging up the histon of the scholars sent to 'discover' and \.:ivili--e' 
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Egypt), the Two World Wars (-:\orth African soldiers were hea\·ily recruited in both 

wars to defend France), the colonial war of independence. such as the Indo-China 

wars ( Amel 's grandfather fought in the this wJ;, (Seine, 34)) and the Algerian war. 

as well as references to the massacres of the Jews in concentration camps. Her 

attempt is to inscribe those intertwined histories in the memory and geography of 

France/centre/Paris in order to demonstrate the complexities of the Franco

Maghrebian historical, social and cultural relations that go beyond the simpk binary 

opposition between a civilised France/centre and unciYilised periphery: the e'\

colonies. Through this novel Sebbar atten1pts to resurrect the voice of the sikJKed 

dead of the October 1961 massacre that the French are too ashamed to remember. 

Louis lives in a flat that overlooks the famous prison of La San!L;. which reminds 

him of his French mother's incarceration in other prisons during the Algerian \\'ar 

with other Algerian women including Orner's mother (Seine, 25). But Omcr's 

encounter with La Sante represents for him a silenced history of what had happened 

within its walls or what he calls its 'verite historique' (Seine, 29). Louis refuses 

Orner's 'lessons' as he believes that "a chacun son histoire, son regard". but he also 

passionately refuses On1er's 'Verite historique' that considers all the French to be 

oppressors as his filn1 ain1s exactly at showing how French people like his parents 

believed strongly and thus fought for Algerian Independence: "II l'a dit. il a dit: 

'vous, vous les Fran<;ais ... ' Tous les Fran<;:ais pour lui .... Les parents, on les a traites 

des traitres, et c'est tout ce qu'il a dire ... C'est sa verite historique ... " (Seine, 30). 

However, Louis fihns Orner's own inscription on the wall of the La Sante prison: his 

own cmmne1norative plaque sprayed in big red letters: 

1954-1962 
DANS CETTE PRISON 
FURENT GUILLOTINES 
DES RESIST ANTS ALGERIENS 
QUI SE DRESSERENT 
CONTRE L' OCCUPANT FRAN<;AIS. (Seine. 30) 

The famous prison is the site of a commemoration of the :\azi occupation but not of 

the French occupation of Algeria as the two histories seem to be colluding with each 

other (France being occupied ,, bile shamefully occupying other territories and 

nations). The site also suggests ho\V colonialism has mo\ cd fn1111 outside the 
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boundaries of Europe to the heart of Europe. Orner's inscription of thi~ silenced 

anti- colonial memory is set next to an official memorial plaque of the prison that 

commemorates the French prisoners who were incarcerated during the \'azi 

occupation; it says besides the famous: "LIBERTE EGALITE FR.-'\ TER'\fiTE": 

EN CETTE PRISON 
LE 11 NOVEMBRE 1940 
FURENT INCARCERES 
DES L YCEENS ET DES ETUDIANTS 
QUI A L'APPEL DU GENERAL DE GAULLE 
SE DRESSERENT LES PREMIERS 
CONTRE L'OCCUP ANT. (Seine, 29) 

Louis's 1nother, Flora and her husband had actively worked with the Algerians 

during the War of Independence. Flora was imprisoned in Algeria with other 

Algerian women where she met Mina, Orner's mother who is now Flora's guest in 

Paris after fleeing Algeria as a political refugee. Flora and her husband were part of 

a group called 'porteurs de valise' which was a French group formed in France to 

support the Algerian militants in the War of Independence. Louis wants to 

inm1ortalise his parents' passion for justice in a film, he tells his mother: "jc le ferai 

parceque c'est pas mon histoire. 1954-1962. Le 17 octobre 1961, a Paris et vous 

dans cette guerre coloniale ... Vous avez trahi la France. non? Vous etes battus a\'ec 

les Algeriens contre votre pays ... .Je dis <;a, je sais que \'ous n'avez pas ete des 

traitres ... " (Seine, 26). In the making of his film, Louis wants to present the 

various voices that had participated and campaigned for the eYcnt of the 17
1

h of 

October 1961 including those of his own French parents accused at the time of 

betraying France. The voice of the French police is also present as a French 

policen1an in Louis's film talks about how "le seine etait rouge" that day and how: 

"Le 17 octobre 1961, c'est un jour noir pour Ia police fran<;aise. On peut dire: 

octobre noir... Parce que la Brigade fluviale, elle en a repeche des cada\ res 

d'Algeriens, et pas seulement a Paris. Combien'? On le saura un jour" (Seine. 13.3 ). 

Place De Ia Defen,·e \Yith the huge Statue de ~larianne \\as another important 

historical location for the 1961 demonstration as it was the centre \\·here . \ lgerian:-. 

had met. But unden1eath the Statue de I\ 1arianne. there is only a memorial t1..) 

remember "the courage of the Parisians during the terrible siege of l :-\70-1 ~71" 

durino the Franco-Prussian war. .\mel wonders about the t~lte of tlw"L' .\lgertJn .... 
~ 
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who were brutally suppressed under the Statue de Marianne on the 1 t'-, of October 

1961: "Qui les a defend us quand les flies ont charge au pont de 0:euilly'? Tu k~ a 

entendus les recits, la panique, les corps pietines, les blesses. Jes morts .... Lc~ 

families en habits du dimanche, les voitures d'enfants renYersees. de~ soulicr~ 

perdus, de grands, des petits ... " (Seine, 56). Amel and Orner mark also in their 

journey, following An1el's mother's narrative and Louis's pictures. the Place de 

Concorde where many Algerians were shot and others detained; at the front of the 

hotel, Amel and 01ner write in big red letters: "ICI DES ALGERIE:'\S 0\:T ETE 

MATRAQUES SAUV AGEMENT PAR LA POLICE DU PREFET PAPO:\ LE 17 

OCTOBER 1961" (Seine, 88). 

The famous fountain of Saint Michel is the place that links for Amel's mother the 

Algerian demonstrators of 1961 and the students of 1968 which she followed as a 

young girl on television screens. The students had cut the plane trees that had 

protected the Algerian demonstrators (before them in 1961) from police bullets 

(Seine 114). Amel and Orner read on the marble plaque near the fountain: A L..\ 

MEMOIRE DES SOLDATS DES FORCES FRAN<;AISES DE L'INTERIEUR ET 

DES HABITANTS DES VET ARRONDISSEMENTS QUI SU SUR CES LIEUX 

LA MORT EN COMBATTANT" (Seine, 111 ). Total denial of those who found 

death at the foot of the fountain in 1961 has made Orner and Amel inscribe beside 

the comn1en1orative plaque: "ICI DES ALGERIENS SONT TOMBES POUR 

L'INDEPENDENCE DE L'ALGERIE LE 17 OCTOBER 1961" (Seine, 118 ). :\mel 

and Orner follow Louis's itinerary in the film to discover the geography of the C\ ent. 

but every time they pass through those historical locations and inscribe the silenced 

history in their own way, Louis films the places a second time to capture the new 

historical inscriptions. 

Sebbar's novel reflects on the France of 1996 but at the same time stresses the \\a~ 

the intertwined past of France and Algeria is brought up to date \\·ith an in tens it~ 

that shows the strongly inter-linked histories of Franco-.\lgerian relations. The 

present \ iolence in Algeria is reYealed in a DC\\. light that aims to go beyond offiL·ial 

yersions and representations. Sebbar links the three main ch~lr~Jl'tcr-.; in a \\ cb that 

reflects on the history of France: AmcL the third generation of Frat1l'l)- \1aghrcbians 

in France could not know what had happened that day in 1961 if she ha-.. not met 
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Louis and Orner. Her mother and grandmother who both lived the e\ ent do not want 

to tell her the 'truth' of what happened that day, but when she watchc:~ Loui~·~ 

documentary with her mother as the main witness narrating the itinerary of the day. 

she decides to escape home and revisit the sites of the protest in Pari~ accompanied 

by Orner. 

Amel and Orner are different in their perception of things, Orner does not ~ee the 

relevance of Louis's film because for him that history interests neither the French. 

nor the Algerians nor the immigrants and does not change: much about 

contemporary racism in France and the civil war in Algeria (Seine, 117). After 

thirty years of Independence, bloodshed in Algeria is disastrous: "Ia belle re\ anche" 

is probably what the French think, according to Orner (Seine, 117). As a Beurette. 

the memory of the event is crucial to Amel as it provides a certain historical 

genealogy with her mother and her grandmother who had participated in the e\ ent. 

Orner suffers frmn despair with history rather than apathy, as anti-colonial memory 

has not saved Algeria from the present bloodshed; Amel puts it to him: "Tu sais rien 

et tu veux pas savoir. C'est pas important, parce que aujourd'hui des Algeriens tuent 

des Algeriens? On sait pas qui, ni pourquoi ... parce que ta tragedie est plus 

excitante que celle de rna n1ere? C'est <ra?" (Seine, 55). Orner has fled the vioknce 

in Algeria where as a journalist he was threatened with death three times, for him: 

"l'histoire de la guerre de la liberation, l'histoire officielle algerienne. je Ia connais 

par coeur, et elle m'ecoeure, tu comprends?" (Seine, 55). The violence and ci\ il \\'ar 

in Alaeria the continuous assassinations of intellectuals and journalists \\'ho speak 
b ' 

against authority, corruption and tyranny are the real tragedy for him, since he 

cannot live freely in a country that had once rebelled against the yoke of colonial 

servitude. Anti-colonial memory for Orner is not the answer to the \ iolence that has 

come back to haunt Algeria and France. When Amel insists that Louis's film is not 

'official history' but unrevealed archiYes and testimonies. Omer tells her that he \\'ill 

show her some texts and photographs he has published in the Algerian press that arc 

unheard of before in France or Algeria. such as the story of the si:\tccn year old 

maquisard ( \\'ho is Omer's mother, Mina) and her mother who w~1s a teacher in 

Tlemcen (Seine. 55). 
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If An1el is trying to inscribe the history of the 1 t 11 of October 1961 \\·ithin the 

geography and memory of Paris, Orner also reflects on the unspoken history of the 

War of Independence of Algeria. His reading of non-official narratives of the war 

and his encountering testimonies of those years have made him discoYer that 'lcs 

moudjahiddins' had not only killed the enemy, the French soldiers but also Algerian 

brothers whom they called "traitors". The latter were those who had different Yie\\·s 

about independence and the running of the State, that is those who were murdered 

because they dared to oppose authority and corruption: "des freres dans la 

Revolution [qui] ont ete executes, par balles ou au couteau COllli11e le font 

aujourd'hui les justiciers de Dieu contre leur propre peuple" (Seine, 67). Orner links 

the violence within the ranks of the Algerian revolutionaries, where some n1embers 

were assassinated (because of internal strife) to present day violence in Algeria 

where the army and militant Islamic groups have declared civil war on each other 

which has resulted in the massacre of thousands of innocent civilians. There were 

also assassinations carried out between the FLN (Front de liberation nationale 

algerien) and the MNA (Mouvement national algerien) which were con1peting to 

gain the representation of Algerian people in Algeria and France (i.e. among the 

immigrant community). Their confrontation between 1955-1962 had resulted in 

hundreds of deaths in France and Algeria (Seine, 142). For Mourad, an Algerian 

cook who experienced the event of the 1 ih of October, this reflects today's Algeria 

as the two opposition parties FFS (Front de forces socialistes) and RCD 

(Rassemblement pour la culture et la democratie) are fighting each other instead of 

uniting, which contributes to over-e1npowering the army and its corruption in 

Algeria (Seine, 101 ). 

Orner's reflection goes far deeper as he reminds Amel of the Quranic story of 

Abraham's sacrifice of his son Ismael to please God who then sent Abraham instead 

of a lamb to sacrifice. Muslims celebrate Aid AI Adha every year to con1memorate 

this event, but for 01ner this sacrifice is reflected in today's Algeria where those 

who slaughter (he n1eans Islmnic fundan1entalists and the an11)) " ... ne mettent pas 

un n1outon ou une biche a Ia place, ils pensent que leur geste est sacre parcc qu'il 

produit, a la lettre, le geste de SOU111ission a Dieu, c'est une preuYC de leur amour 

absolu de Dieu. ils vont jusqu'au bout de la purification, hon1me, femme, enfant. ... 

Comme 1c mouton du sacrifi\.:e. les corps doivent se vider de leur sang. l'amc est 
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dans le sang, ils le croient, ils suppriment les ames mauYaises, indignes de Dieu" 

(Seine, 67). For 01ner this ancient act of sacrifice becomes 'natural' once it is 

accompanied by a 'purifying ideal' and thus Algerians haYe to liYe \Vith this 'geste de 

mort', or 'geste de couteau' to be able to reflect on it and change it one da~y (Seine. 

67-8 ). In other words, On1er believes that Algerians 'sacrifice' each other in the 

belief that it would 'purify' the nation of corruption. Amel refuses to accept Orner's 

logic, that of linking the revolutionary past of Algeria and the present Yiolence 

through the act of death or "purification" of the brother/ene1ny for the general good 

of the nation: "On n'est pas tous des egorgeurs, je comprends pas. Les 

revolutionnaires et les musulmans sont pas tous des egorgeurs .... " (Seine, 67). 

Amel does not understand the killing in Algeria though she is aware of what she 

calls 'la geographie terroriste', that is, names of towns and villages where the 

massacres are taking place (Seine, 39). 

Sebbar's own act of commemoration of the event does not include only a voicing of 

the narratives of the Algerians who attended the event, but also those unheard 

voices of French people such as students, policeman, and the general public who 

either participated in the event or were witnesses to what happened. The voices of 

the Algerians who were recruited by the French army to fight the Algerians is also 

present, "Les harkis de Papon" ("les calots bleus"). One harki de Papon speaks of 

how the shantytowns of the immigrants (especially Nan terre) were all encircled on 

1 ih October 1961 and how Algerians were murdered and thrown into the riYer 

Seine (Seine, 4 7). French narratives of the event also mark the Place Concorde, 

Station Solferino, pont de Neuilly, and Nanterre (where Algerians were killed) with 

their own perception of injustice and horror at what they had witnessed (Seine, 

I 06). Sebbar includes references to French n1ilitants who raised their voices against 

French atrocities in Algeria, including writers such Henri Alleg who wrote La 

Question (Editions de Minuit was the champion of books such as Le Deserteur, by 

Jean-Louis Hurst: a story of a French soldier who refused to fight the Algerians. 

(Seine, 1 06-7)). 14 

14 The memories of 17-18-19 and 201
h of October 1961 have been kept in the dark in the French 

nKmnry ncept for the books of M iche1 Le\'ine: Les ratonnades d'octobre. Un meurtre collect if cl 
[Juris en 1961. (19~5) and Jean-Luc Einaudi: La Battail/e de Paris. 17 octobre 1961 (1991 ). r...tan} 
J"lL'ople \\ L'n: imprisoned. some disappeared. and others "ere killed. Giudice summarises it as " \ 
partir du mardi 17 octobre. et pendant plusieurs jours, les Algeriens deb capitale fran~aise ne furent 
pas scukmt parques au palais des sports de la porte de \'ersailks. lls Furent battus. torture-;. 
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Amel's mother, Noria, a Beurette herself born in Nanterre. narrates in Louis's film 

how her father was captured with other Algerians in the demonstration and hm\ 

they were taken to the 'palais de Sports' where they were all "entasses, parques, des 

centaines, battus, blesses, matraques .... "; they stayed there until they were deported 

to Algeria through Orly as they were unwanted on French soil (Seine. 127-8). 

Nobody knew their destination and their families were not notified. Ironically 

enough, Amel's mother remarks how le palais de sport was 'disinfected' the next 

day for the concert of Charles Ray, which took place on the 20th October (Seine, 

128).
15 

Noria also reveals another silenced demonstration, this time by Algerian 

won1en, which took place on the 20th of October 1961 at the call of 'Ia Federation 

de France' (Seine, 128). She participated with her mother and Flora, Louis's 

mother. The demonstrators called for "Liberation de nos epoux et de nos enfants", 

"A bas le couvre-feu raciste", "Independance totale de l'Algerie" (Seine, 128). 

Hundreds of women walked up to Sainte-Anne hospital where the police dispersed 

them (Seine, 128-9). 

The last stop of An1el and Orner in the itinerary of the demonstration is Orly, the 

place from which the Algerian prisoners were deported to Algeria. Amel and Orner 

choose to fly to Alexandria instead where they meet Louis. Orner tells Louis that he 

is writing a piece for Amel: the story of a young girl, who digs the grave of her twin 

brothers executed and buried on a hill. The army displayed the bodies in the centre 

of the village. Whether this story is a reflection of Amel's escape from home (like 

assassines par balles, pendus, noyes dans la Seine, ou simplement blesses, estropies, detenus, 
deportes, par des policiers fran~ais, dans les rues de Paris et de sa banlieue, dans les commissariats, 
dans les stations de metro, sur les quais de la Seine, dans le bois de Vincennes, dans la cour de la 
prefecture de police, et dans des dizaines de lieux qui restent a repertorier" (Giudice 1992, 336). The 
government announced the death of two people (though the death rate varies from 50 to 200 and the 
number of those who had disappeared are more and an estimate of 1200 people were deported). The 
public reaction to those massacres at the time was limited and those responsible for them benefited 
from the state's clemency and thus there was never any judicial enquiry against them. The French 
media reported the death of two or three people ignoring the massacre of hundreds and the torture. 
imprisonment and deportation of others. 
15 The concert took place in the Palais des sports de Paris. Giudice ( 1992, 335) ironically points out 
that Ray Charles was blind, but the large French audience attending his concert appeared to be blind 
too to the horrors that took place in the stadium. Hours before the concert, the stadium was 
e\'acuated of hundreds of Algerians who were packed there in conditions simibr to those of the .le\\ s 
in concentration camps t\\enty years before. But it is true that "En France. tout finit par des 
concerts", which rather reminds us of Kettane's Le sourire de Brahim when the racist murder or 
Belaid \\·as mourned by the young people of the cite by organising a rock concert. 
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Sebbar's protagonist in Slu!razade (1982)) to dig up the corpses of the Algerians 

massacred on the 1 ih of October 1961 and thus exhibit their silenced dead bodies 

thrown in the Seine to inscribe them in history, remains a possibility. Louis is in 

Egypt to follow, in his new film, the steps of the scholars who came with Bonaparte 

during the invasion of Egypt in 1789 (Seine, 13 7). Louis remembers his father's 

Egyptian friends (Louis's father is a researcher in Egypt) talking about the 

expedition with passion if not anger describing it as "expedition coloniale", "sa\ ants 

manipules", "Bonaparte, heritier des lumieres", "chef d'Etat exceptionel", 

"Alexandre modeme" .... (Seine, 77 ). Louis has spent hours in College de France 

reading the Description de l'Egypte, which was written by the scholars of the 

expedition in 1798 (Seine, 78). His attraction to the project of the film about the 

expedition especially the itinerary of the imperial scholars is not clear to hin1 though 

he clearly marks this colonial expedition as the watershed in the history of France as 

it opens the doors to other colonial conquest and marks the crucial encounter 

between the near east and France (Seine, 81 ). He reads Bonaparte's Letter to his 

soldiers which still covers the real purpose of the n1ission: "Soldats: vous allez 

entreprendre une conquete dont les effets sur la civilisation et le commerce du 

n1onde sont incalculables ... la premiere que vous allez rencontrer a ete fondee par 

Alexandre." (Seine, 82). Louis writes to Amel who will be the heroine of his film 

about this orient of 1798 that Europe dreamt about and wanted to conquer it in order 

to "civilise" it and dmninate its trade routes. It is in Louis's words "Le cruel mythe 

colonial" that he invites Amel in his film to subvert and unravel its hidden agendas 

(Seine, 94). 

The interplay between memory, place and invention in Sebbar's text is used for the 

purpose of questioning historical exclusion. Sebbar's protagonists inscribe and 

comn1en1orate in their own way the silenced passage of the 1 961 de1nonstrators 

through the n1onumental architecture of Paris. This form of recognition encourages 

liberation and coexistence between various cmnmunities whose "adjacency requires 

a tolerable forn1 of sustained reconciliation" (Said 2000, 191 ). 
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2- Mehdi Charers Le harki de Meriem: Healing the \Vounds of History. the 

Harkis in Perspective 

Lui avail ete un soldal el if avail perdu. Perdu sa guerre. Guerre a laquel!c il ne 
croyail pas quanl il s'elail engage. I! avail vingl-qualre ans. Taus les pieges ct guet
apens tendu5; a l'armee coloniale n 'etaienl !'oeuvre dans son e.r,prit que d'zm groupe 
d'idealisles facilemenl muselables. (harki, 74). 

Mehdi Charef Le Harki de Meriem is unique in representing the memory of the 

Algeria war through the perception of the harkis, embarrassing figures that must be 

kept silenced: reminders of defeat and loss of glory for the French and interrupters 

of the official history of Algeria. Charefs narrative discourse stresses the politcal 

ignorance of the Algerian recruits exploited by their poverty, lack of understanding 

of the events surrounding them, or their obsession with power and money as means 

to revenge their total social exclusion. Azzedine, le Harki de Meriem recalls for the 

first time the monstrosity of the war in colonial Algeria after the loss of his son in a 

brutal racist murder in France. As I argued in chapter four (section five), the harkis 

and their descendants have suffered fron1 the same marginalisation and exclusion as 

that of the North African immigrants and their descendants. But as Charef stresses 

in his text, they further carry the historical burden of being condemned to treachery 

against the Algerian nation, a burden that their descendants have been paying the 

price for. 

The difference between the unfolding of French colonial history and its 

representations gives way to complicated and conflicting memories of the colonial 

natives and the French. It is a "... dialectic of memory over territory [which] 

animates the relationship of French and Algerian accounts of 130 years of French 

rule in North Africa" (Said 2000, 181 ). In Charefs text, the figures of the harkis 

further problematise the representation of history as they fall outside the logic ofthe 

'dialectic' of the natives and the colonisers. Charefs text traces the narratiYe Yoices 

of various harki characters with their different attitudes towards the war in Algeria. 

Though Azzedine's narrative pervades the text, the harkis' historical point of Yiew is 

not monolithic. 

Azzedinc's daughter Saliha is tnade ashan1ed by the Algerian authorities for daring 

to bring her brother's dead bodY to be buried in Algeria. She understands the hatred ..... . ..... 
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felt for her as a daughter of a harki. Her father's fan1ily does not turn up to meet her 

in the airport as they are also ashamed of them (harki. -+3 ). It is only her 

grandmother who comes to see her after she has escaped from her sons and 

daughters and after she has walked for a day and night to get to the airport. The 

encounter with her grandmother convinces her of the great loYe of this woman: "cet 

amour, elle ne pouvait y croire" (harki, 52). For the first time after her brother's 

murder, the grandn1other's presence makes Saliha feel secure (harki, 66). 

Azzedine's mother is the only fan1ily member who does not disown her harki son as 

she explains to her granddaughter in the airport how he has sacrificed his life to feed 

his brothers and sisters. Addressing the tormented and rejected soul of her 

granddaughter, Azzedine's mother moves beyond the clear-cut distinctions of the 

Algerian official representations of the harkis as traitors. She links their history, the 

history of her harki son, with that of her husband who was recruited by the French 

anny to fight the Germans in the Second World War (harki, 59-61). The use of 

the Algerian Muslim men to defend France in the First and Second World Wars 

(and the French Indo-china war) is not even recognised in French history. Saliba's 

grandn1other reveals how her husband is taken against his will (and without even 

knowing where he is being taken) to fight the Germans. He comes back after five 

years of fighting; his brother and his next door neighbour are killed like many others 

from the surrounding tribes (harki, 60). He tells his wife how the French has placed 

the North African soldiers in the front ranks because they are strong and do not 

complain (ibid.). He is ashamed to return to his village in his terrible state as his 

whole body is very weak and full of wounds: "Quand ils n'ont pas besoin de lui ils 

l'ont laisse partir sans soins. Son ventre etait taillade par les coups de balonnette et 

les pansements sees avaient epousse les plaies. De gros trous dans le ventre et des 

cicatrices jusqu'au cou" (harki, 61 ). Even though his wife tries to nurse him. he dies 

of his wounds confiding in his wife the state of his torn1ented spirit for killing 

people in a war that is not his own: "J'ai tue des hommes. Puis, avant de toun1er la 

tete: Ils avaient aussi peur que moi" (harki, 61 ). The brief encounter between Saliha 

and her grandmother has renewed a lost affiliation with an Algeria that Saliha thinks 

has rejected her forever. 

Azzedine is haunted with the still Yivid memories of the brutal ambushes of the 

moudjahiddins in the mountains. The prisoners end up dead in the torture room 
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after undergoing all forms of most brutal torture: "De la chambre de torture 

montaient les cris sees et rident que les coups arrachaient a Antar. Entre-temps. 

c'etait par saccades lentes et rauques qu'il suppliait qu'on I'acheYe" (harki, 109 ). The 

moudjahid dies fron1 torture: "Et il ne pouvait meme plus dire "Istiqlal ". 11 ne faisait 

plus que murmurer. Antar est mort de toutes les couleurs. Il y aYait du , ert, du gris, 

du rouge, du jaune et du bleu sur son cadavre nu, etendu au sol. ... " (harki, 123 ). He 

is just one example of the many sub-stories in the text of the French atrocities 

against the Algerians, this time narrated from a harki's point of Yiew. We are 

reminded of specific events such as the massacre of Guehna in May 1945 when the 

French Army wiped out whole tribes, twenty thousand Algerians; a massacre that 

involved raping and killing women and children, armed and unarmed men (harki, 

89-90).
16 

There are also significant sub-stories of the war in the text, such as the 

rape of a beautiful young Arab girl by lieutenant F orbach and the two soldiers 

Lanson and harki Chaouch which provoke more hatred and repulsion for the harkis 

in the region. 

Overhearing the painful cnes of the pnsoner commg from the 'confessionnal' 

(torture chamber) where other harkis take charge of brutally torturing the moudjahid 

who is pleading for them to end his life, Azzedine realises that night that he is 

trapped in a point of non-return and that even if Algeria remains French, he will 

always be seen as an oppressor (harki, 112). Azzedine realises that his life has 

changed forever and that whatever happened, even if France win, he will never be in 

peace: "'Istiqlal.I 7 devint sa hantise. Le drapeau vert et blanc a croissant et etoile 

rouges n'arretait plus de flatter dans son esprit. Et c'est la mort qui flottait au vent 

16 Many Beur texts revisit and invent the events of the violent conquest of Algeria. In Azouz Begag's 
L 'J!ets aux Vents ( 1992, 81 ), the young boy in the novel received an important text from his runaway 
teacher who could not stand life in the small French colony in Africa. The story v.Titten by the 
teacher himself: "Soufian ou Ia Revolte de l'Oasis" is "une histoire de racines, une vraie bataille" that 
will help the boy Siloo to finds his "points d'ancrage rapidement". This reinforces the fact that the 
strong identification Siloo feels for his wandering teacher is based on their common uprooting 
because of colonial and post-colonial histories. "Soufian ou Ia Revolte de ]'oasis" namates the story 
of an oasis in Blenda in the province of Constantine around 1830, the time of the French conquL·st of 
Algeria. The oasis resisted strongly the French occupation which provoked General Grand (who was 
leading the conquest) to gi \'e orders to destroy all the palm trees of the oasis one by one knowing that 
people there lived only on the collection of dates: "Pour ne pas perdre sa dignite. Ia France avait 
commis une atrocite" and devastates the ,,·hole village. but e\ en though "le general Grand avait 
coupe court :1 Ia \Taie bataille" (ibid., I 06). Siloo reflects upon this e\ ent in French colonial history 
and ho\\ General Grand is " ... le plus grand criminel de l'histoire de notrepayslaFrance". but French 
ollicial history completely omits this and many other , iolent episodes: "!'encyclopedia ~aber nc lui 
con sa ere aucune 1 igne" (ibid .. 1 U ). 
17 

An .\rabic ''ord meaning 'independence'. 
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avec ses trois couleurs" (harki, 113 ). Becoming a harki for Azzcdine is being 

without a choice in the skin of an other: "un autre qui n'aYait plus qu'a cxecuter Ies 

pires ordres et abattre les plus sales besognes pour sc preserver. pour ne pas 

mourir"; he knows he will become repulsive like harki Chaouch (harki. 113 ). In one 

instance Azzedine has to use force to separate a moudjahid from his pleading wife. 

All the peasants 111ove towards him in a gesture of protest, but the French lieutenant 

told them that "- Celui-la, il [ Azzedine] est avec nous ... Et il a raison. L'Histoire le 

confirm era." (harki, 1 07). L'Histoire, however, confinns something else, as his son 

is murdered in a racist attack in a country where he has given ever\'thing to 'belong'. -- .. ........ ....... 

In March 1962, the harkis and their families had to leaYe Algeria for French exile 

beneath the contemptuous looks and insults of their fellow peasants (harki 152). The 

war was over but not between the harkis and "les fels" (maquis): "II y a avait eu les 

fiers: les fels et les harkis. Maintenant, c'etait l'heure des rapaces" (harki, 156). 

Many harkis were murdered by the New Algerian Guards: "les flies or les engages 

de demiere heure", they were usually caught when they came to collect their 

families (harki, 156). Entire harki families were tnurdered, those who served as 

civil servants in colonial Algeria were also seen as 'harkis' and thus murdered: such 

as firemen, postmen, or even cleaners: "On retrouva des cadavres partout, dans 

l'oued, sous les ponts, la ou il y a avait une cachette" (harki, 156). That is another 

silenced history of Algeria, the violence that ensued after national liberation. Mehdi 

Charef paints a very realistic picture of the events of March 1962 when many if not 

all French settlers in Algeria (or pieds-noirs) and harkis fled the country towards 

France: "L'independance chassait les Francais de cette Algerie, ou la plupart etaient 

nes. <;a grouillait de partout. Noirs les quais, les visages, les habits. Endeuilles. Pas 

un ne pouvait parler sans des larmes dans les voix" (harki, 160). Les pieds-noirs of 

Algeria confronted the san1e uncertain future in France as the harkis if not the same 

racism: "C'est tous des juifs! Esperons seulement qu'ils ne s'attardent pas ici ... "; 

anti-Se1nitisn1 was directed against the pied noirs Jews who were accused by the 

French of enjoying privileges at the expense of the indigenous population ( harki. 

166). Azzedine had escaped Algeria for his eternal exile in France. He suffered 

from stigt11atisation and racisn1 like all other harkis. but managed to scL·ure a 

precarious life for his fan1ily in France. Even though the murder of his son in a 

racist attack has left him perplexed, confused and angry towards France. he docs not 
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give up hope for a n1ore inclusive France for his daughter Saliba and her t\\·o t\\·ins 

mnid the hostilities not only of the French but also of some members of the :\orth 

African corm11unities. 

In Le sow·ire de Brahim, Kettane points to the still persistent historical burden of 

being "traitors" carried by the descendants of the harkis in France thouah theY suffer 
b • 

from the smne racism and exclusion like other descendants of North Africans. In 

one instance, the protagonist Brahin1 manages to convince the son of a harki to join 

their protest group, but he is harshly scorned afterwards as a son of a traitor by one 

member of the group whom Brahim describes as "cet idiot a herite de toutes les 

debilites des vieux et il n'a rien compris au film" (Brahi1n, 1 70). Brahin1 believes 

that the inherited stereotypes about the harkis n1ust be changed: "ce qui des 

mentalites, il y a beaucoup de blocage et de chantage," and that the doors of 

solidarity should be open for the descendants of the harkis: "La guerre d'Algerie 

c'est fini, pour tout le monde, et les enfants d'anciens harkis, et bien, ils sont 

exactement comrne nous [les Beurs]" (Brahim, 170). Kettane clearly refuses the 

stigmatisation of the descendants of the harkis and calls for n1ore solidarity between 

the1n and other descendants of North African i1nmigrants in their joint fight against 

racism and exclusion. 

3- The interplay between history/memory/space in Tassadit lmmache: Presque 

un Frer/8 and Le Dromadaire de Bonaparte
19 

Liberte, egalite, fi·aternite, amour, honneur, patrie, que sais-je? Cela ne nous 
empechait pas de tenir en meme temps des discours racistes, sale negrc. sale ju(j." 
sale raton. De bans esprits, libereaux et tendres-- des neo-colonialistes, en S0/1111]('

- se pretendaient choques par cette inconsequence; erreur au mauvaise foi: rien de 

Plus consequent chez nous qu'un humanisme raciste puisque l'Europeen n'a pu se 
' ' lO 

fa ire hom me qu'en fabriquant des esc! aves et des monstres. 

1 ~ Abbreviated hereafter as Pres. 
19 Abbre\ iuted hereafter as Drom. 
~ 0 .ll'an-Puul Sa1ire in the preface of Funon: /cs damm;s de Ia rcrre ( 1961. ~6). 



Tassadit lmmache's texts Une Fille sans histoire ( 1989 ). Le Dromadaire de 

Bonaparte (1995), Je veux rentrer (1998), and Presque un ji·en: (2000) 

problematise the relationship between history and auto-biography. between memory 

and identity and between memory and space. All her novels carry autobiographical 

elements, marked by her experience as the daughter of an Algerian immigrant father 

and a French mother born at the height of the Algerian war. This passage in Presque 

un fi·ere smnmarises the dilemma of lmmache's relationship \Yith colonial and anti

colonial history in France as it is retrieved from her mother's testin1ony of the night 

of 17 October, 1961: 

Je l'ai supplie de ne pas sortir. Ton enfant, ai-je pleurniche. Est-ceje suis w1 

homme? m'a-t-il demande. Tu es un pere de famille, ai-je repondu. Et de Ia 
lucarne, regarde, on voit tres bien aussi. Tu n 'as pas besoin de sortir. "Je 
vois les miens", hurla-t-il. Analphabete, votre grand-pere n'etait pas denu(~ 
d'une voix forte et authentique. 
On a regarde ensemble le spectacle religieux de Ia lucarne d'un grenier. On 
leur brisait le crane, on les ramassait et on les soulevait Ia {(~te 
sanguinolente, personne ne comprenant leur langue, eu.'..: criant imma. Imma 
[mother in Arabic}. Toutle monde n'est pas au courant a propos de imma. 
Beaucoup ignore que le phenomene M est commun a notre et Ia leur. Le 
troupeau sow·d, en uniforme, d'un meme visage, hurlait et ji·appait contre 
ces boucliers avec ses matraques, Ia vue de premier sang ne les rendait pas 
aveugles, l'odeur au contraire leur venait narines et decuplait leur acuite 
visuelle. Apres avoir jete les corps, l'un derriere !'autre par-dessus le 
parapet. lis ant couru sur Ia rive, enfoncer les tetes dans l'eau noire et 
puante. Ecraser quelques doigts qui se retenaient. Briser les dents de ceux 
dont les bouches imploraient. Tirer dans les orbites pleines de ceux qui /es 
regardaient encore. J'ai supplie votre pere de ne pas sortir. Est-ce que je 
suis un homme au non? Sanglotait-il. Ou alors tu n'as pas d'enfant. II a 
reveille man hebe: Qu'il regarde lui aussi! [. . .] Ordure! a-t-il hurle, pousse
toi de devant cette porte. Est ce que je ne suis pas un etre humain? Tu '·eux 
queje regarde les tetes des miens eclater sous les coups des tiens comme des 
pasteques, et, traines par les pieds comme du gibier, s'enfoncer et mourir, 
prives a jamais de sepulture! Laisse-moi montrer, d'une lucarne, a man fils 
ce que ta race fait a Ia mienne. Qu 'if voie les fi·eres de son pere chen·her 
!'air, le ne:: et les oreilles pleins de sang et d'eau. Ses yeux seront leur 
tom beaux. (Pres., 138-9, text's italics). 

The French n1other, Helene is trying to dissuade her Algerian husband from leaving 

their attic flat that overlooks the street to join his Algerian compatriots \\·ho \\'(Te 

savagely beaten. tortured and n1urdered at the hands of the French during th'-· 

infan1ous night of the 1 i 11 of October 1961. If the father \\·ants his child to know 

this violent histor)' of his ancestors to preserve their memory. the mother wants to 

protect all her children from getting to know this violence so that they \\ ould be 
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spared the daily humiliation and racism that she and her husband had suffered. The 

marriage of a French -Algerian couple at the height of the war \\·ith all the enmities 

and hatred between Algeria and France has deeply shaped the psychology of 

Immache and is strongly reflected in that of the protagonists of her texts. Reflecting 

now on that n1oment of history, the Algerian war, the massacre of the 1 ih of 

October 1961 and all the hatred, racism and humiliation undergone by the 

immigrants and their families in France at the time of the war, Helene questions the 

way she has imposed anmesia on her children growing up at the time of the war to 

protect them and how that has confused them further. 

For Helene, memory is the reconstruction of the past, her own individual experience 

of the war of Algeria as it happened within the French territories, especially the 

memory of the 1 7 October 1961. However, her construction of that event is 

strongly linked with the present revolt of the youth of the banlieue, which is under 

siege from the forces of order, such as the police force and those in authority. She 

clearly sees their revolt as a revolt against despair, exclusion and racisn1 in a way 

that reveals the commonality of these oppressions among the anti-colonial 

generation of their parents though with changing historical circumstances. Besieged 

in her flat by the representatives of the 'Office',21 some soldiers from the city and the 
")") 

university lecturer who is appointed to 'study' the people of les Terrains,-- who are 

all surrounding the cite in an attempt to control the youths in revolt, Helene suggests 

that the occultation of a certain history that France does not want to recognise does 

not help heal the wounds of colonial crimes. She refers to her own personal 

experience of 'protecting' her children from knowing History, which has turned her 

children against her. She tells then1 about how she has ventured once to tell 

l'histoire-- a French word that carries the meaning ofboth a story and a history-- of 

the 1 ih October to her children. She stands in front the television screen so that 

they will ren1ember the story the next day (Pres., 136). But when her children hear 

the beginning of the story "Une nuit, sur un pont, des hon1mes que l'on jette dans 

l'eau", they ask her to tell then1 another story that has "l'air fausse et pas l'air Yieux" 

(Pres., 136). So she uses Greek 1nythology to reflect on the tragedy by referring to 

21 The Otlice refers to those in authority as Helene claims: "S'il s'etait trouve une personne pour 
prendre k temps de refechir. Lt-haut. dans les bureaux de !'Office" (Pres .. 12~). 
22 A significant "ord used by Immache to refer to the banlicues ,,·ith their socio-economic 
deprivation. 
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the story of 'Astyanax'
23 

and the River Styx in Greek mythology and how a mother 

tries to save her son from death but ends up causing his death (If she has in1mersed 

him completely in the water, he would not have had the \Ulnerable heel) (ibid.). 

Helene thinks that she will e1npower her children if they are not exposed to the 

atrocities committed by the French against the Algerians during the war and the 

humiliation she has underwent as the wife of the enemy. But she discovers that 

instead of protecting then1 she has made them vulnerable and confused about their 

relationship with their silent father. 

She is asked by the 'Office' to reflect on the violence of the barzlieue where she liYes 

or as they put it to her "ou a coffi111ence l'histoire" (Pres., 125 ). She clearly links 

the history of les Terrains with that of the colonial history that the French have 

consigned to affi11esia. The representatives of the Office, however, ask her to start 

her "recit au commencement de l'histoire, et non aux origines", a discourse that 

severs the genealogical link with les origines colonialiste and thus explains the 

violence and the conflicts in the banlieues by using migrancy as an explanation in 

itself for all the misfortunes that have befallen the immigrants and their descendants 

(Pres., 137). This French 'official' discourse shows a strategic blindness and refusal 

to recognise the influence of the violent legacy of the colonial past in contemporary 

French society. If Helene suggests colonial racism to be the focal point in the 

exclusion and violence of the youth of the banlieue, she subverts the official 

discourse that explains the1n by migrancy and thus blames the immigrants and their 

descendants to be the cause of their own misfortunes. In other words, when 

migrancy is seen as the only decisive element in explaining the exclusion of the 

ethnic banlieues, it allows opportunities for explanations that 'legitimatise' the 

violence and hostility directed against the immigrants and their children by their 

reluctant 'hosts' because they are seen as representing the reaction of 'ordinary 

people' to 'differences'. Xenophobia, hatred and Yiolent n1urders in French society 

are strongly linked to French in1perial history with its long established legacy of 

colonial racism. The effects of colonialisn1 as Fanon suggests in les damn(_~s de Ia 

~ 3 In Greek mythology, it is the story of Achilles. a hero of the Trojan War, son of Peleus and Thetis. 
\\hen a child. his mother plunged him in the river Styx and so all his body'' as strong except for the 
heel by \\ hich she held him. She was unable to plunge him completely in the river thinking that he 
\\nuld die if shl' did so. but her act of protection turned out to be fatal as his heel \\as the onl:
\'Ulnerable part of his body. Thus, in the Trojan War. he \\as killed by an am_)\\ in his vulnerable 
heel (hence the expression: .\chilies' heel). 
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terre (1961) are to humiliate and dehumanise the natives. and it is this 

dehu1nanisation that is still at work with the North African imn1igrants and their 
'-' 

descendants. 

Helene's sons and daughters of the Algerian immigrant are lost in les terrains: 

Tintin is looking for un contrat d'apprerztissage but is alwavs rejected by 

e1nployers, Didi who is about to leave prison, Amer passing time with his black 

friends, Zouzou working in the supem1arket, Louisa whose news she does not know 

as they fell out over her abortion and finally Lydia who though very successful is 

always sad, depressed and haunted with her violent childhood memories (Pres., 52-

3). What has made Helene change her mind about the in1portance of memory is the 

way her children are all haunted by this period of time she thought they were 

protected from. Therefore, she wants to keep the memory of the night of l ih 
October that she had witnessed fron1 her own window alive to her grandchildren 

(Pres., 138). But she problematises the reception of this silenced history by future 

generations as she imagines how her grandchildren would not like her own narration 

of the witnessing of the massacre. One of them invents it in a new way, narrating it 

on a VHS in n1ode of science-fiction form as the people thrown in the water 

(Algerians) called V would be seen as coming from another planet and those that 

throw then1 into the water (The French police) who would be called X (Pres., 139-

140). The end of this histoire, as seen by the grandchildren, depicts the ongoing 

events in les Terrains, where violence between the police and 'ethnic youth' of the 

banlieue is worse than ever: 

En tout cas, a la fin, les descendants des V reviennent de dessous de la flotte, 
non? Les morts-vivants, tu vois, ils disent alors aux descendants des X, 
n1erde, c'est vous les poissons. Et ils les ecaillent vivants, au couteau. tu 
vois? [ .... ] A la fin, tu vois, on tom be to us sur les genoux. Sauf que nos 
genoux sont casses, tu vois? Ils nous les ont den1olis a la batte de base-ball. 
Les os passent au travers de la peau. Sauf qu'on se marre, tu vois? On est des 
freres. On ne sent rien. On est le plus fort. Et tout ca finit dans le noir. Heu? 

(Pres., 140). 

If colonial violence is not confronted. it will always come back to haunt future 

generations. Le Troupeau. a \:vord In1n1ache uses to refer to the young people of the 
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banlieue with their self-defensive mechanism of looking invisibly similar.2-+ of 

being seen by others as anonyn1ous, suffers from constant racist murders sometimes 

at the hands of the police officers. Inunache links the colonial legacy with the 

deprivation, violence and exclusion of the residents of les Terrains who revolt 

against any authority or the 'Office'. She clearly compares colonial depictions of the 

killing of Algerians during the war with that of the representations of the killing of 

the young Beur in the banlieues. One can remember the stereotype of the Algerian 

with the knife that has been perpetuated since colonial times in Algeria. a stereotype 

that looks at the 'native Algerian' with suspicious eyes as he can always strike at the 

back and thus makes the murder of the 'Algerian' a legitimate act of self-defence.:~:' 

This stereotype of the Algerian with the knife is still perpetuated with the youth of 

the banlieue and if in colonial Algeria, a pied-nair killing a native Arab would not 

even be considered as a murderer, in France today, the murder of the teenage who is 

physically 'different' is often legitimated as self-defence as "they carry knives-

everyone knows that. "26 The same pattern of colonial violence still exists as 'the 

native with the knife', is replaced with 'the boys with the canive' in the banlieues 

which make their racist murders unnoticed at the hands not only of policemen. but 

also householders, bar-owners and other French citizens who would put the blame 

on the teenagers. Neil MacMaster (1995) traces the 'criminalization' of the 

Maghrebian inunigrants back to the inter-war period in France as the North African 

single male inunigrants were portrayed as thiefs and criminals. But this practice had 

already been established in the colonies through colonial French ideology with its 

racist depictions of the natives. Fanon clearly links, in his Les damm?s de Ia terre, 

the French "scientific" inferiorization of the natives in colonial discourse with their 

crin1inalization. Mireille Rosello ( 1998a, 43) captures the continuity of this 

streotyping when she refers to the list of stereotypes that follows the word 'Arab' 

which is used interchangeably with that of 'Beurs' or ':tv1aghrebians' and \Vhich aims 

at classifying and stigmatising the Beurs in the same racist way as their parents. 

::>-1 Helene, unefemme de terrains, talks of how she lost her son tole troupeau: "J'ai peur, lorsque je 
cherche son \·isage dehors, je ne le vois plus. Ils se ressemblent tous. 11 est dans le troupeau 
maintenant" (Pres., 1 0). 
2 ~ David Macey ( 1998, 160) refers to the link between the 'Algerian' and the 'knife' in A I bert Camus's 
L 'Etranger \\hen the anonymous Arab pulls a knife on Meursault, \\ ho immediately fires four shot 
from the ~un he has been concealing. Nothing bothered Meursault afterwards e\cept destroymg the 
silence of-the beautiful day; the murder ofthe~Algerian passed unnoticed like many other murders of 
the nati\ es by les picds noirs. 
26 I\ lost of the time. the figure of the 'Algerian' represents all North Africans in France. and thus 
Algerians are North .\frican and Algerians carry kni\'es (Macey 1998. I (,()-1 ). 



She clain1s that "say the word 'Arab', and you will have pressed a discursive and 

cultural button, unleashing a Pavlovian herd of in1ages: 'Arabs' or 'Beurs' or 

'Maghrebians' equal Islam and fundamentalisn1 and mosques and crowds and 

suburbs and fanaticism and fundamentalism and racism and antiracism and fear and 

insecurity and immigrants and illegal aliens and Pasqua's laws and S.O.S. Racisme 

and the Algerian war." Rosello identifies this reflex as lying beyond a certain 

opposition between left-wing or right-wing politics. This homogenisation implies 

that the figure of the young ethnic delinquent is 'unavoidable'. since "youth equals 

delinquency equals immigration, equals children of in1migrants. equals Maghrebi" 

(ibid., 48). 27 

One can relate this form of post-colonial stereotyping to the one that appeared in the 

aftermath of the Algerian war during which and since "(u)n climat de psychose anti

algerienne est suscite ou l'on faire croire que tous les criminels sont Algeriens et que 

tous les Algeriens sont criminels. "28 Frantz Fan on (1961, 350) stresses in his Les 

damm?s de Ia terre the link between racist colonial discourse and its practices and 

the 'criminalization' of the Maghrebians. He reflects on the way the constructed 

myth of the moral debasement of the North Africans causes them to be seen as 

" ... menteurs nes, voleurs nes, cri1ninels nes" (ibid., 353). Such 'racial' constructions 

are still pursued in the way the Beurs are perceived in France. 

Helene tells her daughter that she was sent a n1essenger before the events took place 

in the Terrains (when le troupeau was hunted by the police force and a young boy 

was killed) who told her that all studies agreed on the danger of Ia meute: " ... ceux 

que vous appelez le Troupeau ... Nous sommes au courant. Regardez-les se 

contorsionner con1me des alienes, ecoutez-les pousser des cris!" (Pres.J 1 ). She 

identifies the messenger as belonging to the same family as the guardian of the 

Terrains, those who refuse to see the despair and void of le troupeau leading to their 

revolt "des gens qui refusent de voir que le gris sera mange. lis ignorent que dans le 

troupeau, ils ont tous un canif. dans la poche, ou sous la peau" (Pres., 11 ). In 

27 1 haYe argued in Section One (pages 9-l- 9.5) and Section Four (pages 11 ;_ 119) in Chapter Four 
hO\\ Azouz Begag and Mehdi Charef use the stereotypes inherited by the Beurs especially that of 
being thines to 'strike back' at the dominant society and thus \\·eaken in an ironiCal way the link 

bet\\'een the ethnic Youth and criminalitY. 
c~ 1\1 R\ P or 1\hnl\ ~ment contre le racis~1. l'antisemitisme, et pour Ia Pai\ ( Jl)6.5. 4:-\ ). Cited in J irn 

HoUSL''s unpublished Ph.D. thesis ( 1997). 
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Presque un .fi·ere, the youth of the banlieue or le troupeau are seen as a threat to 

society by the representatives of authority and order in the sense that their reYolt 

against exclusion threatens society. 

If colonial 1nissionaries were sent to study the natives (in order to facilitate the 

process of colonisation though the clain1 was to carry out fa mission cirilisatrice). 

'experts' are sent to study the 'banlieue syndrome' in order to control the rebellious 

youth. Helene reflects on the "Office's" strategy of 'inventing' things to 'deal' with 

the residents of les Terrains to the extent of sending 'experts' to study them as 

Helene confides to Lydia, her daughter: "Allume la tele se soir. En ce moment, il 

passe au journal sur toutes les chaines. C'est un specialiste, envoye specialement 

aux terrains, a dit la tele. II parait qu'il donne un cours rien que sur nous a 

l'universite." (Pres., 55). In other words, Irmnache's criticism is directed at the idea 

that the violence of the banlieues is something inherent in the ethnicity of the youth 

as if their physical and cultural differences make them essentially Yiolent and 

criminal. 

In Le Dromadaire de Bonaparte, Jasmine, the main protagonist of Immache's text, 

encounters in her research in the French official archives in Paris' town hall 'la fiche 

mecanographiee: populations etrangeres.' It was a research project of the year 

before about les premiers arrivants of North African immigrants. Jasmine expects 

to find all the cliches in the files; 29 in one docun1ent, she finds out that the 

researcher has mixed "flagrants delits de police et des minutes de proces" while he 

wrote down that "ces gens-la ont une baisse inflationniste de moral" (Drom., 80). 

Ironically, Jasmine con1ments on this link between ethnicity and 'lack of morals', a 

legacy inherited fr01n imperial thinking that claimed to civilise the 'natives' with 

their low n1orals, with the expression "tous ne pourront etre sauves" (Drom., 79). 

This echoing of French colonial doctrine on North Africans 'morality' has been 

perpetuated in other contexts as even writers such as Frederick Engels wrote on 

September 17. 1857 that the Moors of Algeria \\·ere a 'timid race' because they \\·ere 

oppressed but "reserving nevertheless their cruelty and vindictiveness while in 

moral character they stand very low"( cited in Said 1994a. 203).30 The first arrivants 

have a serious fall in their 'n1orals' though cases of police injustices against them ~1rc 

c<l 'Tik repoussc le tas de papiers et scrute avidement ks cliches." (Drom .. 79). 
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there in the records (Drom .. 80). Another document focuses on their medical 

records which refer to the serious health problen1s of lung failure. kidney and heart 

problems, and sexually transmitted diseases, but the document docs not refer to the 

fact that their damaged health is the result of overworking in chemical industries, 

mining and other dangerous jobs without any health or security measures. The 

young descendants of the first immigrants are categorised in the research archiYcs 

also as foreign populations and the cliches about then1 are sin1ilar to that of their 

parents as the young n1en (in contrast with young women) are 'documented' as not 

being into education and particularly like fire, a reference to the burning of cars and 

violence in the banlieue, seen in this case as 'inherent' in their nature. The girls, like 

their mothers, are seen as submissive and do not cause much trouble (Drom., 79-

80). These widely accepted stereotypes stored in an archiYe room as work of 

'research' still perpetuate the san1e colonial representations of North Africans or 

those of North African descent as barbaric with strange habits and customs. which 

are seen as characteristics inherent in their 'nature'. 31 In other words. powerful 

colonial racism that was based on the superior 'racial' morality of the colonisers has 

been perpetuated in the metropolis, not only in relation to the first in1migrants who 

are seen as colonial subjects subjected to this hierarchy, but also to their 

descendants who have not migrated from anywhere and who are immersed in 

French values. 

In1mache's texts do not explicitly challenge these depictions of the young people of 

the banlieues that conduct or rather regulate public official discourse about them, 

but more significantly and ironically reveal their contradictory essentialism through 

the characters of the novels who come from a French mother and an Algerian father, 

an embodi1nent of the entwined histories of both countries that resists any fonn of 

totalisation. The revolt of young people in Presque un fi·ere is a refusal of the 

authority and tyranny of the state or the nation as they challenge the principle of 

confinen1ent so specific to every governing body. The 'Office' searches for renewed 

modes of governing the1n and keeping them under control. Helene ask~ her 

daughter to explain to her all this 'cirque' of sending an expert to 'study' them: "~'ib 

croient }a-haut, dans }es bureaUX, que c'est en enYoyant Un type frapper a no~ pork~ 

.1o Ori!.!inalh in Karl Mar\ and Friedrich Engels ( 1972. 156). 
31 For~ a det;iled analysis of colonial stereot;p~s in North Africa. see Patricia 1\1. E. Lorcon: Imperial 

fdel11 it ics: Stcn'O~l ping. Pn:judice and Race in colonial Algeria ( 199 5 ). 
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pour noircir gratuitement des cases sous notre nez, que nous, les z'anonymes. nous 

aurons un jour l'envie de repayer des impots!" (Pres., 55). 

Besides ethnicising the 'violent nature' of the Beurs, the space of the banlieue is abo 

ethnicised as it is kept at a distance. Immache's Presque un fi·ere and other texts 

links history and memory with the ethnicised space of the banlieues. Patricia Lorcin 

(1995, 253) analyses the mise a distance that was widely implemented in colonial 

Algeria in tenns of how the natives and the colonisers \\'ere separated not only 

culturally and 'racially' but also spatially. She argues that a "clear distinction had to 

be maintained between the settler and the indigenous population", a distinction that 

has been at work in the banlieues with their supposed 'ethnic difference'. Fanon 

( 1961, 2 7) expresses the same view when he claims that: "la zone habitee par les 

colonises n'est pas complementaire de la zone habitee par les colons. Ces deux 

zones s'opposent ( ... ) elles obeissent au principe d'exclusion reciproque: il n'y a pas 

de conciliation possible, l'un des termes est de trop." The differentiation of social 

space that had already been at work in colonial North Africa where the natives and 

the colonisers inhabit different social spaces has been practised in France where 

spatial barriers have been in1plemented in big cities. The space occupied by the 

North African immigrants and their descendants is at the periphery of the social 

map, which reproduces the past hierarchical colonial relations between France and 

its colonial subjects.32 "The appropriation of history, the historicization of society", 

in Said's words, " ... include the accumulation and differentiation of social space. 

space to be used for social purposes" (Said 2000, 93). The social privatisation of a 

territory is not about territorial boundaries more than it is about ethnic and social 

ones. The panoptical dimension of the structure of the banlieues33 (situated outside 

the centre of the cities especially in Paris) is an important dimension of the power 

relations between the centre and the periphery. Michel Foucault uses the concept of 

panoptic spaces to describe the relation of power between the centre and the 

~ 2Neil MacMaster ( 1997. 87- 89) analyses how North African immigrants were given the poorest and 
most deprived areas of accommodations ,,·hen they arriYed in France. Hea\ y industrial factoric-. and 
their primiti,·e barracks were kept for the super-e\ploited racialised North Africans '' ho ''ere 
classified as the least competent among other immigrants such as the Poles, Belgians and Italians. 
The condition of li\ing in those places was very poor as the companies did not care to provide good 
accommodation and the immigrants \\ere driven bv their desperat~:: need to sa\ c money. 'The urban 
encJaye' "itnessed the concentration of immigrant~ to the extent of forming the '.\rab ghetto' (in the 
suburbs of Paris, North and North \\est of~Paris such as Gouttc d'Or. .\ubenilliers. C\1lombes. 
Argentcuil ... ) near industrial zones and factories. 
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periphery especially in hospitals, prison and schools. Panoptic architecture imp! i~s a 

central tower open to peripheral buildings around it with windO\\·s directed towards 

the tower which allows the latter to exercise a controlling gaze over them but itself 

being protected from such a look (it allows the surveyor to see without being seen). 

Laronde argues that the panoptic model of architecture is n1ainly found in Paris 

where it is situated as the centre and around it is situated a great number of suburbs 

predmninantly inhabited by the inunigrants. This has produced an architectural 

structure where geographic exclusion is internal to it in ten11s of spreading the 

banlieues around the outskirts of Paris (they are not in cmrununication with each 

other) and thus emphasising its panoptic nature and its din1ension of surveillance 

that aims at keeping the immigrants in control (Laronde 1993, 96). 

The ethnicisation of the neighbourhood or the cite, which is translated to spatial 

segregation or territorialisation, is the work of society, which converts social 

inequalities into cultural features. In other words, neighbourhoods are being 

ethnicised and spatially segregated as they are claimed not to accept the 

"civilisation" of the dominant culture because of their "cultural difference" whereas 

underneath this argun1ent lies the fact that this ethnicisation of territory allows the 

covering up of social inequalities and exclusion. The young people coming from 

the ( ethnicised) cites are inhabited by "les figures de la terri to ire plus qu'ils ne 

l'habitent" and from this cmnes the non-mastering of public spaces as the already 

existing classification affects their circulation (Souilamas Guenif 2000, 79). 

The Beurs innovate in their description of the space of the banlieue, if Immache 

calls it les terrains, Charef gives it the name of le beton, a place dominated by rien 

(The, 11 ). Both writers focus on the way the space of the banlieue inhabits its 

residents in a way that continues to haunt them throughout their life. In1mache's Je 

\'eux rerztrer reveals how the space of the cite Bleuets \vhere Sara, the main 

protagonist, grew up has been haunting her. Though sh~ has been living in "un 

inu11euble en pierre de taille entre les n1urs de la capitale". she has never ceased to 

be "la fille de la cite des Bleue" where her memory and history haYe been inscribed. 

At the end of the text Sara is confronted by a police car during regular night check 

''The hanlicuc is a ~ct of small neighbourhoods united onl\ because of their gl'(lgraphical J1H1 \imity 
~ -

to each othLT and their distance from the centre (Laronde I qq_;_ 97). 
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and the first thing that she thinks to tell them is that she has left the cite for c-leYen 

years as if living in the cite and cri1ninality are inter-linked. 

In Presque un .fi'·ere, Helene's daughter Lydia (whom she describes as the most 

complicated and intelligent and who is successful in her career) tells her that she 

will never cmne back to les Terrains again (Pres., 108): "Maman, chaque fois que jC' 

me couche ... je suis de retour chez nous. Au Terrains. Quoi qu'il arriYe dans le re\ L'. 

C'est ici que <;a se passe. Je pourrais bien habiter a l'autre bout de la terre ou dans 

une maison a un etage, etre heureuse toute rna vie. Des que je ferme les yc-ux, je ne 

me repose plus ... " (Pres., Ill). Charef stresses this idea of being inhabited by the 

banlieue when Madjid in Le The au harem d'Archi Ahmed, reflects on how the 

children intemalise the coldness and dryness of le beton, which make them not only 

cold but apparently indestructible, but their fissures, like that of the buildings can 

easily be seen in times of crisis: "Qu'est ce qu'il y a comme fissures dans le beton: 

sur le coeur, sur le front, deja tout petit. <";a s'elargit avec le temps, <;a penetre 

davantage et ca s'etend comme un lac, une dechirure, cicatrice indelebile, jusqu'aux 

tripes" (The, 62). Le beton always inhabits those who lived in it: "On ne se remet 

pas de beton. Il est partout present, pesant, dans les gestes, dans la voix, dans le 

langage, jusqu'au bout des ongles .... " (The, 63 ). lmmache's use of the ten11 

Troupeau describes the youth of the cite in their collective despair: 

Tout <;a, c'est la faute de temps. Ailleurs, le temps mange la couleur. lei, le 
gris c'est la couleur du ten1ps. Rien ne l'entame. Juste a esperer qu'un coup 
de canif ecaille a force. Et quelquefois un accident. A faire jaillir le rouge de 
sang. Comn1ent voulez-vous empecher un gar<;on de plus de sept ans de 

prendre un canif? (Pres., 1 0). 

Charef stresses how 'les momes de beton' are seen as threatening in their 

collectivity: "On s'ecarte de leur territoire. Quand on veut s'occuper d'eux. c'est pour 

n1ieux les detruire, proprement. Pour les separer. En horde ils attaquent. Ils 

derangent" (The, 64). It is the young people liYing in the banlicue \\ ho find 

then1selves carrying the stign1atisation of this space and thus they are seen as 

representing the in1age of the place (delinquency. drugs. Yiolence. etc.). LYdia 

confesses to her mother that though she tries to lead a 'non11al' I ife after leaYing les 

terrains with her successful career. she falls into her "neurasthenia" C\ er~ time the 

peopk outside lcs Terruins "represent" them: 
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Maman, si tu sortais des Terrains, tu entendrais ce que disent les gens 
dehors, to us ses gens au tour de moi qui pensent tres fort. N e me demande 
pas a quoi ils pensent! Ce que ils imaginent me cloue au sol et me detruit. 
Aujour~'hui, j'ai trente ans et je ne me souviens de presque rien. Il y a cette 
peur qm monte, sauf que je ne sais pas si c'est la mienne ou la leur. (Pres .. 
55-6). 

Pierre Bourdieu (1993, 42) argues how stigmatised territories ( banheues) degrade 

those who live in them and they in return degrade them symbolically. But \Yhatc\ er 

the attitude of the young people towards the debasement of the banlieuc it remains 

in the Beurs texts a territorial space or a space where their rebellious social and 

cultural roots are taken shape, where childhood memories and adolescence fantasies 

have been constructed (Lepoutre 1997, 42). In most of the Beur texts such as Le thL; 

au harem d'Archi Ahmed, Les Beurs de Seine, and Les ANI de Tassili, Beur 

characters invest in specific spaces on the thresholds of the banlieue, such as 

staircases, building entrances, caves, and terraces, in order to appropriate them and 

mark them with their own presence. Helene remarks in Presque un fi·ere upon her 

visit to les caves of the cite that the young people have totally marked the space 

with their own presence: "Ils sont prets a tout pour avoir un endroit avec leur propre 

odeur et non melangee avec la notre" (Pres., 1 00). 

Therefore, if territory as a 'nonnative' social construction IS imposed by the 

dominant discourse (the ethnicisation and segregation of territory), the complex and 

contradictory efforts of the (poor and young) inhabitants of the cites to recompose 

and re-appropriate this territory in order to give it a meaning different from the 

external world is a strategy of resistance to the confinement they subdue. In other 

words, young people refuse to accept the space of the banlieue as a space of 

confinement but a space of possible cultural innovation: "il [le terri to ire] traduit la 

rupture tangible entre les usages dominants et la multiplicite des procedcs 

qu'inventent les "territorialises" pour cesser d'etre enchaincs a leur territoire" 

(Souilan1as Guenif 2000, 80). In Leila Sebbar's Slu!ra~ude. the hanlieue is 

portrayed as the centre of urban fashion, rap music. squatting. and ~1s labyrinth of 

exploration. A filn1 is designated by Julian for Sherazade to be its heroine. it is 

calkd "lc banlieuc c'est beau". The idea ofthe beautifying (fain' heou) of the space 

of the banlieuc is important in most Beur texts as the ground for rcsistmg the 
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stereotypical images that degrade their space. For example, in \1ehdi Lallaoui's Les 

Beurs de Seine, the banlieue is a place of childhood memories of which Kaci is , crY 

proud. He takes his French friend Katia around the market of Barbes in Gouttc d'Or 

and then around Argentueil; he describes the North African dominated market \\·ith 

its smells, food, and people as an integral part of his life. The space of the banlieue 

constitutes a major support for the identity of the youth since they are rooted in it 

and thus strongly attached to it. It is a culturally constructed territorY to be 

appropriated and mentally invested in by the adolescents especially in its relation to 

the history of the parents' migration to France. A history of in1n1igration (as 

expressed in Immache's text Presque un fi·ere) that provides the inter-generational 

link, that though stressing the difference between the parents and their descendants, 

creates a certain foundation for the continuity of exclusion and marginality. The 

Beurs reject the memory of their parents' emigration as being linked solely to the 

mere econmnic logic that situates them in a relative position in relation to the role 

they played in helping France to reproduce itself, this time not in the colonies but 

within the metropolis. In other words, the Beurs disavow the representation of their 

parents' history in France as 'guest labourers' chained to serYitude and domination. 

but they are historically linked it to French colonial history and the decolonisation 

process in their own countries. The parents' anti-colonial memory in France at the 

time of the national liberation in North Africa, especially the events of the Algerian 

war, provides grounds for the Beurs to consolidate internal bonds with their parents' 

struggle against racis1n. 

In Immache's Le Dromadaire de Bonaparte, Jasmine, the main character of the text 

embarks upon the excavation of a certain colonial n1emory related to le dromadaire 

used by Bonaparte to move around during his invasion of Egypt in 1798. I argue 

that Imn1ache links the history of the displaced camel that was forced to n1igrate to 

France with that of the enforced displacement of !es premiers arrivant\· from North 

Africa. Jas1nine receives a letter fron1 her sister Rosa about l'histoire of the 

historical can1el in which she writes: 

I1 faut que te raconte, <!crin1it Rosa. Pour w1e fois. j'a\'CTis pu prendre ma 
journL~e. J'erais partie dans une petite i!e 1·oisine. Et alors, imagine-toi, 
.Jasmine. que je tom be sur un musL~L' africain ... Son. n' 11 'est pas l/11 ca11ular.' 
Le drapeau national flottait au de.,·sus de Ia porte d'zme des maison' du 
,·i/lagc. A l'int<!rieur. que!le mise en scene! Des !'£:ntree. Ia gueu!e i(wnie d 



sous-titree d'zm aristocrate en casque colonial: !e fondateur du mu.,Je lui 
m~me. J?ans I~ vitres, des animaux sauvages empailles sur des fonds 
decolores de desert, de savane, de jungle. [ .. .} Enfzn, je decoznn:. comme 
pfantee au me/feu d'un reve, a deux metres de moi, U11e paU\Ti! bete, 
harassee, a l'oeil vitreux, au poi! pele. Un dromadaire d~i.rabie. Sache que 
c'est cel~i que manta le general Bonaparte pendant !a campagne d'Ef:,T)pte! 
Ramenee vivant en France, il est mort au Jardin zoo!ogique de Paris. ozl if a 
ete naturalisee et conserve. Une plaque graw!e le certi{ze. Le 
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d'histoire naturelle en a fait don au grand 1'oyageu;·. Vois-tu. suns 
comprendre pow·quoi, tout (:a m'a beaucoup rennu!e. (Drom .. 7.3). 

Like Rosa, J asinine is immensely intrigued by the history of the camel beyond the 

one existing in the 'Exposition coloniale' on the small African Island (Drom., 26). 

She changes her job in the town hall to work in the archives in the hope of digging 

up some history about the subject, but she instead encounters documents on what 

she calls les tontons or the first generation imn1igrants from North Africa (Drom .. 

79). 

When the deputy mayor notices her working hard in the archives, he tells her that: 

"C'est une tache un peu salissante mais meritoire. La generation actuelle ne montre 

plus d'interet pour les travaux de memoire" (Dron1., 81 ). Angrily, Jasmine told him 

"qu'il suffisait de retrouver le mot qui entrainerait a sa suite tous les autres" (ibid.). 

In other words, les travaux de memoire are for Jasmine linked to French imperial 

history that had displaced a great nun1ber of people, including her own father. Her 

search for the history of the displaced can1el is linked with her search for her own 

tonton, her father's brother and the only relative they know from their father's family 

in France (like all the other protagonists of Immache, Jasmine's mother is French). 

The forced displacement of the first generation due to colonial and post-colonial 

upheavals is related in Jasn1ine's imagination with the captivity and enforced 

displacen1ent of the poor animal. She tells the deputy mayor about the poor anin1al's 

one-way journey into exile: "Imaginez, lui racontait d'une voix sepulcrale la jeune 

fe1m11e, cet animal historique, imn1obile, fatigue s'il en est! en captivitc loin des 

siens, porte les quatre fers en l'air sur le pont d'un bateau, les flancs mouilh~s 

d'ecun1e, decouvrant soudain a trm ers la brume glacee et ilot presque! Lui qui 

croyait en fin rentrer. .. " (Drmn., 83 ). She expresses the same sympathy for "lcs 

tontons" or "les etrangers qui viennent de l'autre cote de la mer" as they remind her 

of her o\vn used in1migrant father: "Ce qui est troublant. .. c'est qu'il y a entre ctt:\ et 

moi eomme un air de famille!" (Drom .. 33). A colleague in the town hall where 



Jastnine works passes her a medical report \\·here "elle apprend que des 

rhun1atisn1es et des troubles du son1meil donneront bient6t aux tontons des min~?s 

affreuses. Demain, ils feront peur aux petits enfants d'ici aYec leur gueulc de vieu:x" 

(Drom., 31-33 ). She sees one of those over-exploited old 'ton ton' \\·alking on a 

street pavement: "II tremble comme un parkinsonien. Ou un Vietnamien sous Ie 

napahn." She immediately thinks of telling him in his own language (which is her 

father's language) what she has learnt before at the uniYersity that "il faut rentrer 

chez toi!" but she cannot as she transfixes to the spot "con1n1e bet e. pouffante de 

chagrin" (Drom., 35). Like the historical camel, their journey is a one-way trip. 

Jasmine wants to visit the small island where the anitnal is kept in a museum, she 

writes to the Natural History Museun1 for more information. But she is sent a letter 

in which she is told that the camel does not exist: "Le dromadaire de Bonaparte 

n'existe pas et l'etiquetage du Musee est errone. Ce speciman fait partie des dons 

qu'accordait le Museum national dans les annees 1930-1935 aux musees qui le 

den1andaient" (Drom., 84). After receiving the information from the Natural 

Museum denying the existence of the dromadaire de Bonaparte, Jasmine sends a 

letter to the deputy mayor asking for permission to stop work because of long illness 

as if she has given up hope of retrieving the history of the displaced camel, not even 

acknowledged in official records. Like the can1el, her uncle 'tonton' whom they love 

very 1nuch but have lost trace of a long time ago is finally found by Lilas in a 

con1n1unity cen1etery of a banlieue (Drom., 104-5). Jasmine claims that "Tonton'' 

has changed a lot and becon1e like their father in his last days, an overused and 

exploited in1n1igrant with no health left and no financial gains either as he keeps on 

1noving from one hotel to another with his wife and his daughters (Drom., 104). 

Like the can1el, her uncle dies ignored, as their contribution to the history of France 

is not even recognised officially, they are both denied a proper official 

ren1en1brance by the French. However, the history of le dromadaire marks the 

beginning of the French itnperial conquest (the conquest of Egypt in 1798) in \:orth 

Africa and thus the uprooting of the can1el from its own land to die in e,jle is the 

beginning of an other enforced displacement of people under colonial subjection. 

Her obsession \vith the archives and the history of the dromadaire is rcpbcL'd by 

that of her \·iolin (Drom., 92-3--+ ). \\·hich she had stopped playing immediately attcr 
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her father's death when she was sixteen (Drom .. 98). l\'ow at thirty. she v;anb to 

take courses in playing the Yiolin, and she looks for the teacher's reJssurance that 

she can play again. The violin seetns to be her only escape from the confusion of 

her troubled childhood: her double origins. the 'history' of her father. one of those 

long forgotten 'tontons' who died, like the historical camel of Bonaparte. 

unrecognised in a land that was never 'his': 

11 est de ces morts qui vous mordent a la tete, sechent, cicatrisent ct 
s'effacent et dont vous retrouvez la marque rose et grise, indeh~bile au creux 
de vos reins! II est des morts qui vous tueraient presque pour toujours ... II 
mourut une nuit. Ce fut sans surprise. Dans l'exil, abandonne de tous, au 
fond d'un vieil hopital, la demiere scene fut la plus tragique: celle de 
"l'immigre de service", grand corps use, ronge, nie. 34 

For Immache, survival as suggested by the character of Helene, is through the 

connection of histories, the French and North African one and not through their 

essential separation. Helene, a French woman married to an Algerian inu11igrant 

emphasises this link by insisting in her address to those who represent French 

officialdom on le droit a Ia memoire. In other words, Helene suggests that by 

confronting the violence of the past, a move towards the present and future without 

violence in the banlieue could be possible as the youth of the barzlieues, mostly 

from North African descent still suffer from the legacy of that Yiolence. In reading 

Immache's texts, one con1es to the conclusion that her characters are always 

inhabited by other echoes coming from other histories since history is not 'linear' but 

collisional. Immache uses the space of the barzlieue as the site of historical 

n1en1ory, the memory of migration and colonial racism but also most significantly 

for the Beurs, it is a site of resistance to authority and to the perpetuation of colonial 

racist attitudes. 
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4- Tassadit Immache: Une Fil/e sans Histoire35
, 'une Pille de I'histoire' 

De l'avoir trap scrutee (le corps penche en avant, arrete par Ia table ozl tn5ne Ia 
machine a inventer des histoires) if me semble que Ia photo de famille se 
decompose. Troublee, je recule de quelques pas. Mes paupieres battent. _\fa ,·ue se 
bruille. Un malaise m'envahit. La petite fille quej'etais, seconde apri>s scconde. me 
rencoie !'insupportable question: Puis-je aujourd'hui cert(fier que j'ai SWT<-~cu sans 
cesser de vous reconnoitre? Elle, derriere sa 1·itre en soz~f(rance. Toi. dont ils 
mirent le coeur a nu, comme pour se convaincre de ton inutilite de ciel immic::n;. 
Apres avoir sue sang et eau, il ne te rest a it plus dans !es n:ines qu 'zm me lang~ de 
haine et d'alcool. (F., 11). 

Une Fille sans Histoire traces the childhood memories of the young Immache. Lil 

reflects on the life of Imn1ache as the daughter of a French mother and an Algerian 

immigrant father who confronts the im/possibility of a constructing her own history 

among the various contradictions that destroy such a history before it is even 

constructed. Lil, a nan1e given to her by her father as Lila (in Arabic it means the 

night), is transfom1ed into Liliane by her own mother repressing its Arabic origins 

so that nobody will suspect she is an 'Arab'. This suppression, born out of the 

events of the Algerian war marked by traumatic memory-sequences and by the scars 

and wounds of the war, is what Lil voices in her narrative. Lil speaks about how the 

doors of hospitality and friendship were being closed from within in France by a 

shameful violence, which had n1ade her and her brother and sisters the witnesses of 

a repugnant, inhospitable environn1ent. 

(a)- Photographs and Imprints of the past: "C'etait a mourir d'amour et de 

h . "36 atne 

Trap use par une 1'ie de miseres et d'humiliations, trap occupe a gagner leur \'lC. lui 
[le pere}, qui n'avait jamais eu assez de mots fi·ancais pour leur dire. qui n'a\'Ltit 
117<-;me plus Ia force de gueuler. II avait abandone. Oue pouvait-il contre leurferoce 
assurance d'~T?(ants decides a swTh·re cm·ers et contre tout. et ... contre lui? (F.. 

11 J). 

;-1 The protagonist Lil describes the death of her immigrant father in lmmacl11:\ Une.fillc sum 

Histoirc ( 19R9, 11."). 
;~ :\bbrn iated hereafter as F. 
;~> .-\n c'\prcssiPn used b) the protagonist Lil to describ~ the family photographs (1· · 1\7). 
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In a photograph that she has found among her father's things after hi~ death. Lil 

describes herself, the little child in the photo, as haYing "entre les \ eu:\ Ie~ deu:\ 
~ -

griffes de l'anxiete" as a child growing up in the Algerian war of independence from 

an Algerian father and a French mother (F., 1 0). This family photograph. \\·ith 

which Lil has started to reflect upon her life and her family as a young woman. no\\. 

takes us back into the past of her life as a child divided between two shores of 

identity and belonging. In the picture the fmnily wants to 'appear' so that it \\·ill not 

be lost by amnesia with "the Algerian". The family wants to draw attention to itself 

and not to its origins, but Lil wonders how could that be possible at the time of the 

war (F., 140). She can finally see as a grown-up the fragility of the unity of the 

family (in colonial time) represented in the photograph: 

La photo de fan1ille. Nous y voila, mais y sommes-nous? Est-ce une famille? 
Ils etaient deux pour la faire et la defaire, non? Le chef de famille est 
present. Cela ne va pas durer. Dans une seconde, il va sortir du champ. Le 
pere est algerien, la mere est franc;aise. En plein guerre d'Algerie, pourquoi 
avoir pris la pose? Par amour? Haine? Par desir ou par repulsion? (F .. 138). 

Love, hatred, repulsion are the en1otions Lil struggled with in her relationship with 

her parents, especially her father, who has always been absent from their life. 

Unlike her brother, Lil was very close to her father when she was a child, but she 

feels that he has abandoned her, leaving her 'trapped', 'frightened' and lonely (F .. 

139). Lil believes that her father has never accepted them as "les tiens". He thinks 

that by giving his father's nan1e, Farid to his son and his mother's name to his 

daughter Lila, he will have "tire a bon compte", but "comptes mauvais d'ennemis 

Monsieur Ali, ate maquer avec la fille du 'bourreau"' (F., 140). He wants them to be 

"Algerians", tired at the end, he gives up on them as his last daughter is named 

Francine (F., 141 ). Her n1other wants them to be French, but like the father. she 

cam1ot make them French as "ils ne l'avaient pas ete vrain1ent" (F .. 1-+ 1 ). Thus "elle 

ne nous avait plus quitte des yeux. Lui vaincu, ne no us plus parle. plus touche" (F .. 

141 ). Lil cam1ot escape the labyrinths of her 'destiny' and that of her brother and 

sisters surviYing the turbulent relationship of their parents marked by the \·iolcnce of 

the war and enn1itv between France and Algeria: "la Yie. c'ctait bien ce vacan11e qui - ~ 

emplissait 1e clapier. faisait trembler les annecs sur le calendrier [ ... ] et ks pouss~1it. 

groupe tragi-comique de man110ts affol~s. d'une chambre a coucher a unc salle de 
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bains. Ils posait des gants de toilette glaces sur le front de la mere et ecoutaient. de 

l'autre cote de laporte verrouillee, le pere cogner et jurer" (F .. 79). The image of her 

worried mother eternally waiting for her absent husband behind the a lass of her attic 
b 

window for fear that he may be murdered at the hands of the French is deeply 

engraved on Lil's memory since Algerian immigrants and their children were 

targeted as the enemies of the Republic because they supported the FL?\. Lil cannot 

understand the way her mother is attacked as a French woman sleeping with "the 

enemy". Her parents give up on her a long time ago, as they cannot accept her 

marriage with an Algerian, especially as her father was a soldier in the French 

army. 
37 

She is seen as "une sal ope, une putain qui couchait aYec un bicot pour ses 

moeurs bizzares, et qui s'etait fait faire deux batards. plus un a Yenir. en pleine 

guerre d'Algerie madame! Et avec <;a, des p'tites gueules blanches et des yeux 

bleus!" (F., 19). Lil's mother has suffered from brutal racism at the hands of her own 

compatriots, apart from the misery and poverty of being a wife of an immigrant (F., 

19-20). For the sake of her husband, Lil's mother has accepted all forms of misery. 

people's hatred, loneliness and war (F., 49). 

The father's silence condemns his existence to death eYen before he is physically 

dead. His actual physical disappearance has changed Lil's perception of the past as 

she wants to understand the silence of this man who has never told her a story about 

hin1self: "Le silence avait du se faire lourd, son absence, definitive, pour qu'enfin je 

l'entende lui, et cherche a ne plus perdre son cri" (F., 14). In a post-colonial 

mon1ent, in the aftermath of colonial scarring, Tassadit Immache's autobiographical 

self, Lil, attempts to write a history of a girl without history: Une fille sans hL••;toire 

or rather whose history is overdetermined for her as the daughter of an Algerian 

irnn1igrant and a French mother and who was born and brought up at the time of the 

Algerian War. The phantom of her father's memory haunts her in an inYisible way. 

She has carried the stigma of her Algerian origins that have degraded her in school 

(her blue eyes and pale skin will be forgotten when the name Azhar comes up l. but 

still she cannot be on the defensiYe all the time: "Papa, je ne pouvais pas ks tuer 

37 With the help of the Ia\\'. her parents took her t\\O girls from her first marriage and rellhed _to 
recognise her again on the basis that she had betrayed them. especially her father \\"ho ''as a soldter 
in th~ French a~ll\" during the Gem1an occupation (F .. )~-3--+). Howe\ er. lmmache ironically poinh 
out that manv .-\l~~rians fought the war against Germany to fi·L'e FranL·e from occupation side h:- side 
,,·ith the Fre~ch :oldiers including Lil's ;,,n Algerian father and many had Jo,t their Ji, e". though 
this has hL'L'll deleted from F ranee'; heroic narrati~·c-s of the "ar of occupation. 
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tout le temps" (F. 140). With her 'tignasse d'arabe' as one girl describes her. her 

"esprit bouillait, nourri de visions de vandalis1ne" Lil is perceiYed by the Jirector of 

the La Maison, to which she is sent to study, as a threat to the 'future' of society. She 

writes in Lil's social record: "comment aYait-on pu permettre l'acces a la culture a 

ses jeunes animaux incapables, avec leur frustration, leur rage, de gouter sans 

devorer! La societe de den1ain saurait-elle faire face a leur appetit de revanche?" (F., 

95-98). Rage and frustration are the emotions that Immache has struggled with in 

her history of hatred and violence that her parents have tried to survi\ e with their 

own love and bond of marriage but could not succeed. Her 'revenge'. however. 

comes in the form of counter narratives, a tracing of her parents' lieux de nu!moire, 

to give meaning to the historical coordinates of their personal and familial 

memones. 

Lil traces her father's absence and silence to translate it into a cry, "l'etranger" who 

had to pay "la dette de l'exi1"(F., 14). It is only shortly before her father's death that 

Lil started to search about Algeria and the origins of her Arabic name "Lila". Before 

then, she has always been "Lili-Liliane" playing on the an1biguity of her father's 

family name "Azhar" pronounced "Hasard" by the French; she did not attempt to 

correct the mistake: 

Elle avait si longtemps etait cette Lili-Liliane ... aussi vrai qu'elle avait si 
souvent table sur l'mnbiguite de son non1 de famille. lorsqu'on l'interpellait: 
"Hasard? Comn1e c'est original! Et Lil, c'est quelle origine?" 
Avait-elle jamais cesse d'arborer le ruban racoleur, d'abuser du bleu de ses 
yeux, de mendier publiquement, outrageusement, une histoire qui ne fut pas 
la sienne? (ibid.). 

She had tried to be 'French', to adopt a history that is not hers or to ignore her 

father's existence. Lil has always been frightened of the idea "qu'elle put se fendre 

en deux n1orceaux avides d'en decoudre. La France et l'Algerie" (F .. 12) ). She 

thinks that school provides a safe haven from this fear of being di\ ided between the 

two countries in war, but she understands that in school "La ou l'Histoire. quand cllc 

est insoutenable, n'est pas ecrite dans les manuels" lF .. 12)--l). The French History 

that she is taught in school banished to oblivion all the events that arc embarrassing. 

Colonialism and her father's history are silenced: "Elle n'y avait ricn cntendu sur 
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presque un siecle et demi de colonialisme" (F., 12-l ). Her mother has enc()uraged 

her to 'forget' that 'history' which her father refuses to share \\·ith her \\·ith his 

emotional silence, leaving her confused and perplexed: " Je suis aussi ta 

chair. .. mais n'etais-je pas dans le passe ton enfant cherie? ... et pourtant tu ne m'as 

plus emmenee avec toi ... ?" (F., 118). Looking at the family photograph after his 

death, Lil can see hin1 with "ce regard melange d'orgueil et de souffrance. de rage et 

de dignite" of an exiled man condemned to silence (F., 50). But after the years that 

follow her father's death, Lil tries to "capture" her father's silence or "reach" him in 

an attempt to reach her filiation with him but she fails to be the "other" person and 

she retnains perpetually in a state of hmnelessness or 'en·ance'. a condition of her 

troubled history: 

Dans les annees qui suivirent la 1nort de son pere, Lil voulut noircir ses 
cheveux, brunir sa peau, assombrir ses pupilles decolorees. Mais elle 
echoua, la aussi, a paraitre une autre. Elle essaya encore de devenir 
quelqu'un ... ce que le dictionnaire definit comme "une personne absolument 
indeterminee" ( F., 124 ). 

After his death, and as if she wants to commemorate his existence, Lil strongly 

voices the history of her Arab name and its correct pronunciation: Lila as she tries 

to stress the "i" and the "a" as "Li!. .. La! El Lil c'est la nuit, la racine du nom est la 

nuit. .. La nuit est arabe ... je suis aussi une Arabe ... comme lui" (F.. 130). Her 

filiation to her father is not about 'les n1arques de doigts', as her brother told her, but 

'des empreintes digitales' that have uniquely marked her life e\·en though she has 

been trying to suppress it (F., 142). Thus, comes the urgency to give her father a 

proper burial, to lay his used body to rest by voicing his history and by 

comn1emorating his life that had been destroyed since he had been called as a 

colonial subject to fight against the Germans for French freedon1, but years later. the 

French thanked hin1 by killing his own people in Setif 1954 (F .. 140-1 ). This double 

contradictory metnory of her father (defending France but being disavowed by it) is 

also in1posed on his son Thierry who joins the French marines when he is 

seventeen, which Lil perceives as his own way of escaping by sea (F .. 108). \\"hen 

his father gets to know about it. "il avait conge sa tete contre le mur. .. Puis il avait 

du relever vers elle un visage vide de sang" but it \vas their mother who translated .._ ~ 

his pain into words: "Son fils! Son unique gan;:on~ Son fils par k sang ct k nom: 

"11.1 fi Is' et o I F · '" (F I 07) Tl11·errv's career in the anll\' is cut 1, on 1 • . . . . p ur es ran<;ats. .. . 
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short a year and half later: "l'armee expliquait au fils fran9ais de J\1onsieur Ali que 

les entrailles des sous-n1arins fran9ais arbitaient des secrets que sa filiation trouble 

exposait a de trop gros danger" (F., 108). Thierry's 'troubled Algerian filiation' 

cannot be trusted with carrying the secrets of the submarine: it is a matter of 

suspected loyalty. Thierry takes notes of this 'manquement a l'honneur' (to v;hich 

his father has been subjected) that suspends his French citizenship because of his 

Algerian origin (F., 108). 

In conjunction with the family photograph marked by Ia haine et !'amour. Lil 

remembers the trace of another photograph that reveals a certain history to her. It is 

taken by a photographer who comes to visit aunt Renee's farm in search for pictures 

for a calendar and he chooses Lil from among all the other children (Lil and her 

brother and sisters have been staying with aunt Renee. since their mother is 

hospitalised). The photographer encourages her to tell him the story of the scar 

underneath one of her eyes. She tells hin1 how Marc, one of the boys living with 

them in aunt Renee's farm, has hit her in the face with an arrow as he wants to kill 

her because she happens to be a bougnoule at the time of the Algerian war (F., 59). 

She is possessed by a certain fear: "La douleur etait la soudain. Elle que la fleche 

avait plantee, bn1lant la peau, irradiant l'aile du nez, enflammant son visage. Elle 

avait voulu crier sa peur" (F., 58). She wonders how Marc knows that she is a 

bougnoule though she has eyes and hair fairer than his: "Pourtant, les yeux de Lil 

etaient aussi clairs que les siens et ses cheveux avaient la men1e couleur don~e. 

Comn1ent Marc avait-il devine qu'elle etait un bougnoule!" (F., 59). Contrary to 

Aunt's Renee's declaration that "les enfants oublient vite", Lil cannot forget the scar 

that Marc has inflicted on her (F., 66). Even though the photographer calls her Lila 

as if he knows her real name: "il avait dit distinctement "Lila!" comme s'il l'avait 

connue", he changes her photograph to represent another person with another 

history that is not Lil's: "elle y avait les yeux plus bleus, le cheveux plus blond. On 

ne voyait plus trace de la blessure so us l'oeil droit" (F .. 60). The photographer 

erases her scar. that of being the descendant of an Algerian bougnoulc at the time of 

war. He effaces the scar of the war that she has carried as a child and of which she 

can never free herself. Aunt Renee tells then1 that their parents \\'ill come to L·nik'L't 

them as "la guerre est finie! ", though Lil in1agines "le photographe l'cmportait dans 
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ses yeux, et la pron1enait intacte, invulnerable. tres loin de cette foutue histoire" ( F .. 

61 ). He has also betrayed her and imposed silence on her scars. 

Lil reme1nbers very well the imprisonment of her father and the \\·ay the French 

police has attacked them in their house in search of arms for the FL:\ and the 

barbaric way they have treated her pregnant mother. She is taken to the police 

station where she is interrogated till morning by "des animaux e:\ites depuis des 

mois par les descentes dans les bistrots, la chasse a l'honm1e dans les bidonvilles" 

(F., 34). She is abused by the police inspector and his officers: "Les bougnoules 

n'ont pas de femme, il n'y a que des putes pour coucher avec" and when she 

reminded the1n of her being a French national, they suspected her father of 

collaborating with the Nazis: "Ca c'est fran<;ais? Une salope qui se fait sauter par un 

Arabe pendant qu'ils saignent nos gamins la-bas!" (F .. 35). Lil also remembers 

"l'odeur chaude de l'etranger", "ce melange delicieux et effrayant de sucre et de 

haine" when one night he (accompanied by Lil) is arrested by the police and 

searched for arms (F., 31 ). Lil's father is kept for five days in prison where "les 

coups avaient couvert les insultes" and where hundred of them are savagely tortured 

(F., 40-1 ). Tramnatised by this violence, Lil's father confesses to his wife: "qu'il 

savait que ses enfants ne parleraient jamais sa langue. il pourrait bien encore trimer 

comme une bete a l'usine, comme il avait trime dans les mines avec son pere ... " (F., 

42). It is his fear that his children will confide his language, his memory and his 

'Algeria' to oblivion. 

Far from being une jille sans histoire, Lil is the embodiment of the Franco-Algerian 

relations in all their contradictions; she emerges fron1 that history that, though 

stained with bloodshed and violence, can still offer some hope. Being the daughter 

of a French-Algerian n1arriage at the height of the Algerian war is already in itself a 

history of resistance to rage, violence and despair though the scars and wounds that 

were inflicted on her are persistent and painful. In reconciling her father's and 

n1other's voices, in recognising her father's historical memory. Lil reappropriah.'~ 

past history towards the present where sharing and not negating would be possible. 
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Conclusion 

One can clearly conclude fron1 a reading of these Beur texts that as post-colonial 

writers, the Beurs atte1npt to subvert the official representation of history of both 

sides France and North African. Thus their texts include testimonials. reYisions and 

notations of the anti- and post-colonial experiences, \\·hich destabilise fixed and 

secure national narratives and identities. The Beur refuses to totalise the French 

national 1nemory that excludes the history of their parents. that is. they reject the 

monolithic and linear representation of history that excludes and negates the history 

of their ancestors. They stress the interdependency of the French and North African 

histories and thus refuse the obscuring of certain events deemed to be 'embarrassing' 

to the French. The Beurs' exclusion within French society, as we argued in chapter 

four, has directed their uncovering of colonial and anti-colonial memory since it 

provides tools for understanding the present with its colonial legacy. Their 

narratives can be claimed to be narratives of resistance or counter-memories to the 

State's hegemony over history. Historical n1emory for the Beurs can be at the 

service of the present political needs and thus they claim its use in helping to 

eradicate exclusion, violence and racist crimes against them. The continued 

exclusion of the post-war immigrants from the n1aking of French history which still 

perceives them as an "alien wedge" is a 1nanifestation of the perpetuation of 

colonial culture or the 'empire within' that still preserves the same power structures 

that existed in the colonies (Robert Young 1990, 175). 

I have analysed how the Beurs as a postcolonial diaspora interrupt the idea of the 

comn1onality of the French memory as they present a critical altematiYe to that 

1nen1ory by opening it up to other interpretations and other silenced histories. They 

problen1atise the belief in a common memory as the basis of nation-1naking as they 

reveal the contingent political dynamics of cmntnemoration and they offer other 

tnetnories that disrupt the French national genealogy. Kettane and Kalouaz's te'\t 

are n1arked by the return of colonial Yiolence that haunts France. Colonial hatred 

seen1s to penneate all generations. EYen though the Beurs are not colonial subjects 

but French citizens. racist crin1es of the anti-colonial generations are still 

perpetuated against their descendants. The memory of the 1 ih October llJh l 1s a 

marker of anti-colonial n1en1ory \\·ithin the French tenitorics that is strongly present 
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in n1ost of the Beur texts. Sebbar provides a multiplicity of Yoices that participated 
. . d h 1 th m or w1tnesse t e 7 of October. French official history. as inscribed in the 

monumental architecture of Paris. is deconstructed through a counter-inscription of 

anti-colonial men1ory that reveals the fragility and hypocrisy of the process of 

French official commemoration. In Charefs text, such a commemoration comes 

from the unwanted figure of the harki who disrupts the national narratiYcs of both 

the French and the Algerians. Immache's texts are unique in 'historising' 

autobiography and personalising History as most of her protagonists are n1arked by 

the devastating hostility that their Franco-Algerian parents underwent at the time of 

the Algerian war in France. The space of the banlieue is still the site of such 

hostility as a colonial legacy of inhospitality and hatred has been transferred to the 

predominantly 'ethnic' youths of the barz!ieues still at the receiving end of racist 

violence. 

Reflecting on the Setif massacre of 1945, Mehdi Lallaoui insists on the importance 

of sharing colonial and anti-colonial memories between France and North Africa so 

that the denial of past n1emories would be brought to the present post-colonial 

moment with its various forms of racisn1s in order to construct a future where 

plurality could be respected. Lallaoui puts it this way: 38 

Contre les haines de tous bords, la n1emoire, elle aussi est un enjeu pour la 
democratie. Faire oeuvre de memoire pour nous, est un acte d'education 
antiraciste elementaire, car les fondements de ces concepts de superiorite 
sont nourris par les a ventures coloniales. [ ... ] No us pensons qu' une his to ire 
partagee et acceptee par to us contribuera au respect de 1 'autre et, d'une 
certaine fa<;on, a une reconciliation des peuples des deux rives de la 
Mediterranee. 

But can one argue --as Cixous does-- that the violence of colonialism, inhospitality. 

hostility and fear that united the colonisers and colonised could be tun1ed into 

son1ething else, into what Cixous (1998a, 172) calls her A/g<!riance, something 

reden1pti\'e with an air of hope and pron1ise for the future? She claims that: 

As if there were something stronger than wars, repression, forgetting, 
resentn1ent, the century of~ misunderstanding, something gentler. more 
ancient, more in1n1ediate, more fleshy, more free. a force independent of all 

;~A~ the president ofthe organisation "Au nom de Ia memoire", 1\lehdi Lallaoui \\1l1k this article on 
the fiftidh anniYcrsary of the Sctifmassacre in Lih(;rarion. 0~ \ Ia) 1995. p. 22. 
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is called Algeriance. My unexpected sisters and I 2:iYe each other .-\.lgeria 
and for the past we have the future without Yiolen~ce of which \\ e d;eam 
together. 

Cixous claims that Algeria's violent past returns to her in the figure of her 'Algerian -- ~ 

sisters' or 'the Algeria with women's arms', tnilitant actiYists who haYe given Ci:xous 

renewed hope and pron1ise for a future without violence and a hope in a rene\:ved 

feminism (ibid.). The Beurs' affiliation with their parents' colonial and anti-colonial 

memory does not restrict itself to a politics of blame, but extends towards a critique 

of the French mode of thinking about colonial history that is still marked by 

exclusion in order to open it up to pluralistic representations of history and memory. 

If the Beurs' parents were seen as temporary 'guests' that had to be 'welcomed' in 

order to meet the need for a labour force in the post-war period, and were reduced to 

the state of servitude as a dominated class with no share in the making of French 

history, the Beurs rejects this crude economic perspective in the representation of 

the history of immigration that for them denies the historical complexity of 

colonialism and post-colonialism. In other words, the history of immigration is part 

of the history of France (or rather just a part of its contemporary geography) and 

thus North African immigrants are historic figures strongly linked with French 

imperial history. While strongly affiliating themselves with their parents' history of 

migration, colonial and anti-colonial men1ories as markers of their identities, the 

Beurs stress their claim to be insiders with a strong filiation to France and refuse to 

inherit their parents' images of colonial subjects stigmatised with the racist and 

stereotypical colonialist legacy. But the 'France' that they are hoping to write is not 

historically and culturally monolithic and does not identify them with the migrant 

lives of their parents' colonial and anti-colonial generations (or identify them with 

their parents' native lands) and thus puts their loyalties to France on trial and keeps 

them at the margins. 
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Chapter Seven 

Conclusion 

Ils nous assimilent a des immign?s, alors que nous on est ici che::: now; 
autant que eux. Et 9a ils ne veulent pas pas l'admettre. lis s'arrangent pour 
nous parquer. Kettane (1985, 167 ). 

Appartenir au s'appartenir? Surtout ne pas trahir. Surtout pas de masques. 
Marcher en dehors du moule, cracher sur Ia boite fermee, devier de !'axe 
trace avec dans Ia tete Ia chanson de son coeur. De demains personne n'est 
proprietaire pas plus que d'Aujourd'hui. Kettane ( 1985, 172 ). 

Se montrer, bouger, crier, quitter l'ombre des robots. Surtout ne pas 
attendre le couvre-feu, en/ever son biiillon et ccrire son nom en lettres de 
couleurs. Arreter de ba!butier, mais crier sa verite. Marquer le temps 
prt?sent avec des larmes de l'espoir. Ketane (1985, 172 ). 
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Conclusion 

The proble1n of inhospitality or hostility and xenophobia in France and Europe 

decades after the horrors of colonialis1n and fascism raises a crucial question about 

the relationships between communities of different "race", religion, culture, etc. 

Hospitality is not only marked by the 'autochthonous'. the 'fan1ilial' and the national 

that exclude the Other, but is also marked by the legacy of colonialism with its 

hierarchical and racist subordination of other cultures and people. One comes to the 

conclusion after reading Beur post-colonial texts that they deterritorialize not only 

the French language, culture and the constructed national uniformity, but also 

express the Beur difference in a way that challenges the fixed roles and identities 

assigned for them as 'second generation imn1igrants'. 

The Beurs, French citizens of Maghreb ian descent, still carry the image of the North 

African immigrant with its violent colonial residue that relegates them to the 

margins of French society on the basis of their 'cultural', 'ethnic', 'religious', and 

social affiliations that are deemed incompatible with French values. However, as I 

argue, through a close reading of the Beur texts in Chapter Four, the Franco

Maghrebians problematise the cultural and historical mechanisms of belonging to 

France as they provide an alternative to notions of blood, "race" and a bounded 

national culture. Thus, they offer resistance to patriotic and nationalistic authorities 

through various strategies. My analysis of Begag's, Tadjer's and Charefs texts in 

Chapter Four reveals what I call the Beurs' narratives of exclusion in French 

society, which question the French concept of citizenship seen by the Beur as being 

exclusive only to those seen as les franr;:ais de souche. 

I appropriate m Chapter Two Derrida's deconstruction of hospitality in \\' e:;tcrn 

tradition, which is n1arked by the paten1al and the pha!logocentric. or by the logic of 

the master/host, nation, the door. or the threshold. This for the purpose of calling 

into question the lin1itations of this specifically "European" history of hospitalit~ 

and thus justify the idea that the detennination and experien~.-e of ho:;pitality hold a 

future beyond this history and thus hospitality beyond the logic of "paternity" and 
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its extension to the nation or the logos. Derrida's concept of hospitality dcstabilises 

the notions of the host/guest since the host/guest can not be known or determined as 

a concept because the Other/guest cannot lend him 'herself to "objective knowledge" 

and as the Other is always absolutely Other, beyond calculation. 

The closure of cultural, social and linguistic boundaries (apart from territorial ones) 

marks the 'traditional' concept of hospitality. However, Hospitality deconstructs 

itself precisely when it is put into practice as it thrives on the paradox of 

presupposing a nation, a home, a door for it to happen but once one establishes a 

threshold, a door or a nation, hospitality ceases to happen and becomes hostility. I 

argue that the aporia that Derrida introduces between on the one hand 

unconditional, ethical hospitality and conditional, political hospitality does not 

paralyse hospitality, but in fact, it opens up politics to ethics in the sense of 

intervening in the conditional hospitality in the name of the unconditionaL an 

intervention that, though surrounded by contradictions and aporias, recognises the 

need to pervert the laws for the sake of perfecting them. 

I deconstruct the 'conventional' perception of hospitality in order to open it up to its 

various acceptations and meanings. This allows me to use the concept of hospitality 

beyond the traditional debate about the 'reception' and 'integration' of inm1igrants in 

their host countries, which still foster the idea of the irnn1igrant as the Other of the 

'host nation', towards the more sophisticated issues of the contradictions in Western 

democracies in their relation to those who fall outside the definitions of the 'fictional 

national identity'. The French Republican tradition, one the one hand, claims the 

equality and 'fraternity' of all its citizens whatever their "race", culture or religion. 

and on the other hand, fosters the implicit and latent exclusion of "racialised" 

groups such as the French Muslims or the Franco-Maghrebians from the benefits of 

the full rights of their citizenship. The French State's treatment of the Beurs is still 

affected by colonial assun1ptions based on the notion of a "civilisation superiority" 

that sten1s frmn the creating of 'difference'. and upon which the French 

assin1ilationist logic is based. Thus. ''so long as a colonialist legacy of cthniL·a\ly 

based discrin1ination and lin1ited socio-econon1ic opportunities continues to e'\c\ude 

ethnic minorities from the full benefits of citizenship. the unfulfilled promises of the 
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republican model of integration will breed bitterness and disappointment"" ( Da\·id 

Blatt 1997, 53). 

Etienne Balibar (1992, 115) refers to the process of the racialization of 'foreign' 

groups in contemporary France and how the process of assimilation is manipulated 

by the State's power (or power relations) as it is based on total cultural conforn1itY 

of individuals and groups: 

Ce n'est pas parce que ces populations sont irreductiblement differentes 
qu'elles doivent etre traites differemment par l'Etat, arnis. au contraire. pare£' 
que l'Etat les traite differemment en droit et en fait que leur difference 
culturelles, professionelles et ethniques (qui sou vent ne sont plus importants 
que d'autres, interieures a la "conm1unaute nationale"), occultent ce qui les 
identifie a la population dominante, et font }'objet d'une discrimination et 
d'une exclusion. 

Moreover, Balibar recognises how racism is an 'excess' of nationalism, or a latent 

possibility inherent within its project (ibid., 81-2). Chapter Three dwells on the 

issue of how the Western concept of democracy is based on the law of birth, the 

natural or the 'national', the law of 'homophilia' or 'autochthony'. I argue that 

Derrida's language of deconstruction in Politiques de l'Amiti£?, which is strongly 

linked to the heritage of the pre- and aftern1ath of the French Revolution and its 

legacy of Fraternity, Liberty and Equality, opens up the issue of democracy and a 

certain 'French fraternity' beyond the exclusion of the Other, or beyond the 

nationalistic and the fraternalistic towards the concept of democracy-to-come. 

French fraternity prescribes the 'androcentric' ethnic group though the French 

Republican tradition considers itself to be unique in its treatment of its citizens. I 

argue that Derrida suggests the idea of democracy-to-come that frees the 

interpretation of the concept of equality from its "phallogocentric schema of 

fraternity" which has dominated the Western democracies. since the concept of 

fraten1isation has played an important role in the history of the formation of politcal 

discourse in Europe, especially in France. Derrida calls for a friendship that 

transcends the 'natural' or deten11ined brother as the basis of democracy-to-come, 

since den1ocracy. like hospitality. is marked by the same aporia between the la\\ and 

the laws. between incalculation, unconditionality and calculability. conditionality. 

But political democratic decision must be kept aliYc to the ethical demand of the 

ad\cnt of the Other. Derrida's \\·ork on politics refuses any form of nationalism or 
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m Critchley ( 1999, 279) words "a nationalism that belieYes that justice can 

incarnated within the frontiers of the state or the words of the tribe." 

It is diasporic populations like the Beur that offer Yerswns of solidaritv that 

transcend notions of racial purity and national belonging. As post colonial 

"translators", the Beurs problematise the issue of representation \vhich is important 

in deconstructing the nationalist myth of unity and conformity. In Chapter FiYe, I 

argue that in reading Beur texts, one senses the constant resistance to a certain 

French 'monoculturalism', especially in schools, the institutions of 'integration'. It is 

conveyed through a separation between a French superior culture and thus language 

and a 'Maghrebian' immigrant inferior culture that stigmatizes its bearers as 

possessing a 'deviant' culture. Belghoul's, Begag's, Houari's, Kessas' and 

Boukhedenna's texts stress through a process of translation the loss of an "original" 

identity or origins. As hyphenated diasporic people, the Beurs exist "in translation", 

which implies their questioning of notions of essences and origins and their search 

for a richer complexity that responds to their various clusters of identification. The 

Beur( ette) protagonists resist the tone of conformism con1ing from both the French 

agents of integration and the parents, while opening their identities to the various 

facets of their being young, women and of Maghreb ian descent. 

Chapter Six traces the significance of colonial and anti-colonial history in Kettane's, 

Kalouaz's, Sebbar's, Charefs and llnmache's texts that all personalise history and 

historicise autobiography by giving voice to silenced colonial and anti-colonial 

testin1onies. I argue that the Beur protagonists problematise the belief in a com1non 

memory as the basis of nation-making as they reYeal the contingent political 

dynamics of commen1oration and they reveal other memories that disrupt the 

French national genealogy. The commemoration of the anti-colonial memory of 17th 

October1961 takes pluralistic fom1s in Beur texts. Kettane and lmmache link it to 

the conten1porary history of the space of the banlieue \Vhich is still the site of such 

hostility, as the colonial legacy of inhospitality and hatred has been transferred to 

the predon1inantly 'etlmic' youths of the ban/i(Yues still at the receiYing end of racist 

Yiolence. Sebbar inscribes this silenced memory on the heart of the monumental 

architecture of Paris, which witnesses its anmesia, follo\\·ing the joumey of the 

den1onstrators in the city. I n1aintain that \vhile the Beur strongly affiliate 
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then1selves with their parents' history of n1igration, colonial and anti-colonial 

memories as 1narkers of their identities, they stress their claim to be insiders with a 

strong filiation to France and refuse to inherit their parents' images of colonial 

subjects stigmatised with the racist and stereotypical colonialist legacy. 

Therefore, diasporic cultural translation is crucial in inscribing heterogeneity. 

emphasising the futility of the myths of pure origins as the latter are always fissured 

and mixed (Chapter Four and Five) and interrupt the idea of the con1monality of the 

French memory as they present a critical alternative to that memory by opening it 

up to other interpretations and other silenced histories (Chapter Six). It is the 

diasporic populations with their artistic creations and literary innovations, such the 

Beurs in France, which can keep the possibility of an ethical hospitality aliYe to the 

dangers of hostility and closure as they resist categorisation, nationalisation, 

racialization and the authority of the state with its myths of national purity and 

conformity. Thus, they provide a real alternative to the authority of the state. EYen 

though the Beurs suffer from severe exclusion and marginalisation, they use Yarious 

strategies to resist and subvert such stig~natisation that come from their inheriting 

the i1nage of the North African immigrant with its residue of a Yiolent and racist 

colonial legacy. 
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